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Abstract
This thesis consists of seven chapters. It is designed to survey and analyse the teachings of 
the Bodhisattva ideal and its gradual development in selected Buddhist scriptures. The main 
issues relate to the evolution of the teachings of the Bodhisattva ideal. The Bodhisattva 
doctrine and practice are examined in six major stages. These stages correspond to the 
scholarly periodisation of Buddhist thought in India, namely (1) the Bodhisattva’s qualities 
and career in the early scriptures, (2) the debates concerning the Bodhisattva in the early 
schools, (3) the early Mahayana portrayal of the Bodhisattva and the acceptance of the six 
perfections, (4) the Bodhisattva doctrine in the earlier prajhaparamita-siltras\ (5) the 
Bodhisattva practices in the later prajnaparamita texts, and (6) the evolution of the six 
perfections (paramita) in a wide range of Mahayana texts. Chapter seven analyses the 
developed theories of three perfections: slla, dhyana and prajna. The debate on the 
Bodhisattva ideal which occurred in the second century is also examined in each chapter. 
During the formation of the Bodhisattva practices, two systems of perfections (paramitas) 
arose in Buddhist scriptures and history. In all probability, the system of six perfections was 
formed before that of ten perfections, and became more diffused in Mahayana scriptures. 
The Bodhisattva ideal evolved for different reasons, but chiefly in response to religious 
tendencies, demands, and necessities of the cultures and historical periods in which the 
Bodhisattva ideal flourished. The Bodhisattva’s wisdom and compassion as ideology and 
method in generating the benefit of sentient beings, arguably constitute the basis of 
Bodhisattva philosophy and practice. The scriptures selected for investigation not only 
present diversified teachings and features of the Bodhisattva ideal, but result in a systematic 
model that improves our understanding of their evolution.
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Introduction
This thesis studies the bodhisattva ideal that is central to one of the world’s major religions 
and that acts as a unifying force within it. In fact, each of the three canonical systems whether 
Chinese, Tibetan and Pali, possesses a rich literature on the life and activity of the bodhisattva.
It is problematic to assert that the development of the bodhisattva concept follows a 
coherent and linear historical path. Clearly, different schools of Buddhism held different 
views and various concepts emerged, ascended and declined in different periods. As some 
texts and their corresponding principles have survived until today, it is possible to tentatively 
at least trace the manner in which the bodhisattva concept developed. Therefore I begin with 
extant works and trace the way in which certain principles have survived. Certain concepts are 
tied to texts that serve as anchors, placing these in an identifiable context. Surely many 
concepts pre-date the texts that present them. Such instances I unravel to the best of my ability.
My study is organised into seven chronological chapters. Chapter One examines the 
bodhisattva concept in Pali scriptures and in the Mahavastu. Here, particular attention is given 
to the various meanings of bodhi in the Jataka stories. These meanings were the fundamental 
sources for later developments of the bodhisattva concept. The Buddhavatnsa and the 
Cariyapitaka are also examined as prescriptive texts that emphasise the perfections 
(paramilpa ramita.). In the ten bhumis and four stages of the Mahavastu, we note an important 
development in the bodhisattva concept, namely the course of the bodhisattva becomes 
progressive.
Chapter Two focuses on the sectarian teachings which represent the bodhisattva concept 
as it evolved from the Jatakas. In admitting the sectarian texts originally in Chinese and their 
sources, the chapter presents material that has received little attention from scholars. Similarly, 
it treats a lesser known historical period situated between the early texts of Chapter One and 
later fully developed Mahayana texts. In the sectarian texts we note an emphasis on the 
physical characteristics and past lives of the bodhisattva. The length of time required for a 
bodhisattva to become a Buddha emerges as a highly controversial (and as controversy may 
imply, important) question. Also important at this stage is the concept of the bodhisattva’s 
free will. Here, the bodhisattva concept is linked with knowledge of all dharmas. The 
paramitas (whether four, six, seven or ten) become paths and not spiritual goals.
Chapter Three examines the early Mahayana portrayal of the bodhisattva. It involves 
identifying early Mahayana texts which are dated according to textual style, along with the 
contents of later compilations. Texts examined include the S atparamitasaingrahasutra, the 
Da o-zlil -dci -jing, the Triskandhasutra, the Buddhavadananidanas, the Sub ah upariprccha, and 
the Buddhasamgitisutra. The earliest Mahayana texts demonstrate an acceptance of six 
perfections {paramita) and emphasise compassion and generosity. The inclusion of dhyana in 
the six paramitas and the exploration of prajna are particularly important since the latter forms 
the basis for the later literature of the prajnaparamita. At this stage the practices of the 
bodhisattvas extend beyond the six perfections to include the practices of confession, 
rejoicing in the merits of others, and asking the Buddhas to turn the wheel of Dharma. 
Arguably, these earliest Mahayana texts represent a catalogue of bodhisattva practices leading 
to enlightenment.
Chapter Four takes the concept of prajna in order to establish its chronological stages. 
Understanding the development of prajna illuminates the development of the bodhisattva 
practice in Chinese sources. Thus we outline the textual sequence of the prajnaparamitasutras, 
and use textual analysis to propose an ‘original’ prajnaparamita course. This permits insight 
on several points, including the status of the arana and its relation to the prajnaparamita, the 
concentrations (samadhi) in Mahayana teachings, and the nature of dharma and of the 
Buddha’s might (buddhanubhava) in the original teachings of the Prajnaparamitasastra.
Chapter Five examines the bodhisattva ideal in the prajnaparamitasutras belonging to the 
Minor Class (T rr) .1 Here we observe the popularisation of the prajnaparamita which was 
expanded to suit beginners, or novice bodhisattvas. At the same time, the prajnaparamita 
course became the bodhisattva’s path to buddhahood. _ ^  ^
Chapter Six examines the debates in the scriptures (sutras) in the Chinese translations, 
and focuses on the system of the six perfections {paramita) and the different responses to the 
questions of what a bodhisattva is and how the bodhisattva fulfils each of the six perfections 
through practice. From the Agamas to the selected texts of the Mahayana, we outline the 
conceptual and doctrinal evolution of perfections and examine their religious significance. In 
the last section of Chapter Six, a brief survey of the links between the system of the six
1 In ancient times, the prajnaparamitasutras ^yere^pl&ssified into to the Minor Class ( T  m), Medium Class ( T  
nn ) and Large Class (Arm), according to their context and time of compilation.
perfections and the system of the ten perfections is made. It is shown that in the wider 
dissemination of the Buddhist doctrine, the system of the six perfections was expanded 
because of increasing detail in the presentations on the career of the bodhisattva.
Chapter Seven presents three examples fi'om the six perfections to bring out relevant 
arguments, namely that the perfections sustained a series of gradual developments. The 
gradual developments of the perfections indicate that moral rules are flexible and methods of 
meditation are numerous. It is then suggested that the portals of liberation and obtaining 
wisdom in Mahayana Buddhism are open to exploration.
Methodologically, with regard to the dating of Pali and other sources, the dates proposed 
by prominent scholars have been accepted. To avoid controversy on presumptions of the 
dating of various texts, we shall focus on the historical and physical existence of the selected 
texts in China. In tracing the bodhisattva ideal, I primarily examine early Chinese translations 
and their relevance in the Nikayas and the Agamas. These are compared with those of later 
translations to bring the evolution of the bodhisattva doctrine under scrutiny.
The study only covers the relevant Pali, Sanskrit and Chinese scriptures and texts. Due to 
the necessary limitation of space and scope, the developments of the perfections {paramita) in 
the Mahaprajhaparamita-sastra, the Yogacarabhumi-sastra, and the treatises composed in 
China are not explored. The evolution of the ten perfections is also not considered in detail. 
However, this study reveals the gradual developments and ramifications of the bodhisattva 
ideal, the perfections and the bodhisattva doctrine. The study also uncovers the differences 
between the Mahayana and other schools on this issue.
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Chapter One: The Bodhisattva Doctrine And Career In Early Scriptures
A. The bodhisatta concept in Pali scriptures
In Buddhism today, the title bodhisattva (Pali: bodhisatta) is used to indicate those sentient 
beings who have a strong intention to attain buddhahood and to work for the benefit of others. 
According to Basham, the term bodhisattva in its original form may have arisen in “a purely 
Buddhist framework”2 for no word similar to bodhisattva occurs in the voluminous Vedic 
literature nor in the literature of early Hinduism and Jainism. While one may not be able to 
ascribe the invention of the term bodhisattva to Gotama Buddha himself, it first appears in 
words attributed to him, and with reference to his own career before his enlightenment.3
According to some ^huddaim  texts, Sakyamuni became a Buddha as a result of the 
completion of perfections(t^^fl/@ i).4 In the Apaddna, five perfections are mentioned by 
name: mekkhamma, khanti, metta, sacca and adhitthdna. The stories of the Cariydpitaka 
illustrate seven pdramitds: dana, slla, nekkhamma, adhitthdna, sacca, metta and upekkhd. The 
Udddnagdthds mention ten: dana, slla, nekkhamma, adhitthdna, sacca, metta, upekkhd, khanti, 
nryya and pahna. These ten are also given in the Buddhavamsa. The Jdtaka stories are also 
meant to illustrate these ten perfections. The Apaddna speaks of thirty perfections 
(timsapdrami sanpunna), but it does not mention what they are, and it is unlikely that any 
more details were known by the early Buddhists. The words pdramim gato or pdramippatto 
(attained perfection) occur in the Nikdya,5 but nowhere in the Pali Tipitaka barring the 
Khuddaka Nikdya, which also mentions the pdramitds specifically. The words paramippatto 
or pdramim gato, when they occur in the early texts, are used in the sense of “completeness” 
or “highest state”, but not in the technical sense of six, ten or thirty pdramitds. Dutt has 
observed that the practice of pdramitas occupies an important place in the Mahayanist code of
2 Kawamura, Leslie S, ed.s The Bodhisattva Doctiine in Buddhism, Calgary: Canadian Corporation for Studies in 
Religion, University of Calgary, 1981, p. 21.
3 The Buddha commences his sermon in MN I, 114 with the words: Pubbe va me, bhikkhave, sambodha 
anabhisambuddhassa bodhisattassa sato, etad ahosi A similar formula is found in MN I, 163. In MN iii, 119, 
where the Buddha recalls his pre-natal existence as a bodhisatta in the Tusita heaven (tusitamkayam upapajji)
4Lilley, E., ed., Apadana, vol. i, London, PTS, 1925, P.38; Morris, R., ed. The Buddhavainsa, London PTS, 
1882, pp. 13-15
5 Sun.w. 1018, 1020; MN, iii, p. 128
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discipline. In the Saddhaimapmdanka, it is repeatedly stated that the teaching for the 
Sravakas consists of The Four Truths, the laws of causation, and that which puts an end to 
suffering and leads to nirvana. The teaching for the bodhisattvas consists of the practice of 
paramitas leading to the highest knowledge or omniscience.7 In the Dasabhumikasutia, the 
practice of a particular pdramitd is enjoined for the attainment of a particular bhumi. Thus w e ' 
see that the pdramitds formed one of the fundamentals of the Mahayanist code of discipline 
and spiritual progress.
A1 .The qualities8 of the bodhisatta in the Jatakas
In Buddhism, sentient beings are classified according to their qualities. It is worth assessing 
which of these qualify a sentient being to be a bodhisatta in the Jataka stories. We cannot find 
a complete answer to this question in the earliest Buddhist texts. It may be asserted that the 
ten paramitas comprise the qualifications of a bodhisatta. We know however, that the Jataka 
collection does not mention them and the Cariydpitaka includes no mention of the term 
bodhisatta. A careful examination of the Jataka stories leads to the conclusion that bodhi is 
the only quality needed for a sentient being to be deemed a bodhisatta. It does not matter what 
type of sentient being is concerned, be it a god or animal or yakkha\ if one has the quality of 
bodhi one is a bodhisatta.
There arises the need to determine what is meant by the term bodhi in the Jatakas. This 
cannot be summed up in one word, primarily since each episode of the Jatakas gives a 
particular sense of the term bodhi. ‘Wisdom,’ ‘cunning,* ‘knowledge,’ ‘awareness’ and 
‘capability’ are among the words chosen to convey the meaning of bodhi in the context of the 
Jatakas. An abbreviated accoimt of the features of bodhi in the Jataka stories demonstrates the 
relevance of these terms.
Bodhi is used in many different ways. Firstly, bodhi is used in the sense of wisdom or 
cunning. This is illustrated in the Jatakas in which the bodhisatta is given an artful personality,
6Dutt, N., Early Buddhist Monastic Buddhism, vol. ii, London, 1925, p. 303; for further details: Aspects o f  
Mahayana Buddhism and Its Relation to HTnayana, London, 1930, pp. 11-13, 25, 259-275
7 T09:0003c, W S f i W S  • • . . . .  J®— M i l . "
8 While we are indeed discussing the qualities o f the bodhisatta, the meaning which we wish to imply by the term 
qualities is almost that o f a qualification. We are discussing features which are necessarily present for a 
bodhisatta to be a bodhisatta, and which qualified a being as a bodhisatta. Due to the early development of the 
bodhisattva concept, technical qualifications are not yet an issue and so the term qualities suffices in this context.
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such as the episode in which he takes birth as a monkey. In Jataka no. 208, we are told (as in 
the Pahcatantra) how the bodhisatta as a monkey escapes from its killer, a crocodile whose 
wife covets the monkey’s heart. While on the crocodile’s back, the monkey claims to not 
carry his heart with him, but has left it to hang on a tree on the riverbank.9 Here the monkey 
escapes through wisdom, and thus his bodhisatta nature, or bodhi., lies in wisdom. This 
characteristic is also evident in episodes that describe the bodhisatta as having good 
judgement and being skilful in business and diplomacy.10 A bodhisatta should have the 
wisdom to solve any doubt that arises in the mind of his followers, as did the Bodhisatta 
Vidhurapandita, the wise minister of the king Dhananjaya. He solved the king’s doubts 
concerning the virtues of a real ascetic by asserting that one endowed with the four virtues is 
one called an ascetic.11 We also see that the wisdom of a bodhisatta includes the ability to be 
politically adept,12 prudent, moderate,13 and to have strong resolve.14
Secondly, bodhi is used in the sense of ‘knowledge’ or ‘knowing’. This is illustrated in 
the Jatakas in which the bodhisatta understands the correct way to accomplish numerous 
activities. This includes knowing moral law,15 the virtues and the duties of an ascetic,16 and of 
a householder.17 It also includes having knowledge of common or civil law,18 the arts and 
crafts needed to obtain a better standard of life,19 the ways to associate with leaders,20 and the
9 Jataka Ch, pp. 110-112; pp. 142-143
10 Jataka VI, p. 143
11 The four virtues are forbearance, gentleness, abstinence from carnal lust, and freedom from all hindrances to 
religious perfection. Jataka VI, p. 129, No.545
12 Jataka VI, p. 140
13 Jaaka VI, p. 142
14 Jataka VI, pp. 80-113, No. 543.
15 Jataka V, pp.246-279
16 Jataka VI, p. 129. No.545
17 The composer of the text has the great being speak in the following ways: “Let him not have a wife in 
common with another; let him not eat a dainty meal alone; let him not deal in vain conversation, for this 
increases not wisdom. Virtuous, faithful to his duties, not careless, quick to discern, humble-minded, not hard­
hearted, compassionate, affectionate, gentle, skilled in winning friends ready to distribute, prudent in arranging 
in accordance with the season, - let him long for righteousness and be a pillar o f the sacred text, ever ready to ask 
questions and let him reverentially attend to the virtuous learned. Thus shall there be a prosperous life to one 
who lives as a householder in his own house, thus shall there be for him kind favour among his own people; thus 
shall he be free from suffering; and thus the youth who speaks truth shall escape all sorrow when he reaches the 
next world.” Jataka No.545
18 Jataka VI, pl30, Jataka No. 545; the Vidhurapandita-Jataka
19 The Kusajataka teaches that a bodhisatta should also attain proficiency in all liberal arts, i.e. be they sculpting, 
music, pottery-making, basket-making, fan-making, gardening, cooking and the art of warfare. One should be an 
artist who can match every occasion, as was the bodhisatta king KuSa. Jataka V, pp. 141-164.
20 Jataka VI, pp.80-113, No. 543
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best way to deal with all creatures.21 It also involves knowing how to enjoy oneself and how 
to treat and tempt people,22 the best way to run a home and a state,23 and suitable conduct and 
behaviour for all positions and occasions. A bodhisatta may also have mastery of the Vedas.24 
Bodhi is also portrayed as the clear vision and empirical knowledge needed to turn the bad 
into the good. For instance, we have the episode in which the bodhisatta as temporal and 
spiritual counsellor of the king was able to turn the bitter mango fruits on a tree into sweet 
ones. The philosophical point of the Dadhivahana-Jataka is that bad company will make the 
better follow suit.25 The type of knowledge that a bodhisatta could have also includes 
architectural engineering, means of protection, the values of giving, tolerance and other 
virtues. The bodhisatta may be a wise gambler, as is shown in the Andabhuta-Jdtaka where 
the hero is a king who plays dice with his chaplain. In the Jataka, the king sends a clever 
scamp to seduce the youngest wife of his chaplain, for she is ruining the king’s luck. She is a 
virtuous lady, and because of her virtue the chaplain had only lucky rolls of the dice. The 
scamp succeeds, and the king thus removes the cause of his own bad luck 29
Thirdly, bodhi is also used in the sense of ‘ability’ or ‘capability’. This is displayed in the 
Jatakas in which the bodhisatta is associated with many different abilities, for example when 
the bodhisatta Sakka king of gods saved the king Senaka. This episode shows that the 
bodhisatta can have the ability to assume any bodily form. The king in the story has a magical 
formula that he is not to reveal to anyone, for if he does so he will die. One day his queen 
learns of the formula and asks to have it. Although the king warns her that that will be his 
death, she persists. Whilst he is about to yield to his wife’s inquisitiveness, the bodhisatta 
Sakka appears in the form of a ram and advises the king to give his wife a good thrashing. He 
says that she will then relinquish her desire to know the magic formula. The king follows the 
advice and is successful.30
The Jatakas, illustrate many other potential abilities of the bodhisatta including the ability
21 Jataka VI, p. 144
22 Jataka V, pp. 276-277
23 Jataka VI, p. 140; Jataka No. 545
24 Jataka II, pp.60-3; No. 181
25 Jataka II, pp.69-73
26 Vidhurapandita-Jataka, Jataka No. 545
27 Ibid
28 Jataka VI, p. 145
29 Jataka I, p .l51,N o.62
30 Jataka III, pp. 174-177
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to possess or develop supernatural powers,31 and to use those powers to maintain the law. 
Other capabilities which the bodhisatta possesses may include the ability to discourse on the 
law, to induct sentient beings into moral law,32 to teach people the ways of obtaining a 
prosperous life, to instruct children, and to teach the means of obtaining honour. A 
bodhisatta may also be able to meet with and teach deities and spirits, to draw people towards 
goodness,34 be skilful in composing verses, and quick to give intelligent answers. The 
bodhisatta might also be capable in business and in discourse concerning the law. He might be 
proficient in all liberal arts35 and be able to manage states, to rise to an emergency, to defend
 ^f \the home and the state, and be able to carry out the king’s business. One such being may 
have the ability to practise all kinds of giving (dana) and virtue, to sacrifice oneself in order to 
free others,37 and to bring misconceptions to light and discover the truth. A bodhisatta should 
be capable of helping the poor and the weak escape their difficulties, of causing the fulfilment 
of the good wishes of others including his enemies, and of treating every one equally. The 
bodhisatta ought to induce human kings to abide by the five precepts,39 to know the mind of 
everyone, and to sit in mid-air whilst expounding the doctrine to audiences,40 and to cause 
invaders to surrender their weapons and become ascetics through powerful discourses 41
Bodhi is used in the sense of awareness or sensitivity or cognisance. This is indicated in 
the Jatakas in which the bodhisatta is aware, for instance that a good intention on the part of 
one who lacks sense, can result in a bad result. The bodhisatta observes that with every desire 
to do good, the ignorant and foolish only succeed in doing harm, and is aware of the proper 
time for retirement. The bodhisatta is also aware that the headstrong man, who when exhorted, 
pays no heed to friends who kindly give counsel, shall surely perish. He is aware that man’s 
food will not agree with a crow. He recognises those who have modesty and decency. He
31 Jataka II, pp. 89-91
32 An example of this lies in the instance of the bodhisatta Sutasoma who tamed he man-eater, the king 
Brahmatta of the Mahasutasoma-Jataka. Jataka V, pp.246-279
33 Jataka VI, p i42
34 Jataka V, pp.276-277
35 Jataka V, pp.141-164
36 Jataka VI, p. 140
37 Jataka I, pp.36-42; Jataka No. 12
38 Jataka VI, p. 149
39 Jataka I, pp.36-42; Jataka No. 12
40 JatakaVI, pp.2-19; N o.53 8, Muga-Pakkha-Jataka
41 Jataka VI, p.2
realises that one who helps a rascal wastes his pains. He is aware of the importance of making 
friends with different races in the interests of peace and security.
A 2. The Jatakas illustrated on the Bharhut Stupa
According to Cunningham and Rhys Davids, the alphabetical characters of the inscriptions 
and the Jatakas illustrated on the bas-reliefs on the Bharhut Stupa belong to the third century 
BCE.42 It is noticeable that of all the possible connotations of the term bodhi\ in this stupa we 
consistently find the meaning to be awareness and realisation. This can be illustrated in the 
following outline of the stories on the reliefs of the Bharhut Stupa 43
The bodhisatta king according to the Makhd-deva-jataka, should think of his retirement 
when grey hairs appeal1 on his head and when his son is mature enough to manage state affairs. 
The story shows that the best life for a retired king is to become a recluse, and to do things 
that are good for his next life in order to be a king or a great person again 44
The bodhisatta king-deer, or Banyan-deer in the Nigrodha-miga-jdtaka, 45 sacrificed 
himself in order to release a pregnant doe from her duty to give her life for a human king’s 
meal. But the human king, pleased with one so abounding in charity, love and pity, spares the 
life of the deer. The bodhisatta established the human king in the five precepts by saying, 
“walk in righteousness, great king. Walk in righteousness and justice towards parents, 
children, townsmen, and countryfold, so that when this earthly body is dissolved, you may 
enter the bliss of heaven.”
The bodhisatta Pigeon46 in the Kapota-Jdtaka said, “the headstrong man who when 
exhorted pays no heed to friends who give kindly counsel, shall surely perish like the greedy 
crows who laughed to scorn the pigeon’s warning words . . .  By reason of your greediness 
you lost your life and you caused the wise and good to lose their home . . . man’s food will 
not agree with a crow.”
The Peacock47 exposes himself in dancing. This conduct causes him to lose his promised 
wife from his father-in-law. The bodhisatta King Golden Mallard says, “this fellow has
42 Cunningham, A. Stupa o f  Bharhut, London, 1879.
43 This outline is based on the table entitled “Jatakas illustrated by bas-reliefs on the Bharhat Stupa”, in 
Appendix to Chapter XI in Buddhist India, Rhys Davies , p. 209.
44 Cunningham, A. Stupa o f  Bharhut, (London, 1879) Plate XLVIII, Fig.2; Jataka I, pp.30-32, Jataka No.9 (in 
Fausboll’s edition).
45 Ibid., Plate XXV, Fig. 1; Jataka I, pp.36-42, Jataka No. 12, The Nigrodha Miga Jataka
46 Ibid., Plate XLV, Fig. 7; Jataka I, pp. 112-4; Jataka No.42, TheKapota Jataka
47 Ibid., Plate XXVII, Fig. 11; Jataka I, pp.83-4; Jataka No 32, The Nacca Jataka
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neither modesty within his heart nor decency in his outward behaviour. I will certainly not 
give my daughter to one so shameless.”
The bodhisatta King48 in the Andabhuta-Jdtaka is a wise gambler. He sends scamp to 
seduce the youngest wife of his chaplain, for she is interfering with the king’s luck. Because 
of her virtue, the chaplain enjoys lucky rolls of the dice. The king thus removes the cause of 
his own bad luck in order to assert that no woman is ever faithful to one man alone.
The Bodhisatta Brahmin49 in the Dubhiya-Makkata-Jataka realises that “one who helps a 
rascal wastes one’s pains.” He offers water to a thirsty monkey, and the monkey shows him 
no gratitude and instead produces a monkey-grimace to frighten him.
The Bodhisatta Asadisa-Kumara,50 Prince Peerless, mastered the Three Vedas and 
Eighteen Accomplishments. In the science of archery he was peerless. He flied away from his 
dwelling when faced with the king’s unreasonable charges; but returned to his country when 
the king demanded him to save it.
The bodhisatta51 in the Amma-Dusa-Jdtaka realises that a good intention can bear a bad 
consequence if a wrong method is used to carry out it. Hence a leader should give a 
meaningful order to the right person. He says, “monkeys! I have no blame for you nor those 
who range through the woodland. The monarch is a fool to say ‘please tend my trees while 
I’m away’ ”.
The Bodhisatta Antelope in the Kuivnga-miga-Jdtaka is freed from a hunter’s leather- 
thong with the help of his two friends the tortoise and the woodpecker. A bodhisatta ought to 
cultivate friendship with different sorts of sentient beings in the interest of peace and security.
On the whole, wisdom in the Jdtakas involves a proper solution applied by the bodhisatta 
to a problem. Many times a proper solution includes a right method combined with a suitable 
individual to cany out the deed.
Although killing, reviling and cheating are considered unwholesome deeds in Buddhism, 
there are some Jdtakas narrating events in which killing, reviling and cheating are used as a 
means by low level bodhisattas to restore peace and remove troubles. In order to protect the
)Aj L. o   ^ (% 7*
48 Ibid., Plate XXVI, Fig. 8; Jataka I, p. 151; Jataka No.62, The Andha-bhuta Jataka
49 Ibid., Plate XLVI, Fig.8; Jataka II, pp.48-9; Jataka No. 174, The Dubhiya-makkata Jataka
50 Ibid., Plate XXVII, Fig. 13; Jataka II, pp.60-3; Jataka No.181, TheAsadisa Jataka
51 Ibid., Plate XLV, Fig.5; Jataka II, pp.237-8; Jataka No.46 &268, TheArama-dusaka Jataka
52 Ibid., XXVII, Fig. 9; Jataka II, pp. 106-7; Jataka No.206, The Kurtmg-miga Jataka
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lives of many, the Bodhisatta Elephant, with the help of his wife, kills a great golden crab 
who ate elephants in a lake. The Bodhisatta Cock54 reviles a female-cat and drives it away 
when he realises that in order to eat him she has asked him to many. He replies, “you have 
drunk my kindred’s blood, and robbed and slain them cruelly. There is no honour in your 
heart when wooing me.”
A few Jdtakas show that with skill in means the bodhisatta consoled people who grieved 
terribly over the death of their beloved. The Bodhisatta Sujata55 consoles his father who 
grieved terribly over the death of his own father. The Bodhisatta Sujata brings water and 
grass to an ox who has died and says to it, “eat and drink! Eat and drink!” This conduct is 
reported to his father who thinks his son must be mad and asks, “why do you offer grass and 
water to the carcass of an ox?” He tells his son that no food may return a dead ox to life. The 
bodhisatta says, this beast may come to life again, both head and tail and its four feet remain. 
However, my grandfather’s head and limbs are gone. No fool weeps over a grave but thou 
alone.”
jr  /:
In the Migapotaka-Jataka the Bodhisatta Sakka successfully causes an ascetic to 
recognise that it is useless to weep over dead deer. He says that “if by our tears we may 
prevail against the grave; thus would we all unite our dearest ones to save.”
en
In the Camma-Sataka-Jdtaka the bodhisatta merchant, on seeing a ram fall back before 
a leather-coated mendicant, advises him to avoid the ram’s strike. The ascetic did not listen 
and was knocked down.
The bodhisatta king elephant protects the small offspring of a quail by standing by them. 
The quail indicates the difference between strength of body and strength of mind. With the 
help of a crow, a blue fly and a frog, she causes a cruel elephant to die. The king elephant was 
aware of the plot but did nothing to save the cruel elephant.
As for the good wish toward a thief, the bodhisatta Brahmadatta Maha-Kancana58 said, 
“to me the three kinds of existence are terrible as fires beset with chains and like a prison- 
house. Further, they are as loathsome as a dunghill.” He and his followers, his brethren and
53 Ibid., Plate XXV, Fig. 2; Jataka II, pp.235-7; Jataka No.267, The Kakkata-Jataka
54 Ibid., Plate XLVII, Fig. 5; Jataka III, pp. 168-9; Jataka No.383, The Kukkuta-Jataka
55 Ibid., Plate XLVII, Fig.3; Jataka III, pp.103-104; JatakaNo.352, The Sujata-Jataka
56 Ibid., Plate XLIII, Fig. 2.8; Jataka III, pp.140-141; Jataka No. 372, The Miga-potaka Jataka
57 Ibid., Plate XLI, Fig. 1.3; Jataka III, pp.55-6; Jataka No. 324, The Camma-sataka Jataka
58 Ibid., Plate XLVIII, Fig.7; Jataka IV, pp. 192-7; Jataka No.488, The Bhisa-Jataka
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his sister became ascetics and sustained themselves on fruits and roots in the forest. Sakka, 
the king of the gods, tested the bodhisatta by removing his share of a meal. The ascetics all 
swore an oath to clear themselves of any charge of taking the shares. To the ascetics, a severe 
curse is to wish one who stole the meal to have sons and daughters, horse and kine, silver, 
gold, loving wives, fame and land, and a position as chief of chiefs.
The bodhisatta king of monkeys59 transforms himself into a bridge in order for his troops 
to pass in safety. He risks his own life to free and save his troops by being surrounded by 
human beings. By not reckoning for his own life he secures the safety of his forces. The 
bodhisatta acts as one of the best leaders.
The bodhisatta as a fairy60 had a devotional wife called Canda, He regains his life by the 
power of her pain. This causes Sakka’s throne to become hot. Sakka comes to the bodhisatta 
to stop the poison from acting in the bodhisatta’s wounded body.
The Bodhisatta Rama-Pandita61 follows his father’s advice that security can be found by 
taking up an ascetic life. He returns to rule his country at an appropriate time.
The King Mahajanaka masters the three Vedas and all the sciences. He says, “if I perish 
while I make my best efforts, I shall at all events escape from blame.” With his wisdom he is 
able to obtain hidden treasure. He behaves with charity and fills the mouths of the hungry. He 
rules over all the kingdoms of Videha. He has the resolve to dwell in a place that belongs to 
sentient beings who are free from all attachments and possessed of all virtues. He knows the 
hindrances of achievement such as sleep, sloth, loose thoughts turned to pleasure, surfeit and 
a discontented mind. The episode shows it is best to associate with the wise. The Jataka 
indicates that when one exercises the four perfections one finds in this path the highest joys. 
Further it shows that knowledge and law are the guardians of pilgrimage. When it is gained 
by lawful means, all food is pure and lawful.
The Bodhisatta Brahmin62 in the Alambusd-Jdtaka became proficient in all liberal arts 
and adopted the ascetic life. He gave his son Isisinga essential admonitions, and said that 
women are as fair as flowers. However, they bring utter destruction on all that fall into their 
power. One must not come under their sway.
59 Ibid., Plate XXXIII, Fig. 15; Jataka III, pp.225-227; Jataka No.407, The Mahakapi-Jataka
60 Ibid., Plate XXVII, Fig. 12; Jataka IV, pp. 179-182; Jataka No. 485, The Canda-Kinnara-Jataka
61 Ibid., Plate XXVII, Fig. 14; Jataka IV, pp.78-82; Jataka No.461, The Dasaratha-Jataka
62 Ibid., Plate XXVI, Fig. 7; Jataka V, p.79-84; Jataka No.523,77;e Alambusa Jataka
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The Bodhisatta Prince Temiya-Kumara was conceived in his mother’s womb in order 
to fully exercise the perfections in the world of men.64 He thought a short span in the position 
of kingship caused a long period of living in a hell realm. He escaped from kingship by 
pretending to be deaf and dumb and showing no signs of intelligence from the time of his 
childhood. Thus he became an ascetic. The great being understood the mind of all and 
whether indulging in thoughts of lust 01* malevolence or cruelty, sat down in mid-air and 
taught the doctrine to his audience. His preaching was so powerful that it caused invaders to 
surrender their weapons and become ascetics alongside him.
The hero of the Vessantara-Jataka, the last-mentioned of the purely Buddhist legends, is 
a bodhisatta. To him are attributed a specific number of perfections and certain superhuman 
gifts such as the memory of previous births, extraordinary physical strength, and special 
mental powers. This image of the bodhisatta as a higher being is otherwise found in the texts 
contained in the Pali Tipitaka. Jdtakas are found in texts of all Buddhist traditions. In all 
probability, the legends belonged to no particular sect originally. However, within all the 
sects they were an important means of disseminating the doctrine. Thus Buddhism deeply 
penetrated the minds of people as they absorbed the Jdtaka narratives.
The Jdtakas are among the oldest motifs that were pictorially represented in India, and 
even today they yield favourite models for sculptors and painters in all Buddhist countries. 
We find them in the third and second century BCE at Bharhut and Sanchi, in the second 
century CE at Amaravati, and still later in the caves of Ajanta in India. The teachings of the 
Jdtakas present the early bodhisatta ideal.
To sum up, in the Second Century BCE and further, in the context of the Jatakas, bodhi 
has several meanings. These include wise, intelligent, learned and capable. Although in this 
context bodhi lacks the sense evoked by terms such as sambodhi or samyaksambodhi’ bodhi 
is the only quality for a sentient being necessary to be a bodhisatta. A bodhisatta is able to act 
by means of bodhi. Though none of the tales shows us a perfect act completed by the heroes, 
whatever a bodhisatta does reflects bodhi or a function of it. The bodhisatta concept in the 
context of the Jatakas portrays the bodhisatta as a male sentient being who enjoys helping 
others. In the Jatakas, he is wise, generous and capable of solving worldly problems, yet able
63 Ibid., Plate XXV, Fig. 4; JatakaVI, pp.2-19; Jataka No.538, The Muga-Pakkha-Jataka
64 Jataka VI, p.2
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to assume any bodily form, communicate with the supernatural realm, and educate others in 
any field of worldly studies. The bodhisatta is also skilled in all the tasks undertaken, respects 
his elders, protects the weak, turns the bad into the good, and rescues other beings. At the 
same time, the bodhisatta is politically adept and diplomatic at the highest levels. While the 
characteristics of bodhi at this stage are complex and varied, it may be stated with confidence 
that at this stage the concept of bodhisatta is simply one of a sentient being that cherishes 
bodhi.
A3. The bodhisatta concept in the Buddhavamsa and Cariyapitaka
We have attempted to draw an outline of the early bodhisatta ideal from the Pali Jatakas.65 
The following section aims to describe the ideal as it develops further along the doctrine of 
the bodhisatta in later Pali literature. To fulfil this aim, the Buddhavamsa and Cariyapitaka6 
are selected for investigation. Although the two texts are considered relatively late additions
rn
to the Pali canon, since they were not accepted as canonical by the Dlgha-bhanakas, they 
contain more developed elaborations of the bodhisattva ideal.
A 3.1. The concept of bodhi and the perfections in the Buddhavamsa 
The Buddhavamsa is thus a relatively late addition to the canon.68 The reason for the 
compilation of the Buddhavasnsa would seem to lie in the fact that the bodhisatta who would 
become Buddha Gotama required an account of previous lives. This would demonstrate that 
enlightenment was obtained only after striving through many births in the fulfilment of the 
ten perfections (parami) .69 To complete them all became a necessary pre-requisite for 
enlightenment. The Buddhavatnsa therefore contains a rather developed form of the 
bodhisatta doctrine,70 though not developed further for instance with the Abhidhamma.71 The 
perfections also belong to this development in the doctrine of the bodhisatta. Those are not 
found as fully developed paramitas in other portions of the Pali Canon, with exception to the
65 K. R. Norman, in his Pali Literature (p.80), says: “Representations of some o f the Jatakas are found in the 
reliefs on the Bharhut stupa, showing that they had already become popular by the second century B.C.”
66 The Rev. Richard Morris, ed., The Buddhavamsa A nd The Cariyapitaka, London: PTS, 1882; Horner I.B., tr., 
Chronicle O f  Buddhas (Buddhavamsa) and Basket O f Conduct (Cariyapitaka), London: PTS, 1975.
57 Norman, KR., Pali Literature, Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1983, pp.9, 94, 95
68 Norman, K. R., Pali Literature, Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1983, p.94; Rahula, W., History o f  Buddhism in 
Ceylon, Colombo 1933, p. 128
69 Horner, I.B., tr., Chronicle o f  Buddhas (Buddhavamsa), London: PTS, 1975, p.xiii
70 Ibid., p.xiii; Thomas, E. J., History o f  Buddhist Thought, London 1933, pp. 172,204
71 Ibid., p.xiii; Norman, K.R., Pali Literature, Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1983, p.94
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Cariyapitaka. However, the Buddhavatnsa names them as a number of commentaries 
including Jataka prose. Our aim now is to outline the bodhisattva concept and the concept of 
perfections in the Buddhavatnsa.
Although bodhi is still the only quality needed for a sentient being (satta) to be deemed a 
bodhisatta, the bodhisatta concept in the Buddhavatnsa is not like the bodhisatta concept of 
the Jatakas. The meaning or implication of bodhi was indeed developed, although it was still 
confined to doctrinal views. Furthermore, the term bodhi in the context of the Buddhavatnsa 
is used in the doctrinal sense of seeing, understanding, thoughtfulness, supreme awakening 
and full enlightenment.
Firstly, the term bodhi is used in the sense of thoughtfulness. This is indicated in the 
section deemed The Account o f Sumedha, in which the bodhisatta as a thoughtful being 
sitting in seclusion, reflects that “becoming is anguish, also the breaking up of the physical 
frame. Being liable to birth, liable to ageing, liable to disease am I then. I will seek the peace 
that is unageing, undying, and secure.”72
Secondly, bodhi is used in the sense of seeing or understanding. It is said that the 
bodhisatta, by examining the things that are maturing for full enlightenment (sambodhi), saw 
the ten perfections practised by the seers of old.73
Thirdly, bodhi is used in the sense of supreme awakening (bodhimuttama) ,74 the 
conqueror’s awakening (jinabodhi),75 or full enlightenment (sambodhi)™ Bodhi is thus the 
object and goal for the bodhisatta to obtain. Thus “if you wish to reach bodhi\ “things that 
are maturing for bodhi*, and “you wish to attain full enlightenment” are the phrases used in 
the Buddhavamsa.77
Considering the implied meaning of bodhi in the context of the Buddhavatnsa, the 
bodhisatta concept may be defined as a sentient being who is thoughtful about the problems 
of rebirth, sees the ten perfections practised by the seers of old, and wishes to attain sambodhi.
72 Morris. R., The Buddhavatnsa and the Cariyapitaka, p.7, rahogato nisiditva evamcintes’abamtada:~ dukkho 
putiabhavo nama sarlrassa ca bhedanam. Jatidhammo jaradhammo vyadhidhammo c ’ahan tada ajaram amaratn 
khemam nanakutiapapimritam.
73 Morris. R ed. The Buddhavamsa and the Cariyapitaka, pp. 13-15
74 Bv, p.16. ma te bliavantvantarayophusa khipam bodhim uttamam. ‘May there be no stumbling-block for you, 
quickly reach supreme Awakening.”
75 Bv, p. 16
76 Bv, p. 14, sambodhhn papwiissasi. ‘If you wish to attain the Awakening.”
77 Bv, p. 13, yadi bodhim pattum icchasi, y e  dhamma bodhipacana, sambodhipapunissasi.
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The path that leads the bodhisatta to sambodhi is given as the ten perfections (dasaparami). 
The author of the Buddhavainsa, in order to propose the path of bodhisattahood, records 
Sariputta asking the Buddha:
"Of what kind are generosity, morality, renunciation, wisdom and energy? And of what kind 
are patience, truth-speaking, resolute determination, loving-kindness, and equanimity? . . .  Of 
what kind, wise one, leader o f the world, were your ten perfections? How were the higher 
perfections fulfilled, and how so the ultimate perfections?"78 
In response to these questions, Gotama Buddha narrates the twenty-four Buddhas who
preceded him. Every Buddha had been a bodhisatta up to the time he achieved complete and
full enlightenment at the foot of a tree. Therefore every narrative in the Buddhavatnsa gives
details of the life of every Buddha both before and after his enlightenment. Buddha Gotama
relates his identities of a bodhisatta during the appearance of these preceding Buddhas. He
then relates the acts of merit he has performed and confirms that he received the prophesy
from each Buddha.
The y^Buddhavamsa refers to three groups by which the ten perfections take on the 
aspect of thirty, the ten perfections (paraml), the ten higher perfections (upaparami), and the 
ten ultimate perfections (paramatthaparaml). The example chosen to illustrate this ascending
70order always appears to be the first perfection of generosity {dana}. The three levels of 
paramita , however, are not explicitly formulated in the Buddhavainsa and the above passage 
is only an indirect reference to them. Homer’s assessment is primarily based on the
ftp) g g
commentary to the Nikayas, but in fact a closer examination of the text shows a remarkably 
different emphasis.81 While Homer ascribes to the Buddhavainsa three different degrees of 
giving, the text in fact describes one kind of giving, namely the absolute giving of everything 
“like an overturned jar retaining no water”. The only mention of three categories found in the 
text consists of the supplicants rather than the degree of giving.
82According to the Buddhavainsa, if one wishes to attain sambodhi, one has to be firm 
in undertaking and continuing to practise the ten perfections as the process of maturing
78 Bv, p.6
79 Bv, I, Vs.76, 77, p.6; Da, p.60; Ma, i, p. 45, ii, p.2, iii, p.22; AA, p. 103; UdA, p. 128; Homer, I.B., tr. Chronicle 
ofBuddhas, PTS, 1975, p.8
80 Horner, 1975, p.8.
81 Morris, R The Buddhavainsa and the Cariyapitaka, London, PTS, 1882, p. 13;
Homer’s translation Chronical o f  Buddhas (Buddhavainsa) and Basket o f  Conduct (Cariyapitaka) found in The 
Minor Anthologies o f  the Pali Canon, part iii, PTS, 1975, p.20
82 Ibid., pp.20-25
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towards enlightenment So what are exactly the ten perfections in the Buddhavainsa^ The 
following is an outline of these paramitas (Pali: parami) drawn from the text.
The first paramitd is the perfection of generosity.83 At this stage the emphasis is placed 
on the donor, and no distinction is made among those who receive gifts. The term 
dhammadana (teaching as giving) is not found in the Buddhavainsa, however, the Buddhas are 
shown to be the teachers of Dhamma. In this connection, the Buddha Kassapa says,
"Having made the oceanof Dhamma, provided moral habit as a perfumed ointment, having clothed 
in the streamer of Dhamma, he arranged the chaplet o f Dhamma. When he had placed the stainless 
mirror o f Dhamma before the populace he said, “let those wishing for nibbana see my ornament."84 
The second paramitd is the perfection of morality (sila). The Buddhavainsa does not describe
this paramitd in great detail. Emphasis is placed on the protection of morality rather than on
detailed practices. The Buddha says,
"Examining, I then saw the second perfection, that of morality, followed and practised by the great 
seers of old . . .  fulfilling the moral habits in the four planes, protect morality continuously like the 
yak-cow protecting her tail."85 
We see here that morality has become a concrete spiritual aspect in the bodhisatta concept.
This is in direct contrast to the earlier portrayal of morality as a social issue according to the
Jatakas. The bodhisatta is at this stage portrayed as a protector of morality. He has a duty to
defend morality to the degree that if the cost of life is the loss of morality, he will die.
The third paramitd is the perfection of renunciation (nekkhamma). The concept of
renunciation is closely associated here with the idea of becoming a recluse, and withdrawing
from worldly life. Renunciation applies only to human beings. Unlike the Jatakas, there is a
clear indication that animals and other sentient beings cannot perform the perfection of
renunciation and therefore cannot reach the same level of bodhisattahood that humans can. In
the Buddhavainsa, the bodhisatta concept is essentially linked to human life. It is interesting to
note that at this stage the bodhisatta concept is closely linked to the rules of the Vinaya texts,
such as the rule that only physically intact human beings can become members of the Samgha.
Renunciation consists of following:
"Examining, I then saw the third perfection, that of renunciation, followed and practised by the great 
seers of old . . .  seeing all becomings as a prison, be one turned toward renunciation, the utter release 
from becoming, like a man in prison seeking only freedom."86
83 Bv, II, Vs, 117-121, p. 13; BvE, p.20.
84 Bv, XXV, Vs, 44-45, p.64; BvE, p. 93.
85 Bv, II, Vs, 122-126, p. 13; BvE, p.20.
86 Bv, II, Vs, 127-131, p. 13; BvE, p. 20.
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The fourth paramitd is the perfection of wisdom {panha). In this context wisdom is clearly 
associated with non-attachment. The practice of this perfection includes forsaking the 
tendency to distinguish between different types of people. Instead, all people should be treated 
equally,
"Examining, I then saw the fourth perfection, that of wisdom, followed and practised by the great 
seers of old . . .  And as a monk, looking for alms, not avoiding low, high or middling families, 
acquires sustenance thus, so you, questioning discerning people at all times, going on to the 
perfection of wisdom, will attain full enlightenment (sambodhi)."8 
This is a development of the earlier idea of wisdom in the Jatakas. While in the Jatakas
wisdom is portrayed as being the ability to carry out worldly skills correctly, here we have,
again, a more spiritual emphasis on wisdom as a transformation of consciousness.
The fifth paramitd is the perfection of energy ( viriya) in directing it toward the attainment
of sambodhi This paramitd, unlike that of renunciation, applies to all beings and should be
practised in all lifetimes. While effort is indeed found to be an aspect of the bodhisatta in the
Jatakas, here it is an effort towards sambodhi rather than a general effort for various purposes,
"Examining, I then saw the fifth perfection of energy, followed and practised by the great seers 
of old . . .  as a lion, the king of beasts, whether he is lying down, standing or walking, is 
not of sluggish energy but is always exerting himself, so you too, firmly exerting energy in 
eveiy becoming, going on to the perfection of energy, will attain full enlightenment."88 
The sixth paramitd is the perfection of patience (.khanti). Here the Buddhavainsa compares the
bodhisatta with the earth, teaching that the bodhisatta should be as constant and therefore as
patient as the earth. Similar to the idea of tolerance in the Jatakas, this perfection involves
remaining calm and peaceful regardless of the behaviour shown by others. In the
Buddhavainsa, patience has the aim of sambodhi. In the Jatakas, particularly the episode
concerning the buffalo that withstood the abuse of the monkey, tolerance was applauded
without a higher spiritual goal. As for the Buddhavainsa,
"Examining, I then saw the sixth perfection, that of patience, followed and practised by the 
great seers o f old , . . and as the earth endures all that is thrown down on it, both pure and 
impure, and shows no repugnance or approval, so you too, patient o f all respect and disrespect, 
going on to the perfection of patience, will attain full enlightenment."89 
The seventh paramitd is the perfection of speaking the truth (sacca). This is defined by the
Buddhavainsa in three ways. Firstly, it is speaking without implying two meanings in one’s
words, secondly as speaking truth which applies to all beings of all times, and thirdly as
87 Bv, II, Vs, 132-136, pp. 13-14; BvE, p.21.
88 Bv, II, Vs, 137-141, p.14; BvE, p.21.
89 Bv, II, Vs, 142-146, p. 14.
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speaking truth that is consistent with ultimate and not relative truth. This is a more elaborated 
description of the perfection of speaking the truth than that found in the Jatakas,
"Examining, I then saw then the seventh perfection, that of truth-speaking, followed and practised 
by the great seers of old. You, having made firm, undertake this seventh perfection. By speech 
without double-meaning therein you will attain self-awakening. As Osadhi (the star of healing) is 
balanced for devas and mankind in all times and seasons and does not deviate from her source, so 
you too must not deviate from the course of the truths, going on to the perfection of truth-speaking, 
you will attain full enlightenment."90 
The eighth paramitd is the perfection of resolute determination (adhitthana). The example, not
unlike that used for patience, is that the bodhisatta should be like a rock or a mountain. Again
the image is one of stability and immovability. While the perfection of wisdom celebrates
constancy and the perfection of patience teaches that the bodhisatta should be like the earth,
this perfection teaches that the bodhisatta should be immovable in his determination to reach
the goal of sambodhi The bodhisatta asserts, “I am resolutely determined on further practice
for fulfilling the mind. I am resolutely determined on further practice for fulfilling the ten
perfections.” This paramitd is the second of the two along with the energy, identified by
Horner as the most important for attaining enlightenment,
"Examining, I then saw then the eighth perfection, that of resolute determination, followed and 
practised by the great seers of old. And as a mountain, a rock, stable and firmly based, does 
not tremble in rough winds but remains in precisely its own place, so you too must 
constantly be stable in resolute determination. Going on to the perfection of resolute 
determination you will attain full enlightenment."91 
The ninth paramitd is the perfection of loving-kindness (metta). The practice of this perfection
involves the ability to perceive others equally and without difference. This paramitd teaches
the practice not in essence but in terms of the attitude of mind, or heightened consciousness.
In fact, the depiction of the bodhisatta in the Jatakas compared to the depiction in the
Buddhavainsa suggests that the qualities described in the latter are mental attitudes or states of
consciousness. Whereas the Jatakas emphasise the characteristic behaviour of the bodhisatta,
the Buddhavainsa emphasises the manner in which the behaviour is enacted and the source
from which the behaviour arises,
"Examining, I then saw the ninth perfection, that o f loving-kindness, followed and practised by 
the great seers o f old . . . and as water pervades with coolness good and evil people alike, and 
carries away dust and dirt, so you too, by developing loving-kindness for friend and foe 
equally, going on to the perfection of loving-kindness, will attain full enlightenment."92
90 Bv, II, Vs, 147-151, p. 14; BvE, p.22.
91 Bv, II, Vs, 152-156, p. 15; BvE, p.22.
92 Bv, II, Vs, 157-161, p.15; BvE, p.22.
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The tenth paramitd is the perfection of equanimity (upekkha). The image of the immovable 
earth is again used to show the attitude of the bodhisatta. Its teaching concerns the inner 
ability to absorb external stimuli without instinctive reactions. As for perfect equanimity, the 
Buddhavainsa teaches three types. Firstly, the bodhisatta should maintain balance for what he 
finds pleasant and unpleasant. Secondly, the bodhisatta is impervious to the pure and the 
impure, and thirdly the bodhisatta should avoid both anger and excessive courtesy,
"Examining, I then saw then the tenth perfection, that of equanimity, followed and practised by 
the great seers o f old . . .  as the earth is indifferent to the impure and the pure thrown down on it, 
and avoids both anger and courtesy, so you too must be always balanced in face of the pleasant 
and unpleasant, and going on to the perfection of equanimity, you will attain full 
enlightenment."93
In brief, the bodhisatta concept in the Buddhavainsa shown by the ten paramitas is 
significantly more complex and systemised than that found in the Jatakas, In the Jatakas, the 
bodhisatta is ascribed with certain types of behaviour*, abilities, and ways of acting in a social 
context, but the concept in the Buddhavainsa is more confined to mental and internal 
dispositions. The paramitas focus on the still mind of the bodhisatta. The bodhisatta is able to 
approach the external with an attitude of equanimity and control. Added to this description of 
the bodhisatta as the earth and the rock, strong and immovable, is the paramitd of perfect 
energy, in which this stillness is complemented by a correct approach to activity. In the 
Buddhavainsa, of particular interest is the shift to the focus on the nature of the bodhisatta 
rather than on external behaviour. Here we see not only the manner in which the bodhisatta 
acts in the world, but the true nature of his behaviour.
A 3.2,The Cariyapitaka and the Paramitas
The Cariyapitaka is in many ways a return to the social context. Jataka stories and the 
paramitas are used to produce a text that teaches how the paramitas can be practised in 
concrete ways. It is difficult to draw a direct historical or conceptual connection between the 
Buddhavainsa and the Cariyapitaka, as the background to the latter is complex and 
surrounded by a great deal of debate.94 The relationship of the texts is equally problematic. It 
is a question which for the purpose of our study need not be answered. An analysis of the 
Cariyapitaka in relation to the Buddhavainsa allows us to see that the development of the
93 Bv, II, Vs, 162-166, p. 15; BvE, p.23.
94 As Norman states: “the Cariyapitaka serves in effect as a supplement to the Buddhavainsa . . .  It is a late text. 
It was not accepted as canonical by the DTgha-bhanakas.” See Norman, K R., Pali Literature, Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, 1983, 95.
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bodhisatta concept is not simply a linear development of increasing complexity and detail. In 
fact, its many factors play their part, not least the demand for different doctrines by different 
types of individuals. The Cariyapitaka is the last in the list of the Khuddaka texts given by 
Buddhaghosa. The title is considered post-Asokan,95 and bears evidence of a later origin. The 
Cariyapitaka consists of three vaggas, namely the Akitti, Hatthinaga and Yudhanjaya. Each of 
the first two vaggas consists of ten stories, while the last vagga contains fifteen. The Pali 
tradition asserts that the Cariyapitaka was composed after the Buddhavainsa. The text of the 
35 Jataka stories is in verse,96 and most of the stories also occur* in the Jatakas. The narratives 
are limited to matters which are essential to the explanation of a particular paramita.91
It is not easy to judge whether the present Cariyapitaka reflects the form in which the text 
was incorporated into the canon in the third century BCE. A resume of a version of the 
Cariyapitaka has been found in the introduction to the Jatakas, the Nidanakatha. It consists of 
34 stories of which only 21 agree with those of the Cariyapitaka. This discrepancy indicates 
that various recessions of the Cariyapitaka must have existed. Winternitz presumes that when 
the canon was concluded, there were many Jatakas out of which one school with more liberal 
views compiled the collection forming the basis of our Jatakatthavannana. Another stricter 
school compiled the Cariypapitaka. The text explains the culmination of perfections 
(paramitas) which the Buddha used in his previous births as practice during this world-cycle. 
The stories are arranged on the basis of the perfections. The perfection of generosity (dana) is 
illustrated in ten stories, the perfection of morality {slid) in ten, the perfection of renunciation 
(.nekkhamma) in five, the perfection of resolution (adhitthana) in one, the perfection of 
truthfulness (sacca) in six, the perfection of loving kindness (metta) in two, and the perfection 
of equanimity (upekkha) in one. Of the ten perfections mentioned in the Uddanagathas, only 
seven are illustrated. The cariyas illustrating the remaining three perfections {panda, vTriya 
and khanti) are entirely missing. The perfection of wisdom is asserted to be illustrated in the
95 BCL, H ist Pali L it p.290; A. K. Warder, Pali Metre, 95,98.
96 Winternitz sees the relationship between Cariyapitaka and the Jataka stories in two possible ways. First the 
Cariyapitaka might be a resume of an older Jataka book. Second the Cariyapitaka might be a selection of Jatakas, 
which were arranged with reference to the ten Paramitas and modified according to their purpose. He considered 
the second possibility as more probable. See Winternitz, p. 158
97 Winternitz, p. 157
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Mahagovinda cariya, the perfection of energy in the Mahavanarinda cariya, and the perfection 
of patience in the Mahisarara, Rurumiga and Dhammadevaputta cariyas?z
It should be noted here that both the Buddhavainsa and the Uddanagathas mention the ten 
paramitas, while the Cariyapitaka illustrates only seven. Abeynayake assumes that stories 
illustrating paniia, vTriya and khanti were well known among the Buddhist community and it 
was not necessary to include them again in his text." However, Homer asserts that they are 
implied in the stories.100
It is also possible that the compiler of the Cariyapitaka did not find any Jataka to 
illustrate the remaining perfections. None of the Jataka tales conveys the concept of the 
perfection of wisdom since none of the heroes of the Jatakas exemplifies wisdom as perfect 
wisdom.
A 3.3. The bodhisatta in the Cariyapitaka
The bodhisatta concept in the Cariyapitaka reveals the practice of striving toward spiritual 
perfection. The Cariyapitaka is arranged according to the paramitas. Analysing the bodhisatta 
concept in this text thus requires a close examination of how the paramitas are treated. First, 
we find that in the Cariyapitaka the term bodhi is used in the sense of omniscience 
(sabbaiihuta). This is evident by the phrase sabbaimutain piyam mayhain (omniscience is dear 
to me). The purpose of the numerous practices is to achieve full enlightenment {sambodhi) 
and omniscience {sabbaimuta). The following is a condensed account of the paramitas as 
discussed in the text.
1. Dauaparamita
The perfection of generosity (danaparamita) is present in the text101 with the following 
emphases: (a) the act of generosity must not be performed for fame or gain, but for the 
motivation of sabbahnuta. (b) The state of mind that accompanies the giving of a gift should 
not become altered once the gift has changed hands, (c) Giving must be done in the proper 
manner, with delight and as requested, both for those worthy of respect and for those who beg. 
(d) A gift should be given without attachment and at any time.
98 CpA, p.274
99 Oliver, p. 179
1001. B. Homer, Minor Anthologies, III, Basket o f  Conduct {Cariyapitaka), PTS, 1975, p.vi,
101 Cp, pp. 73-83; CpE, pp. 18-29.
What is given should not be determined by considering which things are disagreeable to 
the giver, but by the understanding that omniscience is more precious than any possession. 
The bodhisatta should give to all beings who require gifts and not only to those in the human 
realm. In the Cariyapitaka generosity can be classified into three categories. Firstly, gifts may 
consist of material things such as property or food. Secondly, gifts may consist of the physical 
body of the donor, and thirdly, as people who are dear to the donor such as a wife or children. 
This classification is found in the ten stories. Three examples out of ten stories are selected as 
follows.
1.1 The bodhisatta who was a great king named Nimi (Cp, p.26), learning and 
desiring the good for self and others had four halls built, each with four entrances. There 
he conferred gifts on beasts, birds, men and so forth. He gave clothing, beds, food, drink 
and victuals. In every rebirth he sought the conditions for enlightenment, refreshing 
creatures with gifts. Thus he longed for supreme enlightenment.
1.2 The bodhisatta Vessantara (Cp, p.78-81) gave gifts to the destitute, the sick, the 
old, and to the supplicants, travellers, recluses and brahmanas. He gave those who had lost 
their property and to those who had nothing. He practised giving at the age of eight. He 
would give his heart, eyes, flesh and blood if anyone requested him. Brahmanas from the 
kingdom of Kalinga came to him and requested of him the elephant-naga that was 
regarded as auspicious and as a good omen. He continually gave even when his people 
banished him from his kingdom. His mind delighted in giving and he gave whatever they 
requested of him. As omniscience was dear to him he gave away those who were dear.
1.3 The bodhisatta Sasapandita, a hare in the forest, had three neighbours, namely a 
monkey, a jackal and a young otter. He instructed them on virtuous and evil deeds. 
Having prepared gifts according to their ability and their means, they sought one worthy 
of gifts. In order to give to one worthy of gifts, on the observance day the hare roasted 
himself and let a brahmana devour him.102
2. SUaparamita
The perfection of morality (silaparainita) 103 was practised by the strong and powerful 
bodhisatta. This bodhisatta in his previous births guarded morality in the following ways: by
102 See CD, Item 218, page 567; CpE, p i8-29.
103 Cp, pp. 84-91.
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controlling anger, by not seeking 01* considering revenge, by returning good for evil, by being 
free from bad mentalities, and by being compassionate towards the world. The following 
stories are the examples to demonstrate how the morality was observed.
2.1 The Bodhisatta Culabodhi (Cp, p.86) was great in virtue. With his wife he 
became a recluse. When his wife was seized and forced by the king to the inner 
apartments of the palace, anger arose in him. As anger arose, he recollected the 
observance of the vow of morality and controlled his anger. He thought: “for the 
sake of enlightemnent, never would I violate morality. That brahmana lady was not 
disagreeable to me, nor even did strength not exist in me. Omniscience was dear to 
me, therefore I guarded morality.”
2.2 The Bodhisatta Mahisaraja (Cp, p.87) was a large and strong buffalo. He 
was often urinated and defecated upon over his shoulder, forehead and eyebrows by 
an evil, foul, and nimble monkey. He was distressed and would have killed the 
monkey with his horns and hoofs. He retrained himself since he risked violating 
morality and the censure of wise men. For the sake of life and enlightenment, he 
did not bring any injury to another. Further, he reflected: “this one, thinking thus of 
me, will do the same to others and they will kill him. For me this will be freedom.”
2.3 The Bodhisatta Dhamma was a great yakkha possessing great clairvoyant 
power. He met an evil yakkha his enemy on a road. Protecting ascetic qualities and 
guarding morality, he subdued thoughts of anger toward his enemy and yielded the 
path to the evil one.
2.4 The bodhisatta who was Sankhapala (Cp, p.91), of great clairvoyant power, 
had his nostrils, tail and backbone pierced by hunter-boys. They placed him on a 
carrying-pole and bore him off. Though pierced by stakes and hacked with knives, 
he was not angry with the hunter-boys. This was his perfection of morality.
Morality was regarded as a preliminary requirement in the sllaparamitd. Having 
maintained life the protagonists of this perfection preserved moral habits.104
3. Nekkhainmaparamita
104 CD, item 222, page 572; Cp, pp.84-91.
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According to the five tales that exclusively illustrate the perfection of renunciation105 in the 
Cariyapitaka, only the bodhisatta who is born as a human being is able to practise this 
perfection. The concept of nekkhaimnaparamita is portrayed in the following two stories.
(i) Born as a son of an evil king, follower of the Evil One, having rejected dominion 
over a great kingdom, the Bodhisatta Prince Somanassa went forth into 
homelessness. He said,“it was not that the great kingdom was disagreeable to me. 
Enjoyment of sense-pleasures was not disagreeable. Omniscience was dear to me. 
Therefore I gave up the kingdom.” (Cp, p.92)
(ii) Seeking escape from the cycle of rebirth, where death would not crush him, 
Ayoghara the king of Kasi, gave up his kingdom and entered the forest. He said, 
“mother and father were not disagreeable to me, nor was great renown 
disagreeable to me. Omniscience was dear to me.” (Cp, p.94)
4. Adhitthanaparamita
The perfection of resolute determination (adhitthanaparamita) 106 is next illustrated in the 
Cariyapitaka. When Prince Temiya, contemplating a royal parasol, had a vision of the future 
in which he would be in purgatory and asked himself, “how shall I escape this?”, he made a 
decision. To avoid becoming a king, he resolutely determined to behave as a deaf and dumb 
cripple unable to walk. He lived for sixteen years without breaking that resolute determination 
for the sake of enlightenment.
5. Saccaparamita
The perfection of truth {saccaparamita) in the context of the Cariyapitaka requires the 
bodhisatta (1) to speak the truth and to act according to his own words, without getting 
himself into trouble, as did the Kapiraja with a crocodile (Cp, p.97). Secondly, (2) To protect 
the world and unite people by means of truth, as did Sacca (Cp, p.97), and thirdly, (3) to make 
a supreme affirmation of truth by reflecting on the power of the Dhamma, remembering 
former conquerors, and relying on the power of truth as did Vattapataka(Cp, p.98), when he 
said, “wings there are that fly not, feet there are that walk not, mother and father are gone 
away.” Fourthly is (4) the affirmation of truth in order to remove a disaster. This is 
accomplished by considering the good in the Dhamma and seeing truth as a support, as did
105 Cp, pp.92-93; CpE, pp.30-35.
105 Cp, pp.96-97; CpE, pp.36-7.
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Maccharaja (Cp, p.99), a fish-king who removed his relations from sufferings and destruction 
by saying, “as long as I can remember myself, ever since I have come to consciousness, I am 
not aware of having hurt intentionally even one living being. By this utterance of truth may 
Pajjunna pour down rain.” Next is (5) making a glorious affirmation of truth to destroy 
harmful poison as did the Kanhadtpayana (Cp, p.99), a seer who destroyed snake venom in a 
youth and made him live by uttering as truth. He said, “for just seven days I, with a mind of 
faith, desiring merit, fared the Brahma-faring. After that, this was my faring for fifty years. 
More I fared only unwillingly. By this truth may there be well-being. May the poison be 
destroyed and may Yannadatta live.” Lastly, (6) is to make a true and virtuous promise by 
recollecting the Dhamma of the good that was followed by former conquerors. This was done 
by Sutasoma (Cp, p. 100), a lord of the earth who remembered his promise to a brahmana 
when he, Sutasoma, was captured by a cannibal.
6. Mettaparamita
The perfection of loving-kindness in the context of the Cariyapitaka requires the bodhisatta (1) 
to cause creatures to have loving-kindness and to be a friend to all animals. He should not 
cause anyone fear*, as did Sama (Cp, p. 101), who with the power of loving-kindness caused all 
animals to have loving-kindness in a forest. (2) To practice loving-kindness in all situations is 
to practice the ten skilled ways of acting without exception. It is to treat the populace kindly 
with the four bases of generosity for the sake of this world, as did Ekaraja (Cp, p. 102), who 
maintained his loving-kindness to everyone in both good and bad situations. He maintained 
loving-kindness even when he lost his kingdom, his dear son and every member of his family, 
and was buried in a pit by Dabbasena. It is notable that the former story shows that animals 
can cultivate loving-kindness.
7. Upekkhaparamita
The Cariyapitaka defines the perfection of equanimity in two ways, (1) as the dispassionate 
attitude towards happiness, anguish, honour, and reproach, and (2) as temperance in all 
circumstances like that of Mahalomahamsa who said, “those who caused me anguish and 
those who gave happiness - 1 was the same to them all. Kindness and anger did not exist. . . 
Having become dispassionate towards happiness, anguish, honours and reproaches, I am the
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1 07same in all circumstances. This was my perfection of equanimity.” Horner, noting a 
thematic link between this perfection and the Majjhimanikaya, makes a reasonable suggestion 
that the Cariyapitaka developed a theme found in the Majjhimanikaya but not in the Jatakas, 
and turned the brahmavihara of equanimity into the perfection of equanimity.108 It is also 
worth noting that the unknown compiler of the Cariyapitaka made at least three fundamental 
contributions to Buddhist doctrine, which may be identified as (a) proof that by this period 
bodhi or sambodhi or sabbahhuta was the goal for various practices of the bodhisatta in the 
canonical book of the Jatakas, (b) confirmation that only human beings can practise the 
perfection of renunciation (nekhamaparamita), and (c) the classification of various practices 
of the bodhisatta into the categories of the perfections {paramitd). The perfections are 
regarded as the vehicle for attaining bodhi, sambodhi, or sabbahhuta. These are especially 
shown in the verses of the Cariyapitaka, 109 where the Gotama Buddha attained full 
enlightenment110 by fulfilling the ten perfections. The text makes the goal and the method 
clear to the practitioner although many of the more detailed and systematised teachings of the 
later period are absent. Some questions remain to be addressed, namely the spiritual value of 
sambodhi or sabbahhuta, and how the perfections {paramitd) help the bodhisatta attain 
sambodhi. There are no indications on the way the bodhisatta should fulfil the ten perfections, 
or at which stage of the path they should be practised. Furthermore, the mental attitude in 
approaching the ten paramitas, the procedures or stages, and the time required to achieve 
sambodhi remain unclear. These questions and their answers are not all to be found in the Pali 
Canon. However, the compiler of the Mahavastu certainly deals with some of them.
B. Bodhisattva bhumis in the Mahavastu
The previous sections show that there are various kinds of bodhisattas in terms of the former 
births of the Buddhas, They differ in qualities, abilities, character, deeds and resolution. In 
this section we aim to uncover, in sources other than Pali texts, a more developed bodhisattva 
concept and doctrine belonging to other sects. We will first examine the Mahavastu, Although
107 Cp, p. 102.
1081.B. Homer, Minor Anthologies III, .......  Basket o f  Conduct {Cariyapitaka), PTS, 1975, p.ix. (my inverted
commas)
1091.B. Horner, tr. Basket o f  Conduct {Cariyapitaka), in SBB vol.xxxi, PTS, pp.49-50
110 Although Horner’s translation uses the term self-awakening for sambodhi, this thesis will translate sambodhi 
as foil enlightenment.
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its sources differ from those of the Cariyapitaka and the Buddhavamsa, most parts of the text 
can be dated to the same period of the second century BCE.
Further development of the bodhisattva doctrine and concept is evident in the
Mahavastu. 1U While it resembles the Pali Cariyapitaka, the Mahavastu clearly belongs to
another school. It is an ancient Buddhist text written in hybrid Sanskrit. It primarily describes
the life of Buddha Sakyamuni according to the Lokottaravadin tradition of the 
1 10Mahasanghika. The date of the work has not yet been fixed, but its nucleus originates in the 
second century BCE,113 although it may have been enlarged as late as the fourth century CE. 
Some scholars propose, however, that the entire text may have originated in the second 
century BCE.114
The Mahavastu concurs with the Nidanakatha in that it deals with the life of the Buddha 
in three sections. The first section begins with the life of the bodhisattva at the time of Buddha 
Dipankara (I, 193 ff) and recounts his life at the time of earlier Buddhas. The second section 
(II, Iff) takes us to the heaven of the Tusita gods where the bodhisattva who is reborn there, 
decides to be reborn in the womb of Queen Maya. This section then narrates the miracles of 
the conception and birth of the prince, of his departure from his native town, his confrontation 
of Mara, and the enlightenment which he accomplishes under the Bodhi tree. The third 
section (III) narrates the history of the earliest conversions and the origin of the community of 
monks, concurring with the Mahavagga of the Vinayapitaka in its main features. This is why 
the Mahavastu describes itself as belonging to the Vinayapitaka.
The Mahavastu is a treasure-house of Jatakas and other stories. Forty Jatakas are 
incorporated in it. Here again we meet the bodhisattva, sometimes as a king ruling over the 
whole world and sometimes as the son of a merchant. Sometimes he is a Brahmin, a Naga 
prince, a lion or even an elephant. Many of the Jatakas are versions of the same stories that 
we find in the Pali Jatakas. For instance, the Sydmakajdtaka (II, 209ff) is another version of
111 The text has been edited by E. Senart in 3 vols., Paris, 1882-1897, with detailed surveys of contents in the 
introductions and a valuable commentary. A survey o f the contents has also been given by Rajendralala Mitra, 
Sanskrit Buddhist Literature o f  Nepal, pp.115-161; B. C. Law, A study on the Mahavastu, Calcutta, 1930; Jones, 
J. J., English tr. The Mahavastu, 3 vols., in SBB, vols., 16, 18, 19, London: Luzac, 1949-1956; Rahula, B. T., A  
Critical Study o f  The Mahavastu, Delhi, 1978.
112 Hirakawa A., A  History o f  Indian Buddhism From Sakyamuni to Early Mahayana, translated and edited by 
Paul Groner, Delhi, 1993, p. 120.
113 Winternitz, M., A History o f  Indian Literature, Vol. II, New York: Russell & Russell, 1971, p. 247
114 Hajime Nakamura, Indian Buddhism, Delhi, 1989, p. 130
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the Samajdtaka known to us. The Kinnanjdtaka (II, 94ff) corresponds in character to the 
Kinnara stories of the Jataka book. The story of Nalinikusa preserves antiquarian features that 
have disappeared in the prose of the Pali Isismga-jataka.
However, many Jdtakas and avaddnas in the Mahavastu have no correspondence in the 
Pali. They often glorify the bodhisattvas’ extraordinary readiness for sacrifice and generosity. 
King Arka for example, gives to the Buddha of his time 80,000 grottoes (cave-temples) made 
of seven types of precious stones (I, 54). Likewise, he gives his wife and child away to learn a 
wise saying (I, 9If). As a potter, he is more pious than king Krkin, as he kills no living beings 
and puts up his pots at crossroads in order to fill them with rice and beans for hungry people. 
When he hears that during his absence his parents have given the Buddha the straw with 
which he had recently covered his hut, he rejoices for a month (I, 317ff). The Rajavamsa, or 
the History o f the Kings to which the dynasty of the Sakyamuni belongs, begins precisely in 
the same maimer as the Puranas, with a discourse on creation (I, 338ff). The spirit of the 
Pumnas also pervades the Jdtaka (I, 283ff) in which the rsi called Raksita, the bodhisattva 
hermit, attains the miraculous ability to touch the sun and the moon with his hands. The spirit 
of the Mahayana teachings is similar to that of the Pumnas, and some stories of the 
Mahd vastu exhibit the inclination towards splendid and enchanting illustrations that portray 
miraculous powers of the holy man and glorify the Buddha, again a characteristic of 
Mahayana texts.
Although the Mahavastu contains much that occurs in the Pali texts, it also has some 
aspects that more closely resemble Mahayana doctrine. The probable reason is that the 
concept of the Buddha prevalent among the Mahasanghikas and the Lokottaravadins < 
represents a transition to Mahayana Buddhism. In other cases, however, it seems plausible to 
assume that interpolation took place. Thus we find in the first volume (I, 63-193) a long 
section on the ten bhumis and on the virtues which the bodhisattva must possess in each stage. 
Included in this section is a Buddhanusmrti (I, 163ff), or a hymn on the Buddhas’ recollection,! 
that is not much different from the narrations of Visnu or Siva of the Puranas,. The 
Buddhanusmrti also represents the spirit of the Mahayana when (II, 362ff) it claims that the 
purity of the Buddha is so great that worship of the Buddha suffices as a means for attaining 
nirvana. Further, one earns unlimited merit when one simply circumambulates a stupa and 
venerates it with gifts of flowers and so on. The phrase “from the smile of the Buddha there
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issue rays of light which illuminate the entire Buddha-field”, occurs many times in
Mahayana texts. It is also Mahayanist to describe large numbers of Buddhas and to claim that 
bodhisattvas are born directly through their capabilities and not through parents.
In terms of chronology, it is important to note that the concept of the four career-phases 
of the bodhisattva is mentioned for the first time at the beginning of the Mahavastu.115 These 
are the natural career {prkrti-caryd),ni the aspiration career (prmidhdna-carya),118 the 
conforming career (anuloma-caryd),119 and the non-regressing career (anivartana-caryd)}20 
Each of these is illustrated in the former births of Gautama Buddha.121
The Mahavastu describes the ten stages (bhuinis) a bodhisattva passes on his way to fully 
complete enlightenment. Mahayana texts such as the Dasabhumikasutra (T. 287), contain 
similar teachings on the ten stages and have often been cited as evidence that Mahayana 
Buddhism arose from the Mahasanghika school. However, the Mahavastu and similar 
literature concerning the Buddha’s life transcend sectarian lines. For example, at the end of j 
the Abhiniskramana-sutra,122 a Dharmaguptaka text, it is noted that the very same biography 
is called the Mahavastu by the Mahasanghika school and various other names by the ; 
Sarvastivadin, Kasyaplya and Mahlsasaka schools. This indicates that these schools shared a \ 
common biography of the Buddha,123
In considering the bodhisattva concept as found in the Mahavastu, we must first examine r 
the ten bhumis. The section of the Mahavastu that deals with the bhumis (stages) may on first / 
inspection appeal* to contain doctrinal innovations and to represent a later period of transition!
115 Mv, III, 137ff.
116 Basak, Radhagovinda, Mahavastu Avadana, vol. i, Calcutta: Sanskrit College, 1963, p.l
117 Basak, Radhagovinda, Mahavastu Avadana, vol. i, Calcutta: Sanskrit College, 1963, pp.l, 53, 54
118 Basak, Radhagovinda, Mahavastu Avadana, vol. i, Calcutta: Sanskrit College, 1963, pp.l, 53
119 Basak, Radhagovinda, Mahavastu Avadana, vol. i, Calcutta: Sanskrit College, 1963, pp.l, 53, 73
120 Basak, Radhagovinda, Mahavastu Avadana, vol. i, Calcutta: Sanskrit College, 1963, pp. 1,53
121 It would seem that the section on the ten bbumis was inserted by the compilers to include in the Mahavastu 
most element of Buddhistic lore. It is introduced abruptly, and certain inconsistencies in the recital show that it 
was not really understood, or, perhaps the inconsistencies are due to a deliberate attempt to amend or even 
suppress the Mahayanist tendencies on the same subject. There are for example, the Mahayanist Dasabhumika 
and Bodhisattvabhumi, the latter of which was claimed by the Yogacaras as upholding their particular doctrine. 
But the Mahavastu expressly condemns the teaching of this school, for it makes adherence on the part of 
bodhisattvas one o f the causes which prevent them rising from the fifth Bhumi to the sixth bhumi. For further 
investigation into the relations between bhuinis and cariyas, see the section on “The Stages of the bodhisattva’s 
Practices in Part II, and also see Rahula, B. T., A Critical Study O f The Mahavastu, Delhi 1978, p.62
122 Abhini, T03: 0655ff, N o.190. This text was translated into English by Beal, Samuel, The 
Romantic Legend O f  Sakya Buddha: From Chinese-Sanskrit, London: Triibner & Co., 1875.
123 T.3: 932a
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toward to the Mahayana. However, the multiplicity of bodhisattvas and previous Buddhas is 
not in itself a Mahayanist trait, although it prepared the way for the subsequent development 
of Mahayana doctrine. In the Mahavastu we see for the first time a clear sense of a 
developmental procession in the bodhisattva concept. Unlike the ten paramitas, the ten 
bhumis in this text comprise a progressive succession on the path to buddhahood.
1. The first bhumi
The first bhumi is the difficult to achieve (dumroha').124 Bodhisattvas on this bhumi are
19^ordinary beings with a strong resolution to achieve enlightenment. They are considered 
worthy of offerings in all worlds where they are deeply respected. The Mahavastu describes 
them as the glorious bodhisattvas perfect in liberality that illuminate the worlds to make them
19 &shine as radiantly as the moon and sun.
The most important aspect of this stage is the thought of enlightenment, or the resolution 
to work towards enlightenment. The resolution that bodhisattvas make is specified in the 
Mahavastu as follows,
"If I am doomed to dwell in Avici from this moment to that in which I am to become aware of the 
ultimate truth, I shall go through with it, nor shall I withdraw my vow to win omniscience. Such is my 
resolve."
On this bhumi we see that the bodhisattva concept involves will-power, the resolution to 
head in one direction, cultivating the necessary attributes, and continuing to struggle for the 
goal that has become all-important. It is said that the bodhisattvas who vow to win 
enlightenment, both those who lapse and those who do not, generate great merit when they 
first conceive the thought of the possibility of becoming perfect Buddhas.127 Thus one who 
vows to win enlightenment generates richer merit than one who should honour foremost 
humans (agrapudgalas) by giving them whole universes as numerous as the sands of the ocean, 
and all their varied precious stones (I, 63). This resolution leads to the following vow,128
124 Basak, Radhagovinda, Mahavastu Avadana, vol. i, Calcutta: Sanskrit College, 1963, pp.73-98. Jones, J.J., tr. 
The Mahavastu, vol. I, London: Luzac & Co., 1949, pp.61-65
125 Ibid., p.63
126 Ibid., p.61
127 Ibid., p,62
128 The Mahavastu recounts Mahakasyapa asking Mahakatyayana the following question, “do those bodhisattvas 
who continue in unwavering progress make their first vow when they have acquired merits, or when they have 
acquired the roots of goodness?” Mahakatyayana says, “first they worship the glorious Tathagatas with great 
reverence, but not yet do these supreme men turn their thoughts towards becoming a foremost man. These wise 
men honour kotis o f Pratyekabuddhas, men who have won the highest good , but not yet do they turn their 
thoughts to a knowledge o f the whole dharma. They worship kotis o f those who have won mastery over all the 
powers, long since reached perfect mastery, but not yet do these leaders turn their thoughts to crossing the ocean
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"By the root of goodness I have laid in store may I have insight into all things. May not the 
realisation o f my vow be deferred too long, but may my vow be fulfilled . . . May my store of the root 
of goodness be great enough for all living things, whatever evil deed has been done by me, may I alone
reap its bitter fruit."129
The Mahavastu teaches that in order to achieve the first stage, bodhisattvas strive to find 
conditions in which the thought of enlightenment can arise. These conditions involve eight 
aspects of conduct which can be summarised as generosity, compassion, indefatigable energy, 
humility, study of all scriptures, heroism,130 renunciation of the world, and fortitude. The 
emphasis is on the perfection of giving, bodhisattvas who have not lapsed in these eight 
aspects of conduct are referred to as avaivartika. The Mahavastu teaches that on the first 
bhumij bodhisattvas delight in generosity and themselves become objects of pity. If they are 
wise, they turn for consolation to the words and virtues of the Buddhas.
In the Mahavastu, the bodhisattvas who do not lapse must perform the following 
difficult tasks on the first bhumi (i) Those who have set off towards omniscience, must not 
give way to idle regret when they have to give up dear wives and beloved sons, their heads 
and their eyes, their jewels, carriages and beds, (ii) Though they are sentenced to be flogged, 
bound, and scourged by violent men whose minds are bent on foul deeds, they regard these 
men with hearts full of meekness and friendliness, and innocent though they are, speak to 
them with gentle words, (iii) When they see a mendicant full of pride and conceit, the great 
men experience a thrill of joy. By giving alms they become elated at the gain of virtue. They 
do not fall into remorse. These then are the austerities of the bodhisattvas.131
The Mahavastu makes clear- that certain attributes must not be present if the 
bodhisattva wishes to progress to the second bhumi. One must not take delight in the 
pleasures of life, be indolent, worldly, timid, weak-willed, or unfriendly to others.
2. The second bhumi
— — 1^2 _The second bhumi is that of steadiness (baddhamana), bodhisattvas on this bhumi are
described as developing in various ways. Firstly, they are developing an aversion to all forms
of knowledge.” At the time for making a vow it is said, “but when the bodhisattvas have laid up abundant store 
of merit, and have body and mind well developed, they approach the beautiful Buddhas, and turn their thought 
towards enlightenment. See Jones, J.J., tr. The Mahavastu, vol. I, London: Luzac & Co., 1949, p.63.
129 Ibid., p.64.
130 Ibid., p.64, “I cannot allow my mind to waver. Though overwhelmed with ills, I should not let my mind 
waver. Though overwhelmed with ills, I would bring blessings to the world o f men. Such is the courage and 
strength of these sturdy men."
131 Ibid., p.65.
132 Basak, 1963, pp.98-105; Jones, 1949, pp.66-72.
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of existence. At the same time, the attributes that are encouraged on the fust bhumi grow
stronger. They are resolute and steadfast, free from all sensuous desire and love of pleasure, 
and finally they long for enlightenment.
On this stage, the factors which may prevent bodhisattvas from progressing to the next 
bhumi relate to over-confidence from progress. Bodhisattvas lapse in their second bhumi 
when they come to contemplate life with satisfaction, when they become lustful and indolent 
through indulgence in sensual pleasures, and when they become covetous, timid, and weak- 
willed. They lapse when they live without being conscious of the impermanence of things, 
when they become addicted to harmfulness, when they become hateful, when they become 
gross and sluggish, and when they immerse themselves in the affairs of the world.133
3. The third bhumi
On the third bhumi "adorned with flowers" (puspa-mandita) ,134 bodhisattvas are easily 
distinguishable from ordinary people. The hearts of bodhisattvas as they pass from the second 
bhumi to the third are set on renunciation. The bodhisattvas as lords of men render happy the 
condition of all creatures, but in no way for the sake of their own well-being, nor for the sake 
of enlightenment.
Bodhisattvas generously relinquish all things to all beings, without selfish motives. 
They love learning, and make any sacrifice for the smallest instruction.135 The dispositions of 
bodhisattvas on the second bhumi are good, amiable, sweet, keen, bountiful, charming, 
profound, whole-hearted, imperturbable, distinguished, lofty, noble, resolute, sincere, pure, 
steadfast, independent, contented and intent on the foremost people, and infinite. According to 
the Mahavastu, bodhisattvas should not become overly attached to ascetic life or too fond of 
solitude and seclusion. If they are involved in gambling or political affairs for the sake of 
money, they will not progress. It would seem that the third bhumi relates to bodhisattvas 
living in the court, where the temptations of courtly pleasures and vices were manifold. 
Nevertheless, the ascetic life of the forest was prohibited.
As for a description of the ways in which one can lapse in this bhumi, the Mahavastu 
lists falsehood, guile, and slander.136 In addition, bodhisattvas who are on the third bhumi
Jones, 1949, p.62
134 Basak, 1963, pp.106-117; Jones, 1949, pp.72-79
135 Jones, 1949, p.72, “They buy one verse of a wise saying with the sacrifice of wife and child.”
136 Ibid., p.73
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lapse and fail to reach the fourth in fourteen ways. When (1) they become addicted to 
dishonest gambling with dice, (2) they seek seclusion too often, (3) they come to rule over 
their kingdoms whilst overcome by avarice and rob their own subjects of all their possessions, 
(4) they accuse of murder the people who do not deserve to be called into account for any 
offence, (5) they do not protect those in danger of being killed, (6) they mutilate men, (7) they 
fall into erring ways and even having wealth they do not dispense to others the means of life, 
(8) though they take up the religious life they do not learn by heart the great doctrine, even 
while the Buddhas themselves teach it, (9) although they have already made a vow, they do 
not preach the great doctrine, (10) they follow those who are bound to the flesh, not those who 
are bound to Dharma, (11) they do not repeatedly declare the splendour of the Buddha, (12) 
they teach that Buddhas are of the world, (13) they do not teach that Buddhas transcend the
n<i
world, and (14) being on the third bhumi\ have lapsed, are lapsing, or will lapse.
It is interesting to note that this list of possible lapses implies that a bodhisattva should 
be able to live in the world whilst transcending it. bodhisattvas on the third bhumi are clearly 
leading life at the high ranks of society.
4. The fourth bhumi
On this bhumi called the beautiful (rucim),l3S bodhisattvas are aware of immoral practices and 
the temptation to exercise special powers for illegitimate purposes. They develop a sense of 
noble shame, and refrain from inciting others toward wicked deeds. The Mahavastu explains 
in detail that bodhisattvas must not commit any of the five grave offences. They should not (1) 
deprive parents of life, (2) deprive Arhats of life, (3) create schisms in the Sangha, (4) raze 
towns to the ground, or (5) harbour evil thoughts against a Tathagata.
The Mahavastu describes bodhisattvas on the fourth bhumi as not led to commit falts 
by wrong belief, and by extension they do not have to expiate bad deeds. As they pass from 
one existence to another, they do not adhere to doctrine based on heresy, but only to true 
doctrine or virtue based on knowledge. When they sit or lie in the shade of a tree, and do not 
harm the leaves. Even in anger they do not resort to blows. They practise the ten right ways of 
behaviour. They do not cast a spell to strike another man. Wholly concerned with karma and
137 Ibid., p.76
138 For discussion o f this bhumi, see Basak, Radhagovinda, Mahavastu Avadana, vol. i, Calcutta: Sanskrit 
College, 1963, pp.l 17-130; Jones, J.J., tr. The Mahavastu, vol. I, London: Luzac & Co., 1949, pp. 79-87
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detached from all excitement, they are not cast down by adversity elated by prosperity. In 
deed, speech, and thought, their dispositions are wholly pure and their charity perfect.
The text identifies seven ways in which bodhisattvas on the fourth bhumi lapse and 
fail to reach the fifth, namely when they become corrupters of (1) nuns, (2) men, and (3) 
eunuchs, (4) when by the power of spells they cause unnatural disease in others, (5) when 
they lead good men from virtue, and when (6) they become shameless, and (7) 
unscrupulous.139
5. The fifth bhumi
The fifth bhumi is called the expansion of the mind (cittavistara).140 In this bhumi we find 
bodhisattvas in a state of realisation. They see that all existence is consumed with the fire of 
lust, hatred and delusion,141 and that it is devoid of protection and happiness. In this bhumi 
they worship and serve many Buddhas. This bhumi involves a substantial change, where 
bodhisattvas are warned not to dread ascetic life, but to cultivate calm and insight. In contrast 
to the third bhumi\ the fifth bhumi encourages bodhisattvas to behave as recluses, 
bodhisattvas are now expected to worship lion-hearted Buddhas.142 It seems that bodhisattvas 
on the fifth bhumi obtain much more knowledge of Buddha-fields.143 The understanding of 
wise bodhisattvas on the fifth bhumi is that the vortex of the world holds little delight but is 
exceedingly painful. 144 According to the Mahavastu, there are four ways in which 
bodhisattvas fail to reach the sixth bhumi,145
"Though bodhisattvas have taken up religious life on the Buddha’s instruction, they yet join forces 
with the Yogacaras. Hankering after the sensations which are abjured by a convert, they turn away 
in fear from self-development. They live perpetually inattentive to the cultivation of calm and 
introspective insight, and they inevitably train their thought by fixing upon objects of 
perception."146
6. The sixth bhumi
139 Jones, J.J., tr. The Mahavastu, vol. I, London: Luzac & Co., 1949, pp.86-7
140 Basak, 1963, pp.130-141; Jones, 1949, pp.87-95
141 Jones, 1949, p.87, “the bodhisattvas see all existences inflamed by passion, hatred, and folly, and accordingly
the state of mind that links the two bhumis and brings them to the fifth immediately after the fourth is one full of
despair and disgust.”
142 Ibid., p.94. “The lion-hearted Buddhas on the fifth bhumi were innumerable (120) as were also 
Pratyekabuddhas, those in training, and the adepts, the disciples of the Conqueror. All these and other Tathagatas 
were worshipped by Gotama Buddha, and it is thus that he laid the roots of goodness for the sake of the whole 
world’s welfare. Therefore the bodhisattvas, in order to reach buddhahood must follow his example.”
143 Ibid., pp.95-99
144 Ibid., p.95
145 Ibid., pp.95“All the bodhisattvas that having vowed to win enlightenment on the fifth, lapse and fail to reach 
the sixth bhumi, have done so, do so, and will do so, in these four ways.”
146 Ibid., p.94; Basak, 1963, p. 141.
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i An —The sixth bhumi is called the lovely (rupavaU). On this bhumi’ bodhisattvas recognise that
the whirlpool of samsara is terrible and offers little satisfaction. To reach the seventh bhumi 
and abide in it, they abandon their desire in order to attain the meditation of the cessation of 
perception and feeling (samjnavedayita-nirodha). On the sixth bhumi there are two ways in 
which bodhisattvas lapse and fail to reach the seventh stage (bhumi), (1) they envy those who 
have won cessation of perception and feeling, (2) they do not listen reverently and attentively 
to the divine beings. All bodhisattvas who have lapsed, are lapsing, and will lapse and fail to 
reach the seventh bhumij after living in the sixth, do so in these two ways.149
7. The seventh bhumi
The seventh bhumi is the difficult to conquer (durjaya)}50 On this bhumi\ in order to cultivate 
compassion bodhisattvas practise self-control, refrain from killing sentient beings, and teach 
others to observe this precept. They practise forbearance in all their actions and forgive their 
enemies.151 So that they may do goodness to many sentient beings, they master all the arts,
1 ^ 9sciences, languages, and scripts. They also learn all there is to know about gold, silver, 
1precious stones, and acquire all other knowledge that may be of use to humankind. It is 
worth noting that some bodhisattvas on this bhumi are not capable of turning back. It is said 
that the mind of the supreme benefactors of humankind is bent on self-control.
The Mahavastu teaches that bodhisattvas on the seventh bhumi have renounced many 
things154 and possess many qualities such as patience, tranquillity of mind and tenderness
147 Basak, 1963, p. 142-150; Jones, 1949, pp.95-100
148 Ibid., p. 149
149 Ibid, p. 100
150 Basak, 1963, pp. 150-161; Jones, 1949, pp.100-108
151 Jones, J.J, tr. The Mahavastu, vol. I p.106. “In their progress towards their goal they are undefiled in acts of 
body, speech and thought. Through the uprightness of their lives in former existences they are
untarnished and pure in conduct. Possessing perfect knowledge they are men o f undimmed understanding. They 
are eager to win the sphere o f power of a Buddha, so far are they from refusing it. With knowledge as their 
banner, they are untiring in speech and skilled in teaching. Being of irreproachable character, they are immune 
from disaster. They are free from evil.”
152 Ibid, p l0 7 .
153 Jones, J.J, tr. The Mahavastu, vol. I, London: Luzac & Co, 1949, p. 108. “All fields of gold, silver, tin, 
copper, lead, precious substances and gems were revealed by bodhisattvas, all the expedients that exist for the 
service of men were the inventions o f bodhisattvas. On this matter it is said, "the peerless pre-eminent men pass 
through their successive lives aware of what is good for the world. Their lives are better than those of devas, men, 
and guhyakas. For the perfect knowledge gained by these lords is unsurpassed."
154 Ibid, p. 101; “They preach and commend abstention from murder. They praise beings in the various bhumis 
who are so disposed and who do not henceforth in any way, even when associated with evil companions, deprive 
living things of life. After passing through the first seven bhumis, they have pity for those beings who have a 
hard lot to bemoan. They apply themselves to the practice of morality. They renounce their kingdoms or
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towards other beings.155 Understanding156 is emphasised as one of their attributes, as is 
skilfulness,157 and the ability to be skilful in the politics of the world.158
The transition from the seventh to the eighth bhumi has one marked feature in the 
Mahavastu - bodhisattvas do not lapse and definitevely cultivate good karma. On all the other 
bhumis, bodhisattvas cultivate mixed karma. They pass through all ten bhumis filled with 
compassion for the world.159 This transition encompasses the state of mind of irreversible 
bodhisattvahood, “there arises in them a mind that is set on great compassion (mahakarunna) 
as they advance from the seventh bhumi to the eighth.”160
The notion of irreversible bodhisattvahood has also appeared in the discussion of the 
first and fourth bhumis. The Mahavastu clearly distinguishes in each bhumi between those 
bodhisattvas who lapse and those who do not. Those who lapse must fall back to an earlier 
stage. Those who do not are called avaivartikas,161 or irreversible bodhisattvas. At this stage
whatever sovereignty is theirs. They go forth from home into the homeless state."
155 They are bodhisattvas who live on from life to life in the possession o f manifold good qualities. They are 
bodhisattvas who have won the mastery over karma, and make their deeds renowned through their accumulation 
of merit. They are resolute and valiant, intent on endurance, trustworthy, upright and sincere. They are generous, 
firm, gentle, tender, patient, whole and tranquil of heart, difficult to overcome and defeat, intent on what is real, 
charitable, and faithful to their promises. They are intelligent, brilliantly intelligent, gifted with insight, and not 
given to gratification o f sensual desires. They are devoted to the highest good. They win converts by the four 
means of sympathetic appeal. They are pure in conduct and heart, full o f exceedingly great veneration, and 
civility toward elders and nobles.
156 Jones, 1949, p. 104. "They understand that in this world 'hatred is not allayed by hatred.1 Though I could 
release smoke on the wind to destroy the whole land, and guide and robbers as well, yet I let them go with their 
lives."
157 Ibid., p. 106. They are skilled in uprooting the vices of evil men. They are unwearying in clothing the 
nakedness of others. They are anxious not to blight the maturing of their karma, and they acquire the roots of 
virtue by keeping themselves aloof from passion, hatred and folly. They are skilled in bringing solace to those in 
trouble and misfortune. They do not hesitate to render all kinds of service. In all maters they are untiring in their 
purpose. They are endowed here in this world with the profound attributes o f a Buddha. They shun the three-fold 
distractions. Leaving vain babblers alone, they love their enemies. They do not indulge in sexual pleasures. They 
know how to win the affection of all creatures. When they enter the world they become endowed with powers 
that are in accordance with the vow they have made. In all matters they are skilled in the knowledge of correct 
and faulty conclusions. They are rich in goodness and blessed with good qualities. Eminent, wise in their 
illimitable virtue, they are serene among their fellows.
158 Ibid., p. 106; They are resourceful, in all matters using conciliatory and agreeable methods, and in affairs of 
government they are adept in persuasive speech. They are men whose voices are not checked in the assembly, 
men who pour forth their eloquence in a mighty stream. With knowledge as their banner they are skilled in 
drawing the multitude to them. They are endowed with equanimity, and their means o f living is beyond reproach. 
They are men of successful achievements, and are ready to come to the assistance o f others and help those in 
distress (134). They do not become enervated by prosperity, and do not lose their composure in adversity.
159 Ibid, p.80.
160 Ibid, p. 108; Basak, 1963, p. 161, ye  te bho dhutadharmadhara bodhisattva avaivartikastesam saptamato 
bhumito astamambhumi samktamantanam mahakarmasamprayuktam cittamutpadyate.
161 Ibid, pp.81-82; bodhisattvas who are not liable to lapse, do not in the course of these seven bhumis, in any 
way, for any reason, at any time, or by any chance, pass into a hell, nor are they reborn in a brute state, nor do
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of our discussion, it is worth noting that for bodhisattvas, special doctrines on karma apply.162 
The bodhisattvas are slightly outside normal karmic laws, yet they also have their own 
internal karma as they are safe from the hells.163
In discussing the seventh and eighth bhumis, the Mahavastu implies that teaching the 
path of the bodhisattva arises in part from understanding the Jatakas,,
"By means o f discourses without illustrations arranged in due order, the lords, learned in the
Jatakas and other lore, preach to the concourse of bodhisattvas self-control, charity, and restraint, as 
the qualities that bring a bodhisattva’s career to great maturity."164
8. The eighth bhiimi
On this bhumi called the ascertainment of birth (janmanidesa), 165 the outstanding 
characteristic of bodhisattvas is great love and compassion. Bodhisattvas are no longer in a 
position to commit any of the five grave sins or do evil of any kind. They never use charms 
and spells to injure others, and they follow the ten meritorious paths of action. They are calm 
and serene, neither elated in prosperity nor dejected in adversity. They are also gentle and 
grateful, they do not pluck the leaves of the tree under which they sit or sleep. Bodhisattvas on 
this bhumi cannot be reborn in a state of woe or in a common purgatory. They are now 
perfectly pure and should be honoured in the same way as Buddhas.166 They are able to 
choose life as they wish,
they become poor or infirm. They become Brahmanas, pratyekabrahmanas, Indras, Upendras, Yaksa kings and 
Yaksas, Nagas and kings o f Nagas, Gandharvas and kings of Gandharvas, universal kings and kings of regions. 
They become chief counsellors, heads of merchant guilds, provincial chieftains, sons o f kings and merchants and 
a king’s chief wife. They become valiant, courageous and powerful leaders. They become men who are esteemed, 
respected, saluted and obeyed. They become men who are dear to, beloved o f and popular with the multitude. 
They become men whom people praise and delight in, they become wealthy men, powerful men, with a large 
retinue, men of resolution and influence. If, as a result of reviling an Aryan at any time or in any way while they 
are in one of the seven bhumi, they incur rebirth in the great Avici hell, they go to a privileged sector therein. 
They are not reborn among perpetual ghosts, nor among the Asuras. They are not reborn as inferior animals, nor 
in Uttarakuru, nor as women, nor as eunuchs. Thus then, in all the ten bhumis they become men, and have all the 
limbs, great and small, and all the faculties of men unimpaired.
162 Ibid.Vol.i, p.82
163 Ibid.Vol.i, p.82
164 Ibid.jVol.i, p.82
165 Ibid., p.108-110. See Basak, 1963, pp.161-164.
166 Ibid., p.83; From the eighth bhumi onwards, the bodhisattvas are to be honoured with the honour due to a 
perfect Buddha. (Vol. i, p.83). “In all the ten bhumis they become men, and have all the limbs, great and small, 
and all the faculties o f men unimpaired.” (Vol., I, P.82) “It is from the eighth bhumi that bodhisattvas begin to 
renounce all they possess and to make difficult sacrifices.” According to the compiler of the Mahavastu, “the 
Jatakas related by the Conqueror go back to the eighth bhumi” (vol.i, p.83). On this point it is said: “from the 
eighth bhumi onwards, bodhisattvas are to be looked upon as perfect Buddhas. For after that they do not lapse. 
Henceforth they are masters of the profound meditations and their knowledge is purified. Henceforth they speak 
words that are founded on knowledge, and in then wisdom renounce life because of its villainess. Henceforth, 
whatever birth is pure that they do achieve, and whatever form is pure that do they win.” (Vol.i,p.83) “
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"Henceforth, they are bom of whatever sex they wish, and as whatever kind of deva they wish 
(Vol.i, p.84)."
The Mahavastu teaches that accession to the eighth bhumi can be achieved by knowledge. 
This must be correct knowledge of the austerities, though knowledge appears to suffice,
"The wise Tathagata tells them too of him, the supreme of men, who for the sake of mankind’s well­
being cultivates incomparable karma. He is styled ‘Lord’ by the Exalted One, and takes up a life of
austerity based on knowledge. A bodhisattva like this is rare in the world. So does the Conqueror expound 
this in his teaching . . .  It is in this and like manner that the Buddhas teach dharma to the retinue of 
bodhisattvas."167
The Mahavastu teaches that the Buddha recounts his path as a bodhisattva in the Jatakas 
by explaining the eighth bhumi thus,
"The Jatakas related by the Conqueror go back to the eighth bhumi. It is also from the eighth 
bhumi that bodhisattvas begin to renounce all they possess and to make difficult sacrifices. From the 
eighth bhumi onwards bodhisattvas are to be honoured with the honour due to a perfect Buddha."168
9. The ninth and tenth bhumis
The ninth and tenth bhumis are the installation as crown-prince (yauvamja) 169 and 
consecration (abhiseka),110 respectively. Apart from a list of past Buddhas however, the 
Mahavastu offers no elaboration of the ninth bhumi. As for the tenth bhumi the text contains 
a single reference to bodhisattvas being reborn in heaven immediately upon completion of 
their training on the tenth stage, although no further details are given.
Henceforth, they are bom of whatever sex they wish, and as whatever kind o f deva they wish. Henceforth, as 
ascetic pilgrims, they become destroyers of existence; they abhor the pleasures o f sense and extol release. 
Henceforth, they become the most excellent o f eloquent men, pupils o f the perfect Buddhas, the devas above all 
other devas.” (Vol.i,p.84) “Thus are they bidden by the Buddhas, the preachers o f Dharma, at the moment of 
their passing away, “o wise men, teach dharma, and take up the banner o f the seer.” (Vol.i, p.84) “Henceforth, 
they train many to be Arhats, and many to qualify for discipleship. Henceforth devas, Yaksas, Guhyakas, follow 
the great being, the bodhisattva, until they win back their true nature. Henceforth, the form of the bodhisattva is 
supreme in the world o f men and devas, and unsurpassed are the lustre, the radiance, the fame, glory and might 
of the bodhisattvas (107), and hard to attain by the world. And though there are no Buddhas in the world at the 
time, the bodhisattvas come to have the five supreme knowledges. Perceiving the depravity of lusts, they extol 
renunciation of the world. Henceforth, devas, asura, and brahmanas allured by their virtues, come to them with 
hands joined in adoration. Such is the mode of life of the holy bodhisattvas when they are on the eighth bhumi.” 
(vol., p.84)“The bodhisattvas who do not lapse and are universal kings teach men Dharma in this way. Intent on 
the ten right ways o f behaviour they proclaim to men: ‘do not kill nor steal. Safeguard the wives of other men. 
Eschew falsehood, treachery, cruelty, frivolous and senseless talk, covetousness, malevolence and heresy.’ 
Laying up heaps o f gold in front o f their palaces they declare, whoever is in need o f anything let him take from 
this heap of gold (108). My riches were acquired righteously; do not have any misgiving. I shall give you 
garlands, perfumes, incense and fragrant powder. Do not be cast down, but be glad.” (Vol. I, p.85). It is said that 
the bodhisattvas on the eighth bhumi win the seven treasures o f a universal king: “As the result o f former 
meritorious conduct, the noble man wins the treasure of the what shines like the orb of the newly-risen sun , and 
is lovely in all its ten-hundred spokes. With honest intent he dispenses charity that serves to help. Thus he wins 
the invincible and triumphant wheel that knows no obstacle.” Vol.i, pp.85-6
167 Ibid.,Vol.i, p.83
168 Ibid.,Vol.i, p.83
169 Jones, 1949, pp. 110-112
170 Jones, 1949, pp. 112-124
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C. Assessments
On the basis of our survey of the progress of the bodhisattva on the bhumis, the bodhisattva 
concept in the Mahavastu may tentatively be summarised as follows. In this text we see for 
the first time a clear stage of development. This is reflected in the four career-phases that 
constitute the first major elaborations of the Mahavastu. The sense of progression is also 
evident in the strict guidelines 011 what constitutes a lapse from each level. We further observe 
that at many stages these lapses consist of taking pride in achieving progress, complacency at 
the stage achieved, or envy at the achievement of others. The Mahavastu places enormous 
emphasis on the generation of the thought of enlightenment (bodhicitta). This is a new aspect 
of the bodhisattva doctrine which is not present in previous texts, and which is linked with 
renunciation, resolution and vows. While renunciation is traced back to the perfections 
(paramita) of the Cariyapitaka and the Buddhavamsa, the description of kaima produced by 
the actual thought of enlightenment is innovatory. Equally, the importance placed on vows is 
also new. For the first time, we encounter a systematised arrangement of the bodhisattva’s 
path, founded upon a detailed theory of the bodhisattva’s progress. The path of the 
bodhisattva as presented in the Mahavastu encompasses a series of progressive realisations. 
The first hint of this lies in the innovation of the seminal thought of enlightenment. In the 
second bhumi\ we see the second hint of realisation consisting in the development of aversion 
to all forms of existence. The series of practices in the first three bhumis prepares the ground 
for the fourth bhumij on which bodhisattvas finally become free of wrong belief. It is a kind 
of realisation in itself which leads them to the fifth bhumi, to the conditions conducive to the 
realisation that existence is consumed by lust, hatred and delusion, and that it is without 
protection and happiness. This in turn leads to the sixth bhumi, the more encompassing 
realisation that samsara offers little delight.
As this series of realisations shows, the theory of the development of the bodhisattva’s 
mind, although occasionally reminiscent of the teaching in the Buddhavamsa, is highly 
developed in the Mahavastu. The text regularly refers to mental qualities necessary to achieve 
progress, and gives instructions on guarding against the misuse of powers as the mind 
develops. The internal development of the bodhisattva is the primary emphasis here. On the 
third bhumi\ bodhisattvas resist the fondness of solitude. However on the fifth bhumi they are 
instructed to resist desire for the world and to proceed into solitude. The path thus described is
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one of mental and internal development rather than worldly progress. 171 In fact, the 
Mahavastu portrays bodhisattvas as highly powerful by virtue of mental development. In its 
discussion of the sixth bhumi\ the Mahavastu states that the mind of bodhisattvas is bent on 
self-control. This has been achieved through the loss of certain mental tendencies and the 
cultivation of certain qualities. In the second bhumi’ we see that the mental qualities of idle 
regret and remorse have been eliminated, while the quality of compassion is undergoing 
constant development. As in the paramitas, there is emphasis on the resolution and energy that 
should be applied to the process of achieving enlightenment. However, there is also a new 
emphasis on will. Will is harnessed to achieve progress from the lowest level. However, we 
later see that at its highest functional level, bodhisattva will is capable of choosing rebirth, and 
establishing the foundation for a new and good kaima for the world.
Karma at an advanced stage is shown to be different for those on the bodhisattva path. 
Clearly in the first bhumi the rules of karma apply in a new way to the bodhisattvas, so that 
the thought of enlightenment leads to virtuous karma. On the first seven bhumis, bodhisattvas 
fall into hell realms for killing someone else on the bodhisattva path. In elaborating the 
seventh bhumi’ bodhisattvas no longer produce mixed karma. On the eighth bhumi, 
bodhisattvas come to a stage at which rules of karma either break down or no longer apply, 
and thus they can choose their own rebirth. Even more importantly, they are shown to be on a 
path wherein reaching buddhahood, they become able to lay roots for virtuous karma. This is 
a new concept entirely.
Bodhisattvas are also keen on learning. They master all knowledge and subjects in the 
benefit of all creatures including human beings. On the third bhumi, bodhisattvas are 
characterised by a love of learning and a preparedness to make any sacrifice for knowledge.172 
By the time they move from the sixth to the seventh bhumi\ bodhisattvas have mastered all 
arts, sciences, languages, scripts, charms and medicine. In the seventh bhumi is included the 
ability to negotiate skilfully the politics of the world. What is more, knowledge of the
171 The bodhisattvas do not climb higher and higher in the world, but internally. This demonstrates a clear 
development in terms o f inner progression. From a scholarly perspective it likely that this text has several 
sources and a complex history. Some of the sources may predate the idea o f a progression of different positions 
in the world. Similarly, there may have been different systems co-existing. Incongruous elements found in other 
sources may still be present within the Mahavastu. This is supported in that there are only eight of the ten bhumis 
outlined in detail. The brevity o f last two bhumis may imply a degree o f uncertainty regarding perfect wisdom 
applied to the path of a bodhisattva.
172 The Mahavastu teaches that knowledge should be the basis for renunciation.
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austerities is sufficient to achieve access to the eighth bhumi, Thus the emphasis on the 
development of the mind and on the acquisition of realisations is balanced by the more 
practical ways of acquiring knowledge through study and experience.
Although it may be possible to trace the ideas of the paramitas in this text, it is 
remarkable how inconspicuous they are and how brief a discussion of them the Mahavastu 
contains. Instructions on the perfections to be fulfilled by the aspirant bodhisattva are so rare 
and curtailed in the Mahavastu that they need not be discussed separately here. The text refers 
to six paramitas, namely, dana, slla, ksanti, virya, dhyana and prajha}13 They are mentioned 
individually here and there, but it does not seem likely that the compiler intended to provide a 
comprehensive elaboration of them. Rather, the emphasis is on disciplining the mind in order 
to develop it. Structurally, the rules of conduct and discipline at each stage, rather than the 
paramitas, form the organisational basis of the Mahavastu. It is the dichotomy between good 
characteristics in each bhumi and the prohibited, that underlies the pattern of the bodhisattva’s 
path. One would expect to find a clear teaching on discipline (sila). It may be that the 
prohibitions of the Mahavastu are intended to serve as an elaboration of sila, in terms of the 
rules of conduct for bodhisattvas at each stage.
Bodhisattvas are portrayed as knowing the differences between moral and immoral 
practices, having a sense of noble shame, and realising a degree of universal truth. In addition 
to these features, we seem to find in the Mahavastu a particular combination of characteristics 
that comprises a ‘public’ image or profile of the bodhisattva. This is evident when we 
examine qualities such as charity, heroism, humility and fortitude on the first four stages. 
Especially interesting is the description in the second bhumi of the disposition of bodhisattvas 
at this stage, which indicates that bodhisattvas must be human. This is consistent with the 
Cariyapitaka and Buddhavamsa, where renunciation is demonstrated only in stories 
concerning human beings.174 In the third bhumi viz see that bodhisattvas are associated with 
influential positions, although they are later instructed to become recluses. They must not 
cause disharmony in the Satngha and society, and are trained to be patient, tranquil and gentle. 
The above characteristics have already been associated, at least in a general sense, with the 
image of the bodhisattva in earlier texts. In the Mahavastu, the presuppositions that surround
173 Mv, i. 102.5; ii, p296.6-7; iii, p.67.4
174 This is consistent with the modern Theravada vinaya, in which only human beings can demonstrate 
renunciation.
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the system of progression manifest themselves in new features of that image. One new feature 
is the identification of bodhisattvas who do not lapse between stages as avaivartikas, or 
irreversible bodhisattvas. At this level, bodhisattvas exist in plurality alongside many Buddhas, 
with whom they have a direct relationship. They are taught by them, and they worship and 
follow them. All the Buddhas in the Mahavastu speak highly of the virtues of energy,
17^  • » •renunciation, charity, self-control and restraint, and also of giving (ddna), morality (sila) 
and wisdom (prajha).
Perhaps particularly important is the new emphasis on compassion as the most 
esteemed characteristic of bodhisattvas. The fifth bhumi as expansion of the mind (citta), 
demonstrates that the development of compassion is included in the development of mental 
capabilities. Throughout the text we find an emphasis on compassion as the correct attribute 
of bodhisattvas. The seventh and eighth bhumis contain specific discussions on compassion, 
which indicates that compassion was considered very important for the progression to 
buddhahood. The text presents the primary motivation for developing compassion to be 
compassion itself. Bodhisattvas must cultivate compassion towards creatures and confer 
happiness on all creatures without selfish motives. By this stage, the bodhisattva path is 
becoming a more recognisable Mahayana teaching. This will be discussed further in later 
chapters.
175 Charity (dana), see Jones,. J. J., tr. The Mahavastu, vol., I, pp. 80, 141, 146-156 ( tyaga).
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Chapter Two: The Bodhisattva Concept In The Early Buddhist Schools
In addition to the Theravadin Pali canonical texts and the Mahasamghika’s Mahavastu, it is 
worthwhile to examine the evolution of the bodhisattva concept in the Chinese sources that 
contain the essential doctrines of the Sarvastivadin, Mahasamghika, Dharmaguptaka and 
other Buddhist schools.
In the Mahavastu we have seen a well-developed conception of the bodhisattva career, 
with the late stages emphasising wisdom. It appears logical to next consider the 
Prajhdpdramitdsutras, particularly the Astasahasrika, the Pmcavimsatisahasrika and the 
Satasahasnka\ as these occupy a chronological position between the Mahavastu and the 
Saddhaimapundanka-sutra or the Gandavyuha-sutra.176 However, the sectarian texts have 
great relevance in our study because they contain varying propositions on the bodhisattva’s 
nature and career. In the sectarian sources we explore the bodhisattva concept as it evolved 
from the Jdtakas by making use of texts largely neglected by scholars. Most scholarship 
focuses either on the early texts discussed in the previous chapter or on later, fully developed 
Mahayana texts, rather than on the Abhidharma texts and sectarian Sutras extant in Chinese 
translations. This chapter will therefore rely upon Chinese materials in an analysis of 
Sarvastivadin and other sectarian teachings on the bodhisattva concept.
A. The definition and emergence of the term bodhisattva
During the doctrinal evolution of the idea of bodhisattva, the definition of the bodhisattva was
177explained in many different ways. Dayal has etymologically listed seven meanings for the
1 7 Siterm sattva, and seven hypothetical meanings of the term bodhisattva. He points out that 
none of them gives the precise meaning of sattva. Based on the passages in the Pali texts and 
modern studies,179 he suggests that the word Bodhisatta is as old as the Pali Nikayas, which 
date from the fifth and fourth centuries BCE.180
l76Dutt, N. Aspects o f  Mahayana Buddhism and Its Relation to HTnayana, Luzac & Co., London 1930, p.64; 
Conze, E. (in The Prajnaparamita Literature, Mouton&Co.’S-Gravenhage, 1960, p.9), argues that some parts of 
the Astasahasrikaprajnaparamitasutra date back to first century BCE.
177 Recorded only in Mv, I, 92.10; LV, 296.22;297.8;331.10;343.8; Sv 41.10.
178 Dayal, pp. xix, 392.
179 .e.g. “mayham-pi kho .... Anabhisambuddhassa bodhisattass’eva”, M N I, 17, 6; “ Vipassissa bhikkhave ....
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Sattva means sentient being, and is so familiar that scholars have not found the need to 
deduce the precise understanding of this term used by the Buddhists of their time. In their 
insistence on the importance of the etymological meaning, the principal Buddhist writers 
have arguably neglected the exact meaning of sattva. The Chinese translate sattva as sentient 
being (you-qm i f  tit). In fact, the term bodhisattva signifies a sentient being who has a 
particular attitude towards bodhi. It is worth noting that this sense of sattva is consistent with 
the meaning found in early Mahayana texts. This would give strength to the argument that in 
the sectarian period of Buddhism, sattva generally signifies sentient being. The 
Dasasahasrika-prajnaparamita-sutra181 comments that the Mahabodhisattva is the most 
excellent among all great-sentient beings (mahasattva). Furthermore, the word bodhisattva 
is often coupled with mahasattva in the Mahaprahaparamitasutra. Five kinds of thought are 
given to explain why the bodhisattva is the most excellent among the eight kinds of great 
sentient beings, and why the bodhisattva is called a great sentient being.183 These five kinds 
of thought of the bodhisattva show the characteristics of the great sentient being.184 
It is certain that the establishment of the bodhisattva path in the sectarian literature was based 
on the practices of the Buddha in his former births and originated in the Jatakas and other 
legends and tales. However, questions remain about the circumstances in which the name 
bodhisattva was established and when the title bodhisattva was introduced. It is also 
important to consider the likely lifespan of the bodhisattvas. All these points will assist our 
understanding of the formation of the bodhisattva path.
Bodhisattassa sato. ”SNl l ,  5, 8.
180 Dayal, p.9; T. H. Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, London 1903, p. 161 ff.
181 T8:0536, No.227.
182 T8:538c, “ A  W Ilf ^  ift T. I f  ■” Great sentient beings, according to the Mahaprajhaparamitasutra, are 
Buddhist sages such as the Pratyeka-buddha, Arhat and the other bodhisattvas.
I f , . . . .
I f .” T7: 60.
183 The five kinds o f thought are (1) the adamantine thought ( vajropamam cittam), (2) sublime thought, (3) 
unshakable thought, (4) thought that is directed towards the benefit and ease o f all sentient beings, and (5) 
thought that is a constant liking for Dharma, fondness for Dharma, and devotion to Dharma. For a detailed 
discussion, see Conze, Edward, tr. The Large Sutra on Perfect Wisdom, Delhi 1990, p. 115-125; T7:60a-61a.
184It is said that soon after the Buddha attained buddhahood he thought of entering nirvana, because he sensed 
that the kamalaya, alayarama, alayarata and alayasamudita of sentient beings are not easily freed. T31:15a; Vin. 
I.4.35ff.
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1 RSThe term bodhisattva was understood in former times as occurring in Pali Nikayas, 
hence it was thought that the Buddha himself employed the term bodhisattva. The following 
studies show that the term bodhisattva was of later origin.
Firstly, the recitations of the Sarvastivadins were still preserved in the Agamas in their 
ancient form, and do not contain the term bodhisattva. We know that the Chinese translation 
of the DTrghagama belongs to the Dharmaguptakas, and that the Dharmaguptakas and the 
Theravadins were branches of the Vibhajyavada. The Chinese translations of the 
Samyuktagama and the Madhyamagama represent the recitations of the Sarvastivadins.
In the Sainyuttanikaya of the Pali Tipitaka, the term bodhisattva is mentioned when the 
former seven Buddhas are referred to. Their attainment of buddhahood depends not on 
following a series of stages as given in the Mahavastu, but the contemplation of 
paticcasamuppada. The narration of the former seven Buddhas continues as such, “when the 
Tathagata, the Supreme Enlightened One, was a bodhisatta before the attainment of 
buddhahood, . . . ”186
In the canonical counterpart of the text, the Sainyuktagama, the term bodhisattva 
however, is not found.187 Again in the texts belonging to the Madhyamagama such as the 
Upakilesa Sutra, the Sutra on the State ofDeva,, and the Ariyapariyesana Sutra we also do not
1RR *find the term bodhisattva, but in the canonical counterparts of the Majjnima-nikaya and 
other Nikayas, we find the term bodhisatta. The Chinese translation of the Mahapadana-sutra 
of the DTrghagama, states that before Vipasyin attained buddhahood he was called 
bodhisattva.189 This corresponds quite closely to the DTghanikaya.
Thus the term bodhisattva was originally not found in the Agamas. While the recitations 
of the Sarvastivadins were still preserved in the Agamas in their ancient form, the Agamas of 
the sub-sects of the Vibhajyavadins were endowed with the term bodhisattva, a unique name 
for the heroes of the tales at that time. The events of the Buddha’s life such as his birth or 
renunciation are said in the Buddha’s biographies to be the bodhisattva’s birth and 
renunciation. However, the Bharhut inscriptions concerning the Buddha’s biography do not
185 MN, I, pp. 17, 91, 163, 240; SN, ii, p.169, iii, p.27, iv, p.233, v, pp.263, 281, 317; AN, I, 258, ili, p.240,
186 See Buddha-vaggo in the Nidana-samyutta of the Nidana-vaggo in SN.
187 SA, T2:101ab
188 In those texts, we only find the phrase, “in the past, when I did not attain enlightenment, the 
samyaksambodhi. . .” MA, T1:536c, 539c, 589a, 776a.
189 the Mahapadana-sutm, DA, Tl: 003c,
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include the term bodhisatta. These inscriptions correspond precisely to the narratives of the 
Samyuktagama and the Madhyamagama.
Secondly, in Sutra and Vinaya texts, the account narrating the buddhahood of Maitreya 
appeared at about the same time as the theory of past Buddhas. The Sutra 011 the Account o f  
the Former [Cause] in the Madhyamagama gives the account (ityukta) of the time when the 
lifespan of human beings would reach 84,000 years. At this time, the venerable Maitreya took 
the resolution to become Buddha.190 The account of Maitreya becoming a Buddha, which was 
incorporated into the Agamas, is a very ancient Avadana, but it does not refer to the term 
bodhisattva.
It was said that the Buddha Dlpamkara prophesied the future buddhahood of Gautama,191
1 09  10 '!Sumati or Amalajyoti. The special significance of this tale is that it shows the 
importance of making a resolution to become a Buddha and directly receiving from a Buddha 
the prediction that this will occur. Because of the importance of this tale, it was quoted in 
various Mahayana sutras.
Of particular interest is the fact that although the prediction is generally acknowledged 
by all Buddhist sects, the account was not inserted into the Agamas, but only into the 
Caturvarga-vinaya of the Dharmaguptakas.194 The Caturvarga-vinaya refers to the bodhisattva 
Maitreya and the bodhisattva Dlpamkara, but as this account is a Jataka of later origin, it 
cannot be determined whether the term bodhisattva occurred earlier or originated in it.
Thirdly, an early reference of the term bodhisattva in a sectarian treatise is found in the b 
Jnanaprasthana-sastra, which was composed three hundred years after Buddha’s nirvana. 
Fourthly, the lack of the term bodhisattva in the Bharhut stupa inscriptions is notable. Taking 
into account the above sources, the formation of the term bodhisattva must have occurred no 
later than the second century BCE. However, if the Kathavatthu is ascribed to the period of
190 MA, T03: 509c-510c. There is no correspondence to this text in the Majjhima-nikaya, but in the
Digha-nikaya, the Cakkavatti-slhanada Sutta refers to the fact that in the time o f people with an eighty thousand- 
year life-span there will arise a cakkavatti king called Sanklia and there will arise in the world a Buddha named 
Metteyya. The structure o f the text is similar to the Sutra on the Account o f  the Former Cause The
Sutra on the Practice o f  the H oly Cakravartiraja.{%%^^M'fif0 - , Tl:41c-42b.) within the Dlrghagama-sutra 
corresponds to the narration of the Cakkavatti-slhanada Sutta in the DTgha-nikaya,
191 see the Caturvarga-vinaya-pit aka, T22:784a-785c; the Ekottaragama-sutra, T2:597b-599c; the Buddha- 
purvacarya-samgraha-sutra, T3:665a-666b.
192 U rS , See the Sutra o f  the Cause and Effect o f  the Past and Present ( :620c.
193 in the Sutra on the origin o f  practice ( f l M T t h e  Cary a -nidana), T3:461c.
194 the Catur varga-vinaya, T22: 779b -786c
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Asoka (c. third BCE), then the bodhisattva concept endowed with symbolism and doctrine, 
and referring only to the historical Buddha before his enlightenment, may well have existed 
earlier still.
B. The Jatakas according to the Sarvastivada
The Sarvastivadin school is one of the important early Buddhist traditions of India. The 
majority of their Sutras, Vinaya and Abhidharma texts are extant in Chinese. The 
Sarvastivadin teachings on the bodhisattva path are of particular interest as they reveal a 
relationship with the Jataka stories that is unique from that shown by other early schools. 
Specifically, the Sarvastivadin texts containing these teachings are the older 
Mahavibhasasasti'a, and a later version of the latter, extant only in Chinese. The older version 
of the Mahavibhasasasti'a is the Abhidharmavaibhasa-sastra, 195 translated into Chinese by 
Buddhavarman and others, although traditionally ascribed to Katyayanlputra (1st c. BCE).196 
The later version of the Mahavibhasasasti'a197 was translated into Chinese between 656-659 
CE According to the colophon of Xuan-zang, King Kaniska assembled 500 arhats 400 years
I no
after the Buddha’s nirvana, and sponsored them to compile the canon. The Sarvastivadin 
Abhidhanna-pitaka is also said to date back to that time. Since Kaniska’s activities are 
mentioned in the Mahavibhasasastra however, some scholars maintain that it should be dated 
after Kaniska’s reign.199
Unlike the compilers of works discussed in the previous chapter, arguably, the 
Sarvastivadin masters held partisan interests in composing philosophical treatises, and 
regarded ancient stories with indifference. The itivrttakas for instance, were treated as mere 
legends passed through many hands,
195 R  S  i |  IS -M U ’ffi 5 the A  bhidharma vibhasa-sastra, tr. Buddhavarman, ca. 437 CE, T28, No.1546, in 60 
fascicles. According to Nj, this work is attributed to Katyayanlputra. Katyayanlputra is also the author of text 
Abhidharmajnanaprasthanasastra
196 Nakamura, H. Indian Buddhism, Delhi, 1989, p. 107, n. 42.
197 ! U t h e  Abhidharmamahavibhasa-sastra, tr. by Xuanzang, T27, No. 1545
198 MPS,T27:1004a
199 T. Kimura held this view and proposed that it was compiled in the middle of the second century CE (PSJjlsjlt
Tokyo, Meiji Shoin, 1937, pp. 205-257). This is also seen in E. Lamotte’s History o f  Indian 
Buddhism Horn the Origins to the Saka Era, Louvain-la-Neuve: Institut Orientaliste de Louvain, 1988, 
pp.277,592. Hirakawa Akira (A History o f  Indian Buddhism, Delhi 1990, p.135.) asserts that it was compiled in 
its final form as a sastra sometime in the third century, before the time of Nagarjuna.
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“What are the itivrttakaJt They are the tales taught in the sutras, which were seen and heard in 
the past, saying, ‘in the past there was a great kingdom, namely Kusavati. Its king was called 
Sudarsana. There was a Buddha in the past, namely Vipasyin, teaching his disciples the true 
Dharma. There was a Buddha in the past, namely Kasyapa, teaching his disciples the true 
Dharma, and so on.”200
The tales referred to in the Mahavibhasa-sastra can be divided into two categories. The 
first category comprises tales referring to the lands and clans of India, for instance Kusavati 
and King Sudarsana, Mahadena and King Nimi, and so on. These are of no value in our 
consideration of the bodhisattva concept in the Abhidharma texts. The second category is of 
interest as it includes tales about the Buddhas, and from the past lives of the Buddhas we may
901infer various details on the bodhisattvas. The seven Buddhas mentioned in the 
Mahavibhasa-sastra are identical to the seven Buddhas of the Mahanirvmasutra202 and their 
stories are considered as Jatakas. f?  c.Q -
The Sarvastivadins and the followers of Satyasiddhi-sastra kept their own accounts of the 
Jataka stories. The Satyasiddfii-sasti'a203 says of the Jatakas, “the Jatakas are tales about the 
past, told because of present circumstances.”204 The Mahavibhasasasti'a asks,
“What are the Jatakakt In the sutras, they are tales referring to events experienced [by the Buddha] 
in past lives.... For instance, because of Tipadattva, the Buddha expounded five hundred birth- 
stories ”205 90fiAccording to the Nyayanusara-sastra of the Sarvastivada, the difference between the 
itivrttaka and the Jatakas is that the narratives of later origin begin with present circumstances,
907but refer to past events at the end.
It is important to note that those Jatakas belonging to the Vinayapitaka are not limited to 
former birth-stories of the Buddha, but also include accounts on virtuous and non-virtuous 
existences of the Buddha’s disciples. The ancient accounts preserved in the Sutrapitaka
200 T27:660a, E fc & M ,...” they are
tales of things seen and heard in the past, for example,...
201 All these belong to the itivi-ttaka. The itivrttaka was originally made up of tales which belong to various 
races of India, only later made Buddhist and developed into the tales of the Buddhas.
202 T12: 0451c-0452a. An example is found in the tale of Sikhi Buddha and his disciples and in the tale of the 
Krakucchandha Buddha and his disciples.
203 T32:0239a, No. 1646; see also NJ, No.1274. This treatise was composed by Harivarman and translated by 
Kumarajiva (417-418 CE). This work differs from the views of the Sarvastivadanikaya.
204 T32: 245a, - The Jatakas are tales from the past told because of present
matters”,
205 T27:660a, ....
206 IPQESilni, the Nyayanusara-sastra, T29:0329, No. 1562; See also NJ, No. 1265; composed by Samghabhadra.
207 T29:595a.
consists of folktales or legends such as those pertaining to Mahagovinda, 208
OflQ 0 1  C\ 0 1 1Mahasudarsana, Jotipala and the ksatriya king of the Samyutta-nikaya. The tendency
to transform accounts and tales of the itivrttaka into Jataka form is evident in the Chinese
212 213translation of the Madhyamagama. The accounts of King Mahadeva, King Mandhatr, 
Velama,214 Araka215 and Sumetra216 for example, end with the formula “that was I,” and 
became former birth stories of Sakyamuni Buddha.
The original purpose of transforming accounts of the itiwttaka into the Jatakas is to show 
the meritorious nature of the deeds of the sages. In the course of time they came to be \yerd 
considered historically veritable, and were not thought of as constituting perfection in deeds. 
It is only in the present life, when sambodhi is obtained, that the bodhisattva finally reaches 
perfect liberation. This is of enormous importance in understanding the Sarvastivada view of 
the Jatakas as legends, not as equivalent to the Sutras and the Vinaya. As described in the 
Sarvastivada-vinaya-vibhasa,
“The general Jatakas and the Nidanas cannot be relied on. The narrations and teachings within 
them are neither those of the sutras nor of the Vinayas. They cannot be certain.”217 
Similarly the Abhidharmamahavibhasa-sastra says,
“As for the Dipatnkara Buddha-itivrttaka, how can we know and understand it? This is not 
necessarily to be known and understood. Why? It is not said either in the Sutra, nor in the Vinaya 
nor in the Abhidharma. It is only a legend. The narration of every legend may be approvable or 
not approvable.”218
Among the Buddhist schools it is widely accepted that in one of his former births, as the 
ascetic Sumedha, the Buddha met Buddha Dlpamkara who prophesied his future buddhahood 
as Gotama. According to Sarvastivadin masters, this legend or Jataka can be wrongly 
imparted. This is why they assert that it may be reliable or may not. The Sarvastivadins, in 
accepting the Jatakas, A  vadanas and Nidanas as legends, excluded them from the Tripitaka,
208 DTrghagama Sutra 3, T1: 207a, 30b; DTghanikaya, Sutta 19
209 DTghanikaya, Sutta 7, the Jaliya Sutta.
210 Madhyamagama, Sutra 63, T1:499a; Majjhamanikaya, Sutta 81, the GhatTkara sutta.
211 Samyutta-nikaya, Khandha-sanyuttam 14, PTS, p.226
212 MA,T1:515a
213 Ibid., T1:495c
214 Ibid., Tl:678a
215 MA, T1:684a
216 MA,T1:429b
217 (Sarvasdvadavinaya- vibhasa), T23:509b,No. 1440, HW Ift
218 Mdh, T27:9i6b, immmmmmmMt&vm ”
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Since it was asserted that legends may be taught incorrectly, these texts could not be used or 
quoted as standard definitions of the Buddha’s teachings.
Although the Sarvastivadin masters do not elevate tales of former lives of the Buddhas to 
the level of the sutras or Vinaya texts, they are still revered. The Sarvastivadin masters accept 
their own explanation for the fact that many of these stories overlap in terms of people and 
place names. Among the extant Buddhist texts, the legendary itivr takas, Jatakas, Avadanas 
and Nidanas all contain indications of the places where they were expounded and the 
audience to which they were recounted. The Mulasarvastivada-vinaya-ksudraka-vastu.219 
however, indicates that this information would have been unnecessary to the Buddhists 
themselves,
“In future times, human beings will be forgetful, their mindfulness weak and diminished. They 
will not know in which place, where, what city and what village the Buddha taught which 
scriptures. ... If we speak of the past incidents referring to their nidanas, what locality should be 
stated? The locality of Varanasi should be stated, the king is called Brahmadatta, the leading 
householder is named Santati . . .  In this way, at any time, you may speak approvingly of 
them.”220
Past incidents referring to their nidanas are explained as accounts of the former births. 
Even though they might have been wrongly imparted, they were still regarded as the 
Buddha’s words about his career when he was a bodhisattva. Despite various controversies 
about the legends, the greatness of the Buddha was recognises by all Buddhist sects. What is 
more, this common recognition meant that the conduct and practices of the Buddha in his 
former births were widely disseminated. Therefore, the stories, legends and tales in Buddhist 
texts reflect a common consciousness within Buddhist circles, a belief that before the 
attainment of his buddhahood, the Buddha must have carried out great deeds.
Although the origin of the term bodhisattva is found in the recitations of Buddhist schools, 
the bodhisattva concept is also further discussed in the sectarian treatises. For instance, the 
Manaprasthana-sastra, the fundamental treatise of the Sarvastivadins221 states,
“What should one have, to be named a bodhisattva? One should have all the capacities of making and 
increasing the marks (laiqana) o f retributive actions (karniavipaka). What should one obtain to be~""\ 
called a bodhisattva? One should obtain the marks of the retributive actions.”222 I
^W%$M(Mulasarvastivada-vinaya-kiudraka-vastu) tr. Yi-jing, T24:0207, No.1451 /
220 T24:328c, t M a S B H f K Z * ,
221 T26:0771ff, No.1543; according to NJ's Catalogue, No. 1273, this work was composed by Katyayanlputra,
300 years after Buddha’s entering nirvatia. /
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The Sariputrabhidhanna-sastr,a223 also says,
“Who is the person called bodhisattva? If a person possesses the thirty-two marks, does not heed 
others, does not receive the teaching of others, does not request teaching from others, does not listen 
to the teachings o f others, but reflects oneself, enlightens oneself, contemplates by oneself, sees and 
knows all the dharmas without obstruction, one will obtain self-power and free-will, will be a 
respected conqueror and honoured one. With free-will,224 one will realise perfect enlightenment 
(samyaksambodhi), perfect in the ten powers of a Tathagata and the four confidences {catu- 
vaisaradya), perfect in great compassion (kannia), and will turn the Wheel of the Dharma, such is a 
bodhisattva.”225
This bodhisattva concept is found in the Pudgalaparivarta of the Sariputrabhidhanna- 
sastra, Here the emphasis is on the ownership of qualifications which entitle one to be a 
bodhisattva. These include physical marks, knowledge of the Dharma, and self-enlightenment. 
This teaching emphasises the attributes of a bodhisattvas and is very distinct from the 
teachings of the Buddhavatnsa and Mahavastu, which emphasise the paramitas. The 
Kathavatthu of the Theravada also refers to the bodhisattva concept, though the Bodhisatta 
cannot be born into various existences out of free-will.226
The treatises and works of the Pali tradition contain numerous references to the 
Bodhisatta. When they discuss the doctrinal position of the Bodhisatta, they refer to the 
thirty-two marks as achievements. According to the Sarvastivada position, the thirty-two 
marks of the bodhisattva are obtained during the three great asamkhyeya kalpas of the 
bodhisattva’s progress toward buddhahood. The period of practice for the attainment of the
222 T26:1018a. ”
223 Oj&filBTS-ini (Sariputrabhidharma-sastra), tr. by Dharmagupta, together with Dharmayasas, 414-415 CE;
it is in Tibetan. See T28:0525, No. 1548
224 ( W t l f f f i
225 T28:585ab, n
226 A detailed study regarding the Bodhisatta ideal in the Kathavatthu has been carried out by S.N. Dube, Cross 
Currents in Early Buddhism; pp.151-173.
Kva 199-200 says that the proponent of this point quotes the Jataka (No,514), etc., to show that the Bodhisatta 
was born by free-will. However, this position in later Buddhist texts became rather ambiguous. For example, the 
Buddha refers to a former birth as an animal in DhpA iii 212 as follows: ‘... ahetukatiracchanayoniyain 
nibbattakale . . . ’ (when I [the Buddha in his previous birth] was born as an animal without any cause ...). The 
word "ahetuka- signifies that the Bodhisatta was born in that state without any cause. Because of this 
implication, Burlingame (Buddhist Legends, Reprint by PTS, 1979, Part 3,p.45) translates the passage thus, “in 
previous states of existence, also , in which, solely through my own volition, I was born as an animal, . . . ’ This 
passage may suggest that the Bodhisatta is indeed capable of choosing any form of birth at his own volition.
thirty-two marks is said to be one hundred kalpas?21 The time spans in the Pali accounts are
significantly higher.228 jy  y
According to the Kathavatthu, the Uttarapath^ka"school asserts that one who is gifted 
with the marks is a Bodhisatta 229 Since/'every sectyof the Sthaviras had a similar opinion on 
the bodhisattva concept in their texts, the-dafe of the inception of the term bodhisattva must 
coincide with the date of these writings. The absence of the term in the Bharhut inscriptions 
does not constitute proof that there was no use of the term in Buddhist circles of the time. It < 
does demonstrate that those inscribing the titles of the tales 011 the Bharhut Stupa continued 
using the style of expression used in the Agamas.
A number of Jataka stories including the oldest and most popular, are found among the 
reliefs of the Bharhut stupa railings, which depict in total about thirty accounts.230 According 
to an inscription on one of the pillars, these can be dated to the Sunga period. Thus we may 
safely maintain that at the latest by 100 B.C., the bodhisattva concept w as^Relj) diffused. 
These stories were used to stimulate moral fervour and piety among the lay-devotees. The 
Buddha himself is said to have enlivened many of his sermons with tales of one kind or 
another.
In brief, during the sectarian period, tales of the former births of the Buddha in the 
Jatakas and Nidanas were more prevalent and more widely disseminated. The bodhisattva 
concept was formed to cover the period prior to the Buddha’s enlightenment. The bodhisattva 
thus signified one striving for the attainment of sambodhi. The use of the term bodhisattva to 
refer the former-births of the Buddha, was immediately acknowledged by Buddhists at that 
time. Furthermore, there were many different views on the bodhisattva concept at this time. 
For instance, the Sthavira Abhidhamma teachers who debated the definition of a bodhisattva 
asserted that it is one who has been endowed with the marks of the retributive action^J)
l / "
1
<•> v #
227 The Northern tradition seems to have adopted three incalculable (asinkyas) aeons {kalpas) as the duration of a 
bodhisattva’s progress.
228 According to Pali sources, the minimum period is four Incalculable (asinkhya) and one hundred thousand 
kalpas.
229 Lakkhanasamannagato Bodhisatto til Kathavatthu, IV.7. Buddhaghosa in his Kathavatthu-Atthakatha (p.77) 
says that this belief was upheld by the Uttarapathakas.
230 D.C. Sircar, Select inscriptions bearing on Indian history and civilization, vol.i, 2nd ed. (University if Calcutta,
1965) p.89.
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Before concluding this section, we must recall Nagarjima s observation on the definition 
of bodhisattva of the Sarvastivadins. Nagarjuna critiqued their teaching that “the bodhisattva 
can be identified by the thirty-two marks.” He argued that the thirty-two marks are not the 
most important criteria. He asserted that to receive the prediction that one will be a Buddha, to 
rise into the air, and to see the Buddha of the ten regions, are all important marks of the 
bodhisattva. He pointed out that the thirty-two marks however, were also possessed by 
others.232
'■? 5 Vt ? f-° ucC. The career and stage of the bodhisattva^ /[
One who has practised great conducrfor a long span in order to achiqvq' samyaksambodhi is
called a bodhisattva. If the bodhisattva has practised for a long time in'his former births, his
virtues and merits are cumulatively increased. The Buddhists have arranged and classified the
practices of the Buddha during his countless former births (Jatakas).233 Then they gradually
established the ranks of bodhisattva practices. This is where the stages of the Mahayana
bodhisattva originate.
The Abhiniskramana-suti'a of the Dharmaguptakas refers to four types of career 
(carya) which are connected with different grades of bodhisattvas. The Mahavastu of the 
Lokottaravadins also refers to four levels of career (carya).236 Notably, the Dharmaguptakas 
derived this particular view from the Vibhajyavadins, and the Lokottaravadins from the 
Mahasamghikas. Though these two sects do not belong to the same sectarian group, they have 
a similar expression about the four grades of the bodhisattvacarya. This similarity is perhaps 
due to the fact that theii’Tocatioiis are in close proximityT^Comparatively, the four grades of 
the bodhisattvacary,it31 in the two texts are as follows, L y {
232 MPS, T25:0273abc,
233 T50:304a, ( Seventy-seven thousand Jatakas and sutras mentioned
in the Fufazang-Yinyuan Zhuan).
234 (Abhiniskramatia-sutra), T03, No. 190.
235 Abhini, T03:656c
236 Mv, vol., I, pp.46-63
237 According to M.Monier-Williams’ Sanskrit-English Dictionary, carya means career of degrees of the 
bodhisattvas. Prakrti-carya is that where the native qualities are being showed, pratiidhana-carya, where they 
take the vow to reach the bodbi or enlignghtenment, anuloma-carya, where the conduct conformable to that vow 
is practiced, and anivartana-carya, where the preparation is done without running the risk of any forfeiture. 
R.Kern (in his Manual o f  Indian Buddhism, Delhi, 1968) defines carya. as course. According to him, prakrti- 
carya is original course. Pranidhana-carya is the course of the vow or firm resolution. Anuloma-carya is the 
course in accordance with the vow taken and Anivartana-carya is the course in which no sliding back is possible.
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Text 1 2 3 4
Abhini prakrticarya Pranidhanacaiya anuloma-carya Vartana-carya
Mv prakrticarya Praiiidhanacaiya Anulomacarya A ni vartanacarya
According to the Abhiniskramana-sutra, a bodhisattva in the rank of a prakrti-carya238 
has not yet made the resolution to become a Buddha. Inherent qualities show that the 
bodhisattva is capable, prominent and virtuous, unaffected and naturally honest. The 
bodhisattva obeys parents’ advice and has faith in and respect for the sramanas and the 
brahmans, knows all the respectable elders, servants, kin, and knowing them, carries out 
duties faultlessly. The bodhisattva is endowed with the ten kusaladhannas and also practises 
other kinds of good conducts. These qualities indicate that one is a type of bodhisattva. Even 
though one has not produced the thought of enlightenment (bodhicitta), and may not yet have 
seen a Buddha, one has achieved the characteristic of attaching importance to morality and 
religion. Moreover, one is ready to undertake many charities and good works.
The bodhisattva in the rank of pranidhana-caryd has made the vow to obtain 
samyaksatn bodhi.239 The bodhisattva in the rank of Anuloma-carya has reached levels of 
gradual progress achieved through practising the six perfections, or is in the period of 
achieving the stages of a bodhisattva by practising the six perfections.240 The bodhisattva in 
the rank of the vaitana-caryd (the turning point of career) is one who has received the 
prediction from the Buddha Dlpamkara.241 According to the Mahavastu, the bodhisattva who 
has received the prediction from the Buddha Dlpamkara is precisely the bodhisattva in the 
stage of irreversibility (anivartana-carya).242
Comparatively, the similarity between the Dharmaguptakas and the Lokottaravadins, or 
between the Abhiniskramana-sutra and the Mahavastu, consists of the four stages of the 
bodhisattva which are distinguished as the stage of being qualified to be a bodhisattva, the 
stage of making the resolution to attain enlightenment, the stage of successive progress and 
practice according to his resolution, and the stage of irreversibility. Furthermore, the
All these may be correct though taken here as the four ranks or positions of the bodhisattva-carya.
238 Abhini, i f J T f  {prakrti-carya), T03:655c-656b
239 Abhini,T03:656c.
240 Abhini, T03: 657a-659b.
241 Abhini, T03: 668b.
242 The word vartana-carya in the context o f the Abhiniskramana-sutra is a corruption of the word anivartana- 
carya,
243 Senart, E. ed. Mahavastu, I, Paris, 1882, p.46.
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illustration of the last three stages agrees with those in the Prajncipdramitd -su ti'as belonging to 
the Minor Class.244
In considering the levels of the bodhisattva achieved through spiritual practices, the followers 
of sectarian Buddhism established various stages. For instance, the Carydniddna-sutra of the 
Dharmaguptakas states:
“Through countless past kalpas I have diligently worked to acquire immeasurable merit, 
having mastered the practices of the ten stages, I arrived at the state o f becoming a Buddha 
with one birth.”245 
The Kumdrakusalaphalaniddna-sutra also says,
“Having practised the path of merit, having learnt the intent of the Buddha (buddhacitta), having 
passed through the practices of the ten stages, I arrived at the state o f becoming a Buddha with one 
birth.”246
Similarly, the Attapratyutpaima-hetuphala-sutra states,
“Through the fulfilment of the practices (of the bodhisattva), I reached the ten stages and 
arrived at the state of becoming a Buddha with one birth.”247 
The Abhiniskramana-sutra refers to one hundred and eight gates of the law,248 on which
it says, “I (the bodhisattva) progressed from one stage of wisdom to the next.”249 It seems that
the ten stages of the bodhisattva were adopted by every Buddhist school, although their
contents are not necessarily the same. Further, the Mahavastu contains a list of ten stages
(bhumi) which we have discussed in the previous chapter. According to the Mahavastu, the
bodhisattva on the stage of difficult ascent (duiurohd-bhumi) is still an ordinary individual,
although mental and moral behaviour are particularly refined. The bodhisattva on the first
stage also makes the resolution (pranidhana) to become a Buddha. The bodhisattva on the
seventh stage - the stage of the difficult to conquer (durjayd -bhumi), attains the stage of
• • • • 9^ n •irreversibility. The eighth bhumi is called the ascertainment of birth (Janma-nidesa). The 
ninth and tenth bhumis are named the installation as crown-prince (yauvamja) and
244 See chapter five.
245 T3:463a, (Sutra on the origin o f  practice (o f  the bodhisattva), or Carydniddna-sutra): “fjtfrjg
^ T r a n s l a t e d  by Zhu Tali (Mahabala?), together with others in 197 CE.
246 T3:473b, { )) ( Sutra on the origin o f  the lucky fulfilment o f  the Crown Prince) translated by
Zhi Qian in the third century CE. This text is reported to belong to the Mahlsasaka.
247 (Sutra on the cause and effect o f  the past and present), T3:682b.
248 See Beal. S. tr. The Romantic Legend o f  Sakya Buddha from Chinese-Sanscrit, London: Triibner & Co., 
Ludgate Hill, 1875, p.35. can be understood as “the one hundred and eight ways of wisdom (or 
illumination).”
249 T3:682b, ”
250 Irreversibility or immovability implies the unchangeability of bodhisattva practices such as following various 
paths for sentient beings, and accomplishing perfections. Immovability may be achieved by skill-in-means and 
wisdom. It signifies dynamic and full activities without losing the serenity of mind.
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consecration (abhiseka), respectively. Just as a crown-prince was consecrated as a cakravartti 
king, a bodhisattva is regarded as a prince of the Buddha, and the bodhisattva is consecrated 
on the pattern of the common custom. According to the Mahavastu, the bodhisattvas who 
have passed from the ninth to the tenth stage go to Tusita heaven, and being desirous of 
human life, they are born of mothers.251 The career of the bodhisattva on the stage of crown- 
prince (yauvamja) begins with the bodhisattva descending from the Tusita heaven, and ends 
under the bodhi tree. The bodhisattva on the stage of coronation is the one who attains 
buddhahood.
Among early Mahayana texts dealing with bodhisattva stages, more than four texts 
present the ten bhumis in a similar way to the Mahavastu?52 In particular, the last four viharas 
of the Bodhisattva-dasavihdra-parivarta253 belonging to the ancient version of the Buddha- 
avatmnsaka-sutra,254 are very similar to the last four bhumis of the Mahavastu. In fact, the ten 
bhiimis of the Mahavastu and the ten Mahayana viharas are closely related in terms of their 
names and meanings. While the names of the Mahayana bhumis differ from those of the 
Mahavastu, the fifth bhumi of the Mahayana, the sudurjayd, is similar to the seventh bhumi of 
the Mahavastu. The exposition of the tenth bhumi, the dharmamegha-bhumi in Mahayana 
texts, preserves an ancient saying that at this stage the bodhisattva enters the level of abhiseka 
(consecration), “the Buddhas of the ten directions emit rays and consecrate him.”255 Although 
the interpretations of the ten bhumis among Buddhist sects may be controversial, the 
exposition of the Mahavastu suffices to assert a connection with the bodhisattva stages and 
spiritual practices in Mahayana texts.
The length of the bodhisattva career:
251 B. C. Law, A Study o f  the Mahavstu, Calcutta and Simla: Thacker, Spink & Co., 1930, p,33.
252 T9:0395 ff  (text No.278)(Nj.87), the Buddha-avatamsakasutra translated by Buddhabhadra in 418 CE; T10: 
0449b-450c (No.281)(Nj.l00)(K94), Sutra spoken b y  the Buddha on the original action o f  the bodhisattva, 
translated by Zhi Qian during A. D. 222-280; T24:1017a-1017b (No. 1485) (Nj.376) (K530), Sutra on the garland 
o f  the original actions o f  the bodhisattva, translated by Zhu Fonlan during 374-417 CE; T10:966c-994a 
(No.309)(K382), Suti'a on the cutting o f  the tie (or defilement) in the ten viharas, translated by F6nlan during 
384-417 CE; T44:465ff (No.1815).
253 T9:444c-446a; the last four viharas are: durjaya-vihara, Janmanidesa-vihara (T9:445c-446a), Yauvaraja- 
vihara (T9:446ac) and abhiseka-vihara (T9:446c).
254 T9:395 ff. Translated by Buddhabhadra in 418 CE.
255 T9:572b.
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The practices of the Buddha in his former births were divided into the stages of progress 
which became the path of the bodhisattva. They are divided according to the kalpas in which 
the bodhisattva practised, and the time when the bodhisattva met with the Tathagatas. 
However, Buddhist schools disagree over the length of the bodhisattva practices, and the 
number of the Buddhas that met him during progress from one stage to another.
Firstly, the Abhiniskramanasutra of the Dharmaguptakas says that when the bodhisattva 
was still in the stage of prakrti-carya, his former births had gone through whole periods of 
thirty hundred million Buddhas, and all of them held the same title, namely the Sakya
r)C£
Tathagata. His career of prakrti-carya ended at the time of the Sucinta Tathagata. At the 
time of the DesanadhvajanetrT Tathagata, the bodhisattva began to produce the thought of 
enlightenment,257 which means that he entered stage of the pranidhdna-carya. Then the 
Buddha remembered that he, as a bodhisattva, went through a period of countless kalpas 
during which the Indra Tathagata and the other Tathagatas (e.g. the Uttarajina Tathagata) 
successively appeared, and he made offerings to and served all these past Buddhas in his 
former births.258 This indicates that he was the bodhisattva in the stage of anuloma-carya. 
When this bodhisattva met the Buddha Dlpamkara and received the prediction, he was taught 
that after passing a period of one asainkhya-kalpa, he would become a Buddha,259 which 
means that he reached the stage of anivarta-carya. According to the same text, there were 
fourteen Buddhas appearing from the time of the Buddha Dlpamkara up to the Sarvabhibu 
Tathagata and the Buddha Kasyapa.260
Secondly, the Sarvastivadins claim that the period from when the bodhisattva produced 
the thought of enlightenment to when he became a Buddha is equal to three great asamkhyeya 
kalpas and one hundred mahdkalpas. The Abhidharmamahdvibhdsa-sdstra says,
“In the past, many ages ago, at the time when the lifespan of human beings was a hundred years, a 
Buddha named Sakyamuni appeared in the world . . .  at that time there was a potter who was called 
AVipula-vijnana . . .  He himself aspired to become a Buddha in the future . . .  From the time he made 
y*. this resolution until the time he met with and served the Ratna-usnlsa Tathagata, this entire period 
was the first great asamkhyeya kalpa (in the career of the bodhisattva); and then from this time until 
the time he met with and served Dlpamkara Tathagata, this entire period was the second great 
asamkhyeye kalpa (engaged in the career of the bodhisattva). Then from this time until the time he
256 Abhiniskramana-sutra,tr. Jfiagupta,ca. 560-600 CE, T3:655c-656b, No. 190
257 Ibid., p.656b.  ”
258 Ibid, p.657a-659b. ”
259 Ibid, p.668b.
260 Ibid, p.669a-672a.
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met and served Vipasyi Tathagata, the entire period was the third great asanikhyeya kalpa for him in 
his career as a bodhisattva. From then a period of ninety-one kalpas, he practised the deeds that 
contribute to the excellent marks until the time he met and served the Buddha Kasyapa, at which time 
he was able to be fully endowed with all the marks.”261
“During the first great asambhyeya kalpas, the bodhisattva met and served seventy-five 
thousand Buddhas. Of these Buddhas, the first Buddha was called Sakyamuni, and the last Buddha 
was named Ratna-usnlsa. During the second great asainkhyeya kalpa, the bodhisattva met and served 
seventy-six thousand Buddhas. Of these Buddhas, the first Buddha was called Ratna-usnlsa, and the 
last Buddha was named Dlpamkara. During the third great asamkhyeya kalpa, the bodhisattva met 
and served seventy-seven thousand Buddhas. Of these Buddhas, the first Buddha was Dlpamkara and 
the last Buddha was Vipasyi. During the period of ninety-one kalpas; when the bodhisattva practised 
the marks of the retributive actions, he met and served six Buddhas. Of these Buddhas, the first 
Buddha was named VipaSyi and the last was called Kasyapa. It should be noted that this is narrated 
according to the Sakya bodhisattva.”262 
The above record of the Sarvastivada school and the statement of the Dharmaguptakas are
similar in asserting that after the bodhisattva received the prediction from the Buddha
Dlpamkara he had yet to practise for a full asamkhyeya kalpa to attain buddhahood.
Thirdly, the Pali tradition records that the Bodhisatta practised for four great 
asatnkheyyas and a hundred thousand kappas before he became a Buddha. For instance, the 
Buddhavatnsa says that from the time the Bodhisatta received the prediction from the Buddha 
Dlpamkara until the time he met the Buddha Kassapa, the length of the period that the 
Bodhisatta practised was four great asanikhyeya and one hundred thousand kappas. 263 
However, there is no additional information regarding the time before the prediction. The 
Buddhavatnsa merely records that he met and served twenty-four Buddhas between receiving 
the prediction and becoming a Buddha.264
Fourthly, the Mahavastu of the Lokottaravadins only states that the bodhisattva in the 
stage of prakrticarya met with the Buddha Aparajitadhvaja. In the stage of pranidhdna-caryd 
he met with the former Sakyamuni Buddha and produced the thought of enlightenment. This 
account agreess with the records of the Sarvastivada tradition. In the stage of anuloma-carya 
he met the Buddha Samitavin. When he was in the stage of anivarta-caryd he met with 
Dlpamkara and received,the.prediction.
From the abxove accounts)it is apparent that among Buddhist schools, controversy existed
over the length of the bodhisattva career, and the number of kalpas during which the
/
bodhisattva practised the path and the Buddhas whom he met. The Sarvastivadins asserted
__________________ L _
/
261 MPS, T27:891b-892c.
262 MPS, T27:892c. j
263 Bv, I Vs 76; BvA/p.65; Apadana-atthakatha, p. 142; Suttanipata-atthakatha\ I, p.47.
264 AN, vol., ii, p .l l /B v , I, Vs 76; Bv,’ll, Vs 116; BvA, p.105
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that the bodhisattva practised for three great asamkhyeya kalpas and ninety-one kalpas to 
attain buddhahood and become endowed with all the marks of a Buddha. This opinion was 
said to have been accepted by the later Sarvastivadin Abhidharma teachers of the Northern 
tradition. However, this was not always the case, for the Mahdprajndpdramita-sdstra critically 
states,
“The Buddha himself said he (in his former births) had conducted the meritorious deeds in 
countless asamkhyeya kalpas. Why did (some persons) say three great asainkhyeya kalpakl Three 
great asamkhyeya kalpas are countable and limited.”265 
The idea that the bodhisattva practised the conduct of the bodhisattva for countless
asainkhyeya kalpas was not an imiovation of the Mahayanists, for it is also referred to in the
Abhiniskramana-sutra. Furthermore, the early translation of the Mahdydnasaihgraha-
vyakhyd says,
“There are five kinds of people who can fully complete the practices (of the bodhisattva and 
become a Buddha) in three great asanikhyeya kalpas, in seven great asainkhyeya kalpas, or in 
thirty-three great asanikhyeya kalpas.”261 
The last two possibilities are unique to Paramartha’s translation and the seven great
asainkhyeya kalpas referred to in this text are identified as the view of another school.268
D. The bodhisattva’s conduct: the paramitds
The conduct of the Buddha in his former births as the bodhisattva is explained differently by 
every Buddhist school, but by each school it is called a pdramitd. When we examine the 
classification of the bodhisattva’s conduct, we note that there is no agreed opinion among the 
Buddhist sects regarding the pdramitds.
Firstly, the initial chapter of the Ekottardgama records that The World Honoured One 
taught the six pdramitds, the limitless [practices].269 This text is traditionally regarded as 
belonging to the Mahasamgikas. Since the six pdramitds were commonly used by most of the 
early schools, Mahayana Buddhism in its initial stages also adopted six pdramitds. Notably, 
the dhydna is included in the system of the six Mahayana pdramitds.
Secondly, according to some Khuddaka texts of the Tamrasatiya tradition,270 Sakyamuni
o n 1became a Buddha as a result of the completion of perfections {pdramitd). In the Apadana,
265 MPS, T25:92b.
266 Abhini, T3:657a.
267 T31:229b. “W 5 M A , t o H f f  f r a ;
263 T31:230ac.
269 EA, T2:550a,
270 The Tamrasatiya tradition (^ I l iA )  in Chinese sources specially refers to the Theravada in Sri Lanka.
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the five perfections are mentioned, namely the nekkhamma, khanti, metta, sacca and 
adhitthdna.212 The Udddnagathds mention ten as ddna, silalnekkhamma, adhitthdna, sacca, 
metta, upekkhd, khanti, nriya and pannd. Out of ten, the Cariydpitaka illustrates seven 
paramitas as ddna, sfla nekkhamma, adhitthdna, sacca, metta and upekkhd. The Buddhavainsa 
gives a similar list of ten perfections. The Jatakas are also meant to illustrate these ten 
perfections. The Apaddna speaks of thirty perfections/ timsapdrami sampunnd21A but it does 
not mention their names, and the pannaparamitd may or may not be included in the pdramitds, 
of this tradition. The jndna (Skt., dhydna) is excluded from all the lists of the Pali pdramitds.
This omission obviously corresponds to the view of the Abhidharmika masters of KasmTra, 
who did not count the dhydna as a p d ra m itjL ^^ '^  f ^
Thirdly, The Abhidharmjpma&djyjbhdsd-sdstra provides the following views,
(1) “One view is that the bodhisattva, within three great asainkhyeya kalpas, obtained the 
samyaksambodhi by practising the four paramitas, namely the ddnapdramitd, sTlaparamitd, 
vtryapdramita and prajiiapdramitd . . .  (2) Foreign masters assert that there are six paramitas: 
the previous four plus the ksantipdramitd and the dhydnapciramita. (3) The Abhidharma masters 
of KasmTra point out that the latter two pdramitds are assimilated by the previous four . . .
Furthermore, (4) some give a different accounts of the six pdramitds, which are the previous four 
plus the sruta-pciramitd and the ksantipdramitd J 215
The Sarvastivadin Abhidharma masters of KasmTra were the Vaibhasikas, who asserted 
four pdramitds of ddna, stla, vtrya and prajfid. The foreign masters were possibly those 
outside KasmTra. However, according to the Mahavibhdsd-sdstra, foreign masters were from
77/r
Western regions and the area of Gandhara. Generally speaking, foreign masters were the 
Buddhist followers belonging to the ancient Karpisaya (M S  ji-bin).277 They established the 
six pdramitds of ddna, sTla, ksanti, vtrya, dhydna and prajnd. These six pdramitds are referred y  
to in the Abhiniskramana-sutra of the Dharmaguptakas. They are also seen in the Mahavastu 
of the Lokottaravadins and in the Sutra on the Origin o f Practice of an unknown school.278
271 Apadana, i. p.38; Bv, pp.13-15.
272 The Apadana, i. pp. 5, 6.
273 Bv ii vs 76-77.
274 The Apadana, i. P .l.
275 T 2 7 :8 9 2 a b ,“ $ P M ^ | I H S & N f f  r fk H , M ,
. . .  A-mmm-- w as® ® ® # ,  ms
mmm- • • ■ a m ^ # ,
276 J 2 7 ; 279a, 545a; Yin Shun, A  Study o f  the Sastras andAcaryas o f  the Sarvastivada and Other Schools,
Taipei: Zhengwen Press, 1987, p.305-307.
277M 3t ji-bin was translated from Karpisaya or Kapisa in old time, a place in Kashmir today.
278 Abhini, T3:656c; Mv, III. p.26; Sutra on the Origin o f  Practice, T3:463.
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The Mulasarvastivada-vinaya-pravaranavastu states that the bodhisattva has to practise and
9 70accomplish six pdramitds.
In the Jatakas and the Avadanas, accounts of Sakyamuni Buddha in his former births are 
classified into four, six, eight or ten categories named pdramitds. While the number of 
paramitas varies among texts, all pdramitds originate in the legendary jatakas md avadanas of 
the Buddha. In other words, the deeds of the Buddha in his former births became the 
paramitas, and thereby became common practice for all bodhisattvas. Thus the pdramitds 
make up a course that bodhisattvas must follow. They constitute the causes, not the fruits or 
effects. However, panna or prajhd is regarded as an effect or fruit, obtained or realised by 
practising sila and dhydnas or jndnas, and not practicable in itself. If a bodhisattva has 
wisdom, ultimate truth may be realised. In this way samyaksambodhi results in a fruit and not 
a pdramitd. This may be why prajhd is omitted in some lists of the pdramitds. What is more, 
these lists may represent the earliest classification of the Bodhisattvic deeds. It is also 
interesting to note that some Khuddaka texts mention the pahhdpdramitd but give no
* 9snillustration of it. The Abhidharma-mahd-vibhdsd-sdstra asserts:
“The bodhisattva named Govinda was energetic in the pursuit o f bodhi, was the foremost among the 
intelligent, eloquent and invincible in any argument or discussion, was praised and respected by the 
world.”281
The story of Govinda is also found in the Dirghagama. 282 However, the 
Mulasarvdstivada-vinaya-bhaisajyavastu asserts,
“His verbal deeds all comprise true words. In the past, when he [the bodhisattva] was called the 
[king’s] Great Steward [Mahagovinda] of medicine and affairs, he produced the intention to follow 
the brahinacariyds. These together with all his discussions should fulfill the prajndpdramitd. ,283 
The value of examining all the accounts of Mahagovinda is that they contain the concept
of prajhd in the sense of worldly intelligence and wisdom, but not prajndpdramitd in the sense
of a realisation of ultimate truth. It was this early concept of prajndpdramitd that allowed the
Prajndpdramitd literature to
that allowed them increased i
279 T24:75c,“f f fT r i  A l& g M  ”
280 For one of the few mentions, see v 132- 135 Chronical o f  the Buddhas, (Buddhavamsa) in I. B.Homer’s 
Translation of The Minor Anthologies o f  the Pali Canon book III, PTS, London, 1975, p21 also see Cariyaphika, 
p49 .
281 T27:892b, ”
282 T 1:31 b-34a. The Mahagovinda Sutta, a past life o f Gotama, see Sutta No. 19 of the DIgha Nikaya.
283 T24:75c,“^ P « M , ^ » 2kEB f}
groV, and provided Mahayana followers with a unique doctrine
ndependence.
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As for the dhydnapdramitd, one finds no trace of it in the Buddhavamsa or the 
Cariydpitaka. While some sects refer to six pdram itdsmost Buddhists did not count the 
dhydnapdramitd among them. The sravaka scholars asserted that the bodhisattvas do not 
practice the dhyanas, nor extinquish the asrava.284 The Prajhaparamita-sutra also states that 
bodhisattvas neither enter into the deep samadhi185 nor dwell in it, because entering into the 
deep samadhi’ the bodhisattva could regress to the level of a sravaka or Pratyekabuddha.
It is clear that the early Buddhist schools held two dominant views concerning the 
bodhisattva practices. (1) Prajhd was not a pdramitd for the bodhisattva to practice, and (2) 
the bodhisattva did not attach importance to the dhydnas. These views led to variation in the 
number of the pdramitds, and various groupings reflect their evolution.
During the ascendance of Mahayana Buddhism, there were six pdramitds which were 
adopted and expounded in the S at pdramitd -su tra,286 a text which in character is approximate 
to the Satpdramitd-saihgraha-sutra. The Satpdramitd-sutra, one of the earliest Mahayana sutras, 
may have been based on selected stories from the Jdtakas and the Avadanas. As the names of 
the pdramitds indicate, six categories of stories were selected from the Jdtakas and the 
Avadanas; and these became the model for the path of the bodhisattva and the basis for 
Mahayana practice.
E. The identifications of the bodhisattva
In order to understand the later evolution of the bodhisattva concept in terms of occupation 
and identity, it must be understood that the bodhisattva leads a secular life. In the Mahayana 
texts, no complete versions of the Buddha’s Jdtakas or Avadanas exist. However, in the Pali, a 
text of the Jdtakas consists of 547 stories of the Buddha. The heroes of the stories imply the 
identities of the Buddha in his former births. According to the Jdtakas in the Pali text, those
284 T14:418c, T'tftM'l'il-” The idea that “the bodhisattva does effect the extinction of the outflows
{asrava) [which would prevent renewed rebirths,” is also seen in the Perfection o f  Wisdom in Eight Thousand 
Lines & Its Verse Summary,; Translated by Conze, E., Bolinas: Four Seasons Foundation, 1973, p.222.
285 T8:568c, .... W “Without losing
himself in the concentration o f emptiness, the bodhisattva does not deeply tie his thought to an object. By that 
he will not realize emptiness. The bodhisattva does not lose the dharmas which act as the wings to enlightenment. 
He does not effect the extinction of the outflows (asrava) ”
286 T12:309c; T12:189c. This text is mentioned in two early Mahayana texts: Lokaksema’s second-century 
translation of the Kasyapaparivarta-sutra (T12: 189 ff, No.350), and Zhi Qian’s (;£filO translation of the 
Amitabhayuha-sutra (T12:300 ff, No.362).
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who practise the path of the bodhisattva may be humans, deities, spirits, animals or birds. 
Bases on the accounts of the Buddha in his former births, the identities may been outlined as 
follows,
1. A deity in 69 tales.
2. A religious teacher in 159 tales.
3. A king, minister and king’s kinsman in 106 tales.
4. A skilful citizen in 68 tales.
5. An intelligent mammal in 50 tales.
6. A clever bird in 53 tales.
7. In addition, there are three tales about fish and one tale of a frog.
The study of the conduct of the Buddha in his former births led to the production of Jatakas 
and Avadanas. However, conservative monks placed greater trust in the Sutras, Vinaya and 
the profound Abhidhannas, and inherited them as relics of the Buddha. As for the Jatakas, 
they asserted that the narration of the legends could or could not be true.287 For this reason 
there does not exist an extensive or explicit discussion of the teachings within the Jdtakas.
The Chapter on the Entry into the Realm o f Reality of the Buddhavatamsakasutra marks 
the evolution of the identification of the bodhisattva as follows,288
1. Six high ranking bodhisattvas
2. Eleven gods, which are known as a Mahadeva an Earth-god (iihtt),
eight Night-gods and a Completeness-god
3. Twenty-nine human beings, who are identified as five bhiksus, one bhiksmi, 
an immortal, a heretic, two Brahmins, two kings, a medicine doctor, a 
householder, a boatman, an updsikd, a boy, a maiden, and a woman.
The above list shows that no bodhisattva is identified with an animal, a shift that marks the 
evolution of the bodhisattva in accordance with that of human civilisation, since animal cults 
had become less prevalent in later Buddhist texts. The bodhisattvas in the Jdtakas and the 
Avadanas often appear when no Buddha is teaching. Hence it is uncertain that they have any 
form of faith in a Buddha. But the Jdtakas show that non-Buddhists, heretics, sages, and 
deities may be bodhisattvas. They are not necessarily judged by the concept of bodhi in the
287 T27:916b, “H W m
288 T10:875ff, No.295
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working individually (without the co-operation of other bodhisattvas) and acting freely 
(without concern for opposing views). They were heroes. They were social, but they did not 
lead ‘life in the Sangha' that is much valued in traditional currents of Buddhist thought. All 
these factors came to influence Mahayana Buddhism.
F. The bodhisattva’s career and rank
Though legendary at first, the Jdtakas, Avadanas and Nidanas were soon acknowledged by 
Buddhist schools. Although it is not known where and to whom they were first taught, they 
were passed from generation to generation, and traditionally accepted as the teaching of the 
Buddha. Since every school in later times acknowledged that the Buddha had performed 
many exploits in his former births, it seemed, logical Jo  treat these narratives as something 
more than legend. The Dharma-kathikas and the Abhidharma masters were bound to discuss 
them and even to adopt some of them as teachings in their doctrinal systems. The Abhidharma 
discussions focused on four issues, (1) the requisites for bodhisattva practice, namely the 
number of pdramitds, (2) the stages in which the bodhisattva achieves buddhahood, (3) the 
duration of the bodhisattva’s career [the period from the production of the thought of 
enlightenment (bodhicitta) to the attainment of buddhahood], and most importantly, (4) the 
stature of the bodhisattva (whether the bodhisattva is a prthagjana or drya).
Concerning the last, two views were held among traditional schools, one by the Sthaviras 
and one by the Mahasanghikas. It is recorded in Vasumitra’s Sdstra on the Wheel o f 
Principles o f Different Schools that,
“The Sarvastivadins principally agreed on the (following) doctrines, ... it should be said that 
bodhisattvas are still prthagjanas (ordinery beings). Their bonds (samyojanas) are not yet 
destroyed. If they have not yet entered into samyaktvaniyama (the stage of beholding the truth 
and leaving the chain o f rebirth), they are at the stage of prthagjana, and they cannot be 
considered supramundane.”289 
The Haimavata school also held the same view.290 In fact, these two schools along with
the Pali tradition shared the view that the bodhisattva was an ordinary being (prthagjana) from
the moment of producing the thought of enlightenment until sitting under the bodhi tree. But
why are the bodhisattvas ordinary beings in the view of the Sthavirvadins? The standard
289 T49:16ac, .....
argument is that true dryas cannot be reborn into lower and evil realms. In the Jdtakas, the 
bodhisattva is identified with tree and grass spirits and with animals. Furthermore, the Sakya 
bodhisattva Gotama led a common life and had wives and a son. After he left his home he 
became an ascetic and a disciple of some heretical teachers. He learned and practiced the 
ascetic teachings for six years. Even when he sat under the bodhi tree he was subject to the 
three types of unwholesome vitarkas (reasoning), craving (mga), hatred (dosa) and ignorance 
(moh a). It is asserted that the bodhisattva did not destroy his kies as and did not have the 
identity of a true drya. Logically then, the bodhisattvas are ordinary beings (prthagjanas) in 
the view of the Sthaviravadins. They remain in the position of prthagjana until the moment 
they attain anuttara-samyak-sambodhi and become Buddhas, thus is the concept of the 
bodhisattva held by the Sthaviravadins.
The Mahasamghika concept of bodhisattva is different from that of the Sthaviravadins. 
According to the Kathavatthu, the Andhrakas affirmed that the Bodhisatta undertakes difficult 
tasks and hardships such as going to evil realms of existence, entering the womb, performing 
hard tasks, and doing penance under heretical teachers of his own accord and free-will.291 
Furthermore, they stressed that the Bodhisatta entered the path of assurance (niyama) under 
the Buddha Kassapa.292 It is interesting to observe at this juncture that the Andhrakas were 
the parent body or the general name for the followers of four sects, namely the Rajagiriya, the 
Siddhattha, the Purvasaila and the Aparasaila. The Andhrakas originated from the 
Mahasamghikas, and they spread to Andhra in southern India. The followers of these four 
sects believed that Sakyamuni entered the path of assurance (niyama) under the teaching of 
the Buddha Kassapa. This was rejected by the Theravadins and the Kathavatthu. The 
Theravadins maintain that Gautama in his Bodhisatta existences did not become a disciple of 
Kassapa Buddha. They quote words in which the Buddha disowns any teacher. The 
Theravadins also argue that if Sakyamuni could have entered the path of assurance (niyama) 
at that time, he must have been a true dn'ya. This contradicts the essential nature of a Buddha 
being self-developed. However, according to the Kathavatthu, the Andhrakas asserted that 
there were true dryas among bodhisattvas. Therefore a bodhisattva undertakes difficult tasks
291 Bodhisatto issariyakamakarikahetu vinipatam gacchatTtii, Kathavatthu, xxiii.3.
292 Kathavatthu, iv. 7; “That the Bodhisatta had entered on the Path o f Assurance and conformed to the life 
therein during the dispensation of Kassapa Buddha;” see Points o f  Controversy - The Kathavatthu, translated by 
Aung & Davids, PTS, 1915, p. 169
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and hardships . . .of his own accord and free-will.293 This implies that the bodhisattva endured 
purgatory (nirayam), the sahjiva, the kalasutra and the rest of the hells of free-will. The 
bodhisattva also opted to be reborn in purgatory as an animal, or in one of the other lower 
states of rebirth, no longer ruled by the law of karma. Buddhaghosa pointed out in the 
Kathci vatthu-Atthakatha that free-will, as liberty to do what one pleases through a specific 
power or gift, is practically a denial of kaima294 This shows that the bodhisattva’s free-will in 
the teachings of the Andhrakas concerned the Theravadins since the time of the Kathdvatthu.
The concept of the bodhisattva in the doctrines of the Andhrakas contained in the 
Kathdvatthu agrees with that of the Mahasanghikas as outlined in Vasumitra’s treatise. 
Vasumitra attributes the following account of the bodhisattvas to the Mahasanghikas,
“(1) All bodhisattvas enter their mothers’ wombs and form their own bodies without passing through 
the embryonic stages, namely kalala, arbuda, pesT and ghana. (2) All assume the form of white 
elephants when they enter their mothers’ wombs and (3) come out of the same by the right side. (4) 
Bodhisattvas do not produce thoughts of greed, hatred and harm (Jkama, vydpdda and vihmisa samjnci).
(5) Bodhisattvas are born into bad states (durgati) for the benefit of sentient beings of their own free­
will and can be born into any form of existence they like.”295 
The first four statements refer to the final birth of the bodhisattva’s career. They show that
although all bodhisattvas are bom from parents, their bodies have no part of their parents and
they assume their own bodies. To indicate the purity of their bodies, they are said to be born
from the right side of their mothers. To emphasise that their minds are pure, three kinds of
evil mentality are said not to arise in them. It is not because they have ignorance or hold
wrong views that they take the forms of lower existence {durgati), perform hard tasks and do
penance under heretical teachers. It is because of their own accord and free-will. In short, the
final rebirth of bodhisattvas has nothing to do with karmic force but everything to do with the
power of will for the sake of sentient beings in samsara.
The above discussion sketches two major views on the concept of bodhisattva. These are
recorded in the Kathdvatthu and the treatise of Vasumitra. It should be noted here that the
concept of bodhisattva held by the Sthaviravadins was primarily based on the historical Sakya
Bodhisattva and enhanced with concepts from legendary Jdtakas. The Mahasanghikas’
293 Kathavatthu, XXIII, 3; also see Points o f  Controversy - The Kathavatthu, tr. Aung & Rhys Davids, PTS, 1915, 
p.366.
294 See Points o f  Controversy - The Kathavatthu, tr. Aung & Rhys Davids, PTS, 1915, p.367n; Kathavatthu- 
Attliakatha, ed., J.P.Minaye, PTS, London, 1889, p.197; Debates Commentary, tr. B.C.Law, PTS, London, 1940, 
p.244,
295 T49:i5c, m
. . . .  MStEft."
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concept of bodhisattva was based primarily on accounts of deities, spirits, mammals and 
births in the Jdtakas and the Avaddnas. Since spirits were believed to have the ability of 
assuming particular bodies, the bodhisattvas were asserted to assume any form of birth of 
their own free-will. This belief invests the bodhisattva with a mystical quality.
The bhadanta Dharmatrata was a Sutrabhanaka and Darstantika of the Sarvastivada 
school. In the preface to the Avaddna-siitra (fcLinjSM chu-yao-jing), 296 he is called the 
Bodhisattva Dharmatrata. The person who inherited his tradition was the bodhisattva 
Vasumitra, the author of the krya-vasuinitra-bodhisattva-sangiti-sdstraP1 According to Yin 
Shim’s study,298 the bhadanta Dharmatrata lived between the second and first century BCE, or 
after the completion of the Abhidharmajnanaprasthana-sastra. He was one of the four great 
masters of the Sarvastivada, but his concept of bodhisattva resembled that of the 
Mahasamghikas. For instance, the Arya-vasiumtra-bodhisattva-sahgiti-sastra states,
“Bhadanta Dharmatrata, ‘those who uttered that the bodhisattvas can fall into bad states of existence 
{durgati) commit calumny. The bodhisattva, skilful in means, does not fall into bad states of existence.
The bodhisattva, from the moment of producing the thought of enlightenment, has determined to sit 
on the place of enlightenment. Since then, he has not entered hell (niraya), the state of an animal
( tiryagyom) or the state of hungiy spirits (pretas). He is not born in the families of those who
are poor, naked and barefoot. Why? Because he practices the prajnaparamita and cannot be corrupted 
or defeated. Furthermore, the bodhisattva has produced the thought of enlightenment and reached the 
three kinds of irreversibility: bravery, generosity and wisdom. He continues to increase and
submit to them. Therefore, the bodhisattva should be known as one who does not fall into bad
states of existence.299
In the bhadanta Dharmatrata’s opinion the bodhisattva, from the moment the thought of 
enlightenment arises, camiot fall into the three states of evil existence because of possessing 
wisdom (prajhd). The Sainyuktagama similarly states,
“If any one in the world of sentient beings increases right view, even passing through a 
thousand rebirths, he does not fall into the states o f evil existence at all.”300 
Thus although bodhisattvas in the Jdtakas are sometimes spirits, animals and other beings,
they do not unwillingly fall into these states of existence. Rather, these states are
manifestations of skill in means of the bodhisattva after embarking on the path of assurance
(niyama). The view of the bhadanta Dharmatrata is similar to the exposition in the Jataka of
296 T4:609b-776a. This text is a variant version of the Dhamiapada. It was composed by the bodhisattva 
Dharmatrata and translated into Chinese by Samghabhuti and Zhu Fo Men in 383 CE. (or 374 CE)
297 T28:0721ff, No. 1549.
298 Yin Shim, A Study o f  the Sastras and Acaryas o f  the Sarvastivada and Other Schools, Taibei, 1987, p.265-268,
299 T28:779c, i t t i i l f i m
300 T2:204c, W I 1 ’’
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the white elephant with six tusks, who was a bodhisattva that had taken that birth by free-will. 
The Mahdprajndparamita-sastra also narrates the Jdtaka of the white elephant and comments 
that,
"It should be known that the elephant is not a result o f animal deeds. The thought (that this 
elephant is a result o f animal deeds) is not found in the teachings o f arhats. You should know 
that this is a Dharmakaya bodhisattva."301 
The idea being expressed is that the bodhisattva’s rebirth in states of evil existence is a
manifestation of the Dharmakaya. Rebirth by skill in means originated in the systems of the
Mahasanghikas, the Northern Sutrabhanakas and the Darstantikas. The bhadanta Dharmatrata
attached importance to the power of the prajnaparamita and said,
"Because the bodhisattva strives to practise comprehensively the prajnaparamita, the 
bodhisattva is unwilling to enter into the samadhi which leads to nirvana. . .  this shows that 
the bodhisattva has not entered the level of cirya (e.g.niyama)."302
The view that bodhisattvas at the level of prthagjana attach importance to the 
prajfidpdramitd but not to deep samadhi., paves the way for the theory that the prajnaparamita 
is the paradigm and guide for the bodhisattva to practice the six pdramitds. Logically then, it 
is only in this way that the bodhisattva is able to practice the pdramitds and continue to live in 
satnsdra for three great asankhyeyas before becoming a Buddha.
G. Assessment of the bodhisattva concept and career in the early sources
The most notable aspect of the Abhidharma teachings on the bodhisattva lies perhaps in the 
insistence on the marks that indicate a bodhisattva. The Abhidharma masters consistently 
assert that bodhisattvas have thirty-two marks. Unlike earlier texts, emphasis is placed not on 
the choice of the bodhisattva, the vows, the practices, and the prohibitions, rather on physical 
features that may be observed. Although later developments and some early Abhidharma 
teachings may explain these marks as illustrating great progress already made, the general 
emphasis of the Abhidharma masters seems to be on the special quality of those with marks. 
These are not ordinary people at all, and certainly do not qualify for bodhisattva-hood by use 
of will or by realisations. Instead, they are bodhisattvas because they have already made 
enormous progress and accrued a vast amount of merit.
The progress of the Buddhas through past and future lives is central to the Abhidharma 
teaching. In fact, the idea that the Buddha had past lives as a bodhisattva and that one can
301T25:146c,
302 T27:780a, ..........
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become a Buddha in future lives is, in this teaching, more basic than the idea of the 
bodhisattva itself. Abhidharma teachings base the concept of bodhisattva-hood on the idea of 
the past lives of Buddha Gautama. We see from the Abhidharma masters’ attitude to the 
Jdtakas, Avadanas and Nidanas, that the Buddha’s previous lives as a bodhisattva is to be 
venerated. The importance of future births for bodhisattvas lies primarily in the teaching that 
the pdramitds cannot be achieved within one lifetime. Therefore, it is essential for the 
Abhidharma masters to assert that the period for practising the pdramitds and gaining the 
results, is a long period. The amount of time that it takes for a bodhisattva to become a 
Buddha is controversial among Abhidharma masters, and receives consistent scrutiny, for 
Abhidharma masters were greatly preoccupied with matters of definition and accuracy.
Abhidharma masters present bodhisattvas as having knowledge of all dharmas. Although 
earlier texts emphasised knowledge of many things including the dharmas, never before were 
bodhisattvas such experts and champions of dharmas. Contrary to the presentation of the 
bodhisattva path in the Mahdvastu, the Abhidharma teaching places bodhisattvas within the 
Dhanna and makes them proponents of it. In emphasising the bodhisattvas’ knowledge of all 
dharmas, the Abhidharma masters show that while bodhisattvas may possess special abilities, 
they respect all laws (dharmas).
The teachings on the pdramitds form another controversial subject for the Abhidharma 
masters, who propound a variety of opinions on the number of pdramitds in sets of four, five, 
six, seven, and ten. The most controversial issue however, lies in the belief that the pdramitds 
are causes, not fruits. That is, the paramitas ought to be cultivated and do not consist in the 
results of other actions. However, prajnd is included in the paramitas, sometimes even when 
there are only four. This is problematic, for prajnd is commonly seen as a fruit and not a \ 
cause. In general, prajnd seems to fit uncomfortably in the bodhisattva teachings. In the
Buddhavainsa, Cariyapitaka and Mahavastu, prajnd is notably unexplained. Although the j
I
term appears in the paramitas, it receives little discussion. In later Abhidharma works, we see \ y 
that although prajha is discussed at length, it is still used in association with the results of
/
practice. Equally interesting is the fact that some Abhidharma masters do not include j 
meditation amongst the paramitas. The masters who excluded meditation (dhyana) from the j 
paramitas belong to the Sthaviravada school.
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Sectarian works devote much attention to controversy surrounding the question of the 
bodhisattva’s free-will. Some masters argue, as did the compilers of the Mahavastu and the 
Sariputrabhidharma-sastra, that at an advanced level bodhisattva can have control over their 
rebirths. This teaching caused much concern among Sthaviravada masters, as illustrated in the 
Kathdvatthu and Kathdvatthu-Atthakatha. Doubts arise regarding the teaching of free-will, as 
it is held to challenge the supremacy of the law of karma. It is free-will that in the 
Abhidharma teachings constitutes the fundamental distinction between the two types of 
bodhisattva. Unlike the Mahavastu and its complex stages, many Abhidharma masters make 
the simple distinction between bodhisattvas who have free-will and those who do not. Perhaps 
it was the concept of free-will that enabled Abhidharma masters to teach the existence of 
various types of bodhisattvas.
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Chapter Three: The Bodhisattva In Selected Early Mahayana Texts
In order to understand the development of the concept and the training course of the 
bodhisattva, the fundamental sources are the early Mahayana texts. But to conduct an 
investigation of early Mahayana texts involves establishing a degree of order about them. 
This is more problematic than it might seem because of the uncertainties surrounding the 
dating of texts in this period. Our selection of early Mahayana texts may be chronologically 
dated on the basis of textual style, and according to the contents that are considered or quoted 
in later compositions (e.g. the Prajnaparamita-sutra in Nagarjuna’s Mahaprajnaparamita- 
sastra), It is with these sources and by these means that we examine the chronological 
development of the bodhisattva concept.
It is believed that Mahayana Buddhism originated and developed from various influences, 
and formulated its basic doctrine during the period between the first century BCE and the 
third century CE. Shizutani,303 basing his view chiefly on epigraphic records and the dates of 
texts translated into Chinese, has suggested that we should make a distinction between the 
'proto-Mahayana' which did not use the name Mahayana, and the 'early Mahayana'. According 
to him, the dates are as follows:304
Proto-Mahayana in its incipient stage: 100-1 BCE.
Proto-Mahayana in its developed stage: 1-100 CE,
Early Mahayana in its incipient stage: 50-100 CE. a  «/ *
Early Mahayana in its developed stage: 100-250 CE. j? ^
/
It is likely that the first scripture to use the term Mahayana was the Astasahasnka 
Prajnaparamita-sutra, The origin of the bodhisattva doctrine, to which the Mahayana owes its 
existence, may be traced back to proto-Mahayana literature. The transition is established in
one
the literature of conservative Buddhism, as Mahayana ideas had already been formed in
303 Shizutani, Masao, Shoki Dai jo Bukkyo no Seiritu Katei ( The process o f  the origination o f  early Mahayana), 
Kyoto: Hyakkaen, 1974.
304 Ibid., p.274,
305 In this context the term “conservative Buddhism” will be used to denote Theravadin Buddhism and other 
forms of sectarian Buddhism. It will amalgamate those sects previously referred to in more specific terms, 
because in this context they are all contrasted with Mahayana teachings.
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Theravadin literature. Mahayana Buddhism had not yet come into existence as ajiistinct
sffiooljndeggndent of conservative Buddlnsm,.  ^
A. The Satparamitasmigraha-sutra and the bodhisattva practices
Considering the question of which Mahayana texts emerged first, the Japanese scholar 
Hirakawa proposed a number of, in his words, proto-mahayana sutras.306 Among them, the 
oldest Chinese translation of the Satpdramitasamgraha-sutra307 is regarded as the oldest 
Mahayana sutra. This is because it receives mention in other ancient Mahayana sutras such as
t ns i  fiQthe Longer SukhavaUvyuha-sutra, the ancient version of the Kasyapaparivarta-sutra, and
the Samadhiraja (candrapradipaj-sutra.
The .S'atparamitdsamgraha-sutra310 translated into Chinese by Kang-seng-hui in 251 CE, 
contains ninety-one stories that are divided according to the six perfections.311 These stories 
narrating the deeds of bodhisattva practising the six perfections, are mostly found in the 
Jatakas. Nine of the ninety-one (74-82) relate to meditation. However, we find that the style 
of these stories related to the dhyanaparamita is slightly unusual when compared to that of the 
stories related to the other paramitas. Two stories (75-76) are concerned with how monks 
practised meditation in general. Only at the end comes the slightly incongruous conclusion 
that, “thus is the dhyanaparamita of the bodhisattva, which is immeasurable one-
11 j
mindedness.” A further three stories (77-79) record the meditation practices and 
experiences of the historical bodhisattva Gautama Siddhartha, the Sakya prince, life in his 
palace and other places. Story 80 is found in the Wandering-sutra of the DTrghagama,313 
which is a life-story of Sakyamuni Buddha. Story number 81 about the bodhisattva 
Sadaprarudita also occurs in the Prajhaparamita-sutra. However, unlike the account of the
306 Hirakawa, A ShokiDaijo Bukkyo no kenkyu, Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1968, pp98-133; Hirakawa, A., tr. & ed., by 
Paul Groner, A History o f  Indian Buddhism, Delhi, 1993, p.275ff. However, Hirakawa seemly ignored the 
Satpdramitdsaingraha sutra translated by Kang-seng-hui in ca. 247-280 CE and said that the Satpdiramitd is no 
longer extent (Hirakawa, p.25ff); Nishi Giyu, Shoki Daijo Bkkyo no kenkyu (Studies in Early Mahayana 
Buddhism), Tokyo: Daito shuppansha, 1945.
307 (Satpdramitdsaingraha s u t r a ) , pi, T03:001a -  052b, No.0152,
308 T12:0279, N o . 3 6 1 ( # ^ S f f f # ¥ # M ;  T12:0300, No.362
309 T12:0189, No.350 (M&j®
310 T3:0001a-, No.0152.
311 Among them, twenty-six stories relate to the danaparamita, fifteen stories relate to the sflaparamita, thirteen 
stories relate to the ksantiparamita, nineteen stories are connected with the vTryaparamita, nine stories are about 
dhyanaparamita and nine stories are attached to the prajnaparamita.
312 T03:0039c-0041a, “I W f
313 (you-xingjing), DA, T01:0019abc
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Prajhaparamita-sutra, story 81 explains that, “the meaning of sadaprarudita is the act of a 
bodhisattva who gives blessings to all in his initiative to teach.”314 This story is about a 
previous life of Sakyamuni and does not conform to the Prajhaparamita-sutra. It was clearly 
adapted and added to the Satparamitasaingraha-sutra to illustrate the perfection. Story 82 is 
about another previous life of Sakyamuni Buddha.
We have seen how the six perfections originated from classifications of the contents of 
the Jataka-stories. The Satparamitdsaingi'aha is so called because it is a selection of Jataka 
stories which were edited according to their similarities. Later the word sutra was added to the 
title. The method of editing was inherited from conservative Buddhism just as the models of 
the bodhisattva practices were accepted and respected within Buddhist circles in general. It is 
on the basis of the texts elaborating the bodhisattva practices that the path of the Mahayana 
bodhisattva was formulated and disseminated.
Fundamentally, the six perfections (paramita) arose from the accounts of the 
bodhisattva’s activities during the previous lives of Sakyamuni Buddha. They are fully 
concerned with practicality in the human world. It is likely that the compiler of the 
Satparamitdsasngraha, which contains only one story (82) from the Jatakas pertaining to the 
bodhisattva’s meditation, attached little importance to the dhyanaparamita. According to the 
explanations of the six perfections in this sutra, the path of the bodhisattva (bodhisattvamarga) 
centres upon great compassion (mahakaruna). For instance, in explaining the paramitas, the 
S atparamitcisamgraha-sutra states,
"With regard to the immeasurable danaparamita, what is its standard and code? It is to lovingly 
nourish human and other sentient beings, to have compassion and pity for those who are evil, to be 
delighted in the fulfilment o f the perfections of the holy, to protect and rescue or give relief to sentient 
beings . . .  To practise the perfection of giving (darn) is to offer food to those who are hungry, to give 
drink to those who are thirsty, to clothe those who are needy and tremble, to administer medicine to 
those who are sick, to give chariots, horses, treasures and invaluable gems, wives and children and 
land or country to those who demand them.315
With regard to the ksantiparamita, what is its standard and code? . . . Sentient beings lost land, had 
their families broken, endangered their bodies and lives, had their clans destroyed, suffered when they 
were living, became reborn in the three evil realms after they died - all such things happened because 
they were not endowed with forbearance and did not practice loving-kindness. The bodhisattva 
realised this and vowed by saying: ‘I would rather take the occasion to be roasted and minced, but I 
will never stimulate poisonous hatred towards sentient beings.’ After realising this, the bodhisattva 
practised kindness in every life.316
314 T03:0043a,
315 T03:0001a.
316 T3:0024ab.
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With regard to the vtryaparamita, what is its standard and code? . . .  Be proficient in accumulating the 
teachings and be able to teach their profundity; endeavour to practice them without being lazy. Even 
the dangers of raging fire, the harmful, sharp weapons, and poison exist on the way to rescuing 
sentient beings. The bodhisattva will not care for his body but happily send out and even sacrifice his 
own life to save sentient beings who are in trouble."317 
The codes of these three paramitas emphasise compassion and merciful action towards
sentient beings. In contrast, the treatment of the danaparamita in the Satparamitdsamgraha-
sutra shows less interest in expounding the importance of offering and honouring the Three
Gems. This is because that practice deviates from the central theme of giving to other sentient
beings.
The danaparamita is demonstrated in twenty-six stories that comprise twenty-nine percent 
of the entire text. This indicates the privileged position of compassion (karuna) and giving 
(dana) in the path of the bodhisattva. The spirit of Mahayana compassion is sufficiently 
demonstrated by Sakyamuni Buddha, whose previous births are presented in the Jataka stories 
as models of compassion and the activities of giving, helping and rescuing. The 
Satparamitdsaingraha-sutia says that Sakyamuni vowed to obtain buddhahood in this impure 
world. Therefore, all who came from pure worlds to listen to his teaching praised great 
compassion and the merits that were accumulated in this impure world. It would seem fair to 
propose that these teachings, which are not limited to the Satparamitasaingraha-sutra, are 
fairly characteristic of this period. In the Lokadhara-sutra for instance, the Buddha says,
"Thus I, at night, always adorned with such a resolution, thus I practiced the vlryaparamita and 
ksantiparamita. For sentient beings who are in trouble, who are not rescued and protected, who have 
no-one to depend on, who are born in the three evil-realms, for the benefits o f the countless sentient 
beings, I will attain buddhahood at that time, in the world where there exist the five kinds of evil and 
impurity."318
The Satparamitasaingraha-sutra reveals that the bodhisattva ideal in early Mahayana texts 
is integrally related to the idea of compassion. The bodhisattva whose compassion has 
developed is able to perform the paramitas in an impure world, to attain buddhahood in an 
impure land, and instruct sentient beings to overcome sufferings just as Sakyamuni Buddha 
himself. This text also shows that in this period the Mahayana accepted the six paramitas as 
the only course of the bodhisattva’s practice.
317 T3:0032a.
318 T14:0644c; No.482, (Chi-shi-jing)
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B. The Da o-zli -da -jing and the Sarvakarajmna-carya-sutra on the importance of prajna
Although six paramitas are presented in the Satparamitasaingraha-sutra, prajna and dhyana 
have yet to be clearly described in the Mahayana sense. In the first century BCE, it was 
necessary for the Mahayanists to compile a detailed discussion of prajna and dhyana as 
expounded in the earliest Mahayana texts. The following analysis will focus on the discussion 
of prajna in early Mahayana sources.319
T*} fiAccording to Lokaksema’s translation of the Sukhavativyuhasutra and Zhi Qian’s
1
translation of the later version of the same sutra, Amitabha Buddha preached the
Satparamitasamgraha-sutra and the Dao-zhi-da-jing ( it M,) to those assembled in the 
celestial abode called the Land of Bliss (sukhdvati). This record shows that the Dao-zhl-da- 
jing  appeared earlier than the Sukhavativyuhasutra, and is one of the oldest texts which 
emphasise prajna.
The word dao ( i t )  in the above title is used in the sense of marga or bodhi. However, the 
title Dcio-xing-pin ( j j  Tn ) in the oldest Chinese translation corresponds to the 
Sai-yakarajnana-carya-parivarta. The Sarvakarajnana-carya-prajnaparamita-sutra was named 
after the Sarvakarajnana-carya-parivarta. The texts were named in this way for two reasons: 
Lokaksema translated the word sarvakarajnana as dao ( it) , and the aim of the bodhisattva in 
the prajnaparamita texts is to obtain the state of sarvajna and sarvajhana. Thus dao in 
Lokaksema’s translation is clearly a goal, not a means. This is an important distinction, and 
deciding which meaning of dao is being used in early Mahayana translations is vital to 
understanding the meaning of the title Dao-zhi-dci-jing
319 In order to study the evolution of the bodhisattva concept in the Prajnaparamita literature, it is essential to 
determine the sequence of the compilations of the Prajnaparamita sutras. This sequence implies the chronology 
of the Prajnaparamita sutras. With this aim, this analysis will focus on the sequence of the compilations of the 
Prajnaparamita sutras and the concept of the bodhisattva within the sutras. For the former, our study must depend 
on Chinese sources and related texts because they contain reference to dates. We will refer to non-Chinese 
sources and Western studies on the same subject when they are useful in understanding the ancient Chinese 
translations of the Prajnaparamita texts.
320 #&i^Mm'ira#zP^ffi^M)T12:0278, No.361. Lokaksema was a Sramana of the country of Yueh-zhi, who 
came to China in 147 or 164 CE, and produced translations until 186 CE in Luoyang
321 T12:0300, No.362. Zhi Qian who was a non-Chinese Upasaka, came to China and translated 
numerous works in 223-253 CE.
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Lokaksema translated the Sarvakarajnana-carya-parivarta into Chinese as Dcio-xing-pin 
( M t f  n” ) in the Sarvakarajhana-carya-prajhaparamita-sutra. 322 It was Lokaksema who 
mentioned the Dcio-zhi-dci-jing in his translation of the Sukhavativyuhasutra,323
Since Zhi Qian used the word dcio for sarvakarajha, in all probability the name Dcio-zhl-da- 
jing  was translated from Sarvakarajhana-maha-sutra. This in turn may represent
the proto Prajnaparamita sutra, namely the Sarvakarajnana-carya-parivarta.
The Sarvakarajnana-carya-parivarta324 consists of a proto-section of the Sarvakarajnana- 
carya-prajhaparamitasutra. Its earliest version circulated was entitled Ddo-xing-jing (it^T
M ,Sarvakarajhana-caiya-sutra). The Chu-san-zcing-ji-ji says,
"One fascicle o f the Sarvakarajnanacarya-sutra, . . . whose manuscript was brought to central China 
by the Indian sramana, Zhii Foshuo C=l $$)£)), during the time of Huan-di was translated into
Chinese at Lo-yang under the rule of Lfng-di (Kit?) in 183 CE.325 
The one fascicle of the Sarvakarajhanacarya-sutra is the Sarvakarajhacarya-parivarta
contained in the Sarvakarajnanacarya-prajhaparamita sutra. It was annotated by the Chinese
monk Dao-an (312-385 CE) and is now attached to the first fascicle326 of the Dd-mXng-du-jing
(Mahaprajhaparamita-suti'a)?21
An assessment of the bodhisattva ideal in this text elicits the following observations.
Firstly, the earliest prajnaparamita text, the Sarvakarajnana-carya-parivarta (or sutra),328 does
not mention faith in the Buddha’s stupa, its worship, or the worship of Buddhist scriptures.
This omission, it seems, is characteristic of the prajnaparamita teachings contained in their
proto-stage in Mahayana texts. The Sarvakarajnana-carya-parivarta emphasises the
achievements of profound prajna and therefore would not be expected to mention such things
as faith in stupas or worship of scriptures. Secondly, the concepts of sunya and anutpattika-
dhanna-ksanti are present in the PSV. However, the Sarvakarajnana-carya-parivarta
322 Dao-xing, T8:0425ff, No.224,
323 See T12: 0307a25, No.362.
324 Dtio-xing-pin if-fTm , T08:425, No.224
325 T55:06b. Chu-san-zdngji-ji (A Collection of the Records o f Translations of the Tripitaka): a
catalogue o f the Tripitaka translated into Chinese from 67 until approximately 520 CE, It was compiled by 
Sengyou fflifi. Nj. 1476.
326 See T8:0478b-0482a.
327 Da-mfng-du-jing ^BfJj@i:|M,T8:0478b-0508b. Ancient translators translated prajna into Chinese as m ing0£J 
and paramita as diiJ^.
328 See T8:0478b-0482a.
329 PSV, T8:0536a-586c, No.227
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discusses not sunya, but anupalambha and akasa. It discusses how no dharmas arise and no
dharmas produce anything, but it does not discuss the anutpattika-dharma-ksanti.. Thirdly, the
six perfections (paramita) cannot be used to judge when a Mahayana text was composed,
because they were established in the period of the early Buddhist schools. Among the six
paramitas, the adherents of the bodhisattva doctrine attached importance to the prajnaparamita.
This fact was already pointed out by Dharmatrata, a great teacher of the Sarvastivada
school. The Abhidharma-maha-vibhasd-sastra says that for the general knowledge, the six
perfections are taught in generalities and for the very intelligent and for those whose faculty is
*  ^^  1mature, the prajnaparamita is expounded. Fourthly, the Sarvakarajnana-carya-parivarta 
does not discuss the concepts of bodhicittoptada and bodhicitta, rather the bodhisattvacitta. It 
comments that a bodhisattva’s mind should not become attached [to the thought of] being a 
bodhisattva. In the PSV, we find that non-attachment is bodhisattvacitta. Another version 
of the Mahaprajhaparamita-suti'a records that “[the bodhisattva’s] mind should not attach to 
the thought ‘I am a bodhisattva’.334 Unit Five of the Large Version o f the Prajnaparamita-sutra 
also records that non-attachment is the bodhisattvacitta.335 In the Prajnaparamita-sutra - The 
Mother o f the Triple Dharmapitaka,336 it is said that one should not produce the thought ‘thus, 
I follow’.337 These references indicate that non-thought of self is the bodhisattvacitta. The 
concept of bodhisattvacitta is clearly given, but not the concept of bodhicitta. This also has a 
link with the Long Sukhavativyuhasutra. However, in Zhi Qian’s translation of the 
Mahaprajhaparamitasuti'a, it is said, “one should not think ‘I know the bodhicitta\ ”338 In Unit 
Four of Xuanzang’s translation of the Mahaprajnaparamitasutra, we find the term 
bodhicitta. The presence of this concept must reflect the influences of the later 
Prajnaparamitasutra. Nevertheless, the original manuscript of the Sarvakarajnana-carya-
330 Author of the Pancavastuvibhasasastra.
331 M dh,T27:780a,No.l547
332 T8:0425c, •
333 T8:537b,
334 T8:508c, “ i
335 T7:866a, “T i f l f l ' b ”
336 PD, T8:0587a,0676c, No.228.
337 T8:0 587b; ”
33ST8:0478c;
339 See T7:0763c.
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parivarta does discuss the bodhisattvacitta as consisting of one having compassion for sentient 
beings.
From the above examination, it is evident that the earliest form of the Prajhaparamita- 
sutra, the Sarvakarajha-carya-parivarta (or sutra), stresses the achievement of wisdom (prajna) 
and differs from some texts in that it emphasises faith (sraddha). Indeed, it contains such 
terms as sannaha-saimaddha ( IM fM ) and akasa (tttiM's*.) that must have been present as 
early as the Long Sukhavativyuhasutra (T.362). Furthermore, it is probable that the 
Sarvakarajnana-carya-parivarta was the developed form of the Dao-zhi-da-jing 
(Sarvakarajhana-maha-sutra, i t  1 ^ ^ ) , 340 which emphasises the importance of prajna.
C. The San-pin-jing ( Triskandhasutra) and the bodhisattva practices
In addition to the six paramitas, we also find in another of the earliest Mahayana texts a 
developed programme of bodhisattva practice. The San-pin-jing ( Triskandhasutra, HtBtM) 
presents a particularly complex, detailed and highly evolved outline of bodhisattva practice 
divided into three categories triskandhadharma). These may be considered as an
extension of and addition to the six paramitas.
In the Mahayana tradition, the practices of the bodhisattvas derived from the former lives 
of Sakyamuni, and were compiled in the Satparamitasamgraha-sutra. a text which describes 
the compassionate deeds of bodhisattvas. Buddhist scholars gradually developed the assertion 
that the Buddhas dwell in pure lands of the ten directions, and came to attach importance to 
faith in the Buddhas. While it was held that the Buddhas appeared in this world, the concern 
arose that many Buddhists had no contact with the Buddhas. This gradually led to the 
teachings on the disclosure of evil deeds.341
In the Mahayana tradition, the first text that discusses the repentance of evil deeds and 
their abandonment by the method of buddhanusmrti (meditation on the Buddha’s virtues) and
340 The first chapter of Kumarajlva’s translation of the P SV  (T8:0536a-586c, No.227) is similar to the 
Sarvakarajna-carya-parivarta in Lokaksema’s translation (T8:0425c-429a3 No.224), to the Carya-parivrta in Zhi 
Qian’s translation (T8:0478b-0482a, No225), and to the Sai’vakarajna-carya-parivarta in Dharmapriya’s and Chu 
Fo-nien’s translation (T8: 0508b-0513b, No.226).
341 Nearly thirty texts (T14; No.425-454), the Sahasrabuddhanidana sutra, etc., in the first division of the 
Collection o f  the Scriptures (IM^ SSdR Sutrasatngraha, T14) give the names of the Buddhas and discuss repenting 
evil deeds and ways of turning from them.
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making obeisance to the Buddhas, is the San-pin-jing. This text represents early teachings that 
attached great importance to faith (sraddha).
The Chinese translation of the Fa-jing-jing (Dhaimadarsa-sutia, refers to the
San-pin-jing,
"During the three spans of the day and the three spans of the night, to recite the San-pTn-jing 
should be the subject o f work. All the evil deeds done in the previous lifetimes should be given up 
and repented by oneself; the past [evil deeds] should be changed and [the good future] should be 
made (gkftl^ ik)."342
Dharmaraksa’s translation of the Ugrakulapati-bodhisattva-caryapariprccha-sutra also 
mentions the San-pin-jing,343 The Ugia-grhapati-parivarta, the nineteenth division of the 
Maharatnakjfja-sutra, describes the method of practising the Dharma as practicing the san-fen 
tiiskandha) and reciting the san-fen-fa triskandhadhaima)344 Furthermore, in
Dharmaraksa’s translation of the Vimaladattapariprccha-sutra, the Buddha advises 
Vimaladatta to recite and practise the san-pin ( triskandha), the sutras of the Buddha (HnnHM 
lytl) and to pursue the san-pin-fd (Hrin^, triskandhadhaima).345 This proto-Mahayana text 
that attached importance to sraddha was regarded as the earlier Mahayana text.
The topics of the San-pin-jing consist of (1) the disclosure of faults (papa-desana), (2) the 
transfer of merit (parmamana), (3) rejoicing in the virtues of others (anumodana) and (4) 
requesting all the Buddhas to turn the wheel of Dharma (adhyesana). The texts that we know 
to be similar in contents are the following:
1. The Sariputrakarmavarana-pratisrabdln'-sutra,346 translated by An Shigao during the Later Han 
Dynasty between 148-170 CE (one fascicle).
2. The Bodhisattvapkaka-sutra,347 translated by Samghabhara during the Liang Dynasty in 517 
CE (one fascicle).
3. The Mahayana-triskandhaka-ksamapatia-sutra, 34s translated by Jnanagupta and Dharmagupta 
during the Sui Dynasty approximately 585-600 CE (one fascicle).
4. The Arya-mahayana-kamiavaranapratisrabdhi-sutra,349 translated into Tibetatf by Prajfiamitra. 
The first three of the above Chinese translations are included in the Viij^yapitaka of the
Taisho edition of the Chinese canon. According to Shizutani,350 the Sariputrakarmavarana-
342 CDharmadarsa sutra), T12:0018c.
343 S e e t « i ® r nm i i f m  T12.-0026C.
344 T11:475c.
345 See T12:0095c.
346 T.No. 1492.
347 W i4 lM T . No. 1491.
3482 k f f lH ! j ? i l f m  T.No.1493.
349 The arya-kannavaranapratiprasrabdhi-namamahayana sutra was listed by Skorupski [T. A Catalogue o f  the 
StogPalaceKanjur, Tokyo: The International Institute for Buddhist Studies, 1985, 94].
pratisrabdki-sutra was an elementary exposition for the teaching on the doctrine of the three
aggregates (triskandhadhaima, ^  M ). Its major topics are (1) the disclosure of faults
(papadesana), (2) rejoicing in the merit of others (anumodana, Im#), and (3) requesting the
Buddhas to turn the wheel of dharma (adhyesana\ ititS). These three practices are called the
three aggregates {triskandha, HJK).
Since the Sariputrakarmavarana-pratisrabdhi-sutra does not contain the term signifying
the rational knowledge of disclosure (li-chan Jfi®), it is considered to date prior to the PSV
The major practices of the bodhisattva in the above texts are the disclosure of evil deeds
(papakarmadesana), rejoicing in the merit of others {anumodana), requesting the Buddhas to
turn the wheel of dharma (adhyesana), rejoicing in merit {anumodanaputiyaskandha,
II), enunciating merit (upamantrita-punyaskandha, and the dedication of merit
(parmamanapunyaskandha,
With regard to the papakarmadesana\ it is said that the papakarma derives from the mind
(citta), and is empty {sunyata) and unattainable {alabha). This sort of rational knowledge of
disclosure ( f l f i )  must have been influenced by the PSV.
In addition to the papakarmadesana, in the Sariputrakarmavarana-pratisrabdhi-sutra,
priority is given to the karmavaranapratisrabdhi.' the purification of the karmic deeds that form
hindrances to becoming a bodhisattva. The contents of the above texts 2-4 may be classified
into two kinds of teachings,
"To completely purify all evil dharmas and karmavaranas; and to seek and obtain all 
wholesome dharmas whilst endowed and established in them.351 
In brief, bodhisattvas are first to purify and destroy the karmavaranas, stop the papakarmas
and attain the kausalyadharmas in order to produce wholesome deeds. The latter is presented
as more advanced than the first.
It seems that before the popularity of the triskandhas there were only two skandhas'. the
papakarmadesanaskandha and the anumodanaskandha. Evidence for this is the absence of the
upamantritaskandha in the Maitreyapariprccha-parivarta of the Maharatnakuta-sutra (44), and
350 See Shizutani’s Shoki Daijo Bukkyo no Seiritu Katei ( The process o f  the origination o f  early Mahayana), 
Kyoto: Hyakkaen, 1974, p. 118-132.
351 T24:1095b.
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Dharmaraksa’s translation of the Maitreyapariprccha.252 In the latter text, the bodhisattva 
Maitreya says,
"I disclose all my evil deeds (papakarmas) and rejoice in the merit o f others. I take refiige in all 
Buddhas and revere them, may I attain the most excellent bodhi"353 
In fact, before the practice of the two skandhas was widespread, there was a period of practice
of the earliest papakarmadesana or karmavaranaptratisrabdhi. This occurred because the
Sariputrakarmavarana-pratisrabdhi-sutra opens with the following,
"If the good sons and good daughters want to seek the path of buddhahood, if they undertook 
evil deeds in the past, what is the way used to disclose and purify them?"354 
The premise of the text was that good sons and daughters sought to attain buddhahood, but
that past evil deeds created difficulties in achieving that goal. Hence they asked for a way to
purify and root out their karmavaranas. Indeed, the reason for the practices of
annmodanapunyaskandha, upamantrita-punyaskandha, and dedication of merit
('parmamanapunyaskandha) is similar. The end of the Sariputrakarmavarana-pratisrabdhi-sutra
says:
"One who gives alms to the Arhats and Pratyekabuddhas in the world for a thousand years is not as 
virtuous as one who possesses and practises the Karniavarana-pratisrabdhi-sutra. [Accordingly,] the 
merit obtained by one who recites it during each of the three periods o f the day and night are a 
hundred times, a thousand times and a hundred thousand times greater than the merit obtained by 
someone who gives alms to Arhats and Pratyekabuddhas in the world."355 
Although the anumodana and the upamantrita were inserted in the present
Sariputi'akannavarana-pratisrabdhi-sutra, here only the name of the Karmavarana-pratisrabdhi
sutra is mentioned. If we omit anumodana and upamantiita from it, would the text be
consistent in its teaching on disclosure? The Bodhisattvapitakasutra, translated by
Sanghabhadra, replies,
"This sutra is called Karmavaranapratisrabdhij you should accept and practice it! It is also named 
Bodhisattvapitaka, you should accept and practice it! It is also named Sarvavicikitsanirodha, thus 
you should accept and practice it!"3 6 
Although three names for the same text are given, based upon its contents, the key and more
suitable name is Kaimavaranapratisrabdhi The premise of this text is the belief that the
Buddhas exist in the ten directions at present and that grave karmic deeds can be purified
352 T12; No.349,
353 See S b ^ U -^ h u i-g u o - j in g ^ m f im M .  T24:1090, No.1492. ‘S ' lg — S jf f i tW t lK llfS K iM g , &
J iftl.” W 0J is an older translation of anumodanaskandha, usually translated as IMS-
354 T24:1090a.
355 T24:i09ib.
356 T24:1089c. & S g » !  M t g f # ! ”
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through the performance of disclosure. Later, this practice was included in the perfection of 
morality.357
In the monastic context, the performance of disclosure is limited to the evil karmic deeds 
committed in one’s present life. The offender realises one’s errors, reflects upon them, admits 
the errors and accepts the disciplinary action decreed by the Samgha. The 
Abhidharmamahavibhasa-sutra says,
"The sramanas, the disciples of Sakyamuni, possess the method of eliminating evil deeds 
[papakarmanirodha] . . .  if one has committed grave evil deeds, one should practice good conduct 
(kusaladharma) in order to bring about their elimination [of the grave evil deeds], then one can 
illuminate this world as the moon emerges from the clouds."358 
This phrase pertaining to the method of eliminating evil deeds {papakaimanirodha) is
commonly used by both lay people and monks. The cessation of the evil deeds through the
practice of the wholesome factors (.kusaladhaimas) signifies that when the power of good
deeds has increased and become strong, good deeds have every chance to mature while the
evil have none. This act of disclosing unlimited past evil karmic deeds is not characteristic of
early Buddhism. It is a specifically Mahayana method which involves disclosing all evil
karmic deeds for three types of obstacles, klesavarana, karmavarana and vipakavarana, all
accumulated during past cosmic ages (kalpas).
Furthermore, the concept of kannavaranabaJa (karmic force) became increasingly
important in the writings of the Sutrabhanakas, the Vinayabhanakas and the
Abhidharmabhanakas, and eventually the power of karmavarana came to be more apparent.
Thus in another sutra we see that,
"One who breaks the minor rules (siksakarasilas will fall into niraya hell for a period
equivalent to five hundred years [of the lifespan] in the celestial realms o f the four heavenly kings 
(H  A lE A ), which is equal to nine-hundred-thousand years in the human world."359 
Previously one instance of reflection upon disclosing the offences against the siksakara
sufficed to purify and erase the minor faults. Here we unexpectedly find that the offences
against the siksakarasllas are treated as grave faults. Nevertheless, the Darstantikas of the
Sarvastivadin School note,
"Because all karmic deeds are changeable, even the anantaryakannas are changeable."360
357 For further discussion, see the perfection of morality in chapter six.
358 T27:051 lap t y f  . . .  3 g A i ® » ,  m t B M T
359 See F andie-zo i-bao-q in g-zh on g-jin g^ m m m m M ^  T24:0910b;
See also T24:0972b.
360 T27:0593b. -
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In the Mahayana tradition, the performance of disclosing faults (papadesana) can purify even 
the five grave offences (anantaryakarma). This is interconnected with the views of the 
Sarvavastivadin-darstantika tradition.
The performance of a monk’s disclosure is usually carried out among the Samgha. How 
is the lay confession performed? According to the Angutaragama-sutra, those who have 
accepted the eight spiritual rules and promised to observe them should make disclosure in 
front of the four-fold Buddhist assembly (EHbW) whenever they violate those disciplines. 
Their performance disclosure is guided by the teacher (dcdrya, The expressions of
their disclosure concern the ten karmic deeds, which were committed on account of craving 
(.raga), hatred (dosa) and delusion (moha), or under the influence of a wealthy and influential 
relative, an evil teacher or evil friends. Since they had failed to see the Buddha and the 
Buddhadhaima, grave faults were committed by destroying the Samgha and so on.361 This 
aspect of teaching is also found in the first part of the Sariputrakarmavarana-pariprccha-sutra. 
As the monks were still playing the leading role among the fourfold followers, the contents of 
the four texts listed above are closer to the tradition of conservative Buddhism. The 
Dharmadarsa-sutra says,
"The householder-practitioners (grhasthayogin) . .  . who live at the time when there is no Buddha, 
no sutras for reading, no holy persons (aryas) for visiting, should worship the Buddhas of the ten 
directions . . . [and] recite the San-pin-jing ( Triskandhasutra). They should individually disclose 
all the evil karmic deeds done in their previous lives, change [the bad practices of] the past and 
cultivate [good deeds] for the future."362 
Originally, disclosing faults was conducted in front of either the Buddha or the excellent
renunciates (aryapravrajita). However, when Sakyamuni Buddha attained nirvana and passed
away, he ceased to be the adviser of his followers. Thus, phrases such as “in the world where
there is no Buddha,” and “no excellent ones (aryas)” indicate the lack of perfect witnesses to
the performance of disclosing faults. They also express the dissatisfaction of some Buddhists,
especially those who disapproved of the pre-eminence of the Samgha, with the disclosure of
faults being held in the normal fourfold assembly. However, as there were those who had
grave karmic deeds which, it was believed, could be disclosed and purified, the performance
of disclosure was considered necessary. However, a new method of disclosure was developed,
361 See Ekottaragama-suti'att^wH T 2 : 0 6 2 5 b .
362 T12:0018c.
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based upon the belief that it can be made before the Buddhas of the ten directions, during the 
present time. The Sariputrakarmavaranapariprccha-sutra says,
"In what manner may someone ask for help from the Buddhas of the ten directions? The Buddhas 
are able to see clearly and hear acutely. In front of the Buddhas, persons dare not cheat. When 
persons have evil karmic deeds they dare not cover them up."363 
In this context, the Buddhas in the ten directions are not visible, but live in the minds of
devotees and exist in the same way as celestial beings. Thus we find that the disclosure of
faults was previously held in front of the stupa, Sangha or the fourfold Buddhist assembly, but
now is reoriented towards the worship of the Buddhas in the ten directions.
Worship and disclosure before the Buddhas in the ten directions form an integral part of
the practice of proto-Mahayana Buddhism. These practices and the act of rejoicing in the
merit of others is neutral, but encompasses the sense of rejoicing at the good deeds of others.
For instance, the Samyuktagama-sutra says,
"Killing with one’s own hand, teaching and ordering others to kill, praising those who kill, and 
rejoicing at seeing those who kill . . . such a person, after their body has decayed and their 
lifespan is exhausted, will fall into the evil realms and hells."364 
By contrast one who is,
“always praising the virtue of non-killing, rejoicing at seeing others who do not kill . . . such a person,
365after their body has decayed and lifespan is exhausted, will be reborn in heaven.”
Anumodana is a mental act or attitude towards acts that arises from the examination of the
verbal and physical acts of others. After explaining anumodana, the Sariputrakarmavarana-
pariprccha-sutra repeats,
"All the merit accumulated through various acts should be offered to all the world’s human 
beings, fathers and mothers, all sentient beings which fly or crawl under the sky, such as insects 
and birds, all creatures with two legs, four legs, many legs; they should all be instructed to obtain 
the happiness and merit of Buddha."366 
Giving one’s merit to all sentient beings and instructing them to obtain the happiness and
merit of Buddha are therefore an element of bodhisattva practice. The same text continues,
"One should collect all the accumulated virtues and merit and offer them with a good mind 
to all sentient beings under the sky in the ten directions."367 
Chi-had-xin-shi (WM'bM), which means offering with a good mind, is an ancient translation
of parmamana ( |h| fa ). In the Sariputrakarmavarana-pariprccha-sutra, anumodana and
pannamana are linked. This indicates that the way of attaining buddhahood among others, is
363 T24:1090b. « « « § ,  ”
364 SA, T2:0275c; SA^®, S M S , JIAI6SAIWS ... T£®WgS!‘f3.”
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to rejoice in the merit of others and offer all merit to them. This mutual relationship between 
anumodana and parmamana is identical in the text of the PSV  translated by KumarajTva. 
Therefore, the innovations presented by the terms papadesanaskandha and anumodana{- 
parmamana)skandha occurred at about the same time as the terms anumodanavarta (ItSjjmi) 
andparinamanavarta (HIM) found in the PSV.36B
It is true that anumodana and parmamana in the Sariputrakarmavarana-pariprccha-sutra 
have more to do with the practical details of practice, while anumodanavarta (teUjnp) and 
parinamanavarta (lelftpn) in the RS'Rhave more to do with signless dedication and rejoicing 
(animittanmnodanaparmamam), which are abstract and represent profound wisdom. However, 
a mutual relationship between anumodana and parmamana exists in both texts. This kind of 
practice as anumodanaparinamana must have been matched with the course of profound 
wisdom {prajnaparyaya), and also linked to the regular procedure for the disclosure of faults 
(papadesanaparyaya) which attached importance to faith {sraddha). The 
Maitreyabodhisattvapariprccha-sutp% although it is later text, preserves the primitive P 
meaning of two of the three skandhas.
Requesting the Buddhas (buddhayacana! upamantrita) not to abandon sentient beings, 
requesting the Buddhas to teach (buddhadhyes an a), and Sakra requesting the Buddha to turn 
the wheel of the dharma may have their origin in the account of Ananda failing to ask 
Sakyamuni Buddha to remain in this world. There are many possible reasons why 
buddhayacana and buddhadhyes ana were included in Mahayana practice. Requesting the 
Buddha {buddhadhyesana! buddhayacana) to teach and to make his teachings abide at length, 
along with papadesana and anumodana,\ all formed the threefold practice (triskandha). At this 
time, the practice of the karmavarananirodha was called triskandha. The practice of the 
triskandha involves worshipping the Buddhas in the ten directions during the six periods of 
the day and night. The original purpose of worshipping the Buddhas was to attain buddhahood.
But the Mahayana teaching was in its proto-phase, and not fully independent from a more 
conservative Buddhism. Mahayana ideas were often expressed with the analogy that from the 
same earth grows various things, the same rain waters various plants and trees, the same 
teacher instructs various kinds of pupil, and the triskandha is the course for all yarns to follow.
The Sariputrakarmavama-pariprccha- sufra says,
368 T08, No.223.
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"If sons and the daughters of good families wish to achieve arhathood, wish to attain 
pratyekabuddhahood, wish to obtain buddhahood, then they should always put their 
palms together and worship the Buddhas in the ten directions, from now onward, and 
should disclose faults . . ."3 9 
But who could follow the course of the triskandha during the six periods of day and night?
Only the members of the wealthy families and the Sangha. The course of papadesana is for all
yanas, but anumodana and parmamana ox anumodana and buddhayacana plus parmamana are
expressly intended for achieving buddhahood. Since the parmamana usually comes at the end
of any Buddhist practice, a fourfold practice was formed which included papadesana,
anumodana\ buddhayacana and parmamana.
The Dharmadarsasutra 370 translated by An Xuan (181-189 CE), mentions the
Triskandhasutra. This shows that the Triskandhasufra was compiled at the beginning of the
second century CE. The triskandhas appear and are taught in many Mahayana texts, but in the
proto-Mahayana teaching, the papadesanaparyaya and karmavarananirodha are performed
through the worship of the Buddhas in the ten directions. These constituted the archaic
practices of a bodhisattva. This aspect of the Mahayana teachings is older than the Longer
in 1
Sukhavativyuhasutra and may have been formed as early as the date of the 
Mahasarvakarajhasutra. The above fourfold practice certainly became, in addition to the 
paramitas, an essential part of the bodhisattva practices.
D. The bodhisattva concept in the Buddhavadanasutras
Like the Satparamitasamgrahasutra, the Buddhavadanasutras originated from the period of 
sectarian Buddhism. These texts formed the prelude to the emerging tradition of Mahayana 
Buddhism. It is necessary to discuss them here because the ideas and practices of the 
bodhisattvas partly originated from these sources. The Mahaprajhaparamitasastra states,
"The discourses o f great length ( Vaipulya-sutra) are called Mahayana [snfr&s]. They are the 
Prajnaparamita-sutra, Satparamitasaingraha-sutra, Puspahasta-sutia, Saddhamapmdanka-sutra, . . . 
Buddhavadana-nidana-sutra. . . 372
The Avadana-sutra . . . Puspahasta-sutra, Saddharmapuiidanka sutra . . . Satparamitasamgraha - 
sutra [and] Mahaprajnaparamita- sutra. . .  (these) are called Mahayana (sutras) "m
It is clear that in addition to the Satparamitasamgrahasutra, the Mahaprajnaparamita-sastra 
also refers to the Avadana-sutra and to the Buddhavadana-nidana-sutra. Mahayanists 
originally considered the Avadana and the Nidana as two separate categories in the twelve­
fold classification of Buddhist scriptures. However, in the Northern tradition of Buddhism, 
these terms are not normally distinguished from one another, but they are amalgamated under 
the name of Buddha-avadana or Buddha-avadana-nidana, as attested in the 
Mahaprajnaparamita-sastra. In fact, the Avadana and the Nidana appertain to the biographical 
texts of Sakyamuni Buddha.
There are four Avadana texts 374 in Chinese translation. In addition to these, the 
Mahavastu-avadana of the Lokottaravadins and the Nidanakatha of the Theravadins also 
belong to the biographical texts of Sakyamuni Buddha. There are six Nidana texts375 in 
Chinese translations. In these texts, the Buddha ordains and establishes the Samgha, sets forth 
the discipline for monks, and gives teachings. These six texts show certain connections with 
the Vinayapitaka in addition to explaining bodhisattva practices.
Among all the biographical texts of Sakyamuni Buddha in the context of conservative 
Buddhism, it is the Avadanasuti'a (ben-qi-jing which inherited the spirit of the
Dighagama-sutra. It advocates the glory, the great accomplishments, and abundantly narrates 
the supernatural activities of the Buddha. A good example of this glorification is the account 
in which the Buddha is born from the right side of his mother, takes seven steps towards the 
four directions and declares, “in the heaven and under the heaven, I am the only venerable 
one.”376
Such narratives concerning supernatural events, not normally seen in earlier Buddhism, 
served to inspire faith in ordinary people. Furthermore, in the six Nidana texts we find many 
new statements referring to the practices and achievements of the Buddha. For instance, the 
Xiu-xing-ben-qi-jing records,
"The bodhisattva who for ninety-one kalpas has practised morality and virtues, produced the thought of 
enlightenment (bodlncittotpada, practised the six paramitas . . . worked diligently through
374 1. Xiu-xing-ben-qi-jing (T3:0461, No.0184), 2. Tai-zi-rui-ying- hen-qi-jing
(T3:0472, No,0185), 3. Yi-chu-pu-sa- (T3:0617, No.0188), 4. Zhong- ben-qi-jing
(T4:0147, No.0199).
375 2. 4.
6.
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many kalpas, and who has become an expert in the practices of the ten bhumis, is at the stage of 
attaining buddhahood within one-life time . . .  He is completely enlightened and possesses the samyak- 
sainbodhi. He is the supreme enlightened one, has the eighteen uncommon qualities, possesses the ten 
supernormal powers and the four kinds of fearlessness . . . [and] abides in the pure 
anutpattikadhannaksanti."377 
Here the six paramitas constitute the course for bodhisattvas to follow, and the ten bhumis
constitute the progressive stages of cultivation for the bodhisattva to ascend. The concepts of
anutpattikadhannaksanti and the eighteen uncommon qualities are new as they are not
contained in the Tripitaka of conservative Buddhism, With the exception of the eighteen
uncommon qualities, the other important concepts are also found in the Tai-zi-rui-ying- ben-
qi-jing378 and the Guo-qu-xian-zai-yin-guo-jing?19
0 orj q o i
In the texts such as the Fo-ben-xing-ji-jing, the Fo-shuo-pu-yao-jing and the Fang- 
guang-da-zhuang-yan-jing, it is said that the bodhisattva, who is at the stage of attaining 
buddhahood in one lifetime, expounds one hundred and eight teachings on enlightenment
(bodhidharmaparyayas) to deities of the celestial realm of Tusita. The one hundred and eight
bodhidhannaparyayas named in the Fang-guang-da-zhuang-yan-jing are grouped into twenty 
categories:
1) faith, pure mind, joy and being keen on gaining happiness
2) discipline of the body, speech and mind
3) recollection (anusmrti) of the Buddha, the Dharma, the Samgha, the 
generosity and morality, and having mindfulness with regard to the heavens
4) maitn (kindness), karuiia (compassion), mudita (sympathetic joy), 
and upeksa (equanimity)
5) impermanence, suffering, non-substance (anatman), and sand (or vivikta)
6) shame (hn, tiff), guilt {trapa, life), truth (satya, «$r), and reality {bhuta, ’M.)
7) acting according to dharma ( dharmacarya, }dkfx), taking refuge in the 
triple gem, knowing what one does, and understanding the meaning of 
what one does
8) the knowledge of oneself, o f sentient beings, and of the dharmas
9) knowledge of time
10) the destruction of arrogance (mada), having no mind to hamper others (M
377 (Carya-nidana), T3:0462b, 0463a, 0471c -472a, No. 184. This text was translated by Mahabala 
and Kang Mngxiang in 197 CE. It is one of the early translations and presents the bodhisattva ideal.
378 T3, No.185, tr. Zhi Qian, ca. 222-253 CE.
379 T3, No. 189, (Sutra on the cause and effect o f  the past and present), tr.
Gunabhadra (394-468 CE).
380 Abhini, tr. Jfianagupta, ca.560-600 CE, T3, No. 190
381 {Lalitavistara-sutra), tr. Dharmaraksa, ca. 265-291 CE, T3, No. 186
382 ( Vaipulya-mahavyuha-sutra), tr. Divakara, 613-687 CE, T3, No. 187.
383 See T3:0544b-0545a. Fang-guang-da-zhuang-yian-jhig ^  lf± M  ( Vaipulya-mahavyuha-sutra) was 
translated into Chinese by Divakara in 683 CE. See T3:0539ff, No.0187. An earlier translation of this text is 
entitled the Pu-yia o -jing 7a i® {Lalita vis tar a -sutra), which is a Chinese version of the Lalitavistara translated 
by Darmaraksa in 308 CE); see T3:0483ff, No.0186.
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Plifill'fr), non-enmity, and excellent understanding (JH/Sf)
11) the contemplatation on the impure (asubha), non-hatred (advesa), and non­
delusion (amoha)
12) seeking the dharmas; enjoying the dharmas, great learning 
( bahusruta), having skill in means (upayakausalya)
13) knowing all types of namarupa "fe), rooting out the sources of
[wrong] views and the removal o f the ragamudhaya (I^T'itB )^;
14) skilful means (# 1 5 ), the equality of the nature o f the dhatus 
non- clinging C f 1R, anupadana), and anutpadaksanti
15) the four smrty-upasthanani, the four samyak-prahanam, the four rddhi- 
padas, the five indriyani, the five balani, the seven factors of 
enlightenment, and the Noble Eightfold Way
16) the thought of enlightenment (bodhicitta) , ,  great mental 
happiness mahamanasukha, ikMWi), increased happiness
(uttaramanasukha, _L® H ) increased happiness), and right action with
skill ( upayasamyakcarita, A  fEIE'lT)
17) the six perfections (paramita), upayakausalya, and the four saingrahavastuni
18) ripening sentient beings, accepting and preserving samyakdharma
19) merit (puiiya), wisdom {prajna), concentration {samadhi), and the viprasana
20) special knowledge (pratisamvid, l!(ld$IM-)> righteous choice (ifej^), dharaius (!$£ 
HIE), and eloquence in argument (pratibhanapratisamvid\ $ $ # )
21) initiative acceptance of the Dharma (anulomikidharmaksantij Jill 'ik &  )), 
acceptance of the Dharma {anutpattikadhannaksanti), the irreversible stage 
(avaivartakabhumi), progress in bhumis (fiitilliipMI:), and the [stage of] consecration 
{abhiseka, ^T I).
In the thirteenth group above, ‘the equality of the nature of the dhatus5 signifies the separation 
from all the causes of suffering. Non-clinging signifies that the six faculties {indriyas) are not 
attached to anything. The bodhisattva practices consist of the bodhimarga. The 
anutpaimaksantidenotes the attainment of niiYana.
Among the one hundred and eight bodhidharmaparyayas, those in groups 1-14 are 
practised by all followers of the three yanas. The bodhidhaimaparyayas from bodhicitta 
(group 15) onwards are the bodhisattvadharmas. This text also explains the bodhicitta, the six 
paramitas, the upayakausalya, the anutpattikadhannaksanti, the dharanis and finally the 
bhumis. It is appropriate to indicate that the most salient teachings of the Mahayana are 
attested in the texts which deal with the Buddha’s biography.
Taking into account the teachings outlined above, it is not surprising that the Fo-ben-qi- 
jing  ( i% ^  M Buddhavadana-sutra) 384 is regarded as a Mahayana text in the 
Mahaparajhaparamita-sastra. Comparatively speaking, the Buddha’s biographies in the 
Sarvastivadin and Theravadin traditions, although they narrate the greatness of the Buddha, 
do not evoke the Mahayana spirit. The Sarvastivadins maintain that the fulfilment of the four
384 Here, we refer to the biographical texts of Sakyamuni Buddha, which are listed above, e.g. Abhini.
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paramitas is conducive to achieving buddhahood, 385 whilst the Theravadins hold that 
fulfilment of the ten paramitas leads to buddhahood. The paramitas, though different in 
number, are accepted by all Buddhist sects as the course for the achievement of buddhahood.
The Fd-ben-qi-yin-yi'iair187, the Buddha’s biography, was composed on the basis of the
Vinayapitaka, with some events extrapolated from other sources. The Satparamitasaingraha
siitra and the Fo-ben-qi {Buddha vadana)v/ere the intermediaries in the development of
Mahayana teachings from conservative Buddhism. They were composed by the early
Buddhists but contain new elements. In the Fo-ben-qi Sakyamuni says that in the past,
Dlpamkara Buddha predicted that he would become the Buddha Sakyamuni. Excepting the
Si-fen-lu (Caturvarga-vinaya/ Dharmagupta-vinaya, this account is not narrated in
the Vinayapitakas of other Buddhist sects. Although the Sarvastivada tradition preserved the
same account, it was not included in the Sarvastivadin Tripitaka. Therefore, the
Abhidharmamahavibhasa-sastra says,
"How is the DTpamkaretivrttaka to be regarded? . . .  The answer: ‘It is not necessary to regard 
it [as either true or false].’ Why? It is not taught in the Sutra\pitaka], the Vinaya[pitaka]or the 
Abhidharma\pitaka\. It is only a legend. The narration o f eveiy legend may be approvable or 
not approvable."388
The prediction given by Dlpamkara was regarded as a legend. The only reason given for this 
assertion is that the prediction is not found in the Sarvastivadin Tripitaka. Yet while the 
prediction voiced by Dlpamkara Buddha was not included in the biographical texts of the 
Sarvastivadins, for example the Mahasammata-raja-siitra289and the Lalitavistara-sutra,390 in 
the texts of the Mahasamghikas and the Vibhajjavadins, it is central to the biography of 
Sakyamuni Buddha. This prediction shows that when he was a bodhisattva, he had completed 
many practices in many kalpas. Furthermore, it also indicates that it was only after the 
prediction of the Dlpamkara Buddha was confirmed that the bodhisattva obtained the 
anutpattikadhannaksanti and that,
385 T27: p.892a.
386 Pali Tipittaka, Vol.28, p.98-100.
387Buddha-avadana-nidana or Buddhapurvavadana henceforth Fo-ben-ql Fo-ben-qi is the
biographical texts o f Sakyamuni Buddha we referred above.
388 T27:0916b; “W W ,  f f S M * ? .  . . f t W i B S ,  f f i i m W
IM K m
389 Mahiisammala-raja-sutra T3:0932, No.0191.
390 Lilita,T03,No.l86
"The bodhisattva, for the benefit o f sentient beings, wishes to be born in the evil realms, 
and is able to proceed according to his wish."391 
This teaching perhaps served as the theoretical source for the Mahayana assertions about the
mahabodhisattva’s display of supernormal powers and his efforts to help sentient beings in all
realms. Another bodhisattva practice found in early Mahayana texts is dharani. However, the
Mahaprajhaparamita-sastia says,
"Why does the name dharani not exist in the sravakadharma, and only exist in the 
Mahayana (dharmafl1,392
From this question, it would appear that there are no dharanis in the sravakatripitaka, and that 
the dharanis were the unique dhannas of the bodhisattvas. However, the Mahaprajhaparamita- 
sastra says, “The teaching of the Abhidharma has the meaning of dharaniT393 Furthermore, 
the Abhidharmic method of analysis is used to analyse the dharanis. In fact, the dharanis are 
mentioned in the Abhiniskramana-sutri94 of the Dharmagupta tradition. New elements were 
in all probability added to the biographies of the Buddha, especially in the Mahasamghika and 
the Vibhajyavadin schools. In that capacity, they were conducive to the development of 
Mahayana Buddhism and the bodhisattvadhaimas.
E. An assessment of the bodhisattva concept in early Mahayana texts
According to the above findings, the main proto-Mahayana texts are the 
Satparamitasamgraha-sutra, which attached importance to compassion, the Sarvakarajnamaha- 
sutra, which attached importance to prajha\ or more accurately to the early conception of 
prajha, and the Triskandhaka-sutra, which attached importance to faith (sraddha) expressed in 
the context of disclosing faults (papadesanaparyaya) by worshipping the Buddhas of the ten 
directions. It is important to note that each of these texts contains a particular focus. It is 
therefore problematic to assert that the appearance of particular concepts may be used to date 
early Mahayana texts.. The distinct sequence of ideas in which the concept of the bodhisattva 
progressed, must be presented accurately in order to properly understand the patterns that 
evolved in the development of the bodhisattva concept. It is for this reason that the scholarly 
literature thus far only draws rather unsatisfactory conclusions. A great variety of concepts 
were taught in a great number of texts in order to serve a specific doctrinal aim.. And by
391 T49:ooi5c, m & m ,
392 T25:0269b.
393 T25:0095c. K SIJlSSJU ji”.
394 Abhini, T3:0655ff; No.0190.
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consequence new concepts of the bodhisattva emerged. In the first century BCE, these new 
concepts were clearly emerging alongside those of a more conservative form of Buddhism, 
many of which proved to be the foundation of the Mahayana tradition.
The earliest Mahayana texts clearly demonstrate an acceptance of six paramitas. They 
emphasise compassion and giving. A particularly important feature is the inclusion of dhyana 
in the six paramitas. This is not the first time that we see six paramitas, but the inclusion of 
dhyana in the Satparamitasamgraha-sutra is remarkable. Equally important is the exploration 
of prajha. Prajha here cannot be equated with the prajha of later Mahayana teachings, but it is 
certainly associated with the realisation of impermanence and is undoubtedly considered as 
important. The later literature of the prajhaparamita developed from this essential conception 
of prajha.
Subsequent discussions of prajha are found in the Ddo-zhi-da-jing,; which demonstrates 
the importance of prajha for bodhisattva practice. Particularly interesting in this text is the 
understanding of the word dao (iE). As we have seen, this term is best understood in the 
earliest Mahayana texts as meaning bodhi or sarvakarajhana, enlightenment or omniscience, 
respectively. It was shown that in Lokaksema’s translations dao signifies sarvakarajhana. 
Lokaksema’s translations also demonstrate that dao is a goal of bodhisattva practice. One of 
the aspects of dao is the achievement of bodhisattvacitta, which refers to the bodhisattvas’ 
compassion toward all sentient beings, or non-attachment and non-thought of self.
In the Triskandha-suti'a we see that faith (sraddha) in the Buddha is presented as a means 
to remove evil karma. We also see that faith in the Buddhas of the ten directions in the present 
time is central to solving the problem of the absence of Buddhas in this world. The practice of 
disclosing faults is also comiected to the Buddhas of the ten directions. The theory of karma 
shifts emphasis from the will of oneself as the tool that achieves freedom from karma, to an 
emphasis upon directly requesting the Buddhas. Will remains important but is used in terms 
of making a petition. .
The development of bodhisattva practice expanded beyond the six paramitas to include 
the disclosure of faults, rejoicing in the merits of others, and asking the Buddhas to turn the 
wheel of Dharma. It seems that prior to this text, two skandhas were considered to be 
important practices for bodhisattvas. In the Triskandha-sutra, we see the inception of a 
threefold skandha practice.
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These earliest Mahayana texts represent the process of tabulating bodhisattva practices 
for the goal of enlightenment. This is particularly evident in the Buddhavadananidanas, which 
display new features associated with the bodhisattva path. Of particular importance is the 
emphasis on non-grasping, which is shown to be a significant aspect of the path to 
enlightenment. Similarly, we find specific references to mastering spells (dharanis) and 
achieving the irreversible stage (avaivartakabhumi). Interestingly enough, in contrast to the 
fact that irreversibility in the bhumis meant safety from regression, in this context it refers to 
safety from falling into practices of the lesser vehicle. The bodhisattva is shown as skilful in 
means in order to achieve the anupattikadharmaksanti.
The Bodhisattvapitaka presents not only new concepts but also a new genre of 
bodhisattva treatises. The notable characteristic of all versions of this text is the attempt to re­
catalogue bodhisattva practices. In the text’s earlier stages, we see the six paramitas and 
bhumis explained in greater detail. Although definitions of the title vary, reference to the 
Bodhisattvapitaka is found in the oldest texts of various schools of Buddhism. For example, in 
its early history, Bodhisattvapitaka is a general name given to Mahayana texts. Morality (slla), 
ascetic practice (dhutanga), patience (ksanti), energy (vTrya), wisdom {prajha), the concept of 
sarvadharmasunyata, the importance of great learning (bahusrutya), and the search for 
dharmas are emphasised in the Bodhisattvapitaka as important aspects of bodhisattva practice. 
This topic is discussed in greater length in the following chapters.
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Chapter Four: The Bodhisattva Doctrine In The Early Prajnapaiamitasutras
It has been said that the bodhisattva’s practice became increasingly focused upon prajha. This 
is evident from our examination of the relevant texts of conservative Buddhism and of the 
proto-Mahayana. Establishing the chronological development of prajnd in the prajndpdramitd 
sources preserved in Chinese will help us to understand its place in bodhisattva practice. The 
prajhaparamita occupies the predominant position among the practices of the bodhisattva on 
the path to enlightenment (bodhimarga). This is why the prajhaparamita is discussed in 
virtually all Mahayana texts, and a special name was used for the texts that were compiled 
with the focus on the prajhaparamita'. the Prajhaparamita-sutras. These texts later became a 
major scriptural category in the Mahayana: the Prajhaparamita class. In order to discuss the 
doctrine of the bodhisattva in the initial stage of Mahayana teachings of the prajhaparamita\ it 
is important to understand the formation and development of the Prajhaparamita-sutras. This 
is accomplished by an analysis of Prajhaparamita-sutras preserved in Chinese translation as 
the most useful sources.
A. Translation data and the date
In the progression of Buddhist thought, the numbers of Prajhaparamita-sutras continuously
increased from two to three, four, eight, and sixteen by the time of Xuanzang in the seventh
century CE. The earliest translation of the Prajhaparamita-sutia is the Dd o-xing-pan-iu o-po-
luo-mi-jing ( M l translated by Lokaksema in 179 CE. By the time of the fifth
year of the Gan-lu (if® , 260 CE), during the Northern Wei Dynasty, the Chinese knew of two
Prajhaparamita-sutras. The biography of Zhu Shixfng (^dr^T )396 says,
"When Zhu Shixfng was expounding the Minor Version \o f  the Prajnaparamita-sutra] (Asm)> 
he frequently failed to understand [some parts of the text]. He realised that the text was the 
essence of the Mahayana teachings, but felt that the structure o f the text was not fully 
translated into Chinese. He took an oath to sacrifice his life to travel to a distant place and 
receive the Large Version (dvnh) . . . Hence in Khotan ( T  lh))> he made a copy of a correct 
version of the Sanskrit text. This had ninety chapters and sixty-hundred-thousand lines. He 
sent his disciple Puradharma back to Luo-yang (jfaWi) with the Sanskrit tex t. . . Zhu
Shulan a He-nan upasaka who knew the dialect well, translated the text into Chinese
395 T8:0425ff; No.224; The Dcio-xing-pan-mo-po-luo-imjing 10 fascicles; 30 chapters)
may be rendered as Sarvakarajnacaryaprajnaparamita suti'a if we take the word Dcio to signify sarvakarajna as 
we have in Chapter 3.
396 T55:0097ab. See 13 « ^ ± fr f$ » -
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and named it the Prajnaparamita-sutra Emitting Light It has twenty
fasciculi."397
The Minor Version expounded by Zhu Shixfng (^drlf) was the Deio-xing-pan-iuo-po-iiio-mi- 
jing. After Zhu Shulan translated the Prajnaparamita-sutra Emitting Light 
in 295 CE, Chinese Buddhists comparatively called it the Large Prajnaparamita-sutra or the 
Large Version (Am). Since then, the Minor Version (Ann) and the Large Version (Ann) have 
been used as the names for the first two versions of the Prajiiaparamita-suti'as translated into 
Chinese.
Later, the Mahaprajnaparamita-sutra in twenty-seven (or twenty four) fascicles as 
translated by Kumarajlva, was called the New Large Version ( ITr A nn ), and the 
Prajnaparamita-sutra in ten fascicles was called the New Minor Version (frAmi).398 In fact, 
the Large Version and the Minor Version are the expanded and abridged versions of the 
Prajhaparamita-sutras. When Kumarajlva arrived in China (c.401-415 CE), three versions of 
the Prajnaparamita-sutra were known. The Mahaprajnaparamita-sdstra, translated 
approximately between 402-405 CE states,
"There are several classes o f the Prajnaparamita-sutra which have more or less fascicles.
There is the Large Version, the Medium Version and the Minor Version [of the 
Prajnaparamita-sutra]: The Praise o f  Light (Am^), that Emitting Light ( A  A )  and the
Sarvakarajnacarya ( i l l f f ) .1,399 
According to the Mahaprajhaparamita-sastra, there are three types of the Prajnaparamitasutrasr.
the Large Version, the Medium Version and the Minor Version. However, there are various
translations of these three texts.
The Minor Version (Am) refers to the briefer of the Prajhaparamita texts. Seven texts are
available in Chinese,400 two in Tibetan,401 and one in Sanskrit.402 Of the seven Chinese texts,
397 This is recorded in the Cliu-san-zang-ji-jiQPi^WjL^.)', see also Nj.1476, fascicle thirteen; T55:0097ab,
M i w m  w m m % ,  . . .  g e m  n nswA-hic, -N-vmm.
398 T55:0010c.
399 T25:0529b. m ,  A \ W ± T > T  - ” Here, I render the Chinese
words A [m ], A [m ],T [n n ] into the Large Version, the Medium Version and the Minor Version.
400 The seven Chinese texts are (1) the Dcio-xtng-pan-mo-jing (2) the Da-
ming-dti-jing( A BJ3lAfM) (3) Excerpts from the Mahaprajhaparamitasutra
(4) N ew  Version o f  the Mahaprajnaparamita-sutra 
(5) Unit Four (6) Unit Five, «A $x‘A '/£ ! i
m & m  » m s ^ ]  and (7) pd , » : l - a h a 5 « s ®
401 The two texts are 'Phags-pa Ses-rab-kyi-pha-rol-tu-phyin-pa khri-pa shes bya-ba theg-pa chen-po'I rndo 
translated by JinamTtra, and 'Phags-pa Ses-rab-kyi-pha-rol-tu-phyin-pa brgyad-stoh-pa translated by Sakyasena,
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(1) the Dao-xing-pan-ruo~jing(Sarvakarajhacaryaprajhaparamitasutra) is the older translation 
conducted by Lokaksema (147-70 CE), 403 (2) The Da-ming-dii-jing
{Mahaprajnaparamitasutra}404 translated by Zhi Qian (222-253 CE) contains a chapter on the 
Dao-xfng {Saivakarajnacaryaparivarta), which was annotated by Dao-an (312-385 CE). (3) 
The Excerpts from the Mahaprajnaparamitasutra405 translated in 382 CE by Dharmapriya 
contains the teachings of the B rief Version o f the Mahaprajnaparamita-sutra. (4) The New  
Minor Version o f  the Mahaprajnaparamita-sutra406 translated by Kumarajlva in 408 CE 
comprises similar teachings of (5) Unit Five 407 of Xuanzang’s translation of the 
Mahaprajnaparamitasutra. (6) Unit Four 408 of Xuanzang’s translation of the 
Mahaprajnaparamitasutra has the same lines of the Sanskrit text of the 
Astasahasrikaprajnaparamitasutra. (7) The PD was translated by Danapala ca. 1000 CE.
The Medium Version (c^ift) refers the medium-length Prajnaparamita texts. Five texts 
are available in Chinese, two texts in Tibetan, and one in Sanskrit. The five Chinese texts are 
(1) the Prajnaparamitasufra o f the Praise o f Light translated by Dharmaraksa in 286 CE,409 (2) 
the Prajhaparamitasutra Emitting Light by Moksala (te^$g) in 291 CE,410 the New Large 
Version ( §r 7c nn ) by Kumarajlva, (4) Unit Two and (5) Unit Three of the 
Mahaprajnaparamitasutra translated by Xuanzang during 660-663 CE.411 The Ses-rab-kyi- 
pha-rol-tu-phyin-pa stoh-phrag-ni-su-rtsa-lha-pa is identical to Unit Two of Xuanzang’s 
translation. The ’Phags-pa ses-rab-kyi-pha-rol-tu-phyin-pa khri-brgyad-stoh-pa zhes-bya-ba 
theg-pa chen-po'i mdo is identical to Unit Three of Xuanzang’s translation. The Sanskrit text 
of the Pahcavhnsatisahasrikaprajnaparamita is similar to Xuanzang’s translation of Unit 
Three.412
Jnanasiddhi et al, Skorupski's catalogue.
402 The Astasahasrikaprajnaparamita, ed. R. Mitra, BI, Calcutta, 1888.
403 See above Chapter 3.section B; T8:0425ff
404 T8:0478; No.225.
405 T8:0508; No.226.
406 T8:0536ff; No..227.
407 T7; No.200 (fascicles 556-565).
408 T7; No.200 (fascicles 538-555)
409 For more details see T55:0048a.
410 See T55:0047c for the translation of the text. The Sanskrit version o f this text was sent to Luo-yang in 282 CE. 
It contained more than 600,000 lines (slokas).
411 See the chart in previous section,
412 Ibid.
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The Large Version refers to the large-length prajnaparamita texts. One text is extant in 
Chinese, one in Tibetan, and one in Sanskrit. The Chinese text is Xuanzang’s translation of 
Unit One in 100,000 lines. The Tibetan text is entitled Ses-rab-kyi-pha-rol -tu-phyin-pa-stoh- 
phrag-brgya-pa413 The Satasahasrikaprajhaparamita was edited by P. Ghosha (1902-1913). 
Xuanzang’s translation of the Mahaprajnaparamita-sutra'14 has the following contents
Unit Lines F Name o f unit Translation
Unit 1 100,000 400 (First Unit)415 New
Unit 2 25,000 78 ^ ^ # (S e c o n d  Unit)416 Revised
Unit 3 18,000 59 H H #(T h ird  Unit)417 New
Unit 4 8,000 18 $IH #(Fourth Unit)418 New
Unit 5 4,000 10 V illi'(F ifth  Unit)419 Revised
Unit 6 2,500 8 (zhi-shen-tian-
wang-fen)420
Su vlkran ta vlkrami-nlrdesa
Revised
Unit 7 800 2 M i m ^ 421
Manjusrinirdesa
Revised
Unit 8 400 1 IM dS * ] # 422
Nagasnnirdesa
Revised
Unit 9 300 1 M & l t l # 423
Vajracchedikaprajnaparamita-nirdesa
Revised
Unit 10 300 1 » « * « » 424
Prajnaparamitanayanlrdesa
New
Unit 11 2,000 5 « M S £ » 42S
Danaparamitanirdesa
New
Unit 12 2,000 5 J « M S l ‘£ # 42S
STlaparamitanirdesa
New
Unit 13 400 1
Ksantiparamitanirdesa
New
Unit 14 400 1
VTiyaparamitanirdesa
New
Unit 15 800 2
Dhyanaparamitankdesa
New
413 See, A Catalogue o f  the Stop Palace Kanjur, ed. T. Skorupski, Tokyo, The International Institute for Buddhist 
studies, 1985.
414 T5; No.220 (fascicles 1-200); T6; No.220 (fascicles 201-400); T7; No.220 (fascicles 401-600).
415 T5; No.220 (fascicles 1-200); T6; No.220 (fascicles 201-400).
416 T7; No.220 (fascicles 401-478).
417 T.7, No.220 (fascicles 479-537).
418 T7, No.220 (fascicles 538-555).
419 T7, No.220 (fascicles 556-565).
420 T7, No.220 (fascicles 566-573).
421 T7, No.220 (fascicles 574-5).
422 T7, No.220 (f 576).
423 T7, No.220 (f 577)
424 T7, No.220 (f 578)
425 T7, No.220 (fascicles 579-583)
426 T7, No.220 (fascicles 584-588)
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Unit 16 2,500 8 New
Prajnaparamitanirdesa
Xuanzang’s translation of the Mahaprajnaparamita-sutra may be divided into three groups. 
The first five units belong to the first group. Of these, the first three units differ in length, but 
in content each resembles the earlier reference of the Large Version of the 
Mahaprajnaparamita-sutra. Unit Four and Unit Five belong to the second group and the 
previous referred Minor Version. These two groups of texts are similar* in literary style and 
content, which suggests that the first five units originally came from the same source. Units 
six through ten belong to the second pail. These five units comprise five different texts. 
Among them, the first four texts (6-9) were translated into Chinese before the time of 
Xuanzang. Only the Prajnaparamitanayanirdesa was newly translated by Xuanzang. This text 
contains Tantric elements and was rendered into Chinese many times by various well-known 
translators after Xuanzang. Both of these instances suggest that the text was compiled at a 
later date than the earlier five units. The last six units belong to the third part. They are the six 
paramitas that were separately compiled based on the conception of the
P(V„  w _  477prajnaparamitaparyaya.
Overall, the increase in number of texts in the category of the Prajnaparamita-sutra from 
one to sixteen indicates that development of the Prajhaparamita teachings continued at some 
length. The texts of the Prajhaparamita-sutia have increased since the first century BCE. Our 
findings show that chronologically, the Minor Version of the Prajnaparamita-sutra, the 
Dcioxing, was studied by the Chinese in the second century CE. This led to a search for a 
larger version of the text in the following century. In 260 CE, Zhu Shixfng found the larger 
version entitled the Prajhaparamita-suti'a Emitting Light This text was to become the Medium 
Version upon the yet later discovery of the Prajnaparamita-sutra in Praise o f Light In 295 CE, 
Zhu Shixfng completed a translation of the former text. Approximately one hundred years 
later a new translation of each text was made by Kumarajlva. This led to the New Large 
Version and the New Minor Version. Kumarajlva’s translation of Nagarjuna’s 
Mahaprajhaparamita-sastra is the first reference to prove the existence of the Prajnaparamita- 
sutra o f the Praise o f Light This became the Large Version, relegating the Sutra in Praise o f
427 Paiyaya is defined as source, regular procedure. See Edgerton, F. Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary and 
Grammar, Vol. II: Dictionaiy, Delhi, 1993, p.333.
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Light to a position as part of the Medium Version (Tifn) (in this case better translated as the 
Medium Class).
At this stage we have the Large, Medium and Minor Versions of the texts, and the New 
Minor Version in 600 lines. In total there were four possible versions or classes of the 
Prajnaparamita-sutra in this period. The first reference to the presence of eight versions of the 
text was made by Bodhiruci in his Vajiracchedika-rsisastra. Its composition is dated to 508 
CE. Another significant marker lies in Xuanzang’s translation in 645 CE which mentions 
sixteen texts or units of the Mahaprajnaparamita-sutra. From the ninth century we see another 
increase in the number of texts.
Since it is possible to establish the chronology with such relative certainty, we may 
note the focus on the paramitas moving toward a focus on the prajnaparamita\ We see within 
the texts an expansion of the idea of prajna until it encompasses the other paramitas, and 
becomes a prerequisite for the fulfilment of the other perfections. This is part of a larger shift 
from the philosophical exploration of prajna to its practical application. It is these shifts and 
developments which will be examined in detail in the next section.
Among the various versions of the Prajnaparamita texts discussed above, the texts that 
reflect earlier Mahayana teachings on bodhisattva practice belong to the Minor Version (T
■^1 J, U1C IV iC U IU ll i  V G 1 5 IU II  ^ T  BB J, LJ
428
m ) the Medium ersion ( ^ pr ) the Large Version ( _h rm ) and the
Vajracchedikaprajnaparamitanirdesa (f Ss®f jfelfJ ft)
It should also be acknowledged that in the field of prajnaparamita study, the 
contributions made by Dutt and Conze are important to our study. Dutt, in his Aspects o f 
Mahayana Buddhism, put together the available evidence, shed light on the probable time of 
appearance of the Wisdom literature, and tentatively concluded that it came into existence 
from the first century BCE.429 Conze proposes four phases for the composition of the Wisdom 
texts, and suggests that the oldest text is the Perfection o f Wisdom in 8,000 Lines and 
commented that some parts of this text probably dates to 100 BCE.430 While scholars are not
428 Vajracchedikaprajnaparamitanirdesa, T7, No.220c (f 577).
429 Dutt, Nalinaksha, ed., Pancavnnsatisahasrika Prajnaparamita, London: Luzac &Co., 1934, p.vi.
430 E. Conze, Selected Sayings from the Perfection o f  Wisdom, London: R.H. Johns Limited, 1968, p. 11; The 
Prajnaparamita Literature, London: Mouton & Co. ‘S-Gravenhage, 1960, p.9; Williams, Paul, Mahayana 
Buddhism, London: Routledge, 1989, p.41. According to Conze, for each category we have: (1) the older text, 
the Asta, together with the Ratnagutiasanicayagatha, which Conze sees as its verse summary. (2) The 
Satasahasrika, the Pancavnnsatisahasrika, and the Astadasahasrika Prajnaparamita, (3) The Vajracchedika and
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entirely in agreement about which is the oldest text, their shared assertion is that the original 
prajnaparamitapaiyaya lies within the first chapter of the Detoxing and texts similar to it.
B. The original prajnaparainitaparyaya
The present discussion on the development of the original prajnaparamitaparyaya is naturally 
based on the extant Wisdom texts which belong to the Minor Version group. In these texts, it 
is possible to trace the teaching and course {paryaya) of the original prajnapaiamita. However, 
we must concede that the actual compilation of Buddhist texts is certainly not the first or even 
final step in the process of literary creation. Compilations were only be made when a 
particular teaching was experienced, proved, orally taught and accepted by a number of 
practitioners, and subsequently flourished for a considerable period of time in a given place. 
Then, under different circumstances, it may have been revised. In short, the imparting of the 
instruction necessarily pre-dates its compilation.
The original prajnaparainitaparyaya teaches the profound and complete understanding of 
the truth of non-origination (anutpada). The course {paryaya) on the prajnaparamita leads to 
the realisation of that truth. In the earliest teaching on the prajnaparamita, the truth of 
anutpada and the realization of that truth were confirmed just as the prajnaparamita of the 
bodhisattva, specifically the course {paryaya) on the irreversibility (avinivartahiya) of the 
bodhisattva.431 It was said that the course on irreversibility {avinivartamya) was meant to be 
imparted to a small number of persons possessed of sharp faculties. The course was 
transmitted in that manner.
The prajnaparamita thus evolved over a span of time. After repeated discourses by 
various teachers, the explanations and interpretations of its understanding became 
incorporated into a course {paryaya). Hence at the time of its compilation, it is arguable that 
compilers encountered a variety of oral sources. The compilation of texts however, was 
carried out by different traditions of the learned. This led the compilation of texts to 
synthesise the sources available at those times. Explanations of problematic points and 
difficult concepts were added to the compilations, and finally they were refined. The traces of 
synthesis, illustrations and supplements reside in what we might call the literary joints of a 
compilation, especially the transitions between sections and concepts. It is from this
the Abhisamayalamkara. (4) The Adhyardhasatikaprajnaparamita.
431 Irreversibility (avinivaitaniya) means not falling back to the stages of Arhat and Pratyekabuddha.
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perspective that we examine the first chapter of the Minor Version in order to identify the
original course {paryaya) of the prajnaparamita, what constitutes the earlier course in the 
bodhisattva practice. For this purpose, we base oui* study on the PSV.432 In order to 
distinguish the original prajnaparamita, we first extrapolate the essential contents of the first 
chapter433 of the PSV, which are arranged below. In this schematisation, Roman numbers 
indicate sections and Arabic numbers indicate paragraphs and layers within sections, with 1 
being the earliest.
(I) Introduction (nidana) 1
The Buddha: Subhuti, instruct the bodhisattvas upon the prajhaparamita,, what they ought to course, 
and what they ought to perfect.434 2
Subhuti said to Sariputra: Whatever the Buddha’s disciples may teach and expound, all that does 
not contradict the true nature of Dharma. All that is to be known as the Buddha’s mighty work.435 
3
(II) Subhuti: O Buddha, I do not see and apprehend bodhisattva, and also do not see and 
apprehend the prajhaparamita. What bodhisattva should I instruct the prajnaparamita ? If a 
bodhisattva, on hearing these words, does not tremble, is not frightened nor terrified. Thus is 
namely the instruction o f the prajhaparamita for the bodhisattva.436 1
When the bodhisattva follows the course in the praprajhaparamita, he should train in [the insight] 
that non-recollection o f [all the dharmas] is the bodhisattva’ thought ( bodhisattvacitta); he has non­
recollection of this wholesome thought or unwholesome thought because the nature of mind (citta) 
is originally pure, without decay or recognition. If on hearing o f this a bodhisattva is not frightened 
or terrified or cowardly, then it should be known that he is not away from the prajhaparamita.437 2 
(If one wants to train [wrong grammar] in the level o f a Sravaka, a Pratyekabuddha and the stages 
of the bodhisattva, one should course in the prajhaparamita\ as the dharmas that should be coursed 
in by the bodhisattvas are explained in detail in the prajhaparamita .)438
(III) Subhuti O Buddha, I do not gain the state of or see the bodhisattva. Which kind of 
bodhisattva should I instruct in the prajhaparmnitP It would surely be regrettable if I did not see 
the arising and passing away of any bodhisattvadharma, and merely gave words about the 
bodhisattva. The word bodhisattva is uncertain and has no abode because it does not exist. If, on 
hearing this, a bodhisattva does not tremble, is not terrified, and does not go away, then certainly
432
433
PSV, T8:0537a-0586c, No.227
T8:0537a540a
434 T8:0537ab. “f l i ”
435 T8:0537b. : W S S I3?
436 T8:0537b. M W f f l t ,  «
M fP S lfe  ” ' f i t '  Bu-nian can be also rendered not to
review, not to apprehend or think or reflect.” bodhisattvacitta (^ilif'Cj') signifies the thought {citta) o f a 
bodhisattva.
438 T8:0537b. This
paragraph is not immediately connected to either the previous or following paragraph. It clearly appears to be a 
later insertion and a supplementary element to the section (II).
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that bodhisattva should be known as one who will abide in the irreversible stage, abide in the state
r- • 439iot non-graspmg. 1
When the bodhisattva follows the course in prajnaparamita he should not abide in form (rupa')jA0 
If a bodhisattva abides in form he will create the formation of form. If he creates the formations he 
cannot accept the prajnaparamita, nor can he strive in it, nor fulfil it. Thus he cannot advance to the 
knowledge of all modes (IIIII^f). Why? It is because the form has no feeling and thought. If a 
form has no feeling it is not a form the prajnaparamita also has no feeling. In such a way, if the 
bodhisattva should practise the prajnaparamita, he practises the samadhi called “the non­
appropriation of all dharmad’ -  vast, immeasurable and fixed on infinitude, which no Sravakas or 
Pratyekabuddhas can break into and in which they have no share. And why? This
concentration (samadhi) cannot be obtained through a sign {nimitta, ^@) . . . Because the 
bodhisattva gained the true nature and reality of all dharmas, he won emancipation. After winning 
emancipation, one does not take hold of or abandon any dharma, including nirvana. Thus the 
prajhaparamita o f a bodhisattva is the non-appropriation and non-abandonment of form, feeling, 
perception, impulse and consciousness. Nor does one enter final nirvana prematurely, before one 
has fulfilled the ten powers of the Buddha, the four kinds of fearlessness, and the eighteen special 
Buddhadharmas,441 2
A bodhisattva who follows the course in prajhaparamita should investigate whether the non­
attainability of dharmas is the prajhaparamita. If one investigates in such a way and does not 
tremble, is not frightened or coward, then that bodhisattva should be known as not departing from 
the practice of the prajhaparamita442 3
Reply to Sariputra: thus all the dharmas are lacking in the own-being o f dharmas', and also their 
nature and marks do not possess the own-being of the nature and the marks. If a bodhisattva trains 
in such a way, one is able to fulfil the knowledge of all modes. And why? Because all dharmas are 
unborn, and do not go forth. A bodhisattva who courses in such a way is able to come near to the 
knowledge of all modes,443 4
(IV) Subhuti said to Sariputra, "if a bodhisattva courses in the formative influence of form, develops 
it, changes it, destroys it, empties it, thinks that “I follow the course in such a way;” then a 
bodhisattva courses in a sign {nimitta). This should be known as a bodhisattva’s lack of skill in 
means. If a bodhisattva does not course in form, not even in the emptiness of form a bodhisattva 
courses in the prajhaparamita. If a bodhisattva does not recollect the idea that “I course in perfect 
wisdom”, or the idea that “I do not course in it”, or “I course and I do not course in it”, or “I neither 
course nor do I not course in it”, then he courses in the prajhaparamita. And why? Because no 
dharma can feel and accept. This is the concentration of the bodhisattva named 'the non-acceptance
439 T8:0537b. “i l # ®  f i f k  H t# ! M U #
440 The same method is applied to the other skandhas, i.e. feeling, perceptions, impulse and consciousness.
441 T8:0537c, H f m f r ;  ^ f r f m
# . . .
m> The word §  can be
rendered as feeling, accepting, grasping and appropriating. The term can be rendered as non-
acceptance of all dharmas, or non-appropriation of all dharmas.
442 T08:0537c28-0538a, JSSDJM ltk ,
443T8:0538a, i t W .
is rendered as “own-being” MhKlpfc is in the sense of none
obtain (apraptifi) or not going forth.
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of all dharmad, into which no Sravaka or Pratyekabuddha can enter or share. When a bodhisattva 
courses in this concentration, he will quickly win full enlightenment.444 1
A bodhisattva who dwells in this concentration does not, however, recollect and think with regard 
to this concentration, "I will enter into concentration”, “I am entering into concentration”, "I have 
entered into concentration”. Such a bodhisattva has truly received the prediction of enlightenment 
from the Buddhas, This concentration cannot be shown, for its nature is non-existent.445 2 
The Buddha: Well said, Subhuti, well said you whom I have declared to be the foremost of those 
who dwell in the aranya-samadhi Thus I say, in such a way a bodhisattva who trains in the 
prajnaparamita is truly coursing in the prajnaparamita.446 3
(i) The Buddha: O Sariputra, a bodhisattva trains in such a way that he does not train in any
dharma at all. Because these dharmas do not exist in such a way as the foolish common people are 
wont to suppose. A bodhisattva who trains in such a way, also does not train in the knowledge of 
all modes, but trains in the knowledge of all modes and fulfils it.447
(ii) The Buddha: O Subhuti, a bodhisattva training himself in anuttarasamyaksambodhi should 
be like an illusory man training.448 1
A bodhisattva’s non-virtuous friends; A bodhisattva’s virtuous friends.449 2 
The bodhisattva.450 3 
The Mahasattva451 4
(V) Subhuti O Buddha, I do not grasp the bodhisattva in the past, present and future, [nor the 
prajhaparamita\, for the bodhisattva is as boundless as form is boundless. Since in everywhere, in 
every moment and every way I neither apprehend nor see the bodhisattva, which bodhisattva shall 
I instruct in the prajnaparam ita 1 
‘bodhisattva’ is merely a name [or word]. It is just as the self, absolutely unborn. It is because the 
nature o f all dharmas is also just like this. Among the dharmas; whatever the form (rupa) is, it is 
unattached and unborn. That form of the bodhisattva cannot be gained. This non-gain also cannot be 
gained. Since in every place and in each moment and all kinds o f dharmas do not gain a bodhisattva, 
with what dharma should I instruct the bodhisattva to enter the prajnaparamitJVj52 2 
‘bodhisattva’ is a mere name. The nature of dharmas is the same. This nature is also unborn. The 
unborn is also not born. Should I instruct the bodhisattva the unborn dharmas to enter the
444T8:0538al3, T O T O ,  S f f lB ,
TO , iT 'T O #l?#T O ,
449 T8: 538b, S » * :ffiiie ffiS #< r#3P > !l
446 T8: 0538b, iilM fW m sW : W W r S i  I l l i U S S
447 T8: 0538b, I B g l R S i f f l i l ,
f S i t t i S S . ”
44* T8: 0538c, “« # • * * * ,  g S P S A * . ”
449 T8: 0538c, “SISMjSftJBK . ■ ■
450 T8:0538cl5, This paragraph 3 refers to the meaning o f bodhisattva, which denotes that a bodhisattva is one
who trains in all dharmas -  in an unobstructed and unlimited manner. In addition, a bodhisattva understands all 
dhtumas.
451 T8:0538c, We literally omit a long paragraph here, in which Subhuti asks the Buddha the meaning of
mahasattva. The Buddha extensively describes the Mahayana. Clearly it is irrelevant and its style totally differs 
to its previous and next paragraphs. It is, generally, regarded as a later insertion, a supplementary element to 
section (IV), see T8: 0539al8-0539b04.
4 5 2  T 8 : 0 5 3 9 b , “ M ^ ® f ^ ,  J i t  * T
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prajnaparam ita And yet, apart from the non-production of all dharmas, one cannot obtain the 
anuttarasamyaksambodhi If a bodhisattva, on hearing this, does not tremble, is not frightened, nor 
terrified, then it should be known that he follows the course in the prajhaparamita;453 3 
A bodhisattva, when practising the prajhaparamita., contemplate that the dharmas do not feel form 
(rupa). And why? Because the non-production and the non-extinction of form are not form. The 
non-production and the non-extinction of form are therefore non-duality and non-difference. If a 
bodhisattva says that such form is the non-duality of dharmas, one practises the prajhaparamita.454 4
(VI) Subhuti [answered Sariputra’s question]: I do not inspire a bodhisattva to have difficult practice. 
(But let a bodhisattva have the notion of ease and enjoyment toward sentient beings, the notion that 
sentient beings are his parents and children, and identify them even with his own self.455 And thus a 
bodhisattva, when practising the course of a bodhisattva, is able to work the welfare of countless 
beings). Just as in each and every moment and in all kinds of dharmas a self and its objects cannot 
be gained,456 a bodhisattva should apply this notion to both inward and outward dharmas. If a 
bodhisattva acts with such a mind, then one's action is also named as the difficult course.457 1 
Indeed, the bodhisattva is a non-production. The bodhisattva is a non-production and the dharmas 
which constitute the bodhisattva are also a non-production. The knowledge of all knowing is non­
production and the dharmas which constitute knowledge of all knowing are also non-production. 
The common people are also non-production and the dharmas which constitute the common people 
are also non-production. I do not wish for the attainment of a non-produced dharma, for an un­
produced dharma is unapproachable.458 2
All dharmas are a non-production. Those that were pronounced are non-production and those which 
were happily pronounced are also a non-production. 3
Sariputra'. O Subhuti! You are in the first rank o f the teachers o f dharma. For in whatever way you 
may be questioned, you will find a way out.460 Subhuti, that is the power of perfect wisdom.461 If a 
bodhisattva, on hearing this, does not doubt or regret it, then one should know that one has adjusted 
oneself to the perfect perfection of wisdom, and that one is not lacking in this recollection [to the 
true nature o f dharmas].462 4
Subhuti, because sentient beings are without own-being, real existence, isolated and unapproachable, 
one should know that the attention [as above] is also without own-being, or real existence, isolated
453 T8: 0539b.
The term can be rendered as non-production, unborn and non-creation,
454 T8: 0539b, “l I M W i S S i i & i i e B t ,  B P ^ g f i .  M m ® .
* - » j.
455 Something more appears in Conze’s translation: “like this: ‘As I myself want to be quite free from all 
sufferings, just so all beings want to be quite free from all sufferings.” This popular stock phrase occurs in the 
Dhammapada.
456 The anti-Sarvastivada notion is very clear in the Kumarajiva’s translation, “$[]$&— f#,
{fcm m ." ts:0539c.
457 T8:0539c,“a « lE M W I£ fT o
f j y  Conze’s translation is: “when he dwells as one whose heart is such . . .
perceives difficulties.”
458 T8:0539c.
459 T8:0593c.
460 T8:0539c.
461 In the Conze’s translation, “This is the Lord’s Absolute . . . ” p. 13.
<162
1=1 I 5ft,
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and unapproachable. It is through the attention [as above] of such a character that I wish a 
bodhisattva to course in the prajnaparamita;463 5 
If the discourse given by the Buddha to Sariputra and Subhuti is removed from the sections of
the first chapter of the PSV, it is not difficult to see the original form or shape of the wisdom
Sutra. It appears that the original prajnaparamita consisted in a course for one to understand,
practice and experience. It served to achieve wisdom, but not in the sense of a dogmatic
narration or interpretation.
The introduction (I) to the PSV has been compared to the introductions to other Suh'as,
such as the Daoxing and the Asia. The general contents of these introductions are identified
with the introduction to the Medium Version. The only difference lies in the number of lines.
However, the occasion of the uposatha day for reciting the code of precepts, is
mentioned in the introductions to the Daoxing and the Darning,464 The Daoxing and Darning
are the oldest translations, and they are worthy of our attention because they deal with an
important practice of the ancient Buddhists, the uposatha.465 This exposition is found in Suttas
109-110 of the Majjhima Nikaya,
1. “On that occasion - on the fifteenth day of the uposatha on the fill 1-moon night, the Blessed One 
was seated in the open, surrounded by the Sangha of bhikkhus. Then a certain bhikkhu rose from his 
seat,... said to the Blessed One: “Venerable sir, how does one know, how does one see, so that in regard 
to this body with its consciousness and all external signs, there is no I-making, mine-making, and 
underlying tendency to conceit?”
Bhikkhu, any kind of material form whatever, whether past or present,... all material form should be 
seen as it actually is with proper wisdom thus: “This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.1 Any 
kind o f feeling whatever ... any kind of perception whatever ... any kind of formations whatever ... any 
kind o f consciousness whatever ... all consciousness should be seen as it actually is with proper 
wisdom thus: ‘This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.’- the Mahapuiinama Sutta.
2. On that occasion - the uposatha day of the fifteenth, on the full-moon night - the Blessed One was 
seated in the open surrounded by the assembly of bhikkhus. Then, surveying the silent assembly of 
bhikkhus, he addressed them thus: “bhikkus, would an untrue man know o f an untrue man?” - “No, 
venerable sir . . . ” - the Culapwuiama Sutta
According to the introduction to the Wisdom Sutra, when the assembly gathered on the
uposatha day, the Lord asked Subhuti to expound how the bodhisattvas go forth into perfect
463 T8: 0540a. 1 & M I
464 This is the Mahaprajnaparamita sutra translated by Zhi Qian in 223-253 CE, T8:0478b-508b;
No.225. It is one o f the versions o f the Dasasahasrikaprajhaparamita sutra.
465 The Indian year, according to the ancient system inherited by Buddhism, is divided into three seasons - the 
cold season, the hot season, and the rainy season - each lasting for four months. The four months are subdivided 
into eight fortnights (pakkha), the third and the seventh containing fourteen days and the others fifteen days. 
Within each fortnight, the nights of the full moon and the new moon (either the fourteenth or fifteenth) and the 
night of the half-moon (the eighth) are regarded as especially auspicious. Within Buddhism these days become 
the uposatha, the days o f religious observance. On the full moon and new moon days the bhikkhus recite their 
code of precepts and lay people visit the monasteries to listen to sermons and to practice meditation.
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wisdom. Thereupon, Subhuti expounded perfect wisdom. Sariputra raised questions on 
doubtful points and Subhuti answered, always finding 'a way out'. This was considered a 
demonstration of wisdom.
In this context the account of Subhuti teaching the prajnaparamita was both established 
and transmitted. The account is closely connected to and agrees with the nature of the 
dharmabhana practised in ancient times. We also find that the paragraphs between sections IV 
and V, where the Buddha expounds the doctrine to Sariputra and Subhuti, does not agree with 
the introduction to the text in which the Buddha asks Subhuti to teach. Furthermore, what 
Subhuti says is heuristic, practicable, achievable and in the form of rhetorical questions, while 
the majority the Buddha’s instruction is illustrative and concerns the definition of technical 
terms (such as bodhisattva). If most of the Buddha’s instruction is removed from the 
introduction, it becomes consistent in literary style and context. We may rather safely regard 
this resulting text as closer to the 'original' prajnaparamita teaching.
Subhuti is regarded as the foremost of those who dwell in the aran(y)a-samadhi 
Eft). According to Speyer, aranyapratipadam signifies the mles o f forest-life466 In this case, 
aranasamadhi must occur in a remote area and not in a town or village. The term arm a 
indicates a peaceful way of life led in the ancient period of Buddhism. The nature of the 
aranasamadhi is peace without dispute or manipulation. The, Aran a vibhanga Sutta says, 
“knowing the dharma as it really is, Subhuti spoke in such a verse- this deed is really empty, 
one who abandons it, will dwell in arand\ A67
The conduct of arana, as outlined in the Suti'a,46^  is the middle way of righteous conduct 
which is without pain, free from worry, passionless, without any dejection or defilement. It is 
righteous conduct that is really free from falsity, moreover corresponding to righteousness
[ i t ] -
The Chinese translated the word arana as wu-zheng (MW), which means non-disputing. 
According to the same text, one should adapt to the folkway, the law and the language of a 
country, one should neither question nor negate them,469 for the reason that a dispute may
466 BHS, vol.2, p.65.
467 See MN, Sutrahio. 139; also see Tl:703c. - Subhuti, dwelling
in the arana, knows the dharma as it really is.
468 MA,T1:703a.
469 T1:703a. H M H # ”.
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arise from an obstinate prejudice in favour of a language, or from a dialect that has an 
indefinite nature. In the Wisdom Sutra, the prajnaparamita that Subhuti teaches is that which 
one neither finds, nor apprehends, nor sees a dharma, a bodhisattva, nor a ‘perfect wisdom’. 
Subhuti says,
"I do not find anything to correspond to the word “bodhisattva,” nor to the words “perfect 
wisdom.” The word bodhisattva which is thus designated is not fixed anywhere, nor not fixed, 
not unfixed, nor not unfixed. And why? Because such a word does not exist.470 “bodhisattva” 
is merely a word."471
All of this has something to do with the indefinite nature of the given or designated name as 
the conduct of arana. According to the San-lun-xuan-yi-jian-you-ji (H A H lil ),472 
Paramartha (557-567 CE) gives the following account of the doctrine of the Ekavyavaharika 
School,
"This School upheld the idea that all the worldly dharmas and the supra-worldly dharmas are 
conventional names and, hence, all dharmas have no substance. All are equal by one 
(conventional) name: a name is referential speech; hence this School is named 
Ekavyavaharika.473
About the doctrine of the Ekavyavaharika, Chinese scholars such as Jf-zang prliiK, Fazang ^  
M  (? -  699 CE) and Kuiji i l S ,  all accepted what Paramartha proclaimed. Some scholars 
have given differing interpretations, but in general we have little evidence or information 
upon the doctrine of the school. Nonetheless, in the fifth century CE, at the time of 
Paramartha, the teaching was known to profess that all dharmas are merely words and unreal. 
This teaching agrees with the original prajnaparamita teaching. Thus it seems possible that 
instruction in the prajnaparamita for the bodhisattvas was linked with the Ekavyavaharika sect.
C. Samadhi in the early Prajhaparamita texts
From sections III and IV 474 above, we learn of two types of samadhi possessed by 
bodhisattvas. In the PSV, the PD and the Daoxing, the translated names of the two types of 
samadhi are the same.475 Only their contents and attainments are different. In Unit 4, the two
4/0 T8:537c.
471 T8:539b, 591a; T7:869a.
472 T70:459bc.
473 T70:459bc,
o|3.” Furthermore, Paramartha informs us that this school originated from a dispute over the Mahayana-sutras. It 
is difficult, however, to accept the existence of Mahayana-st/firas within the second or the third century of the 
Nirvana of the Buddha.
474 See above section A. o f this chapter four
475 They all are called the zhou-fa-w u-shou-sam adhi^]^& St~E L (T8:537c;538a). See translations: section (III) 
and (IV) in above.
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types of samadhi are rendered differently by the Chinese, 476 and their contents and 
attainments are also different. It is evident that the Chinese terms correspond to Sanskrit 
sarvadharmaparigrhito-samadhi and sarvadharmanupadana-samadhi. These two types of 
samadhi are also discussed in the first chapter of the Sanskrit version of the Asta 477 Conze 
translates sarvadharmaparigrhlta as non-appropriation o f all dharmas and 
sarvadharmanupadana as not grasping at any dharma. 478 According to section III, the 
character of the first samadhi is not abiding in any dhanna, not appropriating any dharma, and 
that of the second in section (IV) is, not clinging to or grasping any sign (.nimitta) of all 
dharmas. The similarity of these two samadhis suggests that their contents were originally 
taught in one source, but grasped and inherited in two distinct ways. The terms were inserted 
in the same chapter and were considered related to prajhaparamita concepts such as not 
dwelling in form [or five skandhas], not coursing in it, not grasping it, and not accepting it. 
However, the concentrated insight of non-appropriation of all dharmas is regarded as a type of 
prajhaparamita unique to bodhisattvas. Bodhisattvas who have attained it never
fall into the vehicles of the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas, and hence it cannot be shared by 
the followers of the other two vehicles.
To sum up the points being made here, firstly, the original teaching of the prajhaparamita 
consisted of the non-acceptance of all dharmas. After the course of the prajhaparamita was 
developed and came to be regarded with higher esteem, this concentrated insight was no 
longer mentioned in a great number of Mahayana texts, although these texts still described 
many types of samadhi. The practice of the arana became widespread in Mahayana texts, to 
the extent that it was asserted that without practising the arana one would not attain 
buddhahood. The samadhis found in the Mahayana teachings have a close relationship with 
the practice of the arana. Therefore, the teachings on the prajhaparamita also originated from 
this practice. Secondly, the concentrated insight of non-acceptance, the prajhaparamita itself, 
constitutes the unique course of the bodhisattvas and cannot be shared with the Sravakas and 
Pratyekabuddhas. Nevertheless, the interlocutor of the prajhaparamita is Subhuti, a Sravaka
476 In Unit 4, the two kinds of samadhi are: 1 vi-qje-fa-wn-she-shou-ding’(— and *yi-qie-fa-wu- 
qii-zhi-d in g(—~ V ] B u t  ‘she-shou’OJirS) and cqU-zhi’(JfS?X) have in old Chinese translations a 
similar meaning o f “appropriating, grasping, receiving and bearing.”
477 Mitra, Rajendralala, ed., Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita, Calcutta, 1888, Bibliotheca Indica, p.8, 13.
478 Conze, Edward, tr., The Perfection o f  Wisdom in Eight Thought Slokas, Cal.: The Asiatic Society, 1970, pp. 
3,5 .
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follower of the Buddha. This may suggest a possible origin of the prajnaparamita. It is 
interesting to note that at the beginning of the PSV, Subhuti himself declares,
"Whatever the Buddha’s disciples have the courage to teach, all that is to be known as the 
Buddha’s mighty work (purusakara). And why? Because in the dharma demonstrated by the 
Buddha they train themselves, they realise its true nature, they hold it in mind. Thereafter, 
nothing that they teach contradicts the true nature of dharma. This is owing to the power of the 
true nature of dharma."*19
Thirdly, the Buddha’s power (baia) in the original prajnaparamita had an instrumental 
function. It is said that Subhuti knew the thought of Sariputra by the power of the Buddha, 
and was able to expound perfect wisdom by means of it. The power of the Buddha is 
unspecified however. Bodhisattvas were admonished to obtain perfect wisdom, samadhis and 
enlightenment. The Mahaprajhaparamita-sasti'a defines the Buddha’s power as follows,
"Even if we have the wisdom-eye, if we do not meet the Buddhadharma, [there is] nothing 
that we can see ... So is the Buddha, if he does not illuminate us with the lamp of wisdom,
[there is] nothing that we can see."480 
This is to say that the Buddha’s power is his wisdom as an illuminating lamp that can make
everything visible or releasable. Hence the Buddha’s power in the original prajnaparamita
course clearly differs from the power through which the common people can receive care,
protection or blessing. Subhuti realised the true nature of the dhannas and then expounded it.
The importance of realisation of the true nature of the dharmas is further emphasised in the
story of Srenik the wanderer, who gained faith in Buddhism because he took the true nature of
dharmas as his standard, and resolutely believed in the signlessness. However, the
prajhaparamita, which was considered specific to the bodhisattvas, is also applicable to the
Sravakas. A short statement in section II says that whether one wants to train on the level of
Sravaka, Pratyekabuddha, or bodhisattva, one should listen to this prajhaparamita and in this
very prajhaparamita should one be trained and should one exert oneself.
The disputes on the different dharmas for a bodhisattva and a Sravaka, and the dharmas
which contribute to being a bodhisattva, became increasingly complex in the development of
the bodhisattva teachings. Attempts to resolve these matters took on various forms. In one
instance, the Buddha asked Subhuti to teach bodhisattvas the prajhaparamita, and to clarify
how bodhisattvas enter the prajhaparamita. Subhuti makes no conversation with the
bodhisattvas, nor asks any bodhisattva a question, but simply discourses with the Buddha and
479 T8:537b. In the Asta, it is ‘ ‘ ta thaga tadliarmadesanaya eva” which Conze translates as “ an outpouring of the 
Tathagata’s demonstration of dharma.” Maybe Kumarajiva chose power as a rendering of ay a.
J!0 T25:357c. ... M W J t ”
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answers the questions of Sariputra. The style of his discourse is unique. Instead of explaining 
how bodhisattvas should train themselves in the prajnaparamita, he uses negative expressions 
and irony to portray the prajnaparamita as that which a bodhisattva ought to train in, follow 
[course in], develop and fulfil. For instance, in sections II, III and V above, Subhuti says,
"O Buddha, I do not see and apprehend bodhisattva, and also do not see and apprehend the 
prajnaparamita. What bodhisattva should I instruct the prajnaparamita ?481 (II-1)
Since in everywhere, in every moment and every way I neither apprehend nor see the 
bodhisattva, which bodhisattva shall I instruct in the prajnaparam ita (V -l)
‘Bodhisattva’ is a mere name. The nature of dharmas is the same. This nature is also unborn.
The unborn is also not born. Should I instruct the bodhisattva the unborn dharmas to enter the 
prajnaparam ita ." (V-2)
“Bodhisattva” and “prajnaparamita are asserted to be mere words or names without own- 
being (asvabhava). The person who receives instruction does not possess own-being, and 
neither does the dharma, which is taught [however no own-being does not equal no existence]. 
Subhuti only appears to express a view that is in opposition to the Buddha’s teaching. For this 
reason the text frequently points out that when a bodhisattva is able to understand, and is not 
afraid, and does not despair or turn away, it is just this bodhisattva who should be instructed 
in the prajnaparamita. By consequence, it is asserted that this should be recognised as the 
prajnaparamita of that type of bodhisattva.
Section V asserts that the nature of all dharmas including the self (atma) is uncreated 
(anabhinirvrtta), and that non-creation is also uncreated. Further, the non-creation and the 
non-passing away of all dharmas are non-dual (advaya). In this case, the non-appropriation of 
all dhannas is applied and explained in greater detail. According to the text, non-creation and 
non-duality (advaya) are absolute, and transcend every distinction such as creation and 
destruction.
In section VI, the concepts of non-grasping at any dharma and non-appropriation of all 
dhannas are further explained. The explanations indicate that bodhisattvas should not 
formulate conceptions upon the difficult course of conduct (dnskaracarika) and the easy 
course of conduct of a bodhisattva. If they generate the notion of difficulty (duskarsamjna), 
then they are not bodhisattvas, for they do not course in the prajnaparamita whilst non­
grasping at any dharma and so on. Furthermore, it is said that “bodhisattva,” “all Buddhas” 
and “common people,” all are non-produced {anutpada). Even the word sarvadharmanutpada 
is non-produced. At the end, the text indicates that bodhisattvas and all sentient beings
481 T8:0537b.
I l l
(sarvasattvas) are equal in the sense of lacking own-being (asvabhava), vivikta and 
anupalabdhya. By this mindfulness and understanding a bodhisattva follows the 
prajnaparamita
Assessments
Overall, if the discourse given by the Buddha to Sariputra and Subhuti are removed from the 
sections of the first chapter of the PSV, the remaining contents of the first chapter reveal the 
character of the original prajnaparainitaparyaya. The prajhaparamitaparyaya descended from 
the original Buddhadharma, and to a certain extent underwent development. For instance, 
section IV teaches that a bodhisattva should not follow the course of form (rupa), the 
origination of form, the destruction of form, the change of form, or the emptiness of form. 
The prajnaparamita does not concentrate on the origination, cessation, impermanence or 
emptiness of all dharmas, but on the insight and non-grasping of any dharma,
“As the non-changing of form is so, one perceives the impermanence o f form . . .  if  one does not course 
in such perception, one courses in the course which is similar to the prajhaparamita,;”482 
This indicates that in the prajnaparainitaparyaya, having insight into non-changing, non­
origination and non-passing-away of form and other skandhas is the way to perceive the 
impermanence of all dharmas. This instruction must originate from the teachings of earlier 
Buddhism, for it is close to the opinion that within-one-mind (or moment), one sees the 
truths. This, however, may be achieved only by a few people who can directly perceive the 
non-appropriation (anupalabdhya), non-origination (anutpada) and non-cessation (anirodha) 
of all dharmas.
Finally we must note that in the original prajnaparainitaparyaya the true-nature of 
dharmas, as the word dharmanam dhannata indicates, is regarded as the norm (pramana) of 
the bodhisattvas and should be realised by bodhisattvas or Bhanakas,
“having realised the true nature of dharmas,, whatever they teach, and all that they do does not lead into 
contradiction with the actual nature of dharmas.”484 
Furthermore, because the true nature of all dharmas is non-origination and non-disappearance,
both of which are non-dual, the true nature of all dharmas may be realised suddenly through 
the concentrated insight of non-grasping at any dhanna (sarvadhannanupadana), non­
appropriation of all dharmas and non-dwelling in any dharma (sarvadhaimapratisthita). It is
482 T8:546c. 5
483 T32:378a; 379a.
484 T8:537bc.
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not necessary for a bodhisattva to begin practice with the worldly birth and death that he sees, 
but directly from the position of seeing the nature of dharmas. This insight may be regarded 
as the original prajhaparamitaparyaya that bodhisattvas practise. It is not shared with the 
Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas, and was gradually developed during the time when the 
doctrine of the bodhisattva became widespread.
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Chapter Five: The Bodhisattva Doctrine In The Prajnaparamita-sutras
In this chapter, we continue to analyse the bodhisattva doctrine developed in the 
Prajnaparamita texts. Throughout this study, the term Minor Class indicates the group of 
prajnaparamita texts which belong to the Minor Version mentioned in the previous chapter.
A. The Minor Class of the Prajnaparamita-sutras
The Minor Version 485 of the Prajnaparamita was compiled around the first century BCE. It 
was the result of the widespread distribution of the original prajnaparainitaparyaya^ At the 
time of compiling the Minor Version, the prajnaparamita course was particularly successful in 
Northern India. It seems reasonable to conclude that the Minor Class of the Prajnaparamita- 
sutras consists of twenty-five chapters.
In the Minor Class, deeds such as copying prajnaparamita texts488 and honouring, 
worshipping489 and donating a copy of prajnaparamita texts are highly praised and become 
bodhisattva practices. The advantages of building, honouring and worshipping the stupas and 
the Buddha’s relics (sanra) were also replaced by the advantages of respecting, worshipping, 
copying, and expounding copies of prajnaparamita texts to others.490 This shows that during 
the period of the compilation of the Minor Class, the devotee of the prajnaparamita resorted to 
skill-in-means in order to popularise the profound prajnaparamita course leading to 
enlightenment. The skill-in-means used in the Minor Class is exactly the same as that found in
485 The Prajnaparamita texts belonging to the Minor Version are discussed in the previous Chapter four,
486 Paryaya (way, mean, manner, course) is in BUS, vol., II, Delhi 1970, p.335b. Prajnaparamitaparyaya, means 
the course in or the teaching of the prajnaparamita or the prajnaparamita -course.
487 Among the Minor Class o f the prajnaparamita texts, the Daoxing has 30 chapters and the PSV has 29 chapters. 
At the end of chapter 25 of the PSV, we find this statement: “When this dharma was taught, the bhiksus, all gods, 
human beings and asuras in the great assembly were delighted” (PSV, T8: 543c-544a). This statement indicates 
the end of the text. When we examine the PSV we find that it is the remnant o f the old form of the Minor 
Version of the prajnaparamita text. Furthermore, chapters 24 and 29 of the PSV are the Panndana (entrusting). 
To have two chapters on the same subjects of entrusting a teaching in a single, continuous text of the Minor 
Class would only indicate that the text was expanded or compiled twice. The Daoxing carries the same 
information as the PSV.
488 Conze’s Asta, p.26.
489 Ibid., pp.3l‘,32,34.
490 TUiJ „ /in
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chapter 19 of the Lotus Sutra, the Dharmabhanakaparivarta,491 where the dharma-teachers 
(dhaimabhanaka) are compared to populai' teachers who knew how to use their melodious 
voices to chant, recite, repeat and expound the dharmas and the sutras.
In the Minor Class, human beings (sons and daughters of good families) are the 
participants of the prajnaparamita course, and the subjects to be converted and guided by the 
prajhaparamita. During the initial period it was difficult to find followers to accept the 
profound prajhaparamita course. In order to popularise perfect wisdom, the masters or the 
bodhisattvas - the dhaimabhanakas of the prajhaparamita, energetically presented the 
advantages of the prajhaparamita and the merits that were obtained by becoming a devotee 
here and now. It is said in the PSV,
"The prajhaparamita is the great spell {mahavidya), the unsurpassed spell (anuttaravidya). If the 
sons and daughters of good families learn it, they themselves will not conceive of the 
unwholesome [deeds] and they will not conceive of the unwholesome [deeds] o f others. They will 
not conceive o f the unwholesomeness, neither their own nor that o f others. If one learns this vidya 
(i.e. lore or spell) one will achieve perfect enlightenment, attain all-knowledge and be able to 
perceive the mind of all sentient beings."492 
In the Asta it is said,
"Those devotees will not die an untimely death, nor will they die from poison, sword, fire, water, 
staff, or violence. When they bring to mind and repeat this prajhaparamita, the calamities which 
threaten them from kings and princes, from royal counsellors and ministers, will not take place."493 
This consists of the assertion that the prajhaparamita possesses an inconceivable power. Here
and now it offers all kinds of protection, not just to the gods, but to all classes of sentient
beings such as landlords, merchants, the powerless and the weak. Heretical wanderers became
friends, and even the Evil One Mara withdrew his thoughts of enmity towards the Buddha
when Sakra, chief of the gods, repeated and propagated the prajhaparamita.494
The above accounts lead to the conclusion that the widespread distribution of the 
profound prajhaparamita was aided by its capacity to procure the welfare and aspirations of 
common customs and religion, such as the elimination of calamities and various difficulties. 
In the Minor Class, Sakra plays an important role for it is he who asks Sakyamuni Buddha to 
turn the wheel of Dharma when Sakyamuni achieves buddhahood. Sakra is the one who 
inquires into the advantages of being a devotee of the prajhaparamita. Together with the gods 
and goddesses of the heavens, who frequently appear in the assembly and express their
491 Dharm abhm akaparivarta(jLM m ) o f the SaddharmapinidahkaijLM M.), T9: 30c-31c.
492 PSV, T8:0542b; Asta, pp.55,73; Conze’s Asta, pp.23, 28.
493 Asta, pp.75-76.
494 PSV, T8: 543c-544a.
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earnest will to protect both the prajnaparainitaparyaya and its devotees, he demonstrates the 
superiority of the prajnaparamita. The inconceivable merit generated from the practice of 
reading, repeating, reciting and copying the prajnaparamita text, also served to induce the 
confidence of the devotee. On the other hand, the evils generated from the act of doubting, 
cursing or slandering the prajnaparainitaparyaya, are said to be more severe than the five 
grave evils.495 All these inducements and deterrents may be regarded as devices in defence of 
the prajhaparamitaparyaya during the period when the Minor Class was propagated. In 
practice, they reflect the efforts of the dharmabhanakas and the bodhisattvas to generate 
confidence and faith in students of the prajnaparamita course.
In the Minor Class it is said that Maitreya, the future Buddha, after winning supreme 
enlightenment, will also teach the prajnaparamita,496 and that he will attain buddhahood in a 
pure land. It is further said that when he followed the bodhisattva path, he “only used the 
sukhavihara (z&rMff) as his skill-in-means to attain supreme enlightenment.” His skill-in- 
means, as evidenced in the course of the sukhavihara, included the disclosure of faults 
(papadesana), rejoicing in merit (anumodana) and the dedication of merit {parinamana).497 In 
the Minor Class, Maitreya teaches both the anumodana and the parinamana. However, the 
anumodana-parinamana that Maitreya teaches is non-sign (animitta), and that merit should not 
be attached to or treated as a sign.498 It corresponds to the teaching of the prajhaparamita. In 
this way, the prajhaparamita course was made to incorporate the sukhavihara that was used as 
skill-in-means.
Skill-in-means as a way of accumulating merit by reading, reciting, copying, respecting 
and expounding the prajhaparamita, was considered an effective method to attract interest in 
the prajhaparamita course. Similarly, skill-in-means which includes rejoicing in the merit of 
others and dedicating one’s own merit to others, and which served as a path to achieve 
buddhahood, was advocated for the same reason. Through the decisive efforts of its promoters, 
the original prajhaparamita teaching was distilled from traditional currents of Buddhist 
thought and developed into the Minor Class. It is notable that at the time of compiling the
495 PSV, T8:0550c-0551b. Asta, pp.179-181; Conze’s Asta, pp.58-59
496 Asta, p.200; Conze’s Asta, p.69.
497 T12:0188c. (T12; No.349.)
498 psVj T8;547C549C
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Minor Class, the prajmparamitaparyaya was particularly successful in Northern India. One 
prophesy of the spread of the prajnaparamita in the jP5'Vruns as follows,
"After the passing o f the Tathagata, this Prajnaparamita [sutra associated with six paramitas] 
will circulate in the South. From the South it will spread to the West. From the West spread 
to the East, and from there to the North. O Sariputra! When my teaching is popularised there 
will be no sign of its disappearance . , . 500 years after the passing away o f the Tathagata, it 
will be widely spread in the North."499 
This indicates that the prajnaparamita originated in the South, and later spread to the North.500
The analysis above, based on the Minor Class of the Prajnaparamita-sutras, results in a 
survey of the dissemination of the profound prajnaparamita teachings. The literary structure of 
the Minor Class is similar to that of the Khandhasainyutta of the Nikayas, where the Buddha 
gives his instruction mostly with reference to the five skandhas. In other words, the five 
skandhas in the Minor Class are presented as subjects for contemplation in the prajnaparamita 
way. However, the prajmparamitaparyaya is not like the Abhidharma teachings, for it does 
not always list each of the skandhas, ayatanas and dhatus. The prajnaparamita paryaya does 
not discuss theoretical matters in detail, but has numerous analogies to illustrate its teachings 
and meanings. We often see that a series of analogies are adduced to reveal one meaning. The 
style is definitely consistent with the aim to publicise and popularise the 
prajmparamitaparyaya.
B. Analogies as pedagogic tools
The use of analogies (drstanta) is one of the prominent characteristics of the Minor Class and 
is important in the development of the prajnaparamita texts. The bodhisattvas should master 
them in order to propagate the prajnaparamita course. Therefore, it is interesting to see how 
and in what cases analogies are used to teach the bodhisattva the importance of the 
prajnaparamita course. Five analogies, for instance, are used to depict a bodhisattva who is 
nearing the prediction of supreme enlightenment: a man leaving the forest for the village, a 
man who approaches the ocean, vegetation which foretells the spring, a pregnant woman and
499 PSV, T8:0555ab, No.227 (KumarajTva’s translation of the Prajnaparamita sutra o f  a [N ew] Small Version); 
but in the Asta, p.225, the itinerary of the Prajnaparamita is: South=i>East=s>North, This may be due to different 
traditions or lineage o f the masters.
500 According to Unit 4 (T7:0808bc.), the itinerary of the Prajnaparamita is: East-South =>South=>South- 
West=^>West=> West-North=>North=^>North-East. This is due to a later revision, for North-East of India indicates 
China. It is possible that by the time of compiling the Unit 4, Mahayana Buddhism already had great success in 
China. Additional accounts o f the place of origin of the prajnaparamita are given in Conze’s Prajnaparamita 
Literature, pp.9-12
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dreaming about sitting on the terrace of enlightenment (bodhimanda). Seven analogies501 
characterise the unintelligent person who abandons the prajnaparamita and instead opts for 
inferior alternatives: a dog who spurns a morsel of food given by his master and accepts a 
mouthful of water from a servant, a blind man and an elephant, a person who desires jewels 
and does not look for them in the great ocean but in the puddle of a cow’s footprint, a mason 
who wants to build a palace the size of the Vaijayanta palace and who takes its measurements 
from the chariot of the sun or moon, a person who equates a Cakravartin with the king of a 
fort, a man who refuses good food and prefers to eat sixty-day-old stale food, and finally a 
man who refuses a priceless gem and prefers to obtain a crystal.
In Chapter 12 of the Asta, it is said that the Tathagatas will protect the prajnaparamita,\ 
their mother and originator, in the same way as the sons who honour and protect their
riV,
mothers. A bodhisattva is warned, in chapter 14, that if he does not take hold of both 
prajnaparamita and skill-in-means, he will regress to the level of Sravaka or Pratyekabuddha, 
just as a person escaping from a wrecked ship without a log or other solid support sinks in the 
water, or as a woman with a badly fired jar fails to carry water from a well to her home, or as 
an unskilled merchant who launches a seafaring vessel which was not caulked or repaired will 
lose a great source of wealth, or just as a very aged and ill person cannot walk without being
C A'l
supported by others. Chapter 16 states that if a bodhisattva is not sustained by the 
prajnaparamita and lacks skill-in-means, he is bound to fall to the level of Sravaka or 
Pratyekabuddha, just as a huge bird with imperfect wings flying down to Jambudvlpa from 
the heaven of the Gods will incur deathly pain.504
A bodhisattva ought to strive in the prajnaparamita and perform the deeds while abiding 
in mental activities connected with the prajnaparamita, just as a man in love with a beautiful 
woman performs many works even while his mind is pre-occupied with her,505
In Chapter 19, it is said that the accumulation of a bodhisattva’s wholesome roots can 
lead one to win full enlightenment, just as a flame constantly burning fuel.506 Three analogies 
are given in Chapter 20 to illustrate that a bodhisattva should be able to concentrate on
50t Chapter 11 of the Ast, pp. 234-240. Chapter 11 of the PSV. T8:0556ab.
502 Chapter 12 of the PSV, T8:0557bc.
503 Asta, pp.268, 287,288-291; T8:0560bc; chapter 14 of the PSV.
504 Asta, pp.310-312. T8:0563a; chapter 15 of the PSV,
505 Chapter 18 of the Asta, pp.343-344. T8:0566a.
506 T8:0567a. chapter 17 of the PSV; -  «® frt§pnp»
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emptiness without attaching to (or falling into) emptiness, just as (1) a brave hero in a terrible 
and frightening forest is able, unhurt and uninjured, to remove from that forest his company 
and himself, just as (2) a bird that flies in the air without falling to the ground or resting on 
any support, or just as (3) a master archer that is able to shoot a round of arrows into the air 
and to keep them in the air until he decides to let them fall to the ground.507
Six analogies 508 in Chapter 23 of the PSV  depict how bodhisattvas follow the 
prajnaparamita course without discrimination. Two of the analogies are as follows: 1) space 
never discriminates thinking: “I am near to this, or I am far from that”; 2) an illusory man 
never discriminates by thinking: “The conjuror is near to me but the assembled crowd of 
spectators is far from me.”
The analogies found in the Minor Class suggest that the masters and teachers of the 
prajnaparamita attached importance to emulate the Buddha’s method of giving striking 
examples and analogies (drstanta). This characteristic leads us to suggest a relationship 
between the teachers (bhanakas) of the prajnaparamita and the Drsttantika Sautrantikas, who 
emphasise the authority of the Sutras, use analogies and parables as pedagogic tools to 
elucidate the meaning of the teachings and to prove their doctrinal points, and to effectively 
impress their readers or listeners. Around the first century BCE, various groups of 
Drsttantikas were active in Northern India. Therefore, the teachers of the prajnaparamita 
sought to find ways to cope with the doubtful, conflicting, confusing, and uncertain doctrines 
within Buddhism. They used analogies and parables as pedagogic tools to elucidate doctrinal 
points, and to disprove opponents that attached importance to their own teachings. In this way, 
the original prajnaparamita course was gradually developed into the form of the Minor Class, 
and the masters of the prajnaparamita course found other lands and devotees. Based on this 
analysis it seems reasonable to assume that the mastery of such tools itself became another 
course of the bodhisattvas.
C. The bodhisattva ideal in later developments of the Minor Class of Prajnaparamita-sutras
The original Prajnaparamita teaches that a bodhisattva is experientially and practically 
different from a Sravaka and Pratyekabuddha because a bodhisattva possesses an achievement
507 Asta, pp.374-375. These three analogies are also used to illustrate how a Bodhisattva should dwell in the 
concentrations on the signless (animitta) and the wishless (apranihita) without realizing them. T8:0568c -0569a.
508 T8: 0575c-0576a.
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which cannot be shared by a Sravaka or Pratyekabuddha. It is said in the original
Prajnaparamita teaching that if a bodhisattva does not depart from coursing in the 
prajnaparamita, but dwells in the irreversible stage of a bodhisattva (avinivartanlya 
bodhisattva-bhumi), in the samadhi of the non-appropriation of all dharmas, and in 
concentrated insight (not grasping at any dhanna) which a Sravaka or Pratyekabuddha cannot 
share or break into, then he can win all-knowledge, or come near to it. Furthermore, “he will 
quickly win the full enlightenment which the Tathagatas of the past have prophesied of him.” 
Thus should a bodhisattva course in the prajnaparamita.509 All these characteristics centre on 
the irreversible type of bodhisattva. Thus we find the explanation that “in front of an 
irreversible bodhisattva, this profound prajnaparamita should be taught and expounded.”510 
How may irreversible bodhisattvahood be identified and achieved? The best answers 
were collected, classified and put together to form the Minor Class. Therefore, a survey of the 
bodhisattva-stages in the Minor Class should be provided.
Bodhisattvas who are closest to the profound prajnaparamita course, and who are at the 
irreversible bodhisattva-stage, are those who have practised and coursed in the prajnaparamita 
for a long span of time. The PSV  says,
1. If a bodhisattva Mahasattva has absolute confidence in the profound prajnaparamita 
when it is taught, one should know that this bodhisattva is to be regarded as being 
irreversible. Why? O Lord, otherwise he would not have absolute confidence in prajiia.511
2. A bodhisattva who has coursed in it for a long span of time is able to do so.512
3. If an unprophesied bodhisattva obtains and hears this prajnaparamita (and if he 
remains unafraid when he hears it) one can be sure that he has come from afar, and 
that he has fared for long in the Great Vehicle. It will not take long before he receives 
the prophesy of supreme enlightenment. One may be sure that that prophesy is
. 513near.
4. This doctrine (dhanna), who can have confidence in it and understand it? O Subhuti! A 
bodhisattva who has fared for a long span of time in the course of the bodhisattva under 
the past Buddhas, and has wholesome roots well matured, is able to do so.514
The four quotations demonstrate an important characterisation of the bodhisattvas in the
Minor Class. This type of bodhisattva is one who has fared for a long span of time in the
Great Vehicle and in the course of the bodhisattva in the lands of the past Buddhas, and one
T8: 0538c, 0548a; Asta, pp. 11, 213.
510 T8:0554a; Asta, pp.139, 212.
511 T8:0553c,
512 T8:0554c.
513 T8:0554a; Asta, p.213.
514 T8:0561c; Asta, p.229.
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that has planted many wholesome roots. This bodhisattva is able to gain confidence, to 
understand, and course in the prajnaparamita.
The Minor Class also mentions the characterisation of the beginner bodhisattvas. 
Although it is difficult for such bodhisattvas to gain confidence in and understand the 
prajnaparamita teaching, it is possible for them to believe in it when they are supported by 
good friends. This is conveyed in the following discourse between Subhuti, the Buddha, and 
Maitreya.
"Subhuti: Will the bodhisattvas who have newly set out in the vehicle tremble when they 
hear this exposition?
The Buddha: They will tremble if they get into the hands o f bad friends, but not if they 
get into the hands of good friends.515
Maitreya\ This method of advancing meritorious work based [on] jubilation in the 
utmost perfect enlightenment, O Subhuti, should not be taught or expounded in front of a 
bodhisattva who has newly set out in the vehicle. For he would lose that little faith which he 
has, that little affection, serenity and respect which he has. It is in front of an irreversible 
bodhisattva that this method should be taught. Alternatively, a bodhisattva who has newly 
set out in the Great Vehicle and who is supported by a good friend should be taught this 
method. For he, on hearing it, would not tremble, or be terrified, cast down, or have a 
despondent mind,"516
Thus we see that certain bodhisattvas may accept the prajnaparamita course without 
comprehending it when they are supported by good friends. Good friends are clearly 
important for new bodhisattvas because they instruct, supervise and admonish them in the 
prajnaparamita teaching and expound its meaning. In this way new bodhisattvas should 
gradually progress in the course of the prajnaparamita and eventually understand it. However, 
it is apt to indicate that the idea of a good Mend already exists in the original prajnaparamita
rin
course, but in the Minor Class it was redefined and explained in a new way.
The good friends, the sons and daughters of good families who listen, learn, recite, copy, 
honour the prajnapaiamita and course in it as it is correctly taught, also gain the protection of 
the gods518 and of the Buddhas,519 Because of this, they cannot be disturbed by Mara or any 
evil forces. This offers a way to remove the fears and problems that haunt mundane and 
spiritual life. In this manner, the teachers and compilers of the prajnaparamita-sutras suggest 
that the profound prajnaparamita may be followed by all bodhisattvas, among whom are 
included the irreversible bodhisattvas, the bodhisattvas who have fared for a long time, and
515 T8:0538c.
516 T8:0548a.
517 Asta, pp.292-3.
518 T8:0552c.
519 T8:0557b.
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those who have just set out on the bodhisattva vehicle. As a result, the prajnaparamita course 
was extended and popularised as evidenced in the Minor Class.
But what was the treatment of the traditional Sravaka during the period in which the 
course of the prajnaparamita was propagated? It is evident there was concern about their 
ability to understand the prajnaparamita. In the text they are treated with respect because they
S90were still the majority among the Buddhists. Furthermore, the emergence and development 
of the original prajnaparamita in the Mahayana teachings maintained a deep connection with 
traditional Buddhism, which is illustrated by the fact that the teacher and the questioner in the 
original prajnaparamita are Subhuti and Sariputra, the foremost among the wise. In the Minor 
Class, the foremost disciples of the Buddha such as Ananda, Mahakatyayana, Mahakausthila 
and Purnamaitrayamputra, are treated as the interlocutors that teach and discourse upon the 
prajnaparamita. Finally, the teachings of the prajnaparamita were entrusted to Ananda.521
However, it is also recorded in the Minor Class that followers of traditional Buddhism 
rejected and denounced the course of the prajnaparamita. They were characterized as Mara 
and their activities were classified as the deeds of Mara. For instance it is said in the Minor 
Class that,
"Mara will be in the monk’s robe and come to where the bodhisattva learns; he will say: “What you 
learn was not taught by the Buddha, but is a play of words. I will teach you the sutras that were really 
taught by the Buddha.”523
Many passages recount the deeds of Mara causing obstruction to bodhisattvas, their 
adverse activities, the causes of belief and disbelief in the prajnaparamita, and their 
consequences524 Thus the compilers of the Minor Class took a standpoint which oscillated 
between honouring and debasing the Sravakas. The significance of this dualisitc attitude was
520 Asta, p.429. “On this earth, few are the places free from stones, few the spots where gold and silver are found. 
Much more numerous are saline deserts, arid deserts, places covered with grass, or thorns, or steep chasms. Just 
so, in the world of beings, few Bodhisattvas exist who train in this training o f all-knowledge, the training of the 
prajnaparamita. Much more numerous are those who train in the training characteristic o f Sravakas and 
Pratyekabuddhas.” This statement marks the position of the followers of the prajnaparamita course at the time of 
the compilation of the Minor Class.
521 T8:0578ab. The Buddha addressed thus: “O Ananda . . .  if you teach the Bodhisattvas the six paramitas, you 
will be my disciple who is endowed with such merits and I will be pleased.”
522 T8:0557b, 0564b; T8:0454c; Asta, pp.240-245, 416-420.
523 T8:0564.
524 Asta, pp. 176-184. It may happen in such way during the time of expounding the prajnaparamita'. someone 
asked that if it was so great, why only few people studied and practised it. This factual question urged the 
prajnaparamita teachers to give a satisfactory answer out o f self-defence.
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that it enabled them to protect the prajmparamitaparyaya and induce the Sravakas to train in it. 
A good illustration of this is found in the PSV:
"Those gods who have not yet aspired to full enlightenment should do so. Those, however, who are 
certain that they have escaped safely out of this world, are unfit for full enlightenment. And why?
The flood of birth-and-death hems them in. Incapable of repeated rebirths, they are unable to aspire 
to full enlightenment. And yet, if they aspire to full enlightenment, I will confirm them also. I shall 
not obstruct their wholesome roots. And why? For the Noble Ones should uphold the most 
distinguished dharmas above all others."525 
“Those who have escaped safely out of this world" are those who have reached the level of
Stream-winner, which entails only seven more rebirths before reaching nirvana,526 But if they 
have only seven rebirths and wish to complete the course of the prajnaparamita, they will be 
unable to attain buddhahood. However, it is clear that the compilers of the Minor Class 
encourage the stream-winners to have the thought of enlightenment and to reach buddhahood.
It is also important to point out that the Minor Class does not negate the doctrines of 
sectarian-Buddhism, but hinted at the possibility that the Noble Ones could reconsider and 
give up the intention of entering nirvana. This hint is particularly clear in the teaching on 
suchness (tathata), which states that the suchness of the Tathagata, skandhas, dharmas, and 
of all Sravaka and Pratyekabuddhas, including the suchness of the bodhisattvas, is one single
n  n
suchness.
Hence our point is that the compilers of the Minor Class intended to reduce or dispel 
certain differences and conflicts between the Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas and bodhisattvas. 
That is why they spoke on suchness (tathata) with diplomacy. This also indicates that 
bodhisattvas should perpetuate good relations with all human beings in order to spread the 
prajmparamitaparyaya.
The Minor Class also records incorrect attitudes of bodhisattvas,
(1) Those who neither know nor see the teaching o f the prajnaparamita , are those who depart 
from the prajnaparamita and have no skill-in-means, or those who attach importance to faith;
(2) Those who are training in the prajnaparamita, but feel conceit and despise other people, 
considering them as unqualified to follow the course of the prajnaparamita',
(3) Those who believe themselves to be irreversible bodhisattvas and despise their fellow- 
bodhisattvas;
(4) Those who conceive of themselves as having the quality of detachment, i.e. as being capable of 
dwelling in remote forest, but who denounce village inhabitants.528
525 T8:0540a; Asta, pp.33-34.
526 Sotapatti-Samyutta,
527 Asta, pp.271-272. A:$Dpnp5 T8:563c.
528 Asta, p.392.
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The Minor Class also shows that pride, arrogance and conceit, which induce some 
(bodhisattvas) to despise other bodhisattvas, keep them far away from true practice and from 
all-knowledge.529
It is important to mention here that the practice of detachment was held in high esteem in 
the original teaching of the prajnaparamita, though it was asserted that this was misunderstood 
and distorted by some bodhisattvas who stayed in forests, jungles, or burial grounds, and who 
were contaminated by mental activities associated with the Sravakas and the Pratyekabuddhas. 
They also committed the faults of impure deeds of body, speech and mind, had no friendliness 
or compassion, and yet they claimed the respect of others for their isolation. In other words, 
they were asserted to not understand that the real quality of detachment lay in the purification 
of the mind.
The above survey discloses some circumstances which by the time the Minor Class was 
formed, caused controversy on the bodhisattva practice within Mahayana Buddhism. The 
compilers of the Minor Class understood the problems, and in the interests of peace and the 
spread of Buddhism, attempted to resolve them. This was accomplished by addressing the 
faults in writing. First, they pointed out that acts of despising and quarrelling kept 
bodhisattvas away from full enlightenment and produced bad relationships. Secondly, they 
asserted that Mara531 becomes particularly jubilant when the adepts of the Bodhisattvayana 
fight with their fellow devotees. They also insisted that quarrel and bad attitude towards 
others are the sources of birth-and-death, weaken and harm others, and turn away followers. 
Such faults must be disclosed and restrained. According to the Minor Class, it is important for 
bodhisattvas to realize their faults during disclosure, which is evident in the following 
quotation,
"My responsibility is to drive away, to pacify and appease the quarrels and conflicts o f all sentient 
beings, yet I myself engage in disputes! It is indeed a loss to me, and not a gain . . .  In fights and 
quarrels I behave like a senseless idiot, or like a dumb sheep. When I hear someone using offensive 
words towards me, my mind should not cherish malice for others. It is not right for me to perceive the 
faults of others, or to think that what is being said about the faults o f others is worth listening to. For I, 
since I am earnestly intent on full enlightenment, should not do harm to others. I should lead them to 
nirvana after having won full enlightenment, yet I bear ill-will! I should not bear ill-will even against 
those have offended me, and I must avoid getting into a rage, and I must make a firm effort in that 
direction. Even when my life is in danger, I must not get into a rage, and no frown should appear on
Asta, p.390.
530 Asta, p.392.
531 Here, Mara represents the foes or enemies.
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my face, . . . never to get angry with any sentient being, that is the attitude of mind a bodhisattva 
should adopt towards all beings."532 
Bodhisattvas are encouraged to look at the shared qualities and goals and to ignore other
matters. Hence we also find the following instruction in a text of the Minor Class,
“Ananda\ What attitude then should a bodhisattva have towards other persons belonging to the 
Bodhisattvayana?
The Buddha: The same as towards the Buddha. One should have the attitude that “these 
bodhisattvas are my teachers. Surely, they have mounted the same vehicle as I, have ascended by 
the same path. Wherein they should be trained, that is the method by which I should be trained. But 
if some of them dwell in a contaminated dwelling, then I should not do likewise. If, however, they 
dwell in an uncontaminated dwelling, in mental activities associated with all-knowledge, then I 
also should train as they do.”533 
The path and practices of the bodhisattvas, according to the Jatakas, were classified as the six
paramitas. They were generally acknowledged in the initial stages of Mahayana Buddhism.
However, the teachers and masters of the original teaching of the prajnaparamita had a
different attitude towards them, for they stressed only the sixth paramita, the prajnaparamita,
without discussing the first five. This circumstance initially created confusion and then gave
rise to confusion. The question was put by Ananda and Sakra as follows,
“Ananda-. The Lord does not praise the danaparamita, silaparamita, ksantiparamita, vlryaparamita and 
dhyanaparamita,, and he does not proclaim their name. For what reason does the Lord only praise the 
prajnaparamitiP.53 4
Sakra: O Lord! Does a bodhisattva course only in the prajnaparamita, and not in the other paramitad!535” 
Obviously, confusion arose after the teaching of the prajnaparamita had been extolled. This
reflects a clear intention of the compilers and teachers to define the prajnaparamita in terms of
Mahayana Buddhism,
"It is not that the Buddha only praised the prajnaparamita, it is also not that the bodhisattvas do 
not course in the first five paramitas, but it is that among the six, the prajnaparamita is the 
controller, the guide and the leader. For without the prajnaparamita, giving, morality, and so on 
cannot be dedicated to all-knowledge, they cannot be called perfect giving, perfect morality, . .  .
It is, therefore, because the prajnaparamita has dedicated the wholesome roots to all-knowledge 
that the prajnaparamita controls, guides and leads the five perfections."536 
The masters of the prajnaparamita asserted that a bodhisattva coursed in all six perfections.
However, it is the prajnaparamita which controls the bodhisattva practices537 and constitutes
the foundation of the bodhisattva’s path to enlightenment. Originally, prajna has the
characteristic of endowing and controlling all great meritorious qualities. It has been said in
the Samyuktagama that “among the beams and the other materials on the roof of a pavilion,
532 Asta, pp.421-422.
533 PSV, T8:0573c-0574a; Asta, pp.422-423.
534 psVj X8;545c; A?ta) p 80.
535 Ibid. T8: 545c; Asta, p. 100.
536 Asta, p81.
537 Asta, p. 101.
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the ridgepole is the controller, for all depend on it as it controls and supports them. Similarly,
r-20
among the five indriyas, prajna is the controller, for it controls and supports the others.”
Prajna is emphasized in the original teaching of the prajnaparamita\ but this does not 
mean that the bodhisattva should not train in perfect giving, perfect morality, and so on. It is 
only asserted that the bodhisattva should realize the advantages and the importance of the 
prajnaparamita, and it is because of this that the six perfections receive only a passing 
mention in the Minor Class, where it is stated that “in a bodhisattva who courses in the 
prajnaparamita, all the six perfections and all the varieties of skill-in-means arrive at their 
most perfect development.”
However, when we come to the Medium Class of the prajnaparamita texts,540 we see that 
the six perfections are extensively discussed and said to support one another. The teaching of 
the prajnaparamita is presented as the path for bodhisattvas to obtain the irreversible stage, 
buddhahood, and all-knowledge (sarvajnata).
Although hearing, reading, reciting, copying, honouring and teaching the course of the 
prajnaparamita, as skill-in-means or methods of dissemination, are repeatedly advocated in 
the Minor Class, emphasis is also placed on achieving the irreversible stage of a bodhisattva. 
The Jataka account of Dlpamkara Buddha is elaborated,541 and the qualities of irreversible 
bodhisattvas are extensively explained.542 Moreover, the irreversible bodhisattvas treated in 
the Chapter on the Tokens and Signs o f Irreversibility543 are human beings rather than 
celestial beings. They are unnamed persons who train in the course of the bodhisattvas in this 
world. It is said that they can no longer be led astray by others, because they are free from 
hesitation and doubt, and that they know the proper manner, proper time and proper place in 
which to act for their own and the benefit of others. They cannot be deceived or misled by 
Mara, because they recognize the deeds of Mara at any time. Bodhisattvas that may be 
influenced by Mara are not irreversible bodhisattvas. This is why whenever irreversible
538 sa , T2:0i 83t>. s w e ® ,  m m r n i ,  j m m c 1
539 T8:0579a. Ast, p.472.
540 The term M edium Class is used to indicate the Prajnaparamita texts which belong to Medium Version 
discussed in Chapter Four.
541 PSV, T8:0541c; Ast, p.48.
542 Ast, pp.323-340; Ast, pp.379-384.
543 Chapter 16 of iW (T 8:0563-565); Chapter 17 of Ast.
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bodhisattvahood is referred to in the Minor Class, the irreversible bodhisattva is described as 
impervious to Mara,
"Whatever Mara does and says to him, a true irreversible bodhisattva is no longer shaken, crushed, 
put out or led astray by others or Mara. Mara cannot possibly gain access to him.”544 
“A bodhisattva considers himself an irreversible bodhisattva, but truly he is likely to be induced, put 
out and led astray by Mara.”545
“A bodhisattva is possibly disturbed and irritated by Mara when “Mara tries to vex a bodhisattva 
who has not produced the thought of firm belief in the prajnaparamitaI"546 
The original sense of an irreversible bodhisattva implies one that does not regress to the level
of a Sravaka or Pratyekabuddha. In the Minor Class, it is said that “as long as a bodhisattva is
not taken hold of by the prajnaparamita and skill-in-means, he is bound to lapse and fall to the
level of a Sravaka or Pratyekabuddha.”547
In contrast it is taught, “if a bodhisattva is taken hold of by the prajnaparamita and does
not lack skill-in-means, it should be known that he will not lapse and fall, and that he is able
to reach the state of full enlightenment.”
All these circumstances lead to the conclusion that the prajnaparamita is treated as skill-
in-means by the masters of the Minor Class, 549 Nagarjuna says that the prajnaparamita
belongs solely to the bodhisattvas,550 and that faith and comprehension must not depart from it
because it is the insight and basic skill-in-means that prevents bodhisattvas from regressing to
the level of Sravakas or Pratyekabuddhas. The question arises as to whether the Sravakas and
Pratyekabuddhas also possess prajna. In answering this question, the teachers of the Minor
Class said,
"A bodhisattva, while he courses in path of a bodhisattva, does not make any effort to 
reach the state in which all signs are forsaken in this present birth. If he were to reach 
that state before all Buddha-dharmas were complete in him, he would automatically 
become a Sravaka . . . The skill-in-means o f a bodhisattva consists in this, that he 
cognises that sign, both its mark and cause, and yet he surrenders himself completely to 
the signless."551
To reach the state in which all signs are forsaken and to enter into the signless state, are the 
achievements of the Sravaka. By contrast, the bodhisattvas make no effort to grasp any signs
544 T8:0564b-565a.
545 T8:0570b-0571b.
546 Asta, pp.417-421; T8:0573bc.
547 Asta, p.286-291.
548 Ibid., p.291;T8:0560ab.
549 In the Large Class, it is repeatedly said that the anupalabdhya is treated as ‘a skill in mean (ffiFJfMMjjiB)’-
550 MP^ T25'371a
551 Asta,'p.356; T8:0567b. f M -
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or to reach the state in which all signs are forsaken. This is said to be due to the power of 
supreme skill-in-means of the prajnaparamita. The three portals of deliverance (vimoksa) are 
the concentrations on emptiness, signlessness and wishlessness. The Sravakas practise and 
enter into these states, and realise (sakslkaroti)552 the reality-limit (bhuta-koti) or enter into 
nirvana,553 The bodhisattvas also practise and enter into these states, but without realising 
them or entering into nirvana. This particular mental attitude is described in the PSV  as 
follows,
"A bodhisattva that has stood firmly in the concentration on emptiness, has originally raised the 
thought that: “I only concentrate on emptiness, but I will not realise emptiness. I should train in 
emptiness, this is the time for training, not for realization.” Without losing himself in concentration, 
he ties his thought to an objective support (for his compassion) . . . And why? For, endowed with the 
dharma o f the wholesome root which has thus come about, he is capable o f contemplating that “this 
is the time for training, and not for realization.”554
If the mind o f a bodhisattva forms the aspiration not to abandon all sentient beings, but to set 
them free, and if in addition he aspires for the concentration on emptiness, signlessness, wishlessness, 
namely the three doors to deliverance, then the bodhisattva should be known as one who is endowed 
with skill-in-means, and he will not realise the reality-limit midway, before his Buddha-dharmas have 
become complete. And why? If a bodhisattva brings all sentient beings to think in such a way, if he is 
endowed with this recollection of all sentient beings with this production o f thought, if with the 
power of the previously described skill-in-means he is taken hold o f by the prajnaparamita, if 
endowed with all these qualities he thus contemplates the true nature o f those deep dharmas,, and if 
through their emptiness, or signlessness, or through their being unaffected, unproduced, without birth, 
and without any possitivity, it is this skill-in-means which protects him . . .1,555 
Since the bodhisattva trains in the referent of the statement, “now this is time for practising,
not for realization,” the bodhisattva is able to “concentrate on emptiness, but without realising
it.” This signifies not deeply entering into the samadhi of sunyatd. This shows that the
prajnaparamita\ as great skill-in-means, prevents a bodhisattva from falling back to a
reversible state. Additionally, compassionate vows are generated in the aspiration not to
abandon sentient beings and to set them free.
According to the PSV  and the Asta, a bodhisattva endowed with compassionate vows 
and aspirations is in possession of skill-in-means, which offers protection and together with
552 The Chinese verb zheng (H ) literally means to obtain or achieve, but it was translated from the Sanskrit verb 
sakslkaroti, which means to realise in the BHS, p.589a. Conze, in his translation o f the Asta, uses the word 
“realise” to translate the word sakslkaroti. In this text, I also use the word “realise” to convey the meaning of the 
Chinese world zheng (H ).
553 The reality-limit {bhuta-koti) is the point where reality as we know it comes to an end, a synonym for nirvana.
554 PSV, T8:0458b, 0568c. Concerning the assertion that a Bodhisattva must prepare to enter the three samadhis, 
the Asta insists that a Bodhisattva should recognize that “now is the time for maturing beings, not for 
realization.” (Asta, p.371.). Both the Daoxing and the P SV  read: “Now is the time for training, not for 
realization.’X^^^Bvp^^llRtF}.
555 PSV, T8:0569ab; Asta, pp.375, 378-387.
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the thought of enlightenment, enables one to refrain from the realisation of the reality-limit 
before the Buddhadhannas mature. Though the significance of the bodhisattva’s 
compassionate vows and skill-in-means are clearly indicated in the Minor Class, the 
fundamental force that prevents one from falling into the level of a Sravaka or 
Pratyekabuddha is the prajnaparamita,
"Even if a bodhisattva would, for countless aeons, give gifts, guard morality, perfect 
patience, exert vigour, and enter the trance, however great may be the setting forth and the 
thought which one raises to full enlightenment, one is bound to fall to the level o f a 
Sravaka or Pratyekabuddha if one is not upheld by the prajnaparamita and has no skill-in- 
means."556
Thus the bodhisattva’s compassionate vows and skill-in-means cannot be achieved 
without the prajnaparamita.
In the original prajhaparamitapaiyaya, the exposition of the methods of following the 
prajnaparamita course is limited to the following instructions: non-seeing (adarsana), non­
apprehension, non-recollecting (Asta, p.9.), non-creation (Asta, p.25), not-grasping at any 
dharma (Asta, p. 13), non-appropriation of all dharmas, (Asta, p.8.), realisation of non­
production (Asta, p.25 ff), and realisation of non-duality (Asta, p.27). Among them, non­
production and non-duality are used to refer to dharma nature (dharmata).557 The teachers of 
the Minor Class indicated that it is by the prajnaparamita that the Tathagata became 
enlightened in suchness and dharmata,
"It has been said by the Tathagata that “the five skandhas are reckoned as the ‘world’.” 
Therefore then, Subhuti, that which is the suchness o f the skandhas, that is the suchness of 
all dharmas; that which is the suchness o f all dharmas, that is the suchness of the fruit of a 
stream-winner . , . that is the suchness of the Tathagata. In consequence, all this suchness 
is just one single suchness, which is non-dual, non-different, inexhaustible and 
immeasurable . . .  It is this suchness which the Tathagatas have, thanks to the 
prajnaparamita\ fully known. It is thus the prajnaparamita which instructs the Buddhas in 
this world, and which has generated the Buddhas. It is thus that the Buddhas cognize the 
suchness of the world. And in consequence, because they have been enlightened in 
suchness they are called the Tathagatas.558 
The prajnaparamita reveals the suchness of the world, or the suchness of the five skandhas.
Suchness is non-dual, non-different, inexhaustible and immeasurable, and one who has been
enlightened in suchness is called Tathagata.559
556 PSV, T8:0563a; Asta, p.311.
557 Dharmata corresponds to Chinese as faxiang (fefHj) or faxing Dharmata is defined as “natural
state," or “true nature,” in the BHS, p.278a.
558 T8:0558b. Asta, pp.271-272.
559 T8:0562b. “ ik M ff tL . . .  ” Asta, p.307.
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According to the Minor Class, suchness is “neither coming nor going”, “immutable and 
unchangeable”, “undiscriminated and undifferentiated at all time and in all dharmas”, and 
“nowhere obstructed”. The suchness of the Tathagata and all dharmas is “neither past, nor 
future, nor present,” and so on. Finally, it is said that “this is the suchness through which a 
bodhisattva, having definitely won full enlightenment, comes to be called a Tathagata.”560 
The Minor Class also discusses the reality-limit (bhuta-koti) and its connection with the 
bodhisattva’s ideal and practice. In most prajnaparamita texts, the reality-limit {hhuta-koti) is 
used as a synonym for nirvana. However, bodhisattvas refuse to realize the reality-limit, since 
this would lead one enter nirvana, fall back to the level of a Sravaka or Pratyekabuddha, and 
forfeit the chance to become fully enlightened. However, when a bodhisattva becomes 
enlightened in suchness, it is also called the realization of the reality-limit. Great importance 
is placed upon this point by the followers of the prajnaparamita course,
"A bodhisattva who courses in the prajnaparamita and who is upheld by skill in 
means, does not realise that farthest reality-limit until his wholesome roots are 
matured, well matured in full enlightenment. Only when his wholesome roots are 
matured, well matured in full enlightenment, only then does one realise that farthest 
reality-limit."561
The true nature (dhaimata) of dharmas, suchness {tathata) and the reality-limit {dharma- 
koti) are regarded as the real character of the dharmas which are immutable and unchangeable. 
They are contemplated and meditated on by the bodhisattvas who course in prajnaparamita. 
The philosophical aspects of the terms dharmata and tathata are rarely found in the 
Agamas/Nikayas.562 However, they are discussed extensively in the Minor Class of the 
Prajnaparamita, among the texts intended for bodhisattvas. For instance the PSV  says,
1. “Deep is the suchness (of all dharmas) . . .  the marks are fixed on to the fact that 
all dharmas are empty, signless, wishless, not produced, not stopped, not supported 
by anything563 . . . Those marks are not fixed upon by human beings, not fixed 
uponon by the non-human beings . . . Independent of whether Buddhas exist or not, 
those marks always stand out and are unalterable, for they always stand out just as 
such. After the Tathagata fully knew them therefore, was the Tathagata called a 
Tathagata.”564
2. “The limitation of all dharmas is the same as the calm and quiet, the sublime, as 
nirvana, as the really existing, the unperverted.”565
560 T8:0562bc.
561 T8:0569a; Asta, pp.374-5.
562 According to the Mahaprajnaparamita-sastra, the term ‘dharma-koti is not found in the Triphaka. T25:0298b.
563 In the same paragraph o f the Asta, “not defiled, not purified, non-existence, nirvana, the realm of Dharma and 
Suchness” are added. This may have been added by a later editor of the Asta.
564 T8:0558bc; Asta, p.273. In the Asta, the statement, “those marks are not fixed on by the Tathagata,” occurs,
565 T8:0561b; Asta  ^p.296.
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3. “Profound positions of an irreversible bodhisattva are the synonyms of emptiness, 
of signless, wishless, the unproduced, of non-birth, the unstopped, non-existence, 
dispassion (or the undefiled), cessation, departing and nirvana.”566
4. “The teaching of the Tathagata is “immeasurable,” or “incalculable” or 
“inexhaustible,” or “empty,” or “signless,” or “wishless,” or “the uneffected,” or 
“non-production,” “non-birth” “non-existence,” “dispassion,” “cessation”
[nirvana] . . . Subhuti said: “It is wonderful to see the extent to which the Tathagata 
has demonstrated the true nature [dharmata] of all dharmas', even the true nature of 
all dharmas cannot be talked about.”567
5. “A bodhisattva contemplates the true nature (dharmata) o f the profound dharmas, 
through their emptiness, or signlessness, or wishlessness, or through their being 
uneffected, unproduced, without birth, and without existence.”568
Although the true nature of the profound dharmas, (dhannanam gambhiradharmata) is
described briefly or extensively, various prajnaparamita texts of the Minor Class are 
unanimous on the main points. It is also obvious that the technical terms, ‘the true nature of 
the deep dh annas' ‘the true nature of all dharmas,’ ‘the limitation of all dharmas i  ‘profound 
positions or marks’ , ‘the nature of dharmas,’ and ‘suchness (dharmata)’ are identical in the 
texts belonging to the Minor Class. Among the marks described above, ‘the non-birth,’ ‘the 
unstopped,’ ‘the dispassion or undefiled,’ ‘the non-existence,’ ‘unsupported by anything,’ 
‘cessation’ and ‘departing’: all them indicate nirvana.569 For example, the emptiness, the 
signless and the wishless are called the three doors of deliverance (vimoksa-dvara) and 
portals of nirvana. The above concepts have also been used to explain the profound Dhanna 
course of the prajnaparamita.
D. Types of bodhisattvas
The contents of the Minor Class reflect a compilation executed many times by different hands 
because doctrinal aspects range from the simple to the profoundly complex. A single type of 
bodhisattva is treated in various passages, indicating the intent to create an encompassing 
description of the position of a bodhisattva.
566
567
T8:0566a; Asta, p.341.
-i
Eg, MU,  MT, M B,  » J r P T , ? i
Asta, p.347.
t,T8:0566c;
m. gm m t--
568 T8: 569b.
569 The Samyuktagama also contains 20 technical terms indicating nirvana, i.e. ‘ asamsbdta,' ‘hard to see (®| 
Mi)’ • • ■ “non-existence,” “nirvana,” and so on. T2:0224b. • The Samyutta-nikaya, 
there are 33 technical terms, i.e. “asamkhata,” “P a r a m See the Asaiikhata-Sainyuttain in the Samyutta-nikaya 
volume 4, PTS; Woodward, F. L. tr., Kindred Sayings, PTS, 1927, p.258 ff.
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The types of bodhisattva that are often mentioned in the Minor Class are those that (1) 
have just set out on the great vehicle,570 (2) have set out long before,571 and (3) those that are 
irreversible bodhisattvas.572 In the PSV  however, four types of bodhisattva are mentioned by 
Sakra,
"If one rejoices at the generated thought (cittotpada) of (i) those bodhisattvas who 
have just set out [in the vehicle], at the generated thought of (ii) those who advance 
on the course o f the six perfections, at (iii) the irreversible nature of those who are 
irreversible, as well as at (iv) the state of those who are bound to only one more birth 
to what extent is one’s merit a superior one?”573 
These four types of bodhisattva occur frequently in the early stage of Mahayana Buddhism,
and they are adopted in most Mahayana texts. But the names of the four types of bodhisattva
vary slightly in the Minor Class of the prajnaparamita texts. They can be enumerated as
follows,
I. The beginner who has just set out on the vehicle of bodhisattvas, a bodhisattva who is only just 
beginning the prajnaparamita, those who have recently set out in the vehicle of bodhisattvas, and the 
bodhisattvas who have newly set out in the vehicle.574
II. The bodhisattvas who endeavour in the six perfections, who follow the grades or sequences of  
bodhisattvas and make progress, who have set out for a long time in the vehicle of bodhisattvas or 
great vehicle, who have practised the prajnaparamita course, who have raised the mind to full 
enlightenment, for countless aeons practiced the five perfections, but some o f whom are not upheld 
by the prajnaparamita and lack skill-in- means.
III. The irreversible bodhisattvas - the great-beings (Avinivartaniya bodhisattva-mahasattvas), the 
bodhisattvas who have been predicted to attain the irreversible stage,575 the bodhisattvas who have 
been predicted to full enlightenment, or who have been predicted as irreversible from full 
enlightenment.576
IV. The bodhisattvas who will quickly win the full enlightenment that the Tathagatas of the past had 
predicted for them, 577 who will go forth to All-Knowledge, 578 who come close to full 
enlightenment;579 who are bound to only one more birth (before attaining full enlightenment),580 who 
have set out for the benefit and happiness of the world and will win full enlightenment in order to 
become a rescuer for the world, a shelter for the world, a refuge, the place of rest, the final relief, 
island, light and leader o f the world; and who is an Anivartana-bodhisattva.581
570 Asta, pp. 17, 178, 250, 286, 385-6.
571 Asta, pp. 178, 310-311.
572 Asta, pp.7-8, 40, 60, 128-134, 139ff., 213-218, 231, 238, 272,302, 323-339, 379-384, 420, 424, 448, 451-452, 
472.
573 PSV, T8.-0575; Asta, p.435.
574 Asta, p.282.
575 Asta, p.380.
576 Asta, pp.383-4
577 Asta, p. 13.
578 niryasyati sarvajnatayam, cf. Asta, pp.8.11, 42-3, 320.
579 abhyasanm bhavaty anuttarayah samyaksambode, cf. Asta, pp.l 1, 348, 361, 400, 413,432,440,469.
58° pgy^ T8;0575; Asta, p.435.Lethcoe has given a schema of the Asta’s major classifications of Bodhisattvas in 
The Bodhisattva Ideal in the Asta and Panca. Prajflaparamita-sutras, ( see Lancaster, L., Prajnaparamita and 
Related Systems, Berkely, Cal.: Berkeley Buddhist Studies Series, 1, 1977, pp.263-82) but the Bodhisattva who 
is bound to one more birth only to attain full enlightenment is not in found.
581 Asta, pp.293-298.
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There are also three types of bodhisattva in the Minor Class who are characterised in 
Chapter 6 of the PSV  as follows, (a) bodhisattvas who have produced the thought of 
enlightenment, (b) bodhisattvas who have become irreversible from full enlightenment, and (c) 
irreversible bodhisattvas who want to win full enlightenment more quickly.582
Another four types of bodhisattva appear in Chapter 21 of the PSV.583 These four vary 
slightly in wording in the different versions of the prajnaparamita texts,
(1) bodhisattvas who leam the thought of full enlightenment, who have recently set out upon 
full enlightenment, who have resolved to know full enlightenment, who have produced the great 
thought o f enlightenment.
(2) bodhisattvas who practice as they were taught; who progress in suchness, who train in the 
course of the bodhisattvas.
(3) bodhisattvas who train in all-knowledge (i.e. train in the prajnaparamita and make 
endeavours connected to the teaching o f the prajnaparamita, who have mounted on the path of 
the prajnaparamita, who course in the path of the prajnaparamita and skill-in-means.
(4) bodhisattvas who are irreversible from full enlightenment and also training in the 
prajnaparamita.
Of the above four types of the bodhisattvas, types (1), (3) and (4) are found in the Daoxing 
and the Darning,,584 which closely resemble the three types in Chapter 6 of the PSV.5*5 The 
PEL also has three types of bodhisattvas who course in the prajnaparamita\ and appears to 
treat types (2) and (3) as one,586 Unit 4 also contains four types, but type (3) is defined as a 
bodhisattva who learns the prajnaparmitaand courses in both the prajnaparmita and skill-in- 
means” . This narration seemingly indicates two stages or types of bodhisattvas.
Comparing the lists of the four types of bodhisattva, it is clear that type (3) in the second 
list is similar to type II in the first list. But why did the compilers of the Minor Class record 
two versions of the four types of bodhisattva? In my opinion they sought to collate various 
views on the bodhisattvas that existed at that time, and also to distinguish the beginners that 
had recently produced the thought of enlightenment with the bodhisattvas that had already 
coursed in the prajnaparamita and gained some benefits. This is in contrast to the bodhisattvas 
that have not yet coursed in the prajnaparamita or that have coursed in it without getting any 
benefit.
582 T8:0547ab; Asta, pp. 128-234.
583 T8:0574b; Asta, pp.429-430. chapter 21 of the PSV.
584 Daoxing, T8:0465a; Darning, T8:0501a.
585 T8:547ab. 'fefcJJ/j nn > Chapter 6 of the PSV.
586 PEL, T8:100c-101a, (those who practise the path of the Bodhisattva and
those who train or learn the prajnaparamita)
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It is said in the Prajnaparamita texts that the bodhisattvas who are only just
con coo
beginning the course of the prajnaparmita should tend, love and honour good friends. 
This class seems to include those that have newly set out in the vehicle of bodhisattvas and 
those who have recently set out for full enlightenment or produced the thought of full 
enlightenment. Judging from the qualities, namely the spiritual and moral progress of the 
bodhisattvas, the beginner (adikarmika) bodhisattvas in the Minor Class are identical with the 
Adikarmika-bodhisattva, one of the ten abodes ( vihara) of bodhisattvas.
By closely examining the activities and capacities of the three types of bodhisattvas that 
are elaborated in the Prajnaparamitasutras, namely those who have recently set out for full 
enlightenment, those who course in the course of bodhisattvas, who have newly set out in the 
bodhisattva vehicle, and those who rejoice in the study and practice the course of the 
prajnaparmita; we have established that these stages are identical in sequence to (i) ‘the abode 
(vihara) of the initially generated thought (flc'lMH:)/ (ii)‘the abode of preparing the ground 
(?r and (iii)‘the abode of practice action’ of bodhisattvas ). Finally
the above type (4) - the irreversible bodhisattvas -  corresponds to the above type (iv) -  the 
Anivartana-bodhisattvas.589
It should be pointed out that in the Minor Class, the bodhisattvas who have recently or 
newly produced the thought of full enlightenment are different from those who
have newly set out in the great vehicle of bodhisattvas (ifl'-P#). The course of an irreversible
bodhisattva as described in a later section of the PSV, is outlined as follows,
1. A bodhisattva that wants to win full enlightenment should from the very beginning tend, love and 
honour good friends . . .  A bodhisattva should train in just this prajnaparamita if  he himself wishes to 
reach deep cognition of all-knowing, a state where he cannot be led astray by others’ words and 
teachings, and if he wishes to become a benefactor to all sentient beings.590
2, A bodhisattva who courses in the prajnaparamita as it has been taught, so that the lineage of 
all-knowledge should not be interrupted . . . will surely sit on the seat of enlightenment, and will
587 1 adikarmikeiia bodhisattven prajnaparamitayain sthatavyam siksitavyamj Asta, p.292;
‘navayanasamprasthitah (pantakusalamula) Bodhisattva,’ Asta, pp.17, 282, 139-40; in the PEL, see T8:0070a; 
Daoxing, T8:0438b; Darning, T8:0486b
588 Daoxing, T8:0452b; Darning, T8:0493; Asta, p.292.
389 Cleary, T. The Flower Ornament Scripture (Avatamsaka Sutra), Boulder, Coloado: Shambhala, 1984/6, 
p.384ff.
590 T8:0571bc; Asta, pp.395-8.
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rescue the sentient beings sunk in samsara591 . . .  if a bodhisattva trains himself in this way, the four 
Great Kings will bring four begging bowls and offer them to him.592
3. A bodhisattva who trains himself in this way trains in all-knowledge; one who trains in all­
knowledge, trains in prajnaparamita. He will gain the ten powers o f the Buddhas, the four grounds of 
self-confidence and the eighteen special attributes of the Buddhas. O Subhuti! When a bodhisattva 
trains himself thus, he will reach the perfection of all trainings . . .  He cannot be
crushed by Mara, or by Mara’s associates or by Mara’s hos t . . .  He shall soon reach the irreversible 
stage . . .  He will soon sit on the seat of enlightenment. . .  He trains in the dharmas that make him a 
protector . . . trains in the great friendliness and the great compassion . . .  He trains for the sake of 
turning the wheel o f Dharma . . .  He trains so as to save no fewer sentient beings than he should . . . 
He trains to ensure the non-interruption of the lineage of the Tathagatas . . .  He trains in order to 
open the door of the deathless element.593
4. A bodhisattva should train in prajnaparamita if he wants to achieve full enlightenment, to arrive at 
the supreme position among all sentient beings, to become a protector of the helpless, to reach the 
Buddha sphere, to emulate the Buddha manliness, to revel in the play of Buddha, to roar the 
Buddha's lion-like roar, to reach the accomplishment o f the Buddha, and to explain the Dharma in 
the great trichiliocosm.594
5. If a bodhisattva wants to attain the highest perfection of all training, then he should train in 
prajhaparamita.5,95
6. When the bodhisattva sits on the seat of enlightenment, he surveys the twelve links of conditioned 
co-production in such way that he avoids the duality of the extremes. He surveys it without seeing 
any beginning, end, or middle. He surveys conditioned co-production in such a manner that 
constitutes the special dharma of the bodhisattva . , . The bodhisattva who wants to achieve full 
enlightenment should course in prajnaparamita . . .  For in the bodhisattva who courses in 
prajnaparamita all the (six) perfections reach their most perfect development, and also all the 
varieties of skill-in-means . . . Whatever deeds of Mara may arise in a bodhisattva who courses in 
prajnaparamita, he will wisely know them when they occur . . .  He will then produce the thought that 
“I also shall reach those dharmas which the Lord Buddhas have reached!”596
Thus the main aim of the last five and a half chapters of the PSV597 is to inspire
bodhisattvas to educate themselves and course in both skill-in-means and the prajnaparamita. 
It is to perfect both of them, to master the four stages of a bodhisattva, to attain the merit of 
the Buddhas, to acquire the attributes, powers and all-knowledge of the Tathagatas, and to 
rescue and enlighten sentient beings. Thus the teachings of the first twenty-five chapters of 
the Minor Class are classified as follows: (I) the first chapter of the Daoxing which belongs to 
the Minor Class contains the original Prajnaparamita, discloses its profound course. (II) The 
remaining chapters deal with the gradual training in the course of the prajnaparamita\ closely 
associated with the four types of bodhisattva discussed above.
591 It is notable that in the Asta, ‘a Bodhisattva will rescue sentient beings who have sunk into the mud of  
defilement (klesapanke).’ Asta, p.414.
592 T8.-0573; Asta, pp.313-4.”
593 T8:0574a; Asta, pp.423-6.
594 T8:0574c; Asta, p.432.
595 T8:0578b; Asta, p466. ”
596 T8:Q578-9; Asta, p.469, 473. “ . .  . • • ”
597 More specifically, the latter half o f Chapter 20 to the Chapter 25. T8: 571b -579b; Asta., p.395-473.
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To conclude, the original prajnaparamita course specifically refers to the prajnaparamita 
and attaches importance to the non-production of all dharmas, perfectly comprehended by 
irreversible bodhisattvas. The spread of the prajnaparamita course was, except for the doctrine 
of the irreversible bodhisattvas, closely associated with the categories of bodhisattvas who 
had coursed in both the great vehicle and the prajnaparamita for a long time, who had newly 
set out and coursed in both, and who had recently produced the thought of full enlightemnent 
and coursed in both.
The course of the prajnaparamita for beginners primarily involved listening, reading and 
reciting the prajnaparamita, keeping it in mind, asking questions about it, enquiring about its 
meaning, comprehending it, copying, honouring, worshipping it, and giving it to others. In 
order to guide the followers of the prajnaparamita and strengthen their confidence in coursing 
in the prajnaparamita,; the Minor Class contrasted the merit generated by coursing in it with 
the evils generated by denouncing it.
The course of the prajnaparamita for irreversible bodhisattvas598 involved training in the 
merit of the Buddhas, in all-knowledge and skill-in-means, coursing in the prajnaparamita, 
realising full enlightenment of the Tathagatas, and enlightening and rescuing sentient beings. 
Thus the prajnaparamita becomes the bodhisattva course from the beginning to the end of 
their journey to enlightenment. Comparing the teaching in the original prajnaparamita with 
the teaching in the Minor Class, we find that the prajnaparamita course evolved in the 
following ways,
1. Courses were designed according to the abilities and faculties of bodhisattvas and 
followers.
2. Importance was attached to popularising the course for beginners, and to finding 
solutions to the problems and controversies that emerged on the varying practices of 
the bodhisattvas.
3. The focus was not only on the prajnaparamita course, but on the six perfections
4. It was established that the irreversible bodhisattva’s deep realization of non­
production did not constitute entering into nirvana,, but recognizing and appreciating 
it from experience.
598 Later, the idea o f irreversibility o f the Bodhisattvas was reconstructed and developed in the bhumls. For 
instance, irreversible Bodhisattvas are classified into three or four bhumis in the Dasabhumika Sutra.
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5. It was shown that the fruits and achievement of the Sravakas do not depart from 
the anutpattikadharmaksanti of the bodhisattvas.599
6. The three portals of deliverance (vimoksa-dvara) were used to illustrate the 
profound prajnaparamita course, and the emptiness of all dharmas.60°
7. Among the bodhipaksya dharmas, the faculties (indiiya), power (bala), the factors 
of enlightenment (bodhyanga) and the noble eightfold path (aryastanga-marga) were 
also mentioned.601
8. The special dharma of the bodhisattva, the excellent middle-way of surveying 
conditioned co-production (pratTtya-samutpada) free from the two extremes, was 
also clearly disclosed.602
Thus the course of the prajnaparamita consists of the fundamental teachings of early 
Buddhism. However, it is not limited to what the Sravakas were asserted to know and have 
realised, but more profound by focusing on the anutpattikadharmaksanti, the insight of the 
Tathagata, the wisdom of the Buddhas, all-knowledge (sarvajhata), and the super-knowledges 
(abhhijiia).603
The Mahaprajnaparamita-sastra says that the prajnaparamita course was not taught 
within one day or one sitting.604 In fact, the various attributes and signs of the irreversible 
bodhisattvas which are repeatedly mentioned in many chapters and paragraphs of the Minor 
Class, show that materials were collected, synthesized from various discourses, and compiled 
into a particular text. The first 25 chapters of the Minor Class were in all probability compiled 
numerous times. Evidence for this is attested in the varying contents of prajnaparamita texts in 
the Minor Class. The period spanning from the development of the original prajnaparamita to 
the compilation of the first 25 chapters of the Minor Class was likely to number 
approximately one hundred years, or from 50 BCE to 50 CE. When the chapters were 
composed, the prajnaparamita course was already widespread in Northern India.
399 T8:540c;
600 T8:558c, 563b, 566c 
eo1 T8: 566b, 569b.
C02 T8: 578c. - f * A s t a ,  p.469. “by non-extinction, a Bodhisattva surveys 
conditioned co-production and avoids the duality of extremes in order to survey conditioned co-production in 
such way that is the special dharma o f the Bodhisattva. Thus surveying conditioned co-production, the 
Bodhisattva acquires the cognition of all-knowing.”
603 T8: 572c.
604 MPS, T25: 356a,
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E. The bodhisattva in the supplements to the Minor Class and other Classes 
Among the prajnaparamita texts of the Minor Class, the PSV  appears to conclude with 
Chapter 25. However, the current edition consists of 29 chapters, which suggests four 
additional chapters were composed at some later period.605 These four chapters we take as 
supplements that may be divided into two groups, namely Chapter 26, the Anugama-parivarta 
which in turn is an appendix of the Minor Class, and chapters 27-29, which were perhaps 
grafted from the prajnaparamita texts of the Medium Class. The interesting aspects of the 
bodhisattva ideal in these supplements may be outlined as follows:
(i) In Chapter 26,606 the Anugama-parivarta, it is taught that the bodhisattva ought to 
approach and practise the prajnaparamita by non-attachment to all dharmas and the sameness
/iA7 * ■of all dharmas (sarvadharmasamata), and should act in a maimer corresponding to the 
prajnaparamita course of bodhisattvas. It teaches further that “all dharmas are equal in the 
sense of being unaffected by change, and that all talk of dharmas consists of mere words.” 
Some new elements appeal' in this chapter such as the great ocean, the firmament, the rays of 
the sun, the lion’s roar, the multicoloured Meru, the earth, water, fire, air and space. All 
represent analogies to illustrate the fact that the prajnaparamita cannot be altered by external 
factors. These analogies are also used in the oldest version of the Kasyapaparivartam  and 
other sutras.609 In fact, most introductions to the Mahayana Sutras employ the same analogies
605 As for the Asta, Conze has suggested the following additions: (i) Chapters 30 and 31 - the story of 
Sadaprarudita; (ii) Chapter 29 -  an independent essay in the form of a litany; (iii) Chapter 13 -  an independent 
treatise. But (ii) and (iii) are not supported by the Chinese translations, and (i) has been considerably altered. 
Moreover, the avadana o f Sadaprarudita has considerable similarities with Chapters 22 of the 
Saddharmapinidanka and Chapter 33 o f the Samadhirajasutra. All three versions are concerned with the sacrifice 
of the body out of a desire for the dharma. The sacrificed limb is then restored by a declaration of truth. Conze, 
in his Thirty Years o f  Buddhist Studies (p. 170 ff.), points out that a book with seven seals appears in a curious 
passage in Chapter 30, p. 507, 12-18. Incidentally, this offers a striking parallel to a passage in the Revelations of 
St. John -  “I saw lying in the right hand of Him a book written within and without closely sealed with seven 
seals;”. This of course does not prove that Chapter 30 was composed in the first century of the Christian era, 
especially since the passage in question is absent in the two oldest Chinese translations: the Daoxing (T224, AD. 
180) and the Darning{T225, 225 CE).
606 In the P SV  and the PD, the corresponding chapter is entitled as The Chapter on the Approach to Knowledge 
(KS^Pnp); but in the Daoxing and the Darning, it is entitled as The Chapter on the Approaches (anugama- 
parivarta, Jjtnri) which is similar to Chapter 29 of the Asta.
607 Asta, pp.475-480; T8:470abc, 503bc, 579b-580a,667a-668a.
608 Ti l :  633ab; { AWSfilM)) #  112 ( i l f  ; Index to the Sanskrit Text o f  the Kasyapaparivarta, 
Weller, F., Mass.: Harvard -  Yenching Institute, 1935; The Kasyapaparivarta: A Mahaya Sutra o f  the Ratnakuta 
Class, Stael-Holstein, A. von, ed., Shanghai, 1963.
609 T16: 219c-222b; ^ 2 . 3 .
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to praise the bodhisattva’s merit. The analogies of the Anugama-parivarta used to explain the 
course of the prajnaparamita must have been influenced by the Mahayana sutras which were 
current at the time when the Anugama-parivarta was committed to writing.
(ii) Of the remaining three chapters, namely the Sadaprarudita-parivarta (ch. 27), the 
Dharmodgata-parivarta (ch. 28) and the Paiindana-parivarta (ch. 29), Chapters 27 and 28 give 
the story of bodhisattva Sadaprarudita (The ever-weeping), who sought the prajnaparamita 
and was willing to sacrifice everything to gain it. Chapter 29 gives a very brief summary of 
the PSV  and indicates that the Buddha entrusted the Sutra to Ananda.610 Taking a 
comparative approach, we assume that these three chapters were originally included in the 
texts of the Medium Class and moved into the texts of the Minor Class. We base this 
conclusion on the following evidence:
1. It is said in the PSV  that “the holy bodhisattva Dharmodgata has acquired the 
dharanls, and possesses the supernormal powers”.611 DharanTs are also referred to in 
the Daoxing, the Darning and the PD. However, there is no mention of dharanTs in 
the first 25 Chapters of the Minor Class. The dharanTs, as short formulas which 
enable one to remember the salient points of the doctrine, are the Mahayana-paryaya, 
which originated in the prajnaparamita texts of the Medium Class.
2. Sadaprarudita, wholeheartedly wishing to see the bodhisattva Dharmodgata,
10established himself in various concentrations (samadhis) and as a result, produced
a form of perception that did not rely on any dharma. After meeting and listening to 
the bodhisattva Dharmodgata expounding the prajnaparamita, he acquired six million 
doors of concentration.613 The names of the concentrations {samadhis) that are 
enumerated in Chapters 27 and 28 are identical to those found in the prajnaparamita 
texts of the Medium Class.
3. In the first 25 chapters of the PSV, the Buddha’s merit and qualities are listed in four 
places as (1) the ten powers, the four grounds of self-confidence and the eighteen
610 T8: 477b (in the Daoxing), 507c (in the Darning), 586bc (in the PSV), 676bc (in the PD). The Panndana- 
parivarta begins on Chapter 28 of the Asta, p.460, 14, up to p. 464, and is resumed again in Chapter 32, p.527. 
p.525 logically follows from p.464. See ConzeJs Thirty Years o f  Buddhist Studies, p. 178.
611 T8: 582a, ffflMhliTj.” In the Asta, p.497, the supernormal powers or super-knowledges of the
Bodhisattva Dharmodgata are five in number.
612 Asta, pp.490-492; T.8.p.581bc.
613 T8: 586ab; Asta., pp.525-526.
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special dhaimas of the Buddha,614 (2) the powers, the grounds of self-confidence and 
the dharmas, of the Buddha;615 (3) the perfect purity of the powers, the grounds of 
self-confidence, and of the Buddha-dhaimas?16 All these qualities are identical in 
the texts belonging to the Minor Class. But in Chapter 27, the qualities of the 
Buddha such as great compassion, great sympathetic joy, great impartiality, the ten 
powers, the four ground of self-confidence, the four analytical knowledges and the 
eighteen special dharmas of a Buddha617, are identical to those in the text belonging 
to the Medium Class.
Thus it is reasonable for us to infer that the main sources of Chapters 27 and 28 are contained 
in the Medium Class. The most compelling argument which locates the sources of these 
chapters is the development in the practices of the bodhisattvas found in the texts of the Minor 
Class, which originally belonged to the texts of the Medium Class.
We know that the spread of the original prajnaparamita course was due to the 
establishment in the concentrated insight of non-appropriation of all dharmas through the 
conduct of non-dispute (arana-carya). Therefore, in the texts belonging to the Medium Class, 
though the proponents teach the four-fold disciples (sons and the daughters of good families) 
how to emulate the bodhisattvas and course in the prajnaparamita, they maintain the 
traditional concept that life of a householder is undesirable, disgustful, and hinders spiritual 
progress. This concept is clearly evident in the Daoxing and the PSV,
"When a [bodhisattva] householder meets his wife, he has no love for pleasure, but has the feeling 
of fear within. When he has intercourse with his wife, he thinks: “impure are these foul elements 
and ports; it is not my dharma. I will not come near it again for the rest o f my life. I should depart 
and go away from the foul.” He should abandon the lust and get away from it just as a man who 
walks in a wilderness infested with robbers constantly thinks of getting away, of getting out of the 
dangerous road in this wilderness. And also he does not talk o f the faults o f others. And why? 
Because he has incited all sentient beings in the world to win supreme happiness . . .  It is in this 
spirit that bodhisattvas live the life o f householders, inasmuch as they have been impregnated with 
the power of the prajnaparamita™
When a bodhisattvas lives the life of a householder, he has no great love for pleasant things, 
and he does not want them too much. One possesses all pleasant things with fear and disgust. 
Situated in a wilderness infested with robbers, one would eat one’s meal in fear, and with the 
constant thought o f getting away, o f getting out o f the wilderness, and not with repose. Just so an 
irreversible bodhisattva who lives the life of a householder possesses the pleasant, but he sees the
614 T8:544c, 574a.
615 In Chapter 24 of the PSV, T8:577b; Chapter 27 of the Asta, p,455.
616 In Chapter 21 of the PSV, T8: 574b; Chapter 25 of the Asta., p.428.
617 T8:582c, Asta,'p.499.
618 Daoxing, T8:455b;
Iii ■ • • ”
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faults o f it. His mind is not greedy; he earns his livelihood in a clean way, not in a wrong way. He 
would rather lose his own body and life than inflict injuries on others. And why? Because the 
bodhisattvas have incited all sentient beings to win supreme happiness. It is in this spirit that 
bodhisattvas live the life of householders, inasmuch as they have been impregnated with the power 
of the prajnaparamita."6I9
Comparing the attitudes of the bodhisattva-householders concerning pleasurable objects and 
lust in the versions of the Prajnaparamita text, we see that the bodhisattva householders in the 
older versions such as the Daoxing and the PSV, are portrayed differently than those in the 
later versions, namely Unit 1, The bodhisattva householder’s attitude towards the sexual and 
the pleasant in the oldest texts of the Minor Class is identical in spirit to that of traditional 
Buddhism. But these attitudes change in the texts belonging to the Medium Class and the 
Large Class, and evidenced in Unit 1,
"The bodhisattva has the life of a householder, endowed with the skill-in-means. Although he 
is involved in the five kinds of sensuous pleasures, he does not become attached to them. 
Whatever he does is to give to and rescue all sentient beings . . .  he gains treasures and wealth 
through his great wish and supernormal powers . . .  Although he lives the life of a householder, 
he constantly practices continence (brahmacarya), and he is never interested in its excellent 
and pleasant consequences. He gains a variety of treasure and wealth, but he does not become 
addicted to it."620
The type of bodhisattva householder in Unit 1 of the Large Class is also founded in the 
prajnaparamita texts belonging to the Medium Class. According to the Sutias, the life of an 
irreversible bodhisattva was purposely chosen. It is in order to help sentient beings ripen that 
through skill-in-means, the bodhisattva lives the life of a householder and is involved in the 
five kinds of sensuous pleasures. It is worth noting that although the practice of continence is 
mentioned, the sense that a bodhisattva dislikes the life of a householder has completely 
disappeared in the Medium Class and the Large Class. Since the bodhisattva may exercise 
great and super-normal powers, he is no longer a normal human, but a celestial bodhisattva.
Furthermore, comparing the irreversible bodhisattva householder in the Minor Class with 
those of the Medium Class, there are significant differences. In the Minor Class, the 
irreversible bodhisattva householder is a real householder, a human being who has coursed in 
the prajiiapaiamita and reached the stage of irreversibility from full enlightenment.621 But in 
the Medium Class, the dhannakaya and the Mahasattvas are regarded as irreversible, and both 
skilful in maturing and enlightening sentient beings. The sense of the Medium Class is 
expressed in the story of Sadaprarudita. When the young layman Sadaprarudita went to seek
619 T8: 565a. However, in the Asta, p.332-3, the same passage was expanded by adding some details.
620 T6: 673c-674a.
621 Unit 4, Unit 5, T7: 902a.
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the prajnaparamita, he was accompanied by a wealthy daughter of a merchant and her five
hundred maidens in five hundred carriages. At that time, the interlocutor of the Dharma was
the bodhisattva Dharmodgata, who lived with sixty-eight thousand women. With his retinue,
622he found joy in the parks and ponds, and felt and tasted the five types of sensual pleasure.
He also accepted the five hundred maidens and five hundred well-decorated carnages that 
Sadaprarudita presented to him. These examples show that both bodhisattvas Sadaprarudita 
and Dharmodgata were householders who accepted and lived with women, and felt and tasted 
the five types of sensual pleasure. Although they were the wealthiest, and enjoyed the life of 
the householder, they established themselves in the prajnaparamita and skill-in-means to 
guide, mature and train others in the same way. The Medium Class thus presents a new model 
of the bodhisattva.
But in order to remove any confusion surrounding the new model of the bodhisattva, 
some attitudes and instructions are found in the texts belonging to the Medium Class. Thus 
when the bodhisattva Sadaprarudita was searching for the prajnaparamita; from the air he 
heard a voice say,
"You must also see through Mara’s deeds. For there is also the Evil One, who may suggest that 
your teacher tends, enjoys and honours things that can be seen, heard, smelled, tasted or touched, 
when in truth he does so through skill-in-means, and has really risen above them. You should not 
therefore lose confidence in him, but say to yourself, “I do not know that skill-in-means as he 
wisely knows it. He tends, enjoys and honours those dhannas in order to discipline sentient beings, 
in order to win wholesome roots for them. For no attachment to objective supports exists in 
bodhisattvas.”623
According to this advice, bodhisattvas do not attach themselves to any dharma. On seeing that 
the proponents of the dharma felt and tasted the five kinds of sensual pleasure, the bodhisattva 
does not produce the thought of impurity, but honours and worships them, present gifts to 
them and follows their example,624 all in order to hear the prajnaparamita and skill-in-means.
The historical significance of the story of Sadaprarudita in the Medium Class is that 
for the first time, both a laywoman and layman learn the dharma from a lay teacher. In the 
story, young Sadaprarudita and the daughter of the richest merchant are the foremost lay 
disciples, and the bodhisattva Dharmodgata is the foremost lay teacher. Although this story is 
contained in the prajnaparamita texts belonging to the Minor,; Medium and Large Class, the
622 Asta, p.488. The Bodhisattva Dharmodgata did this only for a certain time, and therefore he always used the 
occasion to demonstrate the prajnaparamita.
623 T8:580b; Asta,p.483.
624 Asta, pp.519-522;
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event of a bodhisattva accepting and enjoying the five types of sensual pleasure through skill- 
in-means portrays a new bodhisattva ideal, Sadaprarudita and Dharmodgata represented a new 
model of the bodhisattva for lay followers.
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Chapter Six: The Paramitas
In this chapter we analyse two systems of the paramitas present in early non-Mahayana texts 
and later developed in Mahayana texts. The first system is that of six paramitas and the 
second of ten paramitas. In previous chapters we have analysed the paramitas in the context of 
early non-Mahayana texts and early-Mahayana texts. In later Mahayana texts there is a 
conceptual development in the interpretation of the paramitas. For example, in the earlier texts, 
the perfection of generosity is described in terms of material giving, and in Mahayana texts it 
is expanded and developed to include the Dharma teaching (dharmadesana) as a superior kind 
of giving. It is this type of development that will be discussed here.
It is not our purpose in this analysis to suggest that the system of six paramitas was 
developed into a system of ten paramitas, nor that a theory of ten become compressed into a 
system of six. Rather, by the time Mahayana texts were composed, two separate systems were 
followed and developed into systems distinct from each other. All texts refer exclusively to 
one of these two systems. It is thus possible to divide all Mahayana texts which treat the 
paramitas into two groups, those numbering six,625 and those numbering ten626 paramitas. It is 
left to examine the development of each paramita, and the ways in which these ideas were 
refined and expanded. Since the subject of the paramitas is very vast and covers many aspects 
of the bodhisattva career, our analysis is limited to the system of six paramitas and its 
doctrinal evolution in the Chinese sources.
A. The system of six paramitas in the Agamas
The term referring to the ten paramita is not found in the Chinese translations of the Agamas, 
but that referring to the six paramitas is found in four texts,627 and referred to in more than ten
625 The principle texts related to the system of six paramitasare^ the Agamas, Satparamitasaingraha, Mahavastu, sp  
Lkt, Prajnaparamitasutras, SaddJiarmap^Sanka, VimalakirFinirdesa, Subahupariprccha, and the 
Bodhisattvapitaka.
626 The principle texts related to the system of he ten paramitas are: the Dasabhumisutra, Dasabhumikasutra,
A vatamsakasutra, Mahayanaratnameghasutra, and Samdhinirmocanasutra.
627 DA,T01:252a, No. 16; (Sutra Spoken by the Buddha on the N ew  Year Day), MA,
T01:0860c, No. 62; (Sutra on the five meritorious recompenses b y  giving food), BA, T02:855b,
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places in the Chinese version of the Vinayapitaka.628 The absence of the ten paramitas in the 
Agamas may imply that they were either not known or not accepted by the compilers of the 
Agamas. Since they are absent in the Agamas,629 we may assume the system of six paramitas 
was earlier.
The six paramitas that are specified in the Agamas and Vinaya texts are identical with 
those of the Mahavastu, the prajnaparamitasutras, and many other Mahayana texts. They are 
the paramitas of dana, sTla, ksanti, vTrya, dhyana and prajha. It is important however, to point 
out that in the Agamas they are not specified as the course for the bodhisattva, but are said to 
be the teachings that sramanas should teach to the common people. These teachings consisted 
of the correct manner of abandoning evil and cultivating the virtues for being reborn in a 
celestial realm.630 They are also sanctioned as a law for religious practice and taught to the 
monks by the Buddha on one occasion.631 In addition, they are said to belong to the profound 
teachings that are often taught by someone who produces the thought of enlightenment and 
gives things to all sentient beings.
The terms bodhisattva and Mahayana appear in the first chapter of the Ekottaragamasutra, 
where for the first time in the Agamas, we see the connection between the six paramitas and 
bodhisattvas. “On account of bodhisattvas producing the thought of interest in the Mahayana, 
the Tathagata gives various kinds of teaching. The Honoured One teaches the six paramitas-
N o.132; EA, T02:0550a, No.125.
628 {Mulasarvastivada-vinaya), T23:694a,No. 1442; Mulasarvastivada-bhiksutiT-vinaya
T23:091 la, No. 1443; Mulasarvastivada-vinaya-ksudraka-vastu($ |
T24: 0367c, No. 1451; 1), T24: 0801b, No. 1463; m  0 ,
T24:0937b, No. 1474; ( #  2), T24:0951a, No. 1478; ( #  1), T24:1017a, No.
1485; m  T24:1029a, No. 1487; m  U  T24:1073c, No. 1488; K M
m  ( #  1), T24:1077c, No. 1489; ( #  1), T24:1082b, No. 1490; 0 ,  T24, pl088a,
No. 1491; 16), T24:0182b, No. 1450; 0® 1) T24:l 116c, No.
1502; 15), T40:0405b, No. 1805.
629 By saying so, we are aware of the ten perfections in the later texts o f the Theravadin Kuddaka Nikaya.
630 See DA, T01: 0251c-0252a21, No.16. °
m • ° = # & £ & #  - °
i t  • E ^ tssc A -'L ' ° - r m i E M . . .
631 See MA, T01: 0860c01-5, NO. 62. <* ° 0 M t &I'J -
m w m m  • - ” The Chinese tenn 0
Up generally refers to the four boundless states (apramana) H  ’
m ' * w i n
632 EA, T2: 0855b, No. 132. 0 #
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dana, si la, ksanti, nrya, dhyana, prajna - which possess power like the rising moon, and 
enable one to see [the true nature of] the dharmas .”633 Clearly the notion of seeing [the true 
nature of] the dharmas is the crucial reason for the bodhisattvas to practice the paramitas.
The Danaparamita'. The concept of each paramita is briefly defined in the Ekottaragamasutra. 
Some of the essential teachings are also found in the Pali Cariyapitaka. The perfection of 
generosity is said to be practised by “those who can bravely give their own heads, eyes, 
bodies, blood and flesh without regret or miserliness, and those who give their wives, country, 
property and male and female followers.”634 A further exposition of this paramita is given in 
chapter 27 of the Ekottaragamasutra. In response to Maitreya’s question upon how to fulfil the 
danaparamita\ the Buddha gives four principles to the bodhisattva and the Mahasattvas to 
practise. These principles of practising the danaparamita635 slightly resemble those in the 
Cariyapitaka 636 In the Ekottaragamasutra they are as follows,
"In practicing generosity, the bodhisattva and the Mahasattva should treat every human being 
equally without exception;637 . . .  Be joyful in practising generosity without any attachment;638 . . . 
Dedicating merit to all sentient beings, the bodhisattva does not simply consider his own affairs, but 
also inspires sentient beings to achieve perfect enlightenment;639 . . . One contemplates that the 
bodhisattvas, being the best among sentient beings, fulfil the six paramitas and understand the true 
nature of all dharmas."640
It is further said that if the bodhisattvas follow these four principles in practising generosity 
and the six paramitas, they are able to fulfil the danaparamita and to quickly achieve perfect 
enlightenment. 641 A similar way of practising this paramita is also found in the 
Satparamitasamgrahasutra. 642 In summary, the perfection of generosity in the 
Ekottaragamasutra, the Nikayas and the Satparamitasamgiaha is essentially the same in 
practice. It consists in giving without any reservation and following the above four principles.
633 EA, T2: 0550a, No.125.
634 EA, T2: 0550al3-16. ”
635 EA, T2: 0645b04.
636 See the concept o f danaparamita in Chapter One.
637 EA, T2: 0645b04. ”
638 EA, T2: 0645bl0.
639 EA,T2: 0645bl3-14.“^ R i ^ K B # D
640 EA,T2;0645bl5-22.“M J p lp f l i « ^ o « M ± 1 f o  I M .  T
§|p^At> ”
641 EA, T2: 0654b22. £ ® ^ ± I E lC ^ I E ig .”
642 See the reference in Chapter Three, and also see T3: 0001al5-20; N o.152. W,
f A W » .  STOMo tffihteo SSSSftmo m m m * m±:E m x m ,w m ^ 0mm,
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The Silaparamita'. Unlike the danaparamita, the remaining five paramitas are not illustrated. 
The concept of silaparamita in the EA is presented in the following manner,
"The perfection of morality (silaparamita) is like a diamond. It can not be destroyed, transgressed or lost. 
One should constantly mind and protect it like one minds a semi-finished vessel. It is in this way that the 
silaparamita should not be abandoned."643 
When compared with the Buddhavainsa,644 the concept of silaparamita has common features
in the Agama and the Nikaya, where the emphasis is placed on safeguarding morality rather
than on doctrinal instructions. There is very little evolution of this concept in the
Cariyapitaka645 and in the Satparamitasamgrahasutra. The Satparamitasaingrahasutra states
that a bodhisattva who has faith in the Three Gems and brings benefit to benefactors, prefers
to be killed rather than engage in the sources of evil: violation, or destruction at life, theft,
unchastity, slanderous words and injurious words, idle talk, falsehood, jealousy, anger,
assassination of holy persons, abuse of the Buddha, stealing monastic property, violence and
* • 646rebellion, and ruining objects destined to the Three Gems.
On the whole, the EA stresses the importance of guarding morality, which may also 
imply moral rules. The perfection of morality in the Satparamitasamgraha is presented as 
observance of specified rules and the avoidance of sources of evil. It is an early view on the 
perfection of morality that belongs to the Satparamitasamgraha.
The Ksantiparamita'. The suppression of hatred is considered central in the practice of the 
perfection of patience. The Ekottaragamasutra says,
"Suppression o f hatred is the power of one’s patience even if one’s feet and hands are cut by 
others. Patience is like the ocean containing all without increase or decrease . . . The 
ksantiparamita should not be abandoned."647 
The concept of ksantiparamita in the Cariyapitaka is not illustrated, but in the Buddhavainsa
the capability of retaining a calm and peaceful mind whether one is respected or disrespected
is emphasized.648 The Satparamitasaingrahasutra, while agreeing with the Ekottaragamasutra,
says that the practice of the perfection of patience involves the realisation that hatred and
643 EA, T2:0550al7-18.
644 See silaparamita in Chapter One.
645 See silaparamita in Chapter One..
646 T3:00i6c09- 14. 7k M £ M :“« » m  M
lewi®* msm. i m i i m .  mvm.
M i m
647 T2: 0550al9-20. •. • I f t ^ & ^ J l J g  ”
648 See ksantiparamita in Chapter One.
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anger are the source of suffering, and that patience and compassion are the source of 
happiness,
"A bodhisattva practising the ksantiparamita, deeply contemplates that sentient beings obstruct 
themselves by their ignorance and always desire to conquer others. They are inclined to 
monopolize official ranks, titles of nobility, lands and countries, things that can satisfy their six 
organs. Seeing the possessions of others, they crave and become jealous . . . The bodhisattva 
realizes that all sufferings of sentient beings originate in their uncharitable and impatient 
conduct. . . Hence the bodhisattva takes a vow never to anger and be cruel to sentient beings. To 
bear the unbearable is the source of every good fortune. Knowing this, the bodhisattva practices 
compassion in every life. The bodhisattva controls and suppresses his inner poisonous anger and 
hatred when sentient beings abuse him, beat him with sticks, rob and seize his wealth, valuables, 
wives, sons, lands and country, injure his body and damage his life. He is compassionate towards 
them, helps and protects them. When sentient beings correct their faults, the bodhisattva is 
pleased."649
In brief, the scope of this perfection in the EA is very clear, namely the elimination of hatred. 
The perfection of patience is fulfilled with the help of understanding that uncharitable and 
impatient conduct is the source of pain, and that to endure the unbearable is the source of 
good fortune. To be patient is not asserted as being inactive. Additionally, the sense of 
patience is the active involvement of wisdom used in compassionate deeds.
The VTryaparamita: Physical and mental fatigue are regarded as a grave obstacle to any 
achievement of the perfection of energy. The Ekottaragamasutra says that wholesome 
activities of body, speech and mind must not become slackened. The result of slackening 
these activities is the impairment of conduct and the failure to gain enlightenment.650 The 
Buddhavainsa does not indicate to what subject the energy should be directed to, but it does 
say that a bodhisattva needs to exert energy at all times, to persevere in the perfection of 
energy and to attain ful 1-enlightenment (sainbodhi).651 Thus we see that the perfection of 
energy is practised for the spiritual aim of sain bodhi in both the Ekottaragamasutra and the 
Khuddaka-nikaya. The Cariyapitaka has no illustration of this perfection. The 
Satparamitasaingrahasutra, like the Ekottaragamasutra, specifies the subjects and ways in 
which a bodhisattva should apply and direct energy,
"The perfection of energy means being proficient in retaining profound doctrines, and in 
diligently practising them. Whether the bodhisattva is walking, sitting, or lying down . . , his 
ears always hear the voice that gives righteous instruction and virtue; his nose smells the 
fragrance of the doctrine; his mouth speaks the doctrine; his hands service the things related to 
the doctrine, and his feet tread on the teaching-hall. Thus he acts and does not change his
649 T3:0024al9-24b04. “ . . .  W t f l & f m  1 t
650 EA, T2: 0550a21-22. ‘I W B f F M f r ,  S & A fg ffF S S t ,
651 See Chapter One.
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resolution even while breathing in and out. He is concerned about and compassionate towards 
the sentient beings . . . The bodhisattva, being concerned for sentient beings, desires to rescue 
them even when the path is full o f raging fire, harmful swords, and poisons. He will throw out 
his body, endanger his own life and happily rescue them from disasters."652 
While the importance of the perfection of energy in the EA and the Nikayas lies in making
efforts for obtaining sam bodhi, in the Satparamitasamgrahasutra it lies in being proficient in
the profound doctrine, being compassionate towards the sentient beings, and even risking
one's life to rescue them.
The Dhyanaparamita: Strong resolution and concentrated mind are emphasized in the
perfection of meditation (dhyanaparamita). The Ekottaragamasutra says that in every moment
of meditation one’s mind and consciousness should be strong, firm and undistracted. One’s
body must not move even if the earth trembles.654
This perfection is not found in the Pali Nikayas. The Satparamitasamgi'ahasutra reiterates
the early version of the dhyanaparamita in the sense of completely discarding the five sensual
desires, removing the five hindrances (,nlvarana), and fulfilling the four dhyanas. The ways of
obtaining the four dhyanas are also briefly defined in the same text. To fulfil this perfection,
“one must attune one’s mind and fix it in one-pointedness, one must accumulate the
wholesome dharmas and retain them in one’s mind, and one must reflect on the impure and
unwholesome dharmas and get rid of them by replacing them with wholesome dharmas,655
To gain a full picture of the four dhyanas in the early Mahayana concept of
dhyanaparamita, it is pertinent to trace its development in the earlier sources quoted below,
"The way o f gaining the first dhyana is to eliminate one’s sensual desires -  the five wicked 
objects that cause one’s mind to be affected and mad, the beautiful forms that one’s eyes see, 
the sounds that one’s ears hear, the odours that one’s nose smells, the flavours that one’s 
mouth and tongue tastes and the tangibles that one’s body touches. One who has the resolution 
to follow the way must distance oneself from them. Further, one must remove the five 
hindrances -  one’s covetousness for property, ill will, sloth and torpor, excessive excitement, 
regret and doubt. By following this way, whether the teachings exist or not, whether the
652 T3:0032a09-19;No. G U fefr# . P f M W *
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this quotation is not likely to refer to the spiritual aim of enlightenment, but to the teachings of the Buddha.
653 The idea o f a compassionate bodhisatta is also expressed in the M E  as follows: “A being not liable to 
delusion has arisen in the world for the welfare of the many-folk, for the happiness of many folk, out of 
compassion for the world, for the good, the welfare, the happiness of gods and men (Asammohadhammo satto 
Joke uppaimo bhujanahitaya bhujanasukhaya lolanukampaya atthaya hitaya suJdiaya devamanussanani), MN, 1, 
pp.21, 83; however there is no reference to any paramita.
654 EA, T2: 0550a23-24. lE ffittttliJ-W Jt, IlfcSM PFJBiK .”
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Buddha lives or not, whether the sutras are available or not, one’s mind, will, consciousness 
and thought shall be purified and undefiled. When one’s mind is serene one sees the truth and 
gains the knowledge that one does not have, one will not be deluded by gods, nagas, ghosts 
and evil spirits, like some one who has escaped fi*om enemies to the mountains not known to 
others. One is alone and fearless. One discards sense desires one attains internal purity and 
mental composure, namely the first dhyana666
After one’s mind obtains the first dhyana, one progresses to the second dhyana. In the 
second dhyana, the practitioner . . . distances oneself from sensual desires, which can damage 
the resolution to become enlightened.657 Having attained the second dhyana, one distances 
oneself from sensual desires and remains undefiled by them.658
In the first dhyana, admonitions on the wholesome and the unwholesome dharmas come 
to end. One eliminates the unwholesome dharmas with the wholesome dharmas, the 
unwholesome dharmas fade, and the wholesome dharmas bloom.659
In the second dhyana, one’s joyful mind is tranquil, one is no longer using the wholesome 
to eliminate the unwholesome. The thought of both joyfulness and wholesomeness completely 
disappears, the ten unwholesome dharmas completely vanish . . . The wholesome comes out 
from one’s internal mind and the unwholesome is no longer entering from the ear, eye, nose 
and mouth. Thus one tames one’s own mind and turns towards the third dhyana,660
In the third dhyana, one firmly guards one’s own mind so that neither the wholesome nor 
the unwholesome can enter, one’s mind is peaceful and firm like Sumeru. The wholesome does 
not exit because both the wholesome and the unwholesome are tranquil . . .  In practicing the 
third dhyana one is pure like the lotus flower, has discarded the unwholesome, and both one’s 
mind and body are peaceful. Thus one tames one’s own mind and turns towards the fourth 
dhyana.661
In the fourth dhyana, one has discarded both the wholesome and the unwholesome. One’s 
mind is neither reflecting the wholesome nor retaining the unwholesome, and is bright and 
clear as crystal like a woman purified by bathing and applying the best fragrances, clothing 
herself with new underwear and outer garments, vivid upper clothes, is externally and 
internally pure and fragrant. A bodhisattva attains the four dhyanas with a righteous mind, evil 
influences and defilements cannot seduce or cover the mind . . . All fantastic works and 
craftsmanship come from the desires of mind.662 A bodhisattva whose mind is pure and attains 
these four dhyanas, acts according to the mind. One can fly in air, walk on the surface of water, 
divide and multiply one's body, manifest in immeasurable forms, appear and disappear, be 
alive or die at will,663 touch the sun and the moon, shake the heaven and earth, see and hear 
clearly whatever one wishes to see and hear. One's mind is pure and one's vision is bright, one 
attains all forms of knowledge (sarvajhana),664 and understands the thoughts and minds of the 
sentient beings in the ten directions, the events in the future, and the rebirths of sentient 
beings.665
One who has obtained the four dhyanas easily attains the fruits o f srotapanna, sakrdagami, 
anagami and arhat, wisdom, and the anuttarasamyaksambodhi of the Buddhas. As the earth is
656 T3:0039al7(01)-25(01).
657 T3:0039a28(07); (dciozlu) means the resolution to or the thought o f enlightenment (bodhicitta).
658 T3:0039a25(01)-28(07).
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the base for everything to live and grow, the four dhyanas are the base for one to achieve the 
five super-knowledges and buddhahood.665
The Bhagavat says, even sentient beings in this world have the skill and wisdom of the 
deities, the wise and the king of the heavens are still are fools if they do not see this sutra and 
do not attain the four dhyanas. When one has wisdom and maintains one-pointedness of mind, 
one is ready to rescue the world.657 This is the bodhisattva’s dhyanaparamita.
Clearly the exposition of the dhyanaparamita in the early Chinese texts is not remote from
the traditional teaching on the practice of dhyana, but an adoption of the traditional teaching.
If anything is innovatory, it is the occurrence of the term sunyatd.
The Prajnaparamita'. The power of wisdom is described as immeasurable. Thus the 
Ekottaragamasutra remarks that by the power of wisdom and knowledge, one is able to know 
the numbers of dust particles, kalpas, immeasurable omens, to count and comment upon 
karmic accumulations, and one’s mind is not distracted.668 In addition to this, the bodhisattva 
is able to discuss the profound dharmas and the doctrine of emptiness.669
The perfection of wisdom finds no exposition in the Pali canonical texts, but in the 
Agamas, the concept of the prajnaparamita denotes knowledge and capability, and also refers 
to the doctrine of emptiness. The way to fulfil the six perfections is not fully treated.
B. The system of six perfections in Mahayana texts
Prior to discussing individual perfections, we examine several Mahayana texts to establish 
their views on the six perfections.
B.l. The views on the six perfections
In response to the question of why the six paramitas are called paramitas, Sutra'Ho. 678 gives 
five reasons. They have the character of a non-obstacle as they are free from the things 
opposed to perfections. They have the character of non-care, as they are free from the cares of 
retribution and present benefits, of non-sin, as they are free from the impure and non-skilful 
things, of non-irrational thought, as they are free from the attachment to the characteristics of 
self as being taught, and have the character of dedication, as they are practised for supreme
666 T3:0039b26-27.
667 T3:0039bc01. The Chinese term Jlfff; can be rendered either as “to
transcend the world,” or “to rescue the world.” In the context o f this text, "to rescue the world" is more suitable.
668 EA, T2: 0550a25-26. ”
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and perfect enlightenment.
Concerning the bodhisattvas' need to practise the six perfections, the prajnaparamita- 
sutras say that all Buddhas have been born of the six perfections.671 Sutra No.474 states that 
the practice of the six perfections for perfecting the minds of many people is the conduct of 
the bodhisattva.672 Suti'a No.460 says that the six perfections transform the six sensual 
desires.673 Sutra No.459 states that the six perfections are for relieving the poor and 
suffering.674 Sutra No.441 states that by practicing the six perfections and the four boundless 
states, the bodhisattvas can perfect their morality, meditation and wisdom, complete the 
Buddha’s thirty-two major marks and eighty minor marks, and gain the ten powers.675 Sutra 
No. 614 states that by fulfilling the six perfections, bodhisattvas are able to make offerings to 
the Buddhas, purify the lands, instruct sentient beings, achieve the ten stages, and the supreme 
enlightenment.676 Sutra No. 606 says that by practising the six perfections the bodhisattvas 
achieve buddhahood.677 Sutra No.642 states that to seek wisdom and to achieve the 
enlightenment of the Buddha, bodhisattvas practise the six perfections for a long time and 
acquire the marks of the Buddha.678 6,t7£raNo.594 states that the practice of the six perfections
£*] Q
is to seek omniscience (sarvajnana) and achieve the stage of the Buddha. Sutra No. 620 
indicates that it is for the purpose of supreme sambodhicitta that bodhisattvas fulfil the six 
perfections.680 Sutra No.621 states that by practising the six perfections the bodhisattvas 
accumulate merit.681
670 li&M, TIiq Sutra on the Certain Meaning o f  the Paramitas for the Successive Stages o f
Liberation, T16:0716bl3-21, No. 678.
671 Daoxing, ( #  7) T08, p0462a, No. 224,”
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Sutra No.624 indicates that the six perfections are the ancient path of the bodhisattvas to 
enlightenment.682 Sutra No. 634 states that the great bodhisattvas practiced the six perfections
683for three asainkhya kalpas and obtained great merit and wisdom.
Sutra No.659 says that the saddharma is the six perfections, or namely the 
bodhisattvapitaka. 684 Sutra No.660 states that through the practice of generosity the 
bodhisattvas are able to fulfil the six perfections.685 SutraNo.664 reveals that the bodhisattvas 
receive the prediction of becoming a Buddha after they have fulfilled the six perfections.
Sutra No.722 states that by mental, verbal and physical efforts and constantly learning 
and enduring the path, and finally for completing the equipment of merit and wisdom,
con
bodhisattvas practise the six perfections and can obtain complete bodhi. SutraNo.612 states 
that by the mastery of the six perfections the bodhisattvas obtain supreme enlightenment. This 
text reveals three levels of the six perfections: the mundane, the transcendent, and the 
bodhisattva level.688 Sutra No.673 says that to achieve supreme enlightenment is to happily 
and energetically practise the six perfections in the manner of having no ill thoughts of 
sentient beings, not attaching to worldly things, and having no obstacles in the analytical 
insight of the Buddha’s dharma689
Sutra No. 639 says that by practising the six perfections the bodhisattva gains various 
advantages.690 Sutra No. 228 says that the six perfections are the parents of the bodhisattvas 
and give birth to the Buddhas.691
Concerning the time and circumstances the bodhisattvas fulfil the six perfections, the 
Vtijjialakirtinirdesa says that the six perfections are fulfilled at the stage of irreversibility.692 ^
682 m  2), T15: 0360a,
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Sutra No,486 says that to complete them and to attain buddhahood one needs three asamkhya 
kaJpas, and that they can be completed by constructing a platform for practitioners and by 
making offerings in a proper way.693
Sutra No. 489 indicates that the six perfections can be fulfilled through meditation and 
contemplation.694 Sutias No. 586 and No. 587 provide the following characterisation of the 
six perfections. The complete abandonment of all defilements is the perfection of generosity. 
Not elevating any dharma is the perfection of morality, not damaging any dharma is the 
perfection of patience, not viewing the characteristics of any dharma is the perfection of 
energy, not attaching to any dharma is the perfection of meditation, and not speaking sophistic 
words about any dharma is the perfection of wisdom.695
Sutra No. 543 states that to fulfil the six perfections, it is important to understand the 
unreality and illusion of the world, and to have no attachment to the changeable and 
impermanent nature of existence. When practising the six perfections, practitioners should 
restrain their minds, make energetic effort, and have no expectations of recompense, by 
seeing the threefold emptiness of the donor, beneficiary and given objects.696
Sutra No. 586 states that the ability to abandon the characteristics of all dharmas is the 
perfection of generosity, the ability to dispel mental formations is the perfection of morality, 
the freedom from the harm of the six sense objects is the perfection of patience, to refrain 
from sense engagements is the perfection of energy, non-reflecting any dharma is the 
perfection of meditation, and knowing the nature of non-production of all the dharmas is the 
perfection of wisdom.697 Again, not reviewing anything is generosity, not having recourse to 
anything is morality, not making analytical distinctions is patience, not grasping anything is 
energy, not abiding in anything is meditation, and sameness is wisdom.
Sutra No. 642 states that great bodhisattvas are able to generate and complete the six 
perfections in a moment of thought,698 and Sutra No. 643 states that by penetrating the non-
693 «  T14:0698a.
694 « ^ i ^ W m ^ l i , T 14:0716a.
695 )S ^ ^ m P « m T 1 5 :0 0 4 5 c ;  j j # ) g « ^ m P « m T l  5:0077b.
696 T14:0833a.
597 T15:0046a.
698 T15:0633c, “How does a bodhisattva generate the six paramitas in every moment of
thought? The bodhisattva has complete equanimity and is without attachment, this is the paramita of giving 
(dcina). His mind is well serene and ultimately without any wrong, this is the paramita o f morality (xila). He 
understands that the mind exhausts all characteristics and exists unharmed within the realms of sensory data, this
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characteristics of dhaimas bodhisattvas can achieve the profound six perfections.699 Sutra No. 
652 says that all bodhisattvas practise the six perfections.700
Sutra No. 658 reveals that mendicant bodhisattvas can complete the six perfections by 
meditating and making mental offerings to the Buddhas.701 By making mental offerings they 
practise the perfection of generosity, by engendering the thought of wholesome dharmas 
toward sentient beings they practise the perfection of morality, by enduring passing joy and 
happiness they practise the perfection of patience, by avoiding physical and mental 
sluggishness in their engagements they practise the perfection of energy, by concentrating 
their mind without any distraction they practise the perfection of meditation, and by fulfilling
nryy
their dignified practices they practise the perfection of wisdom. The Ugrapariprccha says 
with reference to the mendicant bodhisattvas living in the forests, that by giving their body 
and life they fulfil the danaparamita. By disciplining their body, speech and mind, and by 
living according to ascetic practices (dhuta) they fulfil the silaparamita'. By having no hatred 
towards sentient beings they fulfil the ksantiparamita. By training themselves without leaving 
the forests imtil they gain the certainty of non-production, they fulfil the vTryaparamita. By 
meditating while giving instructions to sentient beings on the roots of the wholesome dharmas, 
they fulfil the dhyanaparamita. By training and learning that ‘just as this body of mine is 
emptiness, so this body of mine is bodhi' and by cherishing the truth without any wrong 
thoughts, they fulfil the prajnaparamita.
is the pciramita o f patience (ksanti). He strives in contemplation and selects advantageous states of mind but 
understands that the mind transcends characteristics, this is the paramita o f energy (virya). He is ultimately well 
serene and has controlled his mind, this is the paramita of meditation (dhyana)- He contemplates and 
understands the mind, penetrating the characteristics of the mind, this is the paramita o f wisdom (prajna). A 
bodhisattva who resides in the surangama-samddhi possesses the six paramitas in every moment of thought.”
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Sutras No. 671 and No. 672 distinguish three levels of practicing the six perfections: the 
mundane level, transcendent level and bodhisattva or supreme level.704 The mundane level of 
practicing the six perfection refers to ordinary people who affirm the existence of the self and 
the subjects of self, hold the two extreme views, seek the rebirth of the body, and strive 
toward form and other objects. They practise the six perfections and thus gain high powers 
and become reborn in Sakra’s heaven. The transcendent level of practicing the six perfections 
refers to the practices of the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas, who are asserted to only seek 
their own benefit and nirvana. The supreme level of practicing the six perfections refers to the 
bodhisattva practices. The bodhisattvas generate no wrong thoughts and no attachment, grasp 
no characteristics in things, and constantly practise the six perfections. The state of being 
indifferent, being of benefit to sentient beings, and not distinguishing sensual objects is the 
perfection of generosity. The state of being indifferent to views, and the knowledge of the 
nature of grasping and subjects of grasping, are the perfection of morality. The energetic 
practices without negligence during the three watches of the night, and striving for real truth 
constitute the perfection of energy. The act of refraining from making distinctions and 
generating heretical views is the perfection of meditation. The wisdom which grasps without 
distinctions the avoidance of the two extreme views, the pursuit of purification, and striving
• 7D^after the wisdom of noble ones, constitute the perfection of wisdom.
Concerning the ways of gaining non-regression from the paramitas, text 21 of the 
Ratnakuta lists four things that can ensure the bodhisattva’s non-regression from the 
paramitas: (1) To master all paramitas by mastering one paramita; (2) to know all sentient 
beings by knowing one sentient being; (3) to realize the purity of all dharmas by realizing the 
purity of one dhanna, and (4) to understand all the Buddhas by understanding one Buddha. 
This approach is based on the theory that all things are not different in nature.706
SutratSo. 220 states that the nature of the six perfections is non-bondage (visasnyoga) and 
non-liberation (avimoksa) because they are in the nature of non-existence, tranquil, emptiness,
* 7fi7non-sign, non-wish, non-production, non-destruction, non-polluting and non-purifying.
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The investigation of the six perfections in these selected texts discloses several salient 
features. The six perfections are aimed at the attainment of complete enlightenment 
(sanibodhi) or omniscience (sarvajhana). They have been followed by laypeople and 
mendicants on mundane, transcendent and supreme levels. They can be fulfilled within a 
certain period of time on which the texts are not in agreement. They are linked with four types 
of bodhisattvas: begimiers, those who have practiced the six perfections for a long time, those 
who are on the stage of non-regression, and those who have received the prediction of 
becoming a Buddha. The texts offer different opinions on why bodhisattvas should practice 
the six perfections, how they fulfil them, and how they gain the non-regression from the six 
perfections.
B.2. The Six Paramitas
In the Mahayana texts the six perfections {paramita) have the same names as in the early and 
sectarian texts, but their definitions and descriptions are considerably developed in a variety 
of ways. Perhaps the most significant shift is the one from the action required of the 
bodhisattva to achieve the paramitas to more theoretical considerations and new formulations 
of the bodhisattva practices.
In the sections that now follow we provide short discussions of each paramita and then 
offer an in-depth treatment of three more illustrative paramitas.
B.2.1. The perfection of generosity
There is a distinct shift in the understanding of generosity in the Mahayana texts in 
comparison to its understating in the Mahavastu and the earliest Mahayana texts. In the earlier 
texts there are two kinds of generosity, internal and external. Giving is a process of parting 
with what one possesses, including one’s body (internal), family and possessions (external). 
There is also an emphasis on the correct attitude in the practice of generosity. Anger and 
resentment are not compatible with a successful achievement of this paramita\
In Mahayana texts, there are three categories of generosity. The first is the gift of 
possessions, both internal and external. The second is the gift of comfort, help or assistance. 
The texts focus on the removal of the fear of others. The third kind of generosity is the gift of
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spiritual guidance, the gift of Dharma (dharmadana)?^ In this context the term dharma covers 
both religious and secular matters. The best gift is called the teaching of Mahayana practice. 
In this way the monk’s life is seen as the highest form of giving, and higher than the material 
gifts (amisadana) of lay people. The texts therefore strengthen the social position of the 
monks, especially in the lands where the wise are respected.
The Jatakas, M N  and Agamas, and even the Mahavastu highly praise the practice of 
giving one’s limbs and body to others. However, a passage in the text 26 of the Ratankuta 
prohibits the conduct of cutting and giving one’s limbs in practicing the perfection of 
generosity. The basic reason for prohibiting cutting or having one’s limbs cut is rooted in the 
rule of no harm. Whoever induces this kind of harm will fall into the great hells.709 This text
710also strongly prohibits the bodhisattva to force people or relatives to make material gifts,
711and stresses the principle of treating all sentient beings with impartiality and compassion. 
Giving material possessions (amisadana) and giving instructions (dharmadana) to sentient 
beings are to be practised712 for the welfare of sentient beings, for the removal of greed, and 
for the attainment of omniscience.
Sutra No. 678 refers to three kinds of giving, namely giving material possessions 
(amisadana), giving comfort or fearlessness (abhayadana) and giving the Dharma 
(dhaimadana) Sutra No. 261 states that the dhaimadana is inexhaustible, beneficial at 
present and in future, a real benefit to both the donor and the recipients in the sense of gaining 
enlightenment (bodhi).714 The advantage of giving food to the hungry is that by giving food 
the bodhisattva actually gives life, good health, strength and physical and mental comforts.
708 Sutra'No. 658 {Ratnamegha-sutra), T16:021, ttiW ASM 'kW 'M il
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71 f\ • *Pure and proper ways of giving are also discussed in the text. Practicing generosity with
arrogance is impure giving and giving on selected days and to some selected people is not 
generosity.
The Bodhisattvapitaka differentiates between external and internal gifts and associates 
the practice of generosity with the generation of the thought of enlightenment.
The development of the perfection of generosity is also seen in the increased number of 
advantages which one gains by practising it. In the early texts, the advantages are mainly the
717removal of greed and the cultivation of compassion. Sutra No. 639 reveals ten advantages, 
some of which are: the removal of greed, acquisition of a generous mind, the participation of 
sentient beings in the sources of spiritual and material assets, rebirth in rich and wealthy 
families, admiration by the four assemblies, good fame in all directions, and having good 
friends.718 The same text also lists ten benefits for practicing the dharmadana. The more 
important among these benefits are the removal of unwholesome things, the acquisition of 
wholesome things, the observance of the law of good human beings, being capable of 
purifying the Buddha lands, the ability to abandon cherished objects, the elimination of
• 71Qdefilements, and having a compassionate mind towards sentient beings.
A new direction in the evolution of the danaparamita in some texts, particularly in the 
Prajnaparamitasutras, is developed by showing its relationship to other perfections and how it 
can engender the perfections,720 The Sutra on the Emitting o f Light121 shows how generosity 
engenders the other five perfections. Through body, speech and mind, bodhisattvas constantly 
practise pure generosity toward sentient beings, and thus their generosity engenders the 
silaparamita. The bodhisattvas show no hatred towards those recipients who abuse them and 
speak rude words to them, and thus their generosity engenders the ksantiparamita. When the 
bodhisattvas are abused by the recipients they do not reciprocate, but increase their generosity
716 Ibid., T08:0885a.
717 Taisho Tripitaka Vol. 15, No. 639 f j (CandradTpasamadhisutra, also named the Samadhirajasutra) ,
T15: 583c21-583c29,
m t t  a ®
718 Ibid., T15:0583c.
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and treat all recipients with impartiality whether they are good or bad, and thus their 
generosity engenders the viryaparamita. While practising generosity the bodhisattvas seek 
enlightenment with an undistracted mind and thus their generosity generates the 
dhyanaparamita. While giving, the bodhisattvas contemplate that “I and the objects given 
away are like an illusion and dream”, and since they do not see the existence of the recipients, 
their generosity engenders the prajnaparamita?21
In Sutra No. 220 the ways in which the practice of generosity engenders the other five 
perfections are described as follows.723 The bodhisattvas practise generosity with detached 
and unstinting minds, and dedicate the generosity to gain all-knowledge (sarvaprajhana). They 
are compassionate bodily, verbally and mentally toward sentient beings, and abstain from
77 Aunwholesome objects. Thus they engender the pure silaparamita. When the recipients are 
unreasonable, when they slander and humiliate bodhisattvas, they have no angry or harmful 
thoughts, display no physical or verbal revenge, but have pity and compassion, and speak in 
affectionate words. Thus bodhisattvas engender the ksantiparamita.725 When they are 
slandered and humiliated, bodhisattvas reflect the fact that the karmic actions have their 
causes and conditions, and that their effects will mature automatically. So in order not to ruin 
their efforts, they disregard aggravating recipients, strengthen their mind of generosity, and 
increase their energy in body and mind. Thus they engender the viryaparamita. When 
bodhisattvas practise generosity their minds are not distracted by the recipients and 
circumstances, they seek no pleasures in worldly realms or in the two vehicles, but in the state 
of buddhahood. Thus they engender the dhyanaparamita?11 When practicing the perfection of 
generosity, bodhisattvas reflect on the fact that all the recipients, the donors and the given 
things are illusions and realize the empty character of all dharmas. Thus they engender the
• — —728prajnaparamita.
722 PEL, Sutra^o. 221 T08:0003c; T08:016c-0107a
723 Sutra No. 220c 523), T07:0679b
724 Ibid., T07: 679a28 - 679b05.
725 Ibid., T07: 0679b05 - 0679bl 1.
726 Ibid., T07: 679b ll - 679b20
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Sutra No. 222 distinguishes two grades of generosity, mundane and supramundane.729 If 
one thinks, “I am the giver, that is the object given by me, this is the beneficiary,” and expects 
rewards when giving, thus is mundane generosity. Contrarily, when one has no expectations 
and sees no donor, no beneficiary and no given things, it is supramundane generosity. To 
explain the perfection of generosity, the doctrines of the non-existence of the self (atman) and 
emptiness are applied to the dharmas and the individual.
The evolution of the perfection of generosity includes new opinions on how to fulfil the 
danaparamita, and new conceptual developments in terms of classifications of generosity such 
as those consisting of material things, the Dharma, fearlessness, being mundane or 
supramundane, pure or impure. The expansion in the interpretation of the perfection of 
generosity also includes the motivation and attitude of the donor, and doctrinal teachings on 
equality and non-abiding, on the non-existence of the donor, the beneficiary, the self {atman) 
and the given thing. Finally, the teaching on the way in which the danaparamita engenders the 
other five perfections functioned to strengthen the theory of generosity and make it more 
practical.
. - ' - ' I
The perfection of morality {silaparamita) in the early sectarian texts'such as the Buddhavainsa
or Ekottargama-sutra, is generally taught to protect morakconduct and to discipline bodily, 
verbal and mental action^ However, moral conducti-sTiot clearly specified and remains open 
to debate. djitfreearliest Mahayana perfection of morality
is explained but its treatment is confined to specified prohibitions which are identified as the 
sources of faults. The later Mahayana compilers clearly show their discontent with the early 
definitions of the perfection of morality and provide their own compositions. They reinterpret 
the old expositions of morality in various ways. For example, the eating habits of the 
bodhisattvas were defined in terms of the time at which they could eat. However at this stage, 
the food as such became of utmost importance. The consumption of meat was declared a 
serious error the same gravity as killing, and the abstention from eating meat became a very 
important part of the perfection of morality. Similarly, in the early texts bodhisattvas are not
729 t o N o .  221 (F an ggu an gm ^ n  T08:0204b02-p0209cl7.
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allowed to approach prostitutes, but in the later texts they can approach them for teaching 
purposes and ultimately in order to rescue them.
The Subahupariprccha., in responding to the question of what the perfection of morality is 
and how to fulfil it, links the five precepts with the asaiksa by saying that the bodhisattvas 
observe the five rules of morality in order to cause sentient beings to abide in the asaiksa stage.
73 1This implies that the observance of the five rules of morality can lead to the asaiksa stage.
On the basis of compassion, rules are made to prevent terrorizing other people, and abstaining 
from jailing and beating sentient beings. On the basis of loving and protecting others’ 
belongings, this text also regulates rescuing and releasing people from prisons, restraint, 
detention, arrest, capture, punishment, and tortures.732 The text also regulates how to give aid 
and care for victims of fire and water disasters.733 There are more bodhisattva precepts as part 
of the silaparamita in this text. The unique feature of those rules is to impose on the 
bodhisattvas more duties and to engage more activity in social life and works. In practice and 
for the fulfilment of the silaparamita, the Subahupariprccha not only makes the bodhisattvas 
work for the welfare and freedom of sentient beings, but also reminds bodhisattvas to produce 
great vows, to generate the thought of enlightenment and dedicate their merit to bodhi,m
In its exposition of morality, text 12 of the Ratnakuta735 called the Bodhisattvapitaka 
closely follows the prescriptive approach of the Smvaka Vinaya and does not permit for 
adjustments in moral observance even when the bodhisattva’s vow should require it. Also, it 
recognizes sensual desire as the chief source of moral impurity.736 The exposition of the ten 
unwholesome paths of action737 in the silaparamita chapter,738 and its insistence on traditional 
moral discipline, indicate that the Bodhisattvapitaka originated at a time when early Buddhist
731 Tl 1:0530al 1-17, f
The Subahupariprccha was translated into Chinese by Kumarajlva (ca, 402-412)
732 Tl ln0310_p0530a27-b07, ° ° M
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733 Tl l:0530c09-10, °
734 Subahu, Tl 1:0530c, ”
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maxims still had considerable influence on Mahayana thinking. However, in this text moral 
rules have been increased to more than sixty for disciplining bodily, verbal and mental action, 
and for the welfare of others. Among the rules the six perfections are included739 the teachings 
on loving-kindness, equality, and non-self (anatman). The four boundless states are also 
drawn into the practices of moral rules.
In response to the issue of what the perfection of morality should be, Sutra No. 678 
specifies three categories of the perfection of morality, namely moral discipline (sainvarasila), 
morality which accumulates the wholesome dharmas (kusaladlianna-samgrahakaslla), and 
morality benefiting sentient beings (sattvarthakriyasila).740 These three types of morality are 
included in most Mahayana texts, and are styled as Mahayana discipline. They are discussed 
in Sutra No. 159,741 the Samdhiniimocana-sutra,,742 and presented as the silaparamita in Sutra 
No. 1581.743 Moral discipline applies to seven kinds of people: the male novice (sramanera), 
female novice (sramanerika), female probationer (sihamana), nun (bhiksuni), monk {bhiksu), 
male devotee (upasika) and female devotee (upasaka).
Some texts do not directly define the perfection of morality, but specify the advantages 
obtained by fulfilling it. These advantages reflect the scope of the moral perfection through 
which bodhisattvas can assess their progress. The Candradlpasamadhisuti'a refers to ten kinds 
of advantage obtained by mastering the perfection of morality. They are the ability to master 
the wisdom of all knowing, learning in the same way as the Buddha learned, the 
blamelessness of the wise, non-regression from the vows, a stable practice, liberation from 
sainsara, the enjoyment of nirvana, freedom from fetters, ease to obtain supreme samadhis, 
and possessing the treasure of faith.744
739 Tl l:0254cl9-23,
741 Taisho Tripitaka Vol. 3, No. 159 T03:0304bl6-19,
742 Taisho Tripitaka Vol. 16, No. 676 T16: 0705cl5-17,
743 Taisho Tripitaka Vol. 30, No. 1581 tr. Dharmaraksa in 385~433CE,
T30:0910b06 -0912b09.
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Sutra No.221 says that the practice of the silaparamita. engenders the other five 
perfections. When the bodhisattvas observe the moral precepts, such practice is the 
danaparamita. While practising morality, even the bodhisattvas are cut, dismembered and 
flayed. Their minds do not produce hatred and anger, thus bodhisattvas abiding in morality 
engender the ksantiparamita™s
How do the bodhisattvas practicing morality engender the viryaparamiW. When 
bodhisattvas practise morality, their body, speech and mind are not slackened, and they aim to 
liberate sentient beings from samsara, thus abiding in morality they engender the
• -7 4 6viryaparamita.
How do the bodhisattvas practicing morality engender the dhyanaparamiW. They practise 
morality from the first to the fourth dhyana. They do not seek the stage of arhat or 
pratyekabuddha. Their minds always reflect that ‘abiding in meditation I should liberate 
sentient beings,’ thus bodhisattvas abiding in morality engender the dhyanaparamita™1
How do bodhisattvas practicing morality engender the prajnaparamiW. While practicing 
morality, they do not see where the dharmas abide or cease, and even when they see the 
existence of dharmas, they know dharmas to be within suchness. Because of the 
prajnaparamita., bodhisattvas do not fall back to the states of arhat and pratyekabuddha. Thus
— 748bodhisattvas abiding in morality engender the prajnaparamita.
In brief, the evolution of the perfection of morality includes new opinions on moral 
conduct, which was developed from unspecified discipline to more defined moral rules. From 
prohibitions turning toward the rules imposed on the bodhisattvas, more duties and more 
activity in social life and deeds emerged. Conceptually, the three categories of the perfection 
of morality indicate that the perfection of morality has been, from a single aim of disciplining 
bodily, verbal and mental actions for spiritual progress, developed into a multi-faceted 
motivation for the bodhisattva practice. Doctrinally, the prajnaparamita texts explain that the 
practice of the silaparamita engenders the other five perfections which lead the bodhisattva to 
realize the relationship between the six perfections. Clearly, the protection of sentient beings 
and working for their welfare is centred in the bodhisattva moral teaching of Mahayana texts.
745 PEL, T08:0107a06-14
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In addition, restraining from falling back to the states of an arhat and pratyekabuddha is a part 
of this perfection.
Morality is one of the three basic teachings of the Buddha.749 Its rules might be increased 
or reduced in some texts to meet the needs of particular circumstances. This will be discussed 
further in the next chapter to demonstrate yet further developments.
B.2.3. The perfection of patience
In the early texts, the teaching emphasises the development of patience (ksanti) within the 
context of suffering and power. Thus a king or statesman is instructed to practice patience in 
the same way as a person who is oppressed. Bodhisattvas are encouraged to develop patience 
whenever they are seriously injured, and they should not produce hatred in mind. Additionally 
in the Mahayana texts, the best kind of patience is considered to be the 
anutpattikadharmaksanti. This term is found in many Mahayana texts, particularly in the 
prajnaparamitasutras, and fully explained in the Lahkavatarasuti'a. Anutpattikadharmaksanti\ 
literally rendered, means “the acceptance of all things as unborn” ( M U~ ). 
Anutpattikadharma denotes existence in the Mahayana sense. Ksanti means “patience” as one 
of the six paramitas in the earlier texts, but here it does not mean “to endure,” or “to suffer 
patiently”, as endurance implies unwillingness or resentment. The sense of Buddhist ksanti is 
tolerance or acceptance. When the non-origination of existence is truly recognized and 
accepted, it becomes the principle of one’s conduct and determines one’s mental attitude. It 
involves one’s volition and acceptance of the ultimate truth ( tattva) as perceived by the mind 
free from errors or wrong judgments.
Chapter 24 of the Avatainsakasutra gives ten categories of ksanti. (1) Ksanti means to 
listen to the oral teaching of the Buddha, to accept it without fear or hesitation and to abide in 
it whole-heartedly. (2) Ksanti as obedience, is to penetrate the nature of things, and to keep 
the mind pure and serene. (3) Ksanti with regard to the unborn nature of existence has already 
been explained. The remaining categories of patience are realised when one attains the 
knowledge of things as (4) illusions, (5) mirages, (6) dreams, (7) echoes, (8) shadows, (9) the 
phenomenal and (10) the empty.750
749 T16:0681cl3-18.
750 5y&'aNo. 278 T09:0580c.
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Concerning the way of practising the ksantiparamita; the texts present various views. The 
Subahupariprccha reveals that as a method of practicing patience, one grasps the law of 
karmic causes and effects and the true nature of life. These contribute to the bodhisattva’s 
restrain from the production of anger, hatred and the thoughts of revenge against those who 
are hostile and cause trouble.751 It is important to have an internal peace and compassionate 
mind whether praised or harmed by sentient beings.752 Reflections on the bodhisattva vows 
and on the thought of supreme enlightenment are presented as others ways to subdue and 
overcome inner obstacles and to endure harm, injury, abuse, and hardship.753 The practice of 
practicing patience is linked with the ultimate goal and fruit. For instance, if the bodhisattva’s 
feet are cut off, the bodhisattva is patient and produces compassion in order to gain the 
Buddha’s four supernatural feet.754
The Bodhisattvapitakasutra distinguishes three categories of patience with regard to 
suffering, hostility and the factors of existence. Sutra No. 678 also lists three categories of 
patience, patience with regard to unbeneficial things, patience with regard to sufferings, and 
patience with regard to the Dharma,755
The Candradlpasamadhisutra lists ten advantages which result from practising the 
perfection of patience, freedom from harm by fire, no injury by knife, freedom from poison, 
freedom from water dangers, protection by non-human beings, possessing a fine figure and 
characteristics, freedom from evil rebirths, the chance of rebirth in heavens, constant peace 
day and night, and physical comfort and ease.756
Theoretically, Sutra No.221 states that bodhisattvas practising the ksantiparamita can 
engender the other five perfections. When the bodhisattvas are abused, looked down upon and 
violated, they practise patience. They dedicate the merit of practising patience to sentient 
beings and the supreme and perfect enlightenment (anuttasamyaksainbodhi). They do not
751 "T /\, text 26 of the Ratnakuta, T l 1:053 lac. The sources of suffering are listed as
possessions, one's body, one's wife, and one's property . . .  as well as the six faculties. One should not have 
hatred and anger and take revenge toward others
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abide in two places, the characteristic of non-vow and the characteristic of non-production. 
Thus do the bodhisattvas practicing the ksantiparamita engender the danapai'amita.757
How do the bodhisattvas practicing the ksantiparamita engender the silaparamiW. When 
the bodhisattvas practise the perfection of patience they do not commit the ten unwholesome 
dharmas, but practise the ten wholesome dharmas. They dedicate their merit to supreme 
enlightenment, and their minds do not cling to the three vehicles. Thus bodhisattvas practicing 
the ksantiparamita engender the sTlaparamita,758
How do the bodhisattvas practicing the ksantiparamita engender the viryaparamiW. The 
bodhisattvas engender energy when they reflect: T should travel to countless lands to instruct 
people to observe the precepts, to teach the three vehicles in conformity with people’s 
capacities to learn, to lead them out of sainsara, to dedicate merit to sentient beings and the 
supreme enlightenment (anuttasamyaksambodhi).’5 Thus the bodhisattvas practicing the 
ksantiparamita engender the vTiyaparamita759
How do the bodhisattvas practicing the ksantiparamita engender the dhyanaparamitiP. 
The bodhisattvas produce a wholesome thought from the first dhyana until the fourth dhyana, 
and then with this wholesome thought, they produce the thought of the supreme 
enlightenment without making any reflection. Thus the bodhisattvas practicing the
760ksantiparamita engender the dhyanaparamita.
How do the bodhisattvas practicing the ksantiparamita engender the prajnaparamitSl 
They contemplate the equanimity of the dharmas, the purity of the dharmas, and the 
exhaustion of the dharmas. They have the aim to obtain all-knowledge (sarvajhana) and to
« * 761turn the wheel of the Dharma. They also realise that there is non-gain and non-giving.
At an advanced level the bodhisattva attains the acceptance of all things as unborn. This 
is because one has finished examining and purifying the path with transcendental wisdom and 
skilful means {prajnopaya), one has finished accumulating the stock of knowledge and merit 
(sambhara), and has equipped oneself with the vows. One is sustained by the power of the
757 PEL, T08:0107a26-b03, No.221.
758 T08:0107b04-09.
759 T08:0107b09-14.
760 T08:0107bl4018.
761 T08:0107bl 8-23; “IliiJSfTflPjl, can be understood as ‘what the bodhisattvas engender is
thus non-grasp and non-loose.’
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Tathagatas, one's mind is thoroughly purified and thoughtful, grounded in virtue, knowledge, 
power, great in pity and compassion,
"When one enters truly (1) the knowledge that all things are, in their nature, from the 
beginning unborn (autpanna), unproduced (ajata), devoid of particular marks (alaksana), 
unevolved (asambhuta), undissolved (avinasita), nor extinguished (anisthita), unchanging
(apravritfi), unceasing (anabhiniwtti), and non-substance (abhavasvabhava), (2) the
knowledge that all things remain the same at all times and that they are suchness, non-
discriminative, and enter into the knowledge of the omniscient one, (3) the knowledge o f all 
things as they really are, one becomes completely emancipated from the individualising ideas 
created by the mind (citta) and the agent of conscioussness (manovijnana), one becomes
detached as the sky, and descends upon all objects as if upon empty space. Finally one gains the 
acceptance o f all things as unborn (anutpattikadhamiaksanti).1,762 
The above discussion shows how the perfection of patience has been conceptually developed 
in terms of categories and levels associated with the bodhisattva career. The mere control of 
one’s anger, hatred and agitation is just a part of perfect patience. The capability of bearing 
the teachings of bodhisattvas becomes an important part of perfect patience. In addition, 
patience is guided by wisdom and participates in the operations of the other perfections. 
Practically, the bodhisattvas are encouraged to meet sentient beings, and to travel to the 
potential Buddha lands to learn and give teachings. The various categories of patience are not 
only indicating the conceptual evolution of patience, but also showing that the practice of 
patience has the functions of maintaining merit and increasing one’s wisdom.
B.2,4. The perfection of energy
In the earlier texts the treatment of effort is included in the right conduct as part of the 
eightfold path. In this context, effort is understood as a determined and tireless striving on the 
path to liberation. In the Mahayana texts, the focus of perfect energy is on the effort towards 
the realization of truth, the welfare of sentient beings, and supreme enlightenment. Perfect 
energy is said to exist in every achievement and perfection.
In the Lankavatarasutra, the practice of energy is to perform effortless deeds 
(,anabhogocarya), to walk the path of signlessness (animittapatha), and to enter the mental 
state of non-semblance (cittanirabhasa).
762 The D ^bhum ika; Rahder, pp. 125-126. /
763?\&)\W&(Lankavatara-sutici), tr. Bodhiruci, 513 CE, T16, No.671
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Sutra No. 678 distinguishes three categories of energy, energy for vows, energy for 
skills, and energy for benefiting sentient beings.764
Sutra No. 639 enumerates ten kinds of advantage gained from abiding in the 
perfection of energy, invincibility, being cared for by the Buddhas, protection from 
nonhuman beings, retention of learned dharmas, learning new things, increased eloquence 
in argument, acquisition of the nature of samadhis, reduction of illness and worries, the 
ability to digest all kinds of food, and eminence.765 These advantages are obtained at the 
advanced level of the bodhisattva career.
The Subahupariprccha says that fervent aspirations should become the driving force 
and the source of energy for the bodhisattvas to control laziness, to work energetically and 
without any physical, verbal and mental slackening.766 The application of the four 
countless states (apramana) to the practices of the six perfections for mastering the 
Buddha’s teaching and for gaining the supreme enlightenment is said to be one of the 
important areas to make efforts with diligence.767 The bodhisattvas should also employ 
their energy to learn and to instruct sentient beings in the teachings of the Buddha, to train 
and establish them in the vehicles in conformity with their learning capabilities.768 They 
should exercise energy in all circumstances and conditions, and endure unbearable 
sufferings to liberate sentient beings.
57FraNo.221 explains how the bodhisattvas practicing the vfryaparamita engender the 
other five perfections. From the moment of producing the thought of enlightenment until 
they gain enlightenment, without wasting any time bodhisattvas exert their energy for the 
attainment of enlightenment through their bodily, verbal and mental actions. Bodhisattvas 
travel to different Buddha lands769 to instruct human and other sentient beings, and strive 
to lead sentient beings out of sainara by means of the three vehicles. At the time when no 
one can practice the paths of the Buddha or the bodhisattva, bodhisattvas teach the paths 
of the arhat and the pratyekabuddha. When no one can follow the practices of the arhat
WiM (Sutra o f  the Certain Meaning o f  the Paramita, the Successive Liberations), 
T16:716b-7-93No.678,“^ « M g H S # 0
(CandradTpa-samadhisutra or Sawadhirajasutra),T\5\ 584b26-c02, No.639
7CG Subahu, T il:  531c29-532a23
767 Subahu, T il:  532a29-b22.
768 Subahu, T il:  532b22-28.
769 A Buddha realm is not another world of the universe, but the place and the land where Buddhism exists, or 
will come to exist.
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and the pratyekabuddha, the bodhisattvas strive to teach the ten kinds of wholesome 
conduct. It is in these ways while the bodhisattvas practise the viiyaparamita they 
engender the danaparamita'.17° It is evident that the Sutra No.221 stresses the practice of 
energy to work for one’s own and other people’s benefit.
How do the bodhisattvas engender the sllaparamita by practicing the vlryaparamita! 
From the moment of producing the thought of enlightenment until they gain 
enlightenment, bodhisattvas practise the ten kinds of wholesome conduct and also 
encourage others to practice them. The bodhisattvas that abide in morality do not seek 
pleasures in this world and do not seek to gain the state of the arhat or the pratyekabuddha. 
Concerning their conduct, they do not see the doers of the past, present and future. It is in 
this way that the bodhisattvas by practicing the viiyaparamita engender the sllaparamita.
When bodhisattvas are tortured by human or non-human beings, they are patient and 
reflect, ‘I will gain significant benefits. I have this body for sentient beings. Now sentient 
beings come to take it. For the sake of the Dharma therefore, I should be happy and 
produce no hatred.’ It is in this way that the bodhisattvas practicing the viiyaparamita
771engender the ksantiparamita.
How do the bodhisattvas practicing the vlryaparamita engender the dhyanaparamiW. 
They energetically make effort to achieve the four dhyanas, the four boundless states, and 
the four samapattis. Wherever they are born, they always strive to rescue sentient beings, 
and to guide them to transcend samsara by means of teaching the six paramitas. They 
travel to the Buddha lands to produce generosity, and to cultivate wholesome roots of 
virtue. It is in this way that bodhisattvas abiding in the vlryaparamita engender the 
dhyanaparamita,772
How do the bodhisattvas practicing the vlryaparamita engender the prajnaparamitd? 
While bodhisattvas practise the perfection of energy, they do not see the five paramitas, 
their characteristics, or their functions. They do not see the thirty-seven factors of 
enlightenment, and they do not see the dharmas and their characteristics. They know the
770 Fangguang, T08:107b24-c07.
771 Fangguang, T08: 107c 14-21.
772 Fangguang, T08: 107c22-26.
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sameness of all dharmas. Thus abiding in the vlryaparamita they engender the
_ . _773prajnaparamita.
Certainly, the perfection of energy brings success in the practice of the perfections.
Its concept becomes developed in terms of defining its role in the entire career of the 
bodhisattvas. In addition, the sutras emphasize the importance of using energy to work the 
benefit of self and others. The bodhisattvas are asserted to master skills and the Buddha’s 
teachings, to fulfil their vows, and to travel to the Buddha lands to teach.
B.2.5. The perfection of meditation
The perfection of meditation (dhyanaparamita) in the earlier texts (the Agamas and Vinaya) 
mainly consists of the four dhyanas. However, in the Mahayana texts which we examine here, 
in addition to the four meditations, there are many other meditations and concentrations 
(,samadhis). In the development of the dhyanaparamita, samadhis are important because they 
can produce particular supernatural powers that can be used to help others and to fulfil their 
vows. Sutra No. 397 indicates that bodhisattvas abiding in the dhyanaparamita can easily
nrf A
enter many kinds of samadhis and gain mastery of will (vasita) and skills. Samadhis upon 
the water-moon, lotus flower, non-self, signlessness (animitta), wishlessness (apranihita), and 
emptiness (sunyata) are included in a long list given in this text. Among all the samadhis; 
the vasitasamadhi of all the dharmas seems to be prominent because many detailed ways are 
given for obtaining it. One of the ways is non-attachment to all dharmas,776 This text also
• 777 •states that the bodhisattvas practise meditation (dhyana) for sixteen reasons. For instance, 
bodhisattvas practise the meditation for knowing the minds of sentient brings in order to lead 
them to cross sainsara. In order to know the mental activities of sentient beings, bodhisattvas 
practise the samadhi which produces supernatural powers. Sutra No. 403 also states that 
bodhisattvas abiding in the dhyanaparamita should fulfil all samadhis,778
773 Fangguang, T08: 107c27-0108a03.
774 Dafangeng, T13:0195a, g  ?£."
775 Ibid., T13:0195a; a same list is also seen in Sutra No.401, 13:0531a
776 Dafangdeng, T 1 3 : 0 0 4 2 c , f f i M l J t g
■ ■.” It also states that completing ten dharmas is away to gain this samadhi,
T13:0043b.
777 Dafangdeng, T13:0194a, . ■ ■”
778 (Aksayamatibodhisattvasutra),Tl3:0595a, There
is a long list of samadhis in this text
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Some of the samadhis produce wisdom and realization, and speed up the bodhisattva’s 
progress and development. For instance, the Lahkavatara says,
"When the manomayakaya is obtained through the realisation of the samadhi known as mayopama 
(the illusion-like), one acquires the ten powers (bala), the tenfold self-mastery ( vas'ita), and the six 
psychic faculties (abhijna). One becomes adorned with distinguishing marks, and is bom in the
family o f the holy path. One thinks about the purpose of one’s original vow, which is to bring all
sentient beings to full maturity,"779 
This samadhi is connected with the concept of the three Buddha-bodies.
Sutra No. 644 states that the bodhisattvas abiding in the surangamasamadhi can master
one hundred samadhis,780 All the names of the hundred samadhis are listed. The first one is
the samadhi of emptiness and the hundredth is the samadhi of accepting the seal of the
dharma king.
* 7 0 1Sutra No, 678 distinguishes three categories of the dhyanaparamita, (1) the dhyana for
eliminating wrong thoughts, tranquillising worries, treating pains and sufferings, for gaining 
happy stages, (2) the dhyana for engendering merit, and (3) the dhyana for instructing and 
benefiting sentient beings.
In the Sutra No. 397, the dhyanaparamita is defined and characterised as having non- 
affection to all the dharmas, having non-thought of anything, having non-attachment to any 
skandhas, and having non-production of any realms.782
The Subahupariprccha indicates that the teachings on meditation in the Agamas783 were 
adopted to enlarge the Mahayana teaching on the dhyanaparamita. Thus according to this text, 
by not attaching themselves to the five sensual objects, and by not having any greed for the 
world, bodhisattvas control their six sense faculties. They never distance themselves from 
tranquillity and meditation.784 By having their feet and hands controlled they do not make 
mistakes. By having shame {Ini) and a sense of remorse (apatraya) they control their bodily,
779 W M M ^ B M ^ {L a n k a va ta ra -su tra ), T16:0496a; T16:0489c.
781 7  (Sutra on the Certain Meaning o f  the Paramita, the Successive Liberations),T16:
716b09, No.678, PS? [ S M P .  PS? I
782 Tv 757£ A  f t  (Maha-smnnipata-sutra), T13:0302a.
783 For meditation achievements, to discard sense desires (colour/form, sound, odour, flavour, tangible objects) 
and to remove the obstacles (lust, ill will, languor and torpor, regret, doubt) are asserted as particularly important. 
Teachings on the elimination of sensual desires are found in MN, I, 85-87, 92, 454; II, 42; III; 114; AN, III, 4111; 
IV, 415, 430 449, 458; Teachings on removing the obstacles are found in AN, III, 16, 92; IV, 437; V, 207; DN, I, 
71, 246; II, 300; III, 234; MN, I, 144, 181, 268, 274, 347; III, 136; SN, V, 60. These become a part of the 
Mahayana teaching of the dhyanaparamita.
784 Subahu, T il:  533al2-18.
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verbal and mental acts.785 They remain calm and easily satisfied with their needs of 
livelihood.786 For the sake of peace they distance themselves from noisy places. Whether they 
are praised or blamed, glorified or abused, pleased or displeased their minds remain unmoved. 
They have no hatred or affection, and they regard their enemies equal to their sons.787 
Whether they meet bearable or unbearable circumstances their minds always abide in 
equanimity and tranquillity.788 Whether the five sensual objects are lovable or disagreeable 
they have 110 desire, hatred, anger or attachment.789 The bodhisattvas, having reflected and 
discarded all desires and malicious dharmas, become endowed with reasoning (vitarka), 
investigation (victim), joy iprlti) and happiness (,sukha), and thus gain the first dhyana,790 By 
the rejection of examination and investigation, they enter a state of internal peace 
(samprasada), mental one-pointedness (ekotibhava) which is free from reasoning and
7Q1 *investigation, they gain joy and happiness, and obtain the second dhyana. By renouncing 
joy and remaining indifferent, the bodhisattvas enter a state of alertness (smrtiman), 
awareness (samprajana), and mental one-pointedness. They experience a kind of bodily 
happiness, which only holy persons are capable of renouncing, and thus they gain the third 
dhyana?92 Through the elimination of happiness and suffering, and through a prior rejection 
of mental gratification (saumanasya) and frustration (daunnanasya), they enter a state of 
equanimity, indifference and purification in mindfulness, and thus they gain the fourth 
dhyana,793
By directing altruistic thoughts towards all sentient beings, the bodhisattvas master 
immeasurable benevolence (maitreydpramana).794 By reflecting on the sufferings of sentient
785 T il:  533al8-20
786 T il:  533a20-22
787 T il:  533a23-25
788 T il:  533a25-26 
789T il: 533a28-b05
790 T il:  533b05-07,
791 T il:  533b07-08,
792 T il: 533b08-09, 
793 T il:  533b 10,”f£
lEo 
• IE®—
m* M E S m
m m . 'M & m*
’ !fi§!Atb?Ttgf£ 0
0 0 0 The dhyanas are mentioned in AN, I, 53, 163,
182, 242,; II, 126, 151; III, 11, 119; IV, 111,229,410, V, 207, 343; AA, T02:569, 582, 629, 639, 640, 641,653, 
659, 661-672, 712, 729, 733, 882; DA, T01:026, 050, 057, 059, 075, 078, 085, 093, 110,240; DN, I, 37,73, 172; 
II, 313; III, 78, 131, 222, 265; MA, TO 1:422-423, 470, 478, 517, 558, 561-562, 608, 679, 695, 700, 713-716, 721, 
743, 747, 779, 785-789; MN, 1,21,40,89, 117, 159; II, 15, 204, 226; III, 4, 14, 25, 36; SN, II, 210,216, 221; III, 
235; IV, 225, 236; V, 10, 198, 213; SA, T02:045, 097, 106, 121, 123-124, 146, 202, 209, 213, 219, 256.
794 Subahu, T il:  533b ll,
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beings, bodhisattvas master immeasurable compassion {karunapramana). By having
sympathetic thoughts toward sentient beings, they master immeasurable sympathetic joy
(muditapramana).796 By having impartial thoughts towards sentient beings’ hostility and
happiness, they master immeasurable equanimity (upeksapramana) .797 Thus bodhisattvas
master the meditation on the four immeasurable thoughts (apramana-citta).798 They also
master the four samapattisj" the meditation on breathing (anapana),800 the meditation on the
impurity of the body801 and food,802 the meditation on the impermanence of life,803 and the
meditation 011 the unpleasantness of the world.804 Likewise bodhisattvas master the eight
dominations (abhibhvayatana),805 the ten totalities (krtsnayatana),806 and all other samadhis,807
The bodhisattvas abide in the meditation (dhyana) and samadhis in order to gain supreme
liberation, to liberate sentient beings from samsara, to gain omniscience (,sarvajhana), and to
master all the teachings of the Buddha. The practice for obtaining enlightenment is named the
— * 808bodhisattvas’ countless wholesome roots of dhyana and samadhi,
Sutra No. 221 shows how the bodhisattvas practicing the dhyanaparamita engender the 
other five perfections. How do the bodhisattvas practicing the dhyanaparamita engender the 
danaparamiW The bodhisattvas abiding in all dhyanas and concentrations practise two kinds 
of generosity, giving possessions and teaching the Dharma. They encourage others to practise 
the two kinds of generosity, and extol the merit gained from practising generosity. The 
bodhisattvas, with sentient beings, dedicate the merit of the two kinds of generosity to
795 Subahu, T11: 53 3b 12, ‘ A  !:i3 ®  $1 0 the explanation of the samadhis of the
four countless states is also found in the CDharmatara-dhyana-sutra), T15: 319c.
796 T il:  533bl3,
797 Subahu,Til: 533bl4, ”
798 These four countless states are explained in the DA, TOT. 100, 202, 228, 354, 409, 812; DN, I, pp. 250-1; II, p. 
196; III, p. 220; MA, T01: 563; T02: 537; AN, III, pp. 224-5; MN, I, pp. 370-1, pp.349-351; SN, V, p. 119.
799 T il:  533bl4-18, “T d g f t f e l  °
800 T il:  533b 18-20, ", . .
801 T il:  533b20-21. SeeEA, T02: 326, 629, 696, 780, 788; DA, T01:054, 056, 516, 526, 920; MA, 568, 569,
602.
802 T il:  533b22-23. See DA, T01:011, 051, 054, 256; SA, T0:135.
803 T il:  533b21-22 See SA, T02:020, 046-8, 070, 079, MA, TO 1:609.
804 T il:  533b23-25.
805 T il:  533b25-clO;The eight dominations are explained in the DA, T01:055-56; MA, T0T799-800; 
m  (M  1)> T01:192; m  2), T0T232-233.
806 T il:  533cl0-13.”. . . “ these ten totalities are discussed in MA, T0T800-809.
807 T il:  533cl7-20
808 T il:  533c20, 534a06
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supreme and perfect enlightenment. It is in this way that, while bodhisattvas practise the 
dhyanaparamita they engender the danapai’amita.809
How do bodhisattvas practicing the dhyanaparamita engender the sllaparamita 
Bodhisattvas do not produce thoughts of desire, hatred and ignorance, and do not direct any 
harmful thoughts towards others, but only engender the thought of gaining omniscience, and
q i n
dedicate their merits to supreme and perfect enlightemnent.
How do bodhisattvas practicing the dhyanaparamita engender the faantiparamiW.
Bodhisattvas meditate in the following ways, form (rupa) is like gathered lathers, pain and
sensation (vedana) is like foam, conception (samjha) is like a wild horse, formation (smnskara)
is like a banana tree, and consciousness (vijnana) is like illusion. Having contemplated in this
way, they reflect on the transient nature of the five aggregates (skandhas) and reject them.
They further reflect on the fact that the five skandhas do not exist, and that there is no need to
generate thoughts of hatred towards the nonexistent. Thus while bodhisattvas practise the
• 811dhyanaparamita,, they engender the ksantiparamita:
How do the bodhisattvas practicing the dhyanaparamita engender the vlryaparamiW. The 
merit from engendering the dhyanas causes bodhisattvas to gain supernatural abilities. With 
the supernatural ear one learns and hears voices, and recognizes the thoughts and intentions of 
sentient beings, and one identifies the events of past existences. With the supernatural eye, 
one sees the good and bad karmic retributions of sentient beings. By means of their five 
supernatural powers one travels to Buddha lands to worship the Buddhas and to cultivate 
wholesome roots. One purifies the Buddha lands and instructs sentient beings, and dedicates 
the merit to supreme enlightenment. Thus while the bodhisattvas practise the dhyanaparamita
• — 817they engender the viiyaparamita.
How do the bodhisattvas practicing the dhyanaparamita engender the prajhaparamiW 
They meditate on the non-existence of the five skandhas and the six paramitas, the non­
existence of the thirty-seven factors of enlightenment, and on the nature of the conditioned 
and unconditioned dharmas. They meditate on non-existence and non-origination, non­
production, and non-cessation. Why is it so? It is because the nature of things (dharmas) or
809 PEL, TO8: 0108a04-10
810 PEL, T08:0108al0 -15
811 PEL, T08:0108al5-22.
812 PEL, T08:0108a22-29.
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the true reality (dharmata) has such characteristics, no matter whether the Buddha appears or 
not. They merely practise in conformity with omniscience (sarvaprajhana). Thus while 
bodhisattvas practise the dhyanaparamita they engender the prajhaparamita.813
In Mahayana texts, the interpretation of the perfection of meditation has been expanded 
and adjusted in a variety of ways including the introduction of new concepts, categories, and 
levels of practices in the career of the bodhisattvas.
B.2.6. The perfection of wisdom
The perfection of wisdom (prajhaparamita) is discussed but not illustrated in the Pali canon 
and sectarian texts. In the EA it refers to knowledge and to the doctrine of emptiness of the 
Mahayana teachings.
In Mahayana texts, there are numerous views on the perfection of wisdom which 
represent new interpretations. The Mahasainnipata-sutra says that non-production of all 
dharmas, abandonment of the skandhas, non-thought of self and sentient beings,814 
penetration into emptiness (sunyata), signlessness (animitta) and wishlessness (apranihita) of 
all the dharmas all constitute the prajhaparamita*15
Sutra No. 400 says that the penetration into the equality of the dharmas is the 
prajhaparamita.816 When the bodhisattvas do not analyse the three realms of existence, 
skandhas, and faculties, they abide in reality and aim for the ultimate (paramartha). In this
& i nway, bodhisattvas are able to mature sentient beings and fulfil the prajhaparamita.
Sutra No. 404 says that by mastering eight kinds of dharmas, the bodhisattvas can 
practise the perfection of wisdom. The eight dharmas are (1) the accumulation of all 
wholesome dharmas, (2) the rejection of the view of permanence, (3) the elimination of all 
unwholesome dharmas without attachment to the view of nihilism, (4) the knowledge of 
dependent origination without opposing the non-production of the dharmas, (5) the 
performance of the four types of analytical knowledge (pratisainvid) without attachment to the 
four kinds of eloquence (pratibhana), (6) skill in defining the four kinds of udana along with 
non-seeing, impermanence, suffering, non-self and tranquillity, (7) skill in explaining the
813 PEL, T08:0108b01-7.
814 Dafangdeng, T13:0301c
815 Dafangdeng, T13:0148b,
816 t i 3:osi ic,
817 Dafangdeng,, T13:0315a.
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karmic causes and effects without falling into the theory of non-karmic causes and effects yet 
abiding in non-sophistic talk (aprapahca), (8) skill in clarifying the different characteristics of 
all the dharmas., skill in achieving the brightness of every dharma, skill in teaching which 
dharmas are pure, and identifying which dharmas are impure.818 The Suraingama-samadhi 
sutra states that contemplating the mind, understanding the mind, and penetrating into the
— * 819characteristics of the mind constitute the prajhaparamita\
The Subahupariprccha presents a theory of how to fulfil the perfection of wisdom.
According to it, to master the threefold division of wisdom is the basic conduct for
bodhisattvas to follow. In order to acquire the profound Dharma, to eliminate ignorance
(avidya) and fear of any obstacle and hardship, bodhisattvas should approach the wise and
learn the Dharma. After that one engages in generating wisdom through reflection
(cintamayTprajha) and meditative realization (bhavanamaylprajha), and thus one gains the
knowledge of the aggregates (skandha), elements (dhatu), sense-fields (ayatana), truths (satya),
sondependent origination {pratltyasamutpada), and the three vehicles (yana).
The knowledge of the elements {dhatu) includes knowledge of two elements, the
O*} I
conditioned (smnskrta) and unconditioned (asamskrta), or knowledge of three elements, the 
wholesome (kusala), unwholesome (akusala) and undetermined (avyakrta), or knowledge 
of the triple world, the Kamadhatu, Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu. It includes knowledge 
that lust, greed, hatred and delusion (moha) operate in the Kamadhatu,824 knowledge that 
attachment to form, attention and delusion operate in the Rupadhatu,825 and knowledge that 
delusion, attention and non-attachment to material forms operate in the Arupyadhatu. It 
further includes knowledge of four realms, the Kamadhatu, the Rupadhatu, the Arupyadhatu 
and the unconditioned (asainskrta),827 knowledge of the six elements such as passion (raga), 
hatred (dvesa), harm (hmisa), ultimate truth {paramartha), non-aversion (apratigha), non-harm
818 m  2), T13:0620a.
819 {Suvamgamasamadhi-sutra), T15:0633c,
820 Subahu, T ll:534al9-21
823 Subahu, T1 l:0534a21-24.
822 T1 l:0534a25-29.
823 T ll:0534b01-14.
824 T l l : 0 5 3 4 b 0 3 - 0 4 , ® t H t d 3 « ^ l : °
825 T il:0534b l0-11, ° - f e l f e l W i l 0 °
826 T1 l:0534bl3.
827 Tll:0534bl4-15.
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(,ahhnsa), knowledge828 of the six elements, namely earth, water, fire, wind, space and 
consciousness, and finally knowledge that they are impermanent (anitya), suffering (duhkha) 
and insubstantial (anatmaka).829
The knowledge of the five aggregates perceives the origination, destruction, and 
impermanence of these.830 Knowledge of the sense-fields perceives the six internal sense 
faculties as the bases of suffering, decay, and destruction, as pervaded by emptiness (sunya)
*■ • 831and impersonality (anatmaka), as not belonging to atman, and as poisons and distress. It 
understands that the six external sense objects are unstable, unreliable, powerless, 
impermanent (anitya) and unreal.
Knowledge that suffering consists of the aggregates, the six elements, the six internal 
sense faculties and the six external sense objects, and that suffering is impermanent and 
impersonal, constitutes the truth of suffering.833 Knowledge that lust, hatred, delusion and 
arrogance adhere to personality (atmaka) and its eternal nature, that it is neither equal or 
different from the aggregates, knowledge that the atman is the source of false and heretical 
views and produces wholesome and unwholesome deeds resulting in rebirth in the triple 
world, these constitute the truth of the origination of suffering.834 Knowledge of the 
destruction of passion, hatred and delusion, the cessation of atman and its objects, and the 
extinction of feeling (vedana), clinging (upadana) and existence (bhava) constitute the truth of 
cessation (nirodha).835 The destruction of the origination of suffering, the realisation of the 
tranquillity of nirvana, the practice of what has to be done, and of the eightfold noble path 
constitute the noble truth of the path (marga)P6 When the bodhisattvas reflect on the four 
noble truths, they see that conditioned things are suffering, impermanent, empty, non- 
substantial, and that unconditioned dharma is a protector. However, even though they make
— 837such reflections, they do not aspire to enter nirvana.
Knowledge of the twelve links of dependent origination grasps their function and
828 T1 l:0534bl5-17.
829 T l l ; 0 5 3 4 b l 7 - 2 1 ,“t o ^ ^ ^ f i c g 2 ^ f @  . ^ & E ^ g p = g  -
830 T1 l:0534b22-27,
831 T11:0534b27-c03
832 T1 l:0534c04-10
833 T11:0534c 12-16
834 T11:0534cl6-0535a04, 0
835 T1 l:0535a05-6.
836 T il:  0535a07-10.
837 T ll:0535al 1-13
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realises that unawareness of them is called ignorance (avidya). The bodily, verbal and mental 
karmic deeds, meritorious and unmeritorious actions are called formations (samskara). Mind, 
thoughts and consciousness are called consciousness (vijhana). Feeling, thinking, reflecting 
and contacting are called name (naina). Form made of the four great elements is called form 
{lTipa). The combination of name and form is called name-and-form (nama-rupa). The 
faculties of eye, ear, nose, tongue, body and mind are called the six sense bases. The 
conjunction of the sense base, sense object and sense consciousness is called contact {sparsa). 
Pain, pleasure and undetermined feelings are called feeling (vedana). Craving feelings are 
called craving (trsna). Craving for appropriation is called clinging (upadana). The operation 
of form, feelings, thinking, formations and consciousness is called becoming [visible life]. 
The production of existence or becoming is called birth (jati). The decay and extinction of
Q*2 Q
birth is called old age and death (Jara-marana).
The bodhisattvas, by reflecting on the twelve links of dependent origination, realize and 
know that the elements of earth, water, fire, wind, space and consciousness are not substantial. 
They know that nirvana is not atman, that atman is not nirvana, and they do not have 
attachment to either atman or nirvana, but maintain their bodhicitta and do not enter 
nirvanaP9
Knowledge of the three vehicles perceives that the four dhyanas are for the Deva 
Vehicle, the four countless states for the Brahma Vehicle, and the eightfold noble path for 
Arya Vehicle. Whilst bodhisattvas practise the three vehicles in order to teach and establish 
sentient beings within them, bodhisattvas do not themselves enter the three vehicles.840 They 
know that the four noble truths are the sravaka vehicle for crossing samsara and gaining 
nirvana, the twelve links of dependent origination are the Pratyekabuddha vehicle for gaining 
liberation in solitude, the fourfold conversion and teachings found in Mahayana texts are the 
Mahayana method for achieving the welfare of sentient beings, for bodhisattvas to fulfil their
R41vows, and to gain perfect enlightenment.
Knowledge of skill includes the ability of abiding in great samadhis, observance of the 
great vows, cultivation of the bodhicitta, compassion, and generosity. Other skills include the
T1 l:0535al4-29.
839 T ll:0535bl3-cl0 .
840 Tll:0535cl0-16.
841 Tll:0535cl5-0536a08.
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ability to remain in the world to turn the wheel of the Dharma and meet the needs of sentient 
beings, eliminating their worries and fear, obtaining treasure, medical treatment, clothing, 
food, drink, bedding, housing, and skill in fulfilling the six perfections for obtaining 
omniscience.842
Regarding the concept of wisdom (prajna), unlike the later sources which tend to portray 
prajna as dhannanairatmya, the Bodhisattvapitaka emphasises the destruction of atmadrsti and 
the realization of dependent origination. Also its threefold division of wisdom, namely 
learning, reflection and realization, is already found in the earliest records of Buddhist 
literature.
Regarding learning, the Bodhisattvabhumi says, “learning is application towards 
acquisition, retention and recitation of the teachings in the sutras. . .  by one who is devoted to 
the sayings of the Buddha. Reflection is the inference of meaning, discernment and 
ascertainment by one who devotes oneself to dharma-examination in solitude. Meditative 
realization is pleasurable repeated practice of concentrative calm, analytical insight, and 
equipoise preceded by exertion in concentrative calm and thorough inspection of phenomenal 
signs.”843
According to the Bodhisattvapitaka, 844 by the practice of skill-in-means, bodhisattvas 
attain an increasingly refined understanding of reality that ends eventually in the acquisition 
of wisdom. In fact, all skills share the same objective, namely the attainment of wisdom. 
Wisdom is defined as skill in all dhannas,m  such as the skill in the aggregates, sense-fields, 
elements, dependent origination, analytical knowledge, the equipment of merit and wisdom, 
mindfulness, the factors of enlightenment, the noble eightfold path, concentrative calm and 
analytical insight, and perfect effort. Skill in each of these practices contributes to the 
attainment of wisdom. For instance, skill in aggregates (skandha), element (dhatu), faculties 
(indriya), sense-fields (ayatana) and truth (satya) aims to destroy the view of a substantial self 
(atmadrsti). Skill in analytical insight is used to reveal the non-substantiality of the factors of 
existence (dhannanairatmya). In the same text, the bodhipaksa practices constitute the most
842 T1 l:0536abc, • • ”
843 BB, pp. 108.3-110.13.
844 BP, T il:  299-3H a l9
845 BP, T il:  314
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distinct category of practices included in the discussion of the prajhaparamita. They operate as 
factors constituting enlightenment.
Sutra No. 678 presents three categories of prajnaparamita, knowledge of mundane truth 
{saw vrti-satya), knowledge of absolute truth (paramarthasatya), and knowledge of benefiting
oa/:(upakara) sentient beings.
Sutra No. 639 lists the following ten kinds of advantage of the prajnaparamita,847 absence 
of the thought CI give’ when things are donated, faultless observance of the precepts without 
excessive reliance, abiding in the power of patience without having thoughts of sentient 
beings’ characteristics, having energy without attachment to the body and mind, practicing 
the dhyanas without abiding in them, the freedom from the disturbances of Mara, having the 
mind unaffected by the words of others, the ability to penetrate into the depths of sainsara, 
having a compassionate mind toward sentient beings, and having no pleasure in the paths of 
the sravaka and pratyekabuddha.
Sutra No. 228 states that without the guidance of the prajhaparamita there can be no other 
paramitas, 848 and Sutra No. 220 indicates that bodhisattvas practicing the prajhaparamita 
engender all perfections.849
Sutra No. 221 says that bodhisattvas practicing the prajhaparamita engender the other five 
perfections. How do bodhisattvas practicing the perfection of wisdom engender the perfection 
of generosity? They know that most eminent is the emptiness of the conditioned and the 
unconditioned dharmas. All dharmas are asserted to be empty by nature, and bodhisattvas 
abiding in those fourteen types of emptiness see non-emptiness of the five aggregates, the 
thirty-seven factors of enlightenment, and the path, Bodhisattvas do not empty, note, or 
possess even the emptiness of the conditioned and unconditioned dharmas, as these are also 
empty by nature. From the moment of producing the thought of enlightenment to 
enlightenment, they do not produce greedy thoughts, or have attachment to supreme 
enlightenment, but they work for the welfare of sentient beings with their wisdom.850
(Sutra o f  the certain meaning o f  the paramita, the successive liberations), 
T 16:0716bll-12,“| 3 ® & f l ^ 3 | l # o litM S & o  W> ~ i i lW u
847 ( CandradTpasamadhisutra), T15:0585al8-26, • •• ”
T08:0654b.
849 CMahaprajnaparamitasiitra), T07:0679a, No.220c.
850 PEL, T8: 0108b08-26.
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How do the bodhisattvas practising the prajnaparamita engender the sllaparamita By not 
thinking and not seeking the state of arhat or Pratyekabuddha, by practising the ten 
wholesome dharmas and encouraging others to practise the ten wholesome dharmas, the 
bodhisattvas do not disparage any dharmas or the state of arhat and pratyekabuddha. By
— • 851practising thus, the prajhaparamita engenders the sllaparamita.
How do bodhisattvas practising the prajhaparamita engender the ksantiparamita By 
reflecting on non-production and non-cessation of the dharmas, on non-birth, non-death and 
so forth, bodhisattvas produce patience whenever sentient beings beat or dismember them. It
* • — *____852is in this way that the bodhisattvas engender the ksantiparamita.
How do the bodhisattvas practicing the prajhaparamita engender the vTryaparamital They 
teach the Dharma to sentient beings, establish them in the six paramitas, in the thirty-seven 
factors of enlightenment (bodhipaksika), in the three vehicles, and in supreme enlightenment. 
It is in this way that bodhisattvas engender the vlryaparamita.
How do the bodhisattvas practicing the prajhaparamita engender the dhyanaparamita 
Except for the samadhi of a Buddha, bodhisattvas are able to practise the samadhis of the 
arhat; the pratyekabuddha and the bodhisattva. They enter the dhyanas and samapattis, the 
four boundless states (apramana), the eight forms of liberation (vimoksa), and the meditation 
on the nine types of unpleasantness (asubhabhavana). They also enter the meditations in the 
normal and reversed process, and master the leaps of concentration and dharmas. Thus the 
bodhisattvas practicing the prajhaparamita engender the dhyanaparamita.
The above examination reveals that the perfection of wisdom has been remarkably 
developed not only in the sense of conceptualisations, but in terms of categories, methods, and 
levels in order to match the various types of bodhisattvas. Its evolution is further examined in 
the next chapter.
851 PEL, T08: 0108b26-c04
852 PEL, T08: 198c04-cll.
853 Ibid., T08:0108cl 1-17.
854 Ibid., T08:0108cl7-26.
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C. The system of the ten paramitas
References to the ten perfections in the Pali canonical texts were discussed in previous 
chapters. The system of ten perfections in Mahayana texts is distinct from the system of ten 
perfections in the Pali texts. The ten Mahayana perfections consist of the six perfections 
discussed above and of four supplementary perfections. The four additional perfections come 
from the six perfections, since the expositions of skill, power, vow and knowledge are given 
in discussions of the six perfections. Furthermore, the Samdhiniimocanasutra explains the 
connection between the six and ten perfections. It says that to have companions for the six
o c c
perfections the other four perfections are taught. The first three of the six perfectrons have 
the function of converting sentient beings. Skill in establishing sentient beings in the 
wholesome dharmas is the perfection of skill, a companion of the first three perfections. The 
perfection of vow is a companion of the perfection of energy, the perfection of power is a 
companion of the perfection of meditation, and the perfection of knowledge is a companion of 
the prajhaparamita;856
Furthermore, the Mahayana theory of ten paramitas was developed to match the ten 
stages (bhumis) found in the A vatmnsakasu tra, the Dachangboyu-jing and the Dasabhumika. 
Studies of these texts have been made by many scholars such as Dayal. Here I do not intend to 
study each of the ten stages or every aspect of them, but to indicate that the conceptual 
expansion of the six paramitas has continued in the ten Mahayana perfections. Since the first 
six perfections are contained in the system of ten perfections, the Dachengbaoyu-jing 
{Mahayanaratiiameghasutraf51 is selected to demonstrate this point.
To the question of how to fulfil the ten perfections, various opinions appear in the texts. 
In the tenth chapter of the Maharatnamegha-sutra we see that to fulfil each of the ten 
paramitas a bodhisattva has to complete ten types of action that correspond to the paramitas 
by deeds such as giving teachings and giving freedom from fear. Here find significant 
changes to both the paramitas and the paths of the bodhisattva. We will therefore list for each 
of the paramitas the ten types of action that bodhisattvas must achieve in order to reach each 
perfection.
855 '^^iiWJ&iSamdhininnocanasutra), T16: 682a, No. 675.
856 Ibid., T16: 0681c.
857 MRS, T16, No.659
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Generosity: To fulfil the perfection of generosity (dana), the bodhisattva must achieve the 
following ten events.858 One must be accomplished in:
1) Giving the Dharma
2) Giving fearlessness (abhyadana)
3) Giving wealth, possessions for removing jealousy, greed, craving, and arrogance
4) Giving without expecting reward
5) Giving compassion and pity to others
6) Giving with no arrogance or improper manners
7) Giving with sincerity and proper manners
8) Giving offerings to the Three Gems
9) Giving without receiving good rebirth
10) Giving with purity
The first three of the ten refer to the three categories of generosity. The remaining six events
are associated with deportment and attitude. All those are found in the system of the six
perfections.
Morality: To fulfil the perfection of morality (sila), the bodhisattva must accomplish the 
following ten goals:859
1) The protection of the discipline of the pratimoksa
2) The protection and observing the moral codes and rules which a bodhisattva 
should learn and behave
3) The departure from the kies as (craving, hatred, delusion)
4) The departure from unwholesome thought
5) Faith in the law of karma, cause and effect
6) The thought of fear in any evil (papa)
7) The contemplation of regret upon any error
8) and upon and strengthening the ability of acceptance and patience
9) The morality without receiving good rebirth
10) Wholesome conduct of body, speech, and mind.
858 Ibid., T16: 0244b28-0245bl0,
859 Ibid., T16: 0245b ll- 0246bl0.
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Patience: To fulfil the perfection of patience (.ksanti), the bodhisattva must achieve the 
following ten objectives:860
1) The patience of internal upsets such as worry, distress, misery, sadness, and 
melancholy
2) Patience of sufferings caused by internal sources and having no hatred and blame
3) Dharmaksanti (acceptance of the Buddha’s teachings without doubt)
4) Patience approved by the Buddha having understood non-hatred
5) Patience without considering time, place, space and persons
6) Patience with equanimity toward all sentient beings
7) Patience without counting on visible things
8) Unshakable patience not affected by anything
9) Patience with kindness {maitvt) and compassion (karma)
10) Patience in completing vows having rejected hatred
Energy: To fulfil the perfection of energy (vTrya) the bodhisattva must achieve the following
ny* I
ten objectives:
1) Energy like an indestructible diamond by fulfilling unbreakable resolution
2) Energy like a brave hero by bearing the teachings of all the Buddhas and avoiding 
all the unwholesome
3) Energy by avoiding two extremes (over-exertion and undue laziness, or self- 
modification and self-indulgence)
4) Energy by increasing productive progression (obtaining the Buddha’s wisdom and 
marks)
5) Energy by purifying the stains of energy (slackness, laziness and fondness of food 
and drinks)
6) Energy by ceaseless practice of the caturvidha nrya-patha without considering 
time, place and space
7) Energy by engaging in purification (by removing unbeneficial conditions, the 
unwholesome, and the obstacles to enlightenment, by not contradicting the path of 
nii'vana and bodlii, and by not having a single thought of subtle forms of the
860 Ibid., T16: 0246M1- 0247al7.
861 Ibid., T16: 0247a25-0248a21.
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unwholesome)
8) Energy without parallel in converting and assisting sentient beings to cross 
suffering
9) Energy without having contempt for the practices aimed at bodhi
10) Spontaneous energy (on the bodhisattva path) without being urged and arrogant 
Meditation: To fulfil the perfection of meditation (dhyana) the bodhisattva must achieve the 
following ten objectives:862
1) Possess the equipment of merit to assist in the encounter of spiritual friends
2) The thought of rejecting sensual desires, the source of sufferings in the world
3) Heroic energy by having efforts and obtaining what has not been obtained
4) Wealth in learning by possessing three kinds of wisdom
5) A righteous mind by following the truths and rejecting perverted things
6) Realization in the taught teachings and truths
7) Practice in accordance with the noble path
8) Sharpness in faculties by penetrating into the truth of the path
9) Understanding in the bases and categories of mind
10) Skill in understanding samatha, vipasyana, non-breath and consciousness
Wisdom: To fulfil the perfection of wisdom {prajna) the bodhisattva must achieve the 
following ten objectives:863
1) Skill in understanding the truth of non-self {anatmaii)
2) Skill in understanding all the karmas, the causes and effects
3) Skill in understanding the conditioned (sainsb'ta)
4) Skill in understanding the continuity of birth and death {sainsasa)
5) Skill in understanding the discontinuity of birth and death {nirvana)
6) Skill in understanding the paths (margas) of the sravaka and Pratyekabuddhas
7) Skill in understanding the path of the Mahayana864
8) Skill in knowledge of distancing oneself from Mara’s deeds
o / r
9) Skill in all kinds of worldly knowledge without perverting truth
862 Ibid., T16: 0248a22-0249bl6
863 Ibid., T16: 0249bl7- 0250b07.
864 T16:0250al5-18,“^ M « ^ n A i l o
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10) Supreme wisdom without parallel 
Skill: To fulfil the perfection of skill (kausalya) the bodhisattva must achieve the following 
ten objectives:866
1) Skill in dedicating merit (parmama) and fulfilling vows (pranidhana)
2) Skill in converting heretics
3) Skill in transforming the poisons (of passion, hatred and delusion)
4) Skill in taming and removing the doubts and regrets of sentient beings
5) Skill in rescuing sentient beings
6) Skill in sustaining and improving the livelihood of people in need
7) Skill in the means of conversion (samgrahavastu)
8) Skill in knowledge of the base (ayatana) and wrong base (in correcting wrong 
applications of the right path according to people’s mrdvindriya, tiksa-indriya and 
ayatana)
9) Skill in persuasion, constructive advise, beneficial and pleasant instruction
10) Skill in knowledge of offerings and service to the noble
Vows: To fulfil the perfection of their vows the bodhisattva must achieve the following ten 
objectives:867
1) Vow to not make any transgression
2) Vow to not become cowardly
3) Vow to benefit and liberate all sentient beings
4) Vow to praise all the merits of all Buddhas
5) Vow to tame and defeat all the assaults of Mara
6) Have a vow not rooted in the faith in others
7) Make countless vows
8) Vow to be free from any fear
9) Sustain the vows tirelessly
10) Vow to completely fulfil all vows
865 T16: 0250a24-02,
tel.”
866 MRS, T16: 0250b09- 0251c29.
867 Ibid., T16:0251c29-0252cl0.
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Power: To fulfil the perfection of power the bodhisattva must achieve the following ten 
objectives:868
1) The power of being unconquerable
2) The power of being indestructible
3) The power resulted of merit (mundane and transcendent merits)
4) The power of prajna (to see, realize and penetrate into all the dharmas)
5) The power to increase relatives in the bodhisattva family
6) The super-natural powers
7) The power to fulfil free-will
8) The power of dharanl(mastering all the teachings of the Buddhas)
9) The power of unshakable position
10) The power that transcends those without wisdom
Knowledge: To fulfil the perfection of knowledge (jhana) the bodhisattva must achieve the 
following ten objectives:
1) Realisation of non-self (anatman);
2) Realisation of the non-substantiality of dharmas
3) Realisation at all times
4) Realisation of the experience of all the samadhis
5) Realisation of the knowledge that one cannot be suppressed
6) Realisation that one cannot be destroyed
7) Realisation in the conduct and mental activities of sentient beings
8) Intelligence and awareness without any effort at all times
9) Knowledge in the characteristics (laksana) of all dharmas
10) Knowledge in transcending sainsara.
D. Assessment of the evolution of the six perfections
Our survey of the six perfections in the above texts establishes that the first six perfections 
were specified as practices of the bodhisattvas in the early sectarian and Mahayana texts. The 
system of six perfections originated in the sectarian texts, and had a special character. The
868 Ibid., T16:0252cll- 0253a29.
869 Ibid., T16: 0253a29~ 0254a07.
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system was aimed toward achieving the status of a Buddha, for obtaining bodhi and 
sarvajnana. Later, it was adopted by Mahayana texts and developed into a more complex 
system of doctrines, practices and levels to match the career of the bodhisattva. Finally, the 
six perfections were expanded into ten perfections to match the ten stages of the bodhisattvas.
Our selected texts represent independent views on the perfections. None of these claim 
ultimate authority on the theory of the perfections, although each text did contribute to the 
system. Further theoretical developments of the system of the perfections are reflected in the 
systematic treatises such as the Mahaprajhaparamita-sastra. However, the most notable 
development is found in the prajnaparamita texts. As the perfection of wisdom was developed 
in many texts, the doctrinal presentation of wisdom shaped many later teachings. Furthermore, 
the teachings such as those on the non-production and non-gain, conquered native 
philosophies beyond India. Dao or wn in China was accepted and arguably interpreted by 
most Chinese scholar's. Thus our examination of systems of the six and ten perfections not 
only discloses their origin and evolution, but also suggests that the teachings of wisdom 
influenced some forms of Buddhist thought in terms of their doctrines and practices.
Concerning the methods of accomplishing the six perfections, different opinions are 
voiced in texts from the period of the Agamas to the Mahayana. Each of the six perfections 
underwent particular development in terms of concept and practice.
In the Agamas and Nikayas, the basic practices specified for fulfilling the perfection of 
generosity include generosity of giving internal and external possessions without reservation 
or attachment, dedicating merit to others, and bodhi. The puipose of practicing generosity is 
not only for the benefit of others, but also for the practitioner to eliminate greed and craving. 
Conceptual development is evident in the exposition of amisadana, dharmadana and 
abhyadana. Doctrinal development of generosity is evident in the teachings on anatman and 
sunyata, according to which the practice of generosity should be done on the assumption that 
the donor, beneficiary and given things do not ultimately exist. One must support and protect 
life, and give freedom to sentient beings as pail of the practice of generosity. One must not 
take life and not generate difficulty for others, but guide them in doing good. Hence the four 
countless states, the four conversions, and the wholesome dharmas are discussed in the 
exposition of perfect generosity.
The perfection of morality of the Agamas stresses the importance of safeguarding
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morality rather than giving any detailed instruction. In the Pali sources, the sllaparamita is 
explained in terms of perfect moral habits, the patimokkha, control over the senses, complete 
purity of mode of livelihood, and relying on the requisites. Some texts indicate that perfect 
morality is the complete restraint of bodily and verbal actions, the restraint of senses, and the 
pure life that follows the five precepts and ten wholesome practices. Some texts such as the 
Ugrapariprccha separate the perfect morality of a lay bodhisattva from the mendicant 
bodhisattva morality. However, most Mahayana texts merely emphasize the importance of 
following the principles of morality. These include controlling the sources of evil and 
unwholesome deeds such as anger, hatred, lust, jealousy, craving, arrogance, and ignorance. 
The purpose of practicing morality is to remove lust, egoism, arrogance, hatred, ignorance, 
and to generate harmony and achieve the asaika. However, in the Mahayana texts such as the 
Subahupariprccha\ traditional morality was accepted. Additional rules are formulated in 
positive ways and on both social and religious bases in order to encourage the bodhisattvas to 
do everything of benefit to sentient beings. In the Bodhisattvapitakasutra, the practice of 
morality includes the ten kinds of thoughts, the ten wholesome actions, and the bodhipaksika 
practices. The text follows the prescriptive approach of the sravaka Vinaya as it identifies 
sensual desires as the chief source of moral impurity. Some texts such as the Sutra on the 
Certain Meaning o f the Paramitas and Bhumis for Successive Liberation say that the moral 
perfection consists of three categories of discipline: restraining the unwholesome 
(,sainvarasTJa), generating the wholesome (kusaladhanna-saingi'ahakaslla) and benefiting 
sentient beings (sattvarthakriyaslla). Our sources also prove that bodhisattva’s morality does 
not force the practitioner to retreat to forests or temples, but it guides them to towns and 
villages, to Buddha lands, to work for the welfare of sentient beings, to rescue them from 
suffering, and to establish them in the teachings of the Buddha. The model of this bodhisattva 
is given as Avalokitesvara in the Saddharmapundankasutra, and Vimalaklrti in the 
Vimalaklrtinirdesa. The bodhisattvas can move freely regarding rules, for the benefit of others 
and themselves. In fact, one finds the development of rules in the Vinayaviniscaya and 
Upaliprccha of the Ratnakuta, where grave breaches of discipline and the regulations of 
disclosing faults and purification are explained. The text indicates that all bodhisattvas should 
guard against the breaches of discipline due to hatred, and the breaches of moral rules due to 
ignorance. If the breach is out of hatred, it is a grave breach but easy to eliminate. If the
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breach is out of ignorance, it is a very grave breach, and very hard to eliminate. However, 
every grave offences or grave breaches of discipline can be purified. This text teaches that 
bodhisattvas have been authorized in their actions to satisfy all desires of sentient beings, and 
to move and travel freely from land to land to teach people. The text also teaches to achieve 
the perfection of morality by way of disclosing evils. From the surveys of the sllaparamita in 
the above texts, we see that moral rules are never fixed, but at the same time the principles of 
morality are retained. Furthermore we see that doctrinally, spiritual practice includes the 
teachings on non -atman and non-objects of atman, non-action and non-evil (anappatti). More 
teachings on how to perfect morality are given in the prajnaparamitasutras, especially on the 
ways the five perfections engender the perfection of morality.
Our survey of the perfection of patience reveals that the early discussions distinguish 
patience with regard to suffering, hostility and the factors of existence. The driving force for 
bodhisattvas to have patience is the strong wish and resolution to obtain supreme and perfect 
enlightenment and to release sentient beings from suffering. Traditionally, overcoming anger 
and hatred constitutes the perfection of patience. In addition to these, some Mahayana texts 
indicate that the non-damaging of anything (dharmas) is the perfections of patience. Some 
expositions indicate that a certain understanding is required to fulfil the perfection of patience. 
These include the knowledge of karmic law, cause and effect, the teachings on anatman and 
sunyata, and the sources of suffering and happiness. When the bodhisattvas are armed with 
those understandings they can bear the unbearable whatever it may be. Apart from these, 
loving-kindness, non-attachment and indifference are the qualities required for mastering 
patience. The conceptual development of this perfection in the Mahayana texts is evident in 
the exposition of the acceptance of teachings (dhaimaksanti) or the supreme acceptance of 
teachings (anuttpattikadhannaksanti). Patience in Buddhism is practised not because of one’s 
weakness, but because of one’s wisdom, strength, and power, and because it is the best 
solution. The prajnaparamitasutras indicate that the bodhisattvas abiding in the ksantiparamita 
can engender the other five perfections.
Definitions of the perfection of energy (viryaparamita) differ among our texts. Some 
texts say that the lack of physical and mental slackness while practising the six perfections is 
perfect energy. In other texts, the perfection of energy is explained by the rejection of karmic 
engagement, non-reflection of the characteristics of all the dharmas, non-grasping of anything,
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and making constant efforts toward buddhahood. Conceptually, three categories of energy in 
the Mahay ana teachings are explained: armoured energy, energy in the accumulation of 
factors of virtue, and energy in working for the benefit of sentient beings. However, energy 
would not be perfected without the guidance of wisdom and pure aspirations. Resolution for 
gaining full enlightenment (sambodhi), having compassion towards the sentient beings, and 
wishing to establish them in the three vehicles are said to be the sources of generating energy 
in the Mahay ana teachings.
The perfection of meditation (dhydnaparamita) has various definitions in the texts. Thus 
we see the ability to concentrate the mind on the meditating objects without any distraction is 
the perfection of meditation. Not abiding in anything, not reviewing any dharma, not 
engendering analysis and not generating heretical views are also perfect meditation. Three 
categories of the dhydnaparamita, nine preparatory types of meditation, and meditation that 
aims for the welfare of beings are explained in the Subahupriprcchasutra and the 
Bodhisattvapitakasutra. Traditional methods of meditation are endorsed in the expositions of 
the perfection of meditation in Mahayana texts. Samatha, vipasyana, contemplation on the 
impurities of body and food, and other meditational objections are retained. Compassion 
towards sentient beings and the search for supreme and perfect enlightenment keep the 
bodhisattvas away from any attachment to the four dhyanas and four samapattis, and for 
obtaining nirvana. In theory and doctrine, the rejection of sensual desires and the removal of 
the five obstacles (mvarana) are treated in the exposition of perfect meditation. Morality, 
tranquillity, peace, non-distraction, non-agitation, restlessness, and non-attachment are 
essential qualities for the perfection of meditation. In addition, further development take place 
in the form of countless samadhis. 108 samadhis are presented in the prajnaparamitasutras and 
among them, the sunyata-samadhi, animitta-samadhi and apranihita-samadhi are most 
prominent. The bodhisattvas favour samadhis because these enable the acquisition of spiritual 
powers, skills, and abilities to benefit all sentient beings. The prajnaparamitasutras say that 
bodhisattvas practising perfect meditation can engender the other five perfections.
The perfection of wisdom {prajhaparamita) has been explained in various ways in the 
texts we have cited. Some texts state that sameness, penetration without discriminating, not 
falling into the two extreme views, application of the resources of purification without 
damaging anything, and attainment of wisdom of the noble ones all constitute the perfection
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of wisdom. Other texts say that when the bodhisattvas fulfil their dignified practices they 
fulfil the perfection of wisdom. Most texts emphasize the realisation of dependent origination 
and the destruction of the view of a substantial self (anatman). The threefold division of 
wisdom consists of study, reflection, and realisation as found in the earliest strands of 
Buddhist literature. These are accepted and included in the perfect wisdom presented in 
Mahayana texts.
The expositions of prajnd also include many ancillary practices, which are presented as 
various kinds of knowledge and types of skill in the trainings of the bodhisattvas in the 
prajhdpdramitd.870 Although the contents of the different lists are not always the same, 
virtually all of them show that skill in aggregates, elements, sense-bases and truth stand at the 
very beginning of the path, and constitute the cognitive foundation for the remaining types of 
skill. Further, skill is closely connected with compassion and the welfare of others. It becomes 
instrumental to both the bodhisattva’s personal accomplishments and to the spiritual 
purification of sentient beings. Skill is placed at the very centre of many discussions and 
becomes the underlying force behind the bodhisattva’s training in super-knowledge. However, 
we do not see a separate chapter on skill, and it is not treated in detail like the other 
perfections. This indicates that skill became a paramita only in later centuries.
The conceptual development of wisdom is seen in the discussions of dliamanairatmaya, 
atman-sunyata\ the sameness of defilements, nirvana, sai'vaprajiiana, and the discussions upon 
the interaction of the six perfections. These discussions show that other perfections cannot 
function without wisdom.
Compared to the six paramita system, the ten paramita system is much more detailed and 
systematic, and has a clear structure. To master each perfection one needs to do ten things 
which provide the path for their achievement. In the last four of the ten paramitas we find that 
some of their concepts are discussed in the system of the six perfections, but not explained as 
such. We thus assert that the four additional perfections were developed from the six 
paramitas. It is important to note that elements of these four perfections such as skill, power, 
vow and knowledge are within the system of six paramitas, but are simply treated differently. 
Skill and knowledge are explained in the system of the six paramitas, and are included in the
870 The origin of the concept of skill probably goes back to pre-Mahayana texts (e.g. in the mcitika and the 
Niddesa which contain an extremely close blueprint for the structure of the list o f skill in the Bodhisattvapitaka).
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prajnaparamita. The training to achieve them is not however discussed at length. In the system 
of ten paramitas, skill and knowledge are perfections, and the ways to accomplish them are 
explained.
In the system of the ten paramitas, the perfection of vows does not seem to be a new 
element, but rather an expansion of the notion of the thought of enlightenment (bodhicitta). 
The bodhisattva who practises the theory of six paramitas uses the method of making vows 
without considering the vows to be a perfection in themselves. In the Avatamsaka-sutra the 
perfection of vows consists of ten vows. If a bodhisattva wishes to perfect the virtues of the 
Tathagatas, the bodhisattva must practise the following ten great vows (mahapranidhana): (1) 
to honour all the Buddhas, (2) to praise all the Buddhas, (3) to present all sorts of extensive 
offerings to the Buddhas, especially verbal offerings (dharmapuja), (4) to regret all evils, (5) 
to rejoice sympathetically in the merits acquired by others; (6) to ask the Buddhas to revolve 
the Wheel of the Dharma, (7) to ask the Buddhas to remain living in this world, (8) to emulate 
the life of the Buddhas, (9) to look after the spiritual welfare of all beings, and (10) to offer all 
merits for the promotion of goodness and the suppression of evils. This contrasts with the 
Mahayanaratnameghasutra in which the emphasis is not on the vows taken, but on the way to 
perfect the vows taken. Furthermore, we see that Amithaba Buddha in his existence as a 
bodhisattva made 48 vows. We can conclude that each bodhisattva makes individual vows to 
create an individual Buddha-land, and that there are ten correct ways to make those vows.
The perfection of power is found in the perfections of dhyana and prajna in the system of 
the six paramitas, but it is allocated its own function in the system of the ten paramitas. 
Finally, the Samdhinirmocarasutra explains the connection between the six and ten 
perfections.
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Chapter Seven: The Developed Theories o f Slla, Dhyana and Prajna
Paramitas
Although many Mahayana texts assert that a bodhisattva may achieve buddhahood by 
fulfilling the six paramitas,871 some texts refer to ten paramitas. Either way, the developments 
in the concept of the perfections indicate that the bodhisattva concept also developed. In 
Chapter Six, we have focused on the developments in the quality and content of each of the 
six paramitas, and on how the bodhisattva can fulfil the perfections. We have also examined 
some possible reasons for the development of new theories of each of the six paramitas. 
However, among the six paramitas, most theoretical developments are found in the 
sllapdramitd, dhydnaparamita and prajnaparamita. A more detailed examination of these 
three perfections will therefore be presented in this chapter.
A. Developments in the theory of the Sllapdramitd
Buddhist discipline (vinaya) is not only a moral law for Buddhists, but also a law for the 
protection and spread of Buddhism. It is flexible and arguably continues to develop in various 
ways. This will become clear when we treat the developments in the theory of the 
sllapdramitd in the Mahayana scriptures, which was formulated in three stages. The initial 
stage can be seen in the Jatakas, Buddhavamsa and the Mahavastu, in which the perfection of 
morality is explained by observance and protection of the moral habits and rules which differ 
in conformity with the practitioner’s social and religious position. For instance, occasional 
lying was permitted when it was for the good, and did not harm anyone. The initial teachings 
on the sllapdramitd were later accepted by the Mahayanists and largely expanded in many 
written scriptures. One early scripture is the Subdhupariprcchd.872 Its expositions of the
871 For instance, the LP  (p. 478) states “a bodhisattva, a great being who is not lacking in the six perfections, is 
also not lacking in the knowledge of all modes. A bodhisattva, a great being who wants to know full 
enlightenment, should therefore train in the six perfections. When he courses in the six perfections, then the 
bodhisattva, the great being, having fulfilled all the wholesome roots, will reach the knowledge of all modes. 
Therefore then should the bodhisattva, the great being, make efforts on the six perfections (paramitas).” 
Furthermore, “The bodhisattva, the great being who wants to know full enlightenment, should, after he has 
trained in the six perfections, help beings with gifts, with morality, patience, vigour, trance, and wisdom, and 
should liberate them from the round of bird-and-death.” (LP, p. 179).
872 Subahu, T il:  514ff,
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sllapdramitam  can be divided into three parts. The first part refers to prohibitive rules, which 
are mainly the five Buddhist precepts, plus a rule not to frighten sentient beings in any manner. 
To treat sentient beings well is always encouraged.874 The second part explains the purpose of 
following the prohibitive rules. The puipose is to cause sentient beings to achieve the stage of 
asaiksa.875 The third part largely specifies the rules of positive conduct which a bodhisattva 
definitely has to follow and practise at all times.876 In this part, there is a clear idea that a 
bodhisattva should do whatever is good for sentient beings. For this puipose, more than sixty 
moral rules are specifically mentioned, and heeding each of them contributes to a particular 
achievement. For instance, in order to help all the sentient beings to become free from 
samsdra and all types of suffering, a bodhisattva observes a rule having fear for the death of 
beings,877 For the sake of achieving the samddhi of enlightenment, a bodhisattva follows the 
rule of taking care of things belonging to others, and guarding them from loss.878 To achieve 
the samddhi of no shortage of Dharma, a bodhisattva rescues other sentient beings who have 
been captured and trapped. In order to obtain mental freedom, a bodhisattva follows the rule 
of persuading others to release captives.879 For the sake of sitting under the bodhi tree and 
defeating Mara’s obstacles and defilements, a bodhisattva personally releases or allows others 
to release captives. For the sake of the freedom of mind from hindrances, when a bodhisattva 
sees beings in prison, he releases them personally or allows others to release them.880 For the 
sake of achieving the four kinds of fearlessness, when a bodhisattva sees beings being beaten, 
he personally releases or causes others to release them. In order to achieve the four kinds of 
dhaima body, when a bodhisattva sees beings being punished or killed, he follows the rule of
DO 1 ,
personally releasing or causing others to free them. In order to achieve the Buddha’s power 
of reading others’ minds, a bodhisattva accepts and follows the rule of protecting the mind of
no2
others with his own bodily, verbal and mental deeds.
The examples mentioned above show that at one point the formation of the bodhisattva
873 Subahu, T11: 0529c-0531a02.
874 Ibid., T il:  0529c26-0530al0
875 Ibid., T il:  0530all-530al7 ,
876 Ibid., T il:  0530al7-0530cl8.
877 Ibid., T il:  530a25-27.
878 Ibid., T il:  530a27-28.
879 Ibid., T il:  0530b01-02.
880 Ibid., T il:  0530b03-05.
881 Ibid., T il:  0530b06-08.
882 Ibid., T il:  0530cl2-13.
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moral rules or regulations was based on both social and religious grounds. These rules were 
followed as they benefited the practitioner and others. They were fully developed later when 
the idea of skilful means was applied to them. This will be noted later when discussing the 
abilities of a bodhisattva in the Mahayana scriptures.
There are also some moral rules in this text, which were formed solely on a religious 
basis. For example, in order to obtain the dharmas of all the Buddhas, a bodhisattva follows 
the rule to cleaning and walking around the stupas. In order to turn the wheel of the excellent 
Dharma, a bodhisattva observes the rule of preserving and praising the Dharma. In order to 
eradicate all the passions and habits, a bodhisattva practices the rule of always disclosing 
offences and abandoning all the unwholesome and defiled elements. In order to obtain the 
samddhi of the excellent Dharma, a bodhisattva follows the rule of offering things to parents 
and teachers.883 In order to get the power of the paramitas, a bodhisattva observes the rule of 
protecting and rescuing the district officers from water, fire and robbers.884 At the end of this 
text it is said with regard to the sllapdramitd that, “in order to cause beings to achieve 
liberation from birth and death, age and disease, in order for beings to achieve all types of 
wisdom and all teachings of the Buddhas, thus the bodhisattva observes the rules without 
losing, breaching or ignoring them.885 Thus, the bodhisattva generates bodhicitta, recollects it, 
practises the path of bodhi, and aspires for bodhi. This is named the immeasurable good roots 
of observing the rules.” The bodhisattva observing the rules does not think of having 
difficulties, but thinks of having enjoyment and happiness, and thus quickly fulfils the 
sllapdramitd.8 8 6
It is clear that this text tries to illustrate the notion of the sTlapdramitd. It shows that in 
addition to the traditional and general five or ten moral precepts of a bodhisattva, more 
positive rules for a bodhisattva were formed on both social and religious bases. However, it 
seems that the rules are for all the bodhisattvas, as the Chinese text does not discriminate 
between layman or monk, or on the basis of gender.
Another important scripture is the Bodhisattvapitakam  which contains long discussions 
on the sTlapdramitd. This text does not say much about the nature of the sTlapdramita\ but
883 Ibid., T11: 0530c06-07.
884 Ibid., T il:  0530c09-10.
885 Ibid., T il:  0530cl7-21.
886 Ibid., T il:  0530c25-0531a03.
887 T il,N o . 310 (12), the Pu-sa-zhang-hui(Bodhisttvaphaka),\x. by Xu an Zang (602-664 CE)
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focuses on the achievement of a bodhisattva that establishes oneself in this perfection. When a 
bodhisattva carries out the sTlapdramitd, there are three kinds of wonderful conduct of bodily, 
verbal and mental acts.888 This refers to the ten wholesome deeds. This text, like many other 
texts, also places importance on the manner in which a bodhisattva purifies the mind, or the 
attitude one should possess in practicing the sllapdramitd. A bodhisattva practicing the 
sTlapdramitd must possess ten profound thoughts {citta),889 and more is said on how a 
bodhisattva generates these. It is repeatedly said, “a bodhisattva who wants to follow the 
Mahdbodhisattvapitaka and the wonderful gate-teaching should give offerings to the Dharma 
masters.”890 A bodhisattva should have pure conduct, but it is also important to abandon the 
view of “I observe sTW as this view is egoism and attachment to sTla. It is also important that 
a bodhisattva should not have the view, ‘I observe the sTlas, these sTlas I depend on, someone 
else that does not observe . . .”.891 Discriminations of the sort are not asserted as useful for 
rooting out attachments.
Since the ten holy thoughts are so important in this text, it is appropriate here to give a 
brief outline of each of them. When a bodhisattva carries out the sTlapdramitd, he will have 
generation of the thought (cittotpdda) of these ten, (1) contemplation of the body, which is the 
aggregate of disease and suffering, weak, fast decaying, temporally existing, and like a 
tomb,892 (2) contemplation on the impermanence of the body, which is easily breakable,893 (3) 
contemplation on the consequences of being associated with the evil and unwholesome 
elements that lead one to have wrong and evil views, the causes of being in samsdra.,894 (4) 
contemplation on the consequences of being ignorant and full of hatred, on the harm of being 
ignorant and associated with evil friends, on the consequence of being cruel and consumed by 
hatred, (5) contemplation on the consequences of having a wrong view on the practice of 
taking life and eating meat,895 (6) contemplation on the consequences of being lofty and vain 
and having evil conduct,896 (7) contemplation on the consequences of having an evil view of
888BP, T il:  0242a.
889 BP, Tll:0242c-0249a.
890 BP, T11:0243a24-26; 0243c; 0244bc, 0245abc, 0246abc
891 BP, T11:0242b008-0242c24. . . I ftg P 'U ffifT fllX . ■ •”
892 BP, T1 l:0243a-c07
893 BP, T11:0243c08-0244a21
894 BP, T11:0244a22-b26
895 BP, T11:0245a21-cl3
896 BP, T11:0245cl7-0246bl4
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all the karmic acts and effects (an evil view is one which does not believe in karmic effects, is
897wrong, and not learning what is good or bad or what should be done or not done), (8) 
contemplation on the consequence of ignoring and abandoning the words and lines which 
contain the right teaching on the path to enlightenment and nirvana, and on the consequence 
of indulging in the words and lines that contain no absolute truth, which lead to confusion, (9) 
contemplation on the unbeneficial conduct, and (10) to generate the thought, “sentient beings 
in this world have various evil habits, take the teachings in the wrong way and have not 
positive achievements in seven kinds of holy faculties (e.g. faith, morality, etc.).”, and the
* QQOthought of benefits arising from the seven holy faculties.
The first two thoughts refer to the Buddhist knowledge of the body. The next two 
thoughts link with the awareness of one’s emotions and their consequences. The later three 
thoughts refer to the wrong views on actions. The last three thoughts relate to the attitudes and 
treatments toward the holy teaching and the path.
Furthermore, the text says that a bodhisattva established in the silapdramita achieves the 
power of meritorious roots that enables one to obtain four divine things: (1) the ability to 
swiftly approach all sorts of good things, (2) to be praised by the Dharma teachers, (3) to be 
able to complete practices without committing any offence, and (4) to be able to hold and 
sustain the Dharma without damaging it. It is by this power that a bodhisattva dwells in the 
human world.899
A.I. The threefold group of morality (trividhasila)
The conceptual development in the exposition of the sllaparamita is apparent in the 
occurrence of the concept of the threefold group of morality ( ti'ividhasila). It is only found in a 
few Mahayana texts, which indicates that not many Buddhist masters accepted this concept. 
However, it is important because Mahayana followers claimed that their discipline consists of 
the threefold group of morality.
In the previous chapters I have shown that the expositions of the perfection of morality in 
the Pali canonical texts and the Agama texts are based on the former birth stories of the 
Buddha. There is no question of gender, identity, occupation or social status of the bodhisattva,
897 BP, T11:0246bl9-0247al7
898 BP, T11:0248c07-0249a26; T ll:248cl0 , °
899 T il  :0249b.
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because his former births were identical with a mendicant, layman, deity, animal, and other 
births. In the early texts, expositions of the perfection of morality have stressed the 
importance of protecting morality by ways of controlling internal anger and doing no harm to 
others. This consists of restricting one's bodily, verbal and mental acts. Therefore, we do not 
see the problem of moral rules in the Buddhavamsa, the Cariyapitaka and the Agama texts. 
We only see the moral practice in ways of controlling hatred, causing no damage to others, or 
remaining in tranquillity.
The practice of the sllaparamita became a problem only when the rights of practicing it 
were confined to human beings, or when sectarian doctrines began to impact the practice of 
the sllaparamita. Various categories of moral rules emerged in many texts. Moral rules in the 
sllaparamita in some texts mark the gender and the life style of the practitioner. This is so 
because the traditional discipline (vinaya) marks the gender of the Buddha’s followers, and 
has been adopted and composed into those texts which refer to lay bodhisattvas and 
mendicant bodhisattvas, and which include the concept of the threefold group of morality, the 
group of moral restrictions {samvarasTla), the group of morality which accumulates 
wholesome things {kusaladharmasamgrahakasTla), and the group of morality which benefits 
sentient beings (sattvarthakriyaslla).
The group of moral restrictions refers to seven kinds of people and their corresponding 
moral rules. It is not an invention, but an adoption. By classifying the bodhisattvas into seven 
categories of people, the sentient beings in other existences are excluded. Furthermore, rules 
belonging to the group of morality which accumulate the wholesome, and the group of 
morality which benefits sentient beings, are about the works shared by the group of seven 
types of persons.
Texts containing the concept of the threefold morality have a connection with the 
Yogacara school. For instance, we see this concept in the Samdhimirmocanasutra and the 
Yogacarabhumi. The Bodhisattvabhumisutra900 translated by Dharmaraksa (385-433 CE), 
conveys the details of the threefold morality. According to this text, the group of moral 
restrictions includes the moral rules accepted by the seven categories of Buddhist people, a 
monk (bhiksu), nun (bhiksuni), male novice (sramanera), female novice (sramanerika), female
900 The same text was translated by Gunavarman (367-431 CE) and entitled 
(Bodhisattvavinayasutra),T30, No. 1582, pp.0982b05- 0985a24,^[||trtlKap.
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probationer (siksamana), upasika, and upasaka901 Its exposition places importance on the 
rejection of the five desires, on right speech, awareness of the mind, reflection of own defects, 
restriction of bodily, verbal and mental acts, on compassion and pity towards others, 
elimination of hatred and anger, on diligence, confession, no offence, patience with sufferings, 
and not having desire for the five sensual pleasures.902
The group of morality which accumulates the wholesome includes the practices of 
learning, reflection, samatha, vipasyana; the means of purifying bodily, verbal and mental acts, 
living in a forest, respecting and making offerings to teachers and taking care of them, having 
a compassionate mind when visiting the sick, and praising those who teach the Dharma and 
those who possess real merit. It also includes having patience with those who are hostile, to 
review, share and enjoy the merits made by sentient beings, to dedicate all merits to supreme 
enlightenment, to cultivate noble vows at all times, to constantly make efforts to support the 
Three Gems, cultivating the wholesome dhannas without being lazy, reflecting with wisdom 
and protecting the bodily, verbal and mental pure discipline and controlling all the sense 
portals, reflecting on mistakes and correcting them without making them again, and to 
disclose faults to the Buddhas or the bodhisattvas. It is in this way that the bodhisattva 
practices, cares and cultivates morality related to the wholesome.903 Its exposition stresses the 
non-attachment to one's own possessions, the removal of the sources of offence and suffering, 
the elimination of hatred, anger, desire, laziness and distractions to meditation, the knowledge 
of the wholesome causes and effects, the knowledge of the bad causes and effects, and of 
obstacles of the wholesome dhannas, the knowledge of the perverted wholesome dhannas, the 
correct views of impermanence, sufferings, impurity and non-substantiality (anatmah), the 
distance from the wholesome, the accomplishment of wisdom by practices of generosity, 
morality, patience, energy, and meditation.904
The group of morality which benefits sentient beings refers to eleven topics, namely (1) 
be a companion when the sentient beings engage in beneficial conducts, (2) to be a 
companion when sentient beings are sick, in suffering and getting treatment, (3) to teach 
sentient beings the worldly and transcendent things (dhannas), or to lead them to wisdom with
9 0 1 (Bodhisattvabhumisutra), T30: 910b08-10.
902 Ibid., T30:910cl3-911a27.
903 Ibid., T30: 910M0-24.
904 Ibid., T30: 911a28-b09.
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skill, (4) to know the benefactors and to repay their kindness, (5) to rescue and protect 
sentient beings from various kinds of tear such as fear of wild animals, of a king, of water and 
fire, (6) to comfort and release the sadness and worries when sentient beings lose their 
relatives and possessions, (7) to give according to their needs when sentient beings are poor 
and fatigued, (8) to be fully equipped with merits, to become a benefactor and preceptor, (9) 
to rightly guide the followers in time, and to go away at right time, to move forward or stop 
moving according to each situation, (10) to admire and praise those who have real merits, 
with compassion to condemn those who commit evils, and (11) to tame those who are tough 
and reform them, and with supernormal power to appear in evil realms to purify sentient 
beings.905
The three groups of discipline show that the four means of conversion are applied to the 
groupings of morality. However, the teachings in the group of discipline do not relate to the 
concepts of emptiness and non-production, but generosity, the rejection of five desires, the 
removal of five obstacles, dedication of merits, disclosing faults, and more upon beneficial 
activities. Beneficial works imply the acquisition of power, riches and capabilities of the 
bodhisattvas.
A.2. Circumstances for committing offences
The second stage in the development of the sTlaparamita is found in the prajnaparamita texts, 
where the perfection of discipline is briefly defined with special emphasis on skill-in-means. 
For instance, “a bodhisattva should perfect himself in the perfection of morality by 
committing neither offence nor non-offence.” Further, “there are others who, abiding in the 
perfection of morality, cleanse it by committing no offence.” Such statements are rather 
abstract and ambiguous to grasp the true sense of what an offence is. In some passages on the 
bodhisattva’s practice of the perfection of morality by training in the six perfections, we learn 
that a bodhisattva commits offences when (1) he produces merit by giving a gift that belongs 
to all beings,906 (2) when he longs for the state of the Sravaka or Pratyekabuddha, and for the 
gains of the common people,907 (3) when he does not bear the Dharma and enjoy it, (4) when 
he is not indefatigable to constantly dedicate his wholesome merits for full enlightenment and
905 Ibid., T30: 910b25-cl0; T30:911bl0-912b09.
905 Unit 12, T07: 1035bc, 1036a, No.220c
907 Ibid., T07: 1039ab
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when he does not engage in wholesome dharmas toward all beings,908 (5) when in one- 
pointedness of mind one has the thought associated with a Sravaka and Pratyekabuddha,909 
and (6) when one does not have the notion that everything is made of illusion and when one 
does not realize that there is truly no-one who practises morality.910 According to another 
passage, even the bodhisattva that establishes many sentient beings in the Dharma commits an 
offence when not realising that there is no sentient being truly established in the Dharma. One 
is a bodhisattva standing firm in the perfection of morality when one realises that there is no 
true 'me' and 'sentient beings'. Therefore the definition of the perfection of morality is 
described as follows,
"The untarnished perfection of morality of a bodhisattva consists in the fact that, with the 
production o f thoughts associated with the knowledge of all modes, one undertakes to observe the ten 
ways of wholesome action and instigate others also thereto, but without basing oneself on 
anything . . . The perfect purity of morality consists in the non-attention to srd va&a-thought and to 
Pratyekabuddha-thought, and in the non-attention also to other dharmas which make for bad 
behaviour, or cause delays on the road to enlightenment.
The bodhisattva carries out the six perfections, and whatever morality one guards, that one 
makes common to all beings, and then turns it over to the supreme enlightenment, and without taking 
anything as a basis.911
When a bodhisattva behaves thus, there arises in one who fulfils the six perfections this mindful 
recollection: if I do not guard morality, there will be for me a rebirth in the three states of woe, and 
not among men or gods, and neither the maturing of beings nor the purifying o f the Buddha-field will 
be accomplished, and all-knowledge will not be acquired.1,912 
However, a bodhisattva who guards worldly morality can become arrogant by thinking, T
• Q1Tcarry out the perfection of morality, I fulfil the perfection of morality.” This constitutes an 
offence. When explaining how the bodhisattva fulfils the perfection of morality, the text 
teaches that while the bodhisattva practising the perfection of morality sees sentient beings 
who do the ten unwholesome things and who are covetous with minds full of ill will, with 
false views, short-lived, with many afflictions, with many troubles, with few possessions, of 
low-class families, and mutilated, one should thus consider,
"I cany out the perfection of morality so that when I have won full enlightenment, in that 
Buddha-field those beings will not have those faults and that they will not even be conceived.’
Thus practicing, the bodhisattva fulfils the perfection of morality and comes near to full 
enlightenment."914
908 Ibid., T07: 1037a; 1038c.
909 Ibid, T07: 1037b; 1039a.
910 Ibid, T07: 1037a; 1036bc.
911 The Large Sutra on Perfect Widsom, Berkeley, Cal.: University of California Press, 1975, p.227.
912 LP, p.227
913 Ibid, p.228; T07: 1034b.
914 Ibid, p.417; P.472, “a bodhisattva, for the sake of these beings, gives no occasion to immorality. He thinks to 
himself, ‘it would not be seemly for me, I who have set out for full enlightenment, to take life, to have false 
views, or should strive after sense objects, or the condition of a god or Brahma, or the level of a Sravaka or
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The above sources show that to fulfil the perfection of morality, it is important for a 
bodhisattva to realize the true consequence of certain actions and also to establish a strong 
resolution before following any proper conduct. We also find details about how a bodhisattva 
following morality engenders the other perfections.915
In separate chapter of the LP, the sTlapdramitd is defined in even greater detail. The 
bodhisattva carrying out the perfection of morality beginning with the first thought of 
enlightenment, guards morality with attention associated with the knowledge of all modes. No 
greed, hatred, or delusion obscures the mind. One has no evil tendencies or obsessions, and no 
unwholesome dharmas which obstruct enlightenment such as immorality, wrathfulness, 
indolence, inferior vigour, mental confusion or stupidity. One recognizes all dharmas as 
empty of own-characteristic, and sees them as not really existing, not totally real, and 
uncreated. When the bodhisattva enters into the dharma-characteristic of dharmas one sees 
that all dharmas are incapable of doing anything in themselves, and sees marks as 
unconditioned. Endowed with this skill-in-means, one grows in wholesome roots, carries out 
the perfection of morality, matures beings, and purifies the Buddha-field. But one does not 
aspire to any fruit from morality which could be enjoyed in samsdra, and it is only for the 
puipose of protecting and maturing beings that one carries out the perfection of morality.
The above sources make some strong points concerning the bodhisattva’s perfection of 
morality. A bodhisattva should not dedicate any merit to the ranks of the Sravakas and 
Pratyekabuddhas. In any case or situation, a bodhisattva should not get angry or have ill-will. 
Whatever meditations one enters into, one should not fall to the rank of a Sravaka or 
Pratyekabuddha, by applying the perfection of wisdom and skill in means. One should not 
offend the five moral disciplines and should have no false views. All these points lead us to 
conclude that the theory of the sTlapdramitd in this stage is rather anti-Sravaka and 
Pratyekabuddha. In fact the expressions such as, ‘maturing beings and purifying the Buddha- 
field,’ ‘for the sake of these beings,’ ‘with attention associated with the knowledge of all 
modes,’ show us the assertion of the presence of limitations in early Buddhism. In the 
interests of improvement and even changing these asserted limitations, the first step was to 
change the old Buddhist system of discipline.
Pratyekabuddha’. When he considers thus, he courses in the perfection o f morality.”
915 T08:0107a06-b08, details how morality engendering the other five perfections may be found in a previous 
section on the perfection of morality.
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A. 3. Developments of the sllapdramitd
The third stage in the development of the sllaparamita shows the application of ideas to the 
practice of this paramita. On a theoretical level there are only two stages for fulfilling the 
sllaparamita,\ the conventional level and the ultimate level of truth. However, we can find a 
third stage which deals with the complex process of putting these two together and practically 
applying them to the paramita,; For example, in fulfilling the Sllaparamita,\ the bodhisattva in 
the suraingamasamddhi does not pledge oneself to morality, and does not avoid it. In order to 
discipline sentient beings, one pledges oneself to morality, to comply with its practical 
attitudes, to abhor faults, whilst inwardly remaining pure and faultless. In order to ripen 
beings, one is born in the world of desire and becomes a Cakravartin king, takes a wife and 
children, and indulges in the five objects of desire. Inwardly however, one is always 
established in concentration, pure morality, and perfectly aware of the defects of the threefold 
existence. Such is the special fruit of the perfection of morality, which characterizes the 
bodhisattva in the suraingamasamddhi.
Nevertheless, the most representative and significant text for studying the developments 
in the theory of the sTlapdramitd is the Updlipariprcchd. This text expands upon the 
fundamental principle and spirit of the Bodhisattava path and spells out the difference 
between the bodhisattva Vinaya and that of the Sravaka. In this text, the fundamental duties of 
bodhisattvas are explained, and the ways in which bodhisattvas should employ various skilful 
means to perfect sentient beings and establish them all in the Buddha-Dharma are outlined. A 
lay bodhisattva who dwells in kindness and harmlessness should practice two kinds of giving, 
(1) the giving of Dharma, and (2) the giving of material possessions. A bodhisattva who has 
left household life should practice four kinds of giving, (1) to give writing implements [with 
which to copy the sutras], (2) to give ink, (3) to give scriptures, and (4) to give instructions in 
the Dharma. A bodhisattva who has achieved the realisation of the non-arising of dhaimas 
should always be ready to give in three ways, (1) to give his throne, (2) his wife and son, and 
(3) his head, eyes, and limbs. To give thus is the greatest, most wonderful giving.916
It is evident from the above discussion that general duties for all bodhisattvas, and 
particular duties for lay bodhisattvas, for monk-bodhisattvas and for advanced bodhisattvas
916 Upali, T il:  515c.
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have been outlined. These duties as well as rules guide different categories of bodhisattvas to 
work on their general duty, to employ various skilful means to perfect sentient beings and 
cause them all to dwell securely in the Buddha-Dharma. In order to carry out these duties, 
they have to go to places and lands to associate with various categories of beings. However, 
they have to follow the disciplines or regulations, which mark them out as Buddhists. As 
mentioned earlier, early Buddhist rules prevent Buddhists from going to many places and 
associating with many people. However, bodhisattvas should neither ignore nor neglect any 
beings or places. Thus there was a contradiction and a barrier between the Buddhist discipline 
and the aim to rescue all beings. In order to solve this problem and to put the aim of rescuing 
all beings into practice, some Buddhist scholars made suggestions and offered solutions 
indicating how to practise the perfection of morality (sllaparamita). Out of these, two 
suggestions are important and should be brought to our attention. They are the disclosure of 
faults and skilful means. Here disclosure implies that rules can be breached, and the use of 
various skilful means allows the breaches of institutional rules only under some conditions. 
Indeed, these two give both opportunity and freedom to Mahayana Buddhists, and offer a 
good and practical solution to the need for bodhisattvas to fulfil the remaining paramitas. 
From these facts we see the development and revised theory of the sllaparamita. The 
sTlapdramitd has been developed in response to the need to solve contradictions. It is a revised 
theory, in the sense one that differs from the teachings of the moral perfection in the early 
Buddhist texts. It is still followed by the modern Mahayana tradition of China.
A.4. Conviction and the serious breaches of discipline for a bodhisattva 
According to the developments and a rather revised theory of bodhisattva discipline, all 
bodhisattvas should guard against two breaches of the discipline. Firstly they must not break 
the discipline out of hatred. Secondly, they must not break the discipline out of ignorance. 
Both constitute grave faults. However, if a breach of discipline is committed out of desire, it is 
a subtle fault and difficult to eliminate. If one breaches discipline out of hatred, it is a serious 
fault but easy to eliminate. If out of ignorance one breaches discipline it is very grave, while a 
deep-seated fault is veiy difficult to eliminate.
The obvious question arises as to why these are different. It is asserted in response that 
desire is the seed of all forms of existence. It causes one to be involved in satnsara endlessly. 
For this reason, it is explained as subtle and difficult to sever. One who breaks the precepts
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out of hatred will fall into the miserable realms of existence, but may quickly be rid of hatred. 
One who breaks the precepts out of ignorance will fall into the eight great hells, and have
Q1 7great difficulty in being released from ignorance.
A. 5. Regulations for disclosing faults
If a bodhisattva has committed a pamjika, one should earnestly and sincerely disclose the 
misdeed to ten pure monks (bhiksus). If a bodhisattva has committed a samghdvasesa, one 
should earnestly disclose the misdeed to five pure monks. If a bodhisattva is affected by a 
woman’s passion, or is attracted to her because of exchanging glances, he should earnestly 
disclose the fault to one or two pure monks.918 If a bodhisattva has committed one of the five 
pdmjikas, a sanighdvasesa, has done harm to stupas, or a monk, or has committed some other 
fault, one should sincerely reflect in solitude day and night before the thirty-five Buddhas.919 
If his transgressions have been purified, the Buddhas will immediately appear before him. In 
this way any fault is removable by means of disclosure.
In explaining why bodhisattvas can purify grave breaches of discipline, but other 
followers cannot do so, the text says that by their wisdom of renunciation bodhisattvas who 
have good roots and courage can purify their transgressions, be free of worry and remorse, 
and thereby see Buddhas and achieve samadhis. However, ordinary people, Sravakas, and 
Pratyekabuddhas cannot rid themselves of the hindrances caused by their transgressions. If a 
Bodhisttva repeats the names of those Buddhas and does the three relevant activities day and 
night,920 one can eradicate offences, be free from worry and remorse, and achieve samddhi?21
When we make a comparison between this teaching and both the early concept of 
bodhisattva and the earlier concept of the perfection of discipline, we find a revised theory of 
the perfection of discipline. In this theory, a bodhisattva is permitted to commit grave 
breaches of discipline, and instructed to achieve the perfection of morality by a particular 
method of disclosing faults. As the bodhisattva may satisfy all the desires of sentient beings,
917 Ibid., T il:  515c.
918T il:  515c
9,9 The names o f the thirty-five Buddhas are given for recitation. For making this kind of disclosure, a special 
form of words for an offender to recite is also given. Upali, T il:  515c-516b.
920 To repeat the names o f thirty-five Buddhas, to pay homage to all Tathagatas, and to disclose faults with a pure 
mind
921 Upali, T il:  516c.
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be free from worry and remorse of his offences, as they are eradicable, one sustains no 
detrimental karmic effects.
A. 6. The criteria forjudging minor and major offences
In the revised theory of morality, the rules and standards are introduced for judging which 
offences are minor and which offences are major. According to these rules, if a bodhisattva 
practicing the paramitas breaks the precepts out of desire, but holds sentient beings dear, the 
offence is minor.922 If a bodhisattva breaks precepts out of hatred even just once, the offence 
is very serious, because one breaks the precepts out of hatred and forsakes sentient beings 
altogether.923 Hence, a bodhisattva should not be afraid of the passions which can aid in 
holding sentient beings dear,924 but one should fear the passions which can cause one to 
forsake sentient beings altogether (T il: 517b). When involved in defilements, bodhisattvas 
should tolerate the minor transgressions which are difficult to avoid. If a follower of the 
Mahayana breaks precepts out of desire, one is not regarded as a transgressor (T il: 517b). 
Furthermore, hatred is difficult to abandon but constitutes a serious fault. Ignorance is 
difficult to give up, and is a very serious fault 925 When involved in defilements, bodhisattvas 
should not tolerate the grave transgressions which are easy to avoid, not even in a dream. For 
this reason, if a follower of the Mahayana breaks precepts out of hatred, it is a grave offence,
Q96 • * •which causes tremendous hindrances to the Buddha-dharma. Again, if a bodhisattva is 
thoroughly conversant with the Vinaya, one will not be afraid if transgressing out of desire, 
but will be afraid when transgressing out of hatred.927 All dharmas are ultimately asserted to 
be Vinaya and this is why the Buddha gradually taught them as regulations and rules to bring 
enlightenment.928
It seems that there are two principal rules to follow within such flexible and vital 
regulations, namely (1) whatever a bodhisattva does, one should hold sentient beings dear, 
and (2) one should never forsake sentient beings and guard against hatred, ignorance and 
other passions. Practical morality is at the heart of the new developments in the theory of the
922 Ibid., T il:  517b
923 T il:  517b.
924 T il:  517b.
925 T il:  517b.
926 T il:  517bc.
927 T il:  517c.
928 T il:  517c
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sllaparamita.
B. The developments in the theory of the dhydnaparamita
In earlier texts bodhisattvas master four dhyanas in order to obtain wisdom and spiritual 
power. During their career and whilst working for the benefit of sentient beings however, they 
require additional abilities and powers. Although such powers can be generated through 
samadhi or meditation, more types of meditation are needed to develop them. At this stage 
there are no moral rules at all, but the bodhisattva is described as being in a perfect state of 
discipline. One follows principles as opposed to rules.
Although in the suraingamasamddhi the bodhisattva knows that all dhannas are eternally 
concentrated (samdhita), various kinds of absoiptions (dhydnavisesa) are taught. One is 
absorbed in samddhi in order to win over distracted sentient beings (viksiptacitta), but one 
does not see any dharma that could be distracted, all dhannas being like the fundamental 
element (dharmadhdtii), eternally concentrated. In order to subdue the mind (cittadamandrtha), 
one never strays from absorption. One takes up four bodily attitudes by walking, standing, 
sitting or lying down whilst always calm (sdnta) and concentrated (samahita). One holds 
conversations with beings, but does not abandon the state of concentration. With kindness 
(maitri) and compassion one enters villages, towns, and kingdoms (itistra), but always 
remains in concentration. When, for the welfare and happiness of beings, one seems to take 
food, one is always concentrated. The body of the bodhisattva is supple, diamond-like, 
indestructible, without a belly, stomach, excrement, urine, bad odour or impurity. One appears 
to take food, but nothing penetrates, and if so, only through compassion and the welfare and 
happiness of beings. If one seems to pursue the practices of the world (prthagjanacarya), one 
is really free and transcends all practices. In the suraingamasamddhi’ when the bodhisattva 
appears in a forest, he looks exactly as if he were in a village, among the laity or among the 
mendicants (pravrajita). If he appeal's in white clothing (avaddtavasana), he does not have the 
dissipation (pramdda) of a layman. If he appears as an ascetic (sramana), he does not have the 
arrogance (manyand) of a monk. He takes up the religious life in an heretical order 
(pdsandikesupravrajati) in order to win over beings, but he does not really take it up, he is not 
defiled (klista) by all false views (mithyddrsti) which prevail there and does not give any 
credence (prasdda) to them. Taking into account the aspirations of beings, smvakaydnikas,
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pratyekabuddhaydnikas or buddhaydnikas, one indicates the appropriate path to them, and 
after having helped them one returns to help others. That is why this worthy one is called a 
guide (prmdyaka).
Just as a ship conveys innumerable beings to the other shore and having reached the other 
shore, returns back to convey other beings, so too, the bodhisattva sees beings being carried 
off by the fourfold flood of sanisdra and wishes to rescue them. If the bodhisattva sees beings 
destined to be rescued by the vehicle of the Pratyekabuddhas, he shows himself to them and 
manifests the mahdparinirvdna. If he sees beings destined to be rescued by the Vehicle of the 
Sravakas, he expounds peacefulness (sdnti) to them and, in front of them, enters nirvana. 
Then, through the power of his suraingamasamddhi‘ he returns to a new birth in order to 
rescue other beings. That is why this worthy man is called the captain of the ship.
Just as an illusionist (mdydkdra), shows himself in different forms in the presence of a 
great gathering of people, in the same way the bodhisattva in order to mature sentient beings, 
appears being born, old, sick and dead, but in fact he is not subject to birth, old age, sickness 
or death. Such is the special fruit of the perfection of absoiption of the bodhisattva in the 
suraingamasamd dhi.
B. 1. Samddhi in the Mahayana
We have already pointed out that Sravakas were asserted to be inclined towards prajnd which 
understands the general characteristics of things such as impermanence, suffering and 
impersonality. That prajnd is later asserted to constitute a limited enlightenment, which only 
ensured personal benefit {svdrtha) of the adherent through the acquisition of holiness and 
nirvana. The bodhisattva is also drawn towards prajnd, but this prajnd is asserted as infinitely 
higher. It is perfection of wisdom as omniscience, which knows all things in all their aspects 
{sarvdkdrajndtd). This perfection of wisdom constitutes the highest awakening, the supreme 
enlightenment pertaining specifically to the Buddhas, and ensuring not just the personal 
benefit (svdrtha) of the adherent, but above all the benefit of others and the welfare and 
happiness of all beings {sarvasattvahitasukha). The most important step taken by the 
bodhisattva is therefore the generation of the thought of supreme enlightenment. Between the 
generation of the thought of enlightenment and the moment of enlightenment there stretches 
the whole career of the bodhisattva. The Suramgamasamddhisutra explains that the
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bodhisattva does not see the self-nature of beings but, in order to ripen them, he speaks of 
beings. Furthermore, it says that the bodhisattva does not see anything, but he carries out, 
spontaneously and effortlessly, his beneficial activity. From this point of view, ultimately 
there is no perfection for the bodhisattva to practise. The Suramgamasamddhisu tra also 
teaches that the bodhisattva activates great vigour but does not develop any activity of body, 
speech or mind, and has no dharma to practise. The bodhisattva in the suramgamasamddhi 
has passed beyond all practices. By consequence, the bodhisattva does not act and if seeming 
to act, it is only skilful means aimed at maturing sentient beings.
Samddhi: The samddhi of the bodhisattva is not merely an exercise aimed at purifying the 
mind. It is above all a work of spiritual edification. The emphasis is no longer placed on the 
technique of concentration but on supernatural power {rddhibala) which derives from the 
welfare of beings.
The prajnaparamita points out that the bodhisattva quickly reaches sambodhi by entering 
the concentration on the non-arising of all things (,sarvadharmdnutpdda), but that in the wake 
of this there follows the infinity of other concentrations of which the suramgamasamddhi is 
only a variation. Once the bodhisattva has penetrated the emptiness of sentient beings and 
things, he no longer sees them, no longer speaks or thinks about them because he has attained 
the summit of wisdom. By this very fact, he is in possession of the concentration and he plays 
at will with the resulting supreme knowledge (Sgs, 154).
The long lists of samadhis found in the texts are only modalities of one single samddhi in 
which the Buddhas and great bodhisattvas always abide in. Whether it is called heroic 
progress or something else, this samddhi encompasses all the good dharmas,929 contains all 
the perfections, and it exercises simultaneously. It has multiple aspects which coincide 
particularly with the ten powers of the Tathagata.930 It is therefore understandable that the 
Mahayanist Mahaparinirvdna-su tra defines it as the self-nature of the Buddha. Among the 
great abhifnds that result from this samddhi\ it is the first, the abhijnd of supernormal power 
(rddhi), that is emphasized. In the Suramgamasamddhisutra and in all Mahayana siitras in 
general, the Buddha does not stop manifesting and withdrawing the bases of his supernormal 
power. In the Suramgamasamddhisutra, wonders follow wonders, the multiplication of the
929 Sgs, p.25.
930 Sgs, p.21.
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Buddhas,931 manifestations of marvellous bodies, the transformation of assemblies,932 the 
capture and liberation of Mara, the creation of imaginary bodhisattvas (Sgs, p.94), changes of 
location without displacement, the simultaneous manifestation of a Buddha or a bodhisattva in 
several places at once, the appearance of the Buddhas of the ten directions,933 and the 
transformation of an impure land into a pure land.934
B.2. The abilities of wonder-working
The Suramgamasamddhisutra is not unique in presenting the abilities of wonder-working, for 
most Mahayana sutras follow suit. According to current acceptance, a miracle is a 
supernatural action contrary to the laws of nature, or again, the insertion of divine causality 
into natural causes. However, this idea of a miracle cannot be applied to the Mahayanist 
marvel. Since beings and things do not ultimately exist, the supposed laws of nature only 
originate from erroneous imagination (abhu taparikalpa), and no action, as astonishing as it 
may seem, can run contrary to laws which do not ultimately exist. Extraordinary actions are 
therefore as unreal as ordinary actions. If the Buddhas and bodhisattvas manifest them, this 
can only be through skilful means, in order to ripen beings who mistakenly believe they are 
involved in the world of becoming and the laws of nature. This is what brings Vimalakirti to 
say that the Buddha-fields or Pure Lands where these wonders occur are essentially empty, 
calm, unreal and like space (Vkn, pp. 133, 182,210). Confronted with all these splendours, the 
bodhisattva only experiences indifference (Vkn, p.226).
B.3. Samadhis in the sdstras
The scholars of the Great Vehicle took up all these ideas and explained them systematically in 
their sdsti'as. The Mahaprajhaparamita-sastra reveals no less than nineteen differences 
between the samadhis of the sravakas and of the bodhisattvas.935 Non-Buddhists, 3ravakas 
and bodhisattvas can all practise the absorptions (dhydna) and attainments (samdpatti), but the 
samddhi of the non-Buddhists is tainted by false views, particularly the belief in a self
931 Sgs, P.15.
932 Sgs, p.65.
933 Sgs, p. 165.
934 Sgs, p. 168.
935 MPS, pp. 1043-57.
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(satkayadrsti). The Sravakas, even in a state of concentration, are only asserted to know the 
general characteristics of things (sdmdnyalaksana): impermanence, suffering and 
impersonality.
Only the bodhisattva is asserted to understand the true characteristicss of things 
(bhutaiaksana), namely, non-arising, non-cessation, original calm, and in a word - emptiness. 
When the bodhisattva enters absorptions his mind enjoys perfect peace (ksema). It is no 
longer disturbed by contingencies -  by what could be seen, heard, thought or known. It is 
devoid of reasoning (vitarka) and discursive thought (vicdra) which normally make language 
possible. It no longer makes any distinctions, to the point of not grasping any difference 
between distraction and absorption. People know the thought of entering absorption 
(dhydnapravesacitta) and the thought of leaving absorption (dhydnavyutthdnacitta) in a 
bodhisattva, but once a bodhisattva is absorbed neither gods nor humans know his thought 
any longer, that thought has neither support (dsraya) nor object {d lamb ana). Differing from 
other ascetics, the bodhisattva is incapable of ‘savouring’ the absoiptions and attainments. In 
vain would one seek to find in him that dangerous relishing (dsvddana) which is asserted to 
lead practitioners to confuse the bliss of the mystical spheres with true deliverance.
The Sravakas who have entered the path of nirvana practise samddhi in order to purify 
their minds. This is asserted to be a legitimate but egocentric preoccupation. In contrast, the 
bodhisattva only practices absorption for the good of others. Seeing people giving themselves 
to the pleasures of the senses, the bodhisattva experiences great feelings of compassion and 
makes the following aspiration: “I shall act so that beings may avoid impure happiness, so 
that they may obtain the internal happiness of the dhydnas and samdpattis and so that by 
relying on these practices, they may finally reach the most excellent happiness, that of 
buddhahood.” While his mind is no longer disturbed by any object or concept, the bodhisattva 
transforms the body in countless ways, enters the five realms of the triple world and wins over 
beings by means of the teaching of the three vehicles. Finally, the bodhisattva enjoys perfect 
mastery over the dhydnas and samdpattis as well as over the abhijnds which result from them.
In order to reach the first dhydna, the ordinary ascetic must first free himself from all the 
passions of the world of desire (.kdmadhdtu). To do this, one enters the andgamya which is the 
entrance-hall of the first dhydna, and one eliminates the coarse passions.
The attainment of leaping: The Sravaka can traverse the nine successive meditative abodes
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(anupurvavihdra) in four ways: by following the ascending order (dhyandnulomatta), the 
descending order (dhydnapratilomata), the ascending then descending order
{dhydndnulomapratilomata) or by leaping from one abode to another (dhydnotkrdntita). 
This last method is known as the attainment of leaping (vyutkmntasamapatti).931 However, a 
bodhisattva who has mastered leaping can, on leaving the first dhydna,, leap to the third. One 
may also leap directly either to the fourth dhydna or to one of the four samdpattis of the 
diupyadhdtu, A bodhisattva may leap over one abode, two abodes, and sometimes even over 
all nine.
According to the canonical sources, when the ordinary ascetic has purified the mind by 
means of the dhydnas and samdpattis, one gives an impulse to the mind and directs it toward 
the abhijnds. By virtue of this effort, one gains the six supreme knowledges, supernormal 
power, and so forth. In contrast, the great bodhisattva of the eighth stage, without making any 
mental effort (cittdndbhogena) plays at will with the superknowledges (abhijndvikiidana). 
One proceeds at will and spontaneously to the Buddha-fields, but without grasping their signs. 
Whilst remaining perfectly absorbed, one pays homage to the Buddhas of the ten regions and 
expounds the Dharma to various beings. This activity is unconscious, and may be compared 
to the ceaseless play of lutes of the gods without anyone to pluck them.
To sum up, dhyanas are found in the Agamas and Nikayas. In the paramitas of the 
sectarian texts they are called the dhydnaparamita. They are inherited by the Mahayanists. 
However, in the Mahayana texts, samadhi is stressed as important. This can be seen in the 
way that many Mahayana texts were named after the samadhi, i.e. Samadhirajasutra, 
Suramgamasamddhisutra and so forth. Samadhi in the Agamas belong to the practice of 
insight meditation (vipasyana) or contemplation. Thus we have sunyatasamadhi, 
dnimittasamadhi, apranitasamadhi and so forth in the Samyuktagama (T02: 0149c-150a). The 
basic teaching of the Mahayana is the non-origination (anutpada) and non-destruction 
(anirodha) of all the dharmas. This doctrine has been reflected in countless samadhis as the 
means of realisation. Thus we see 28 samadhis in the Samantamukhaparivarta for instance, 
samadhis o f the five sense objects, of hatred, of ignorance, of passion, of wholesome dhannas, 
of the unwholesome dharmas, of the conditioned, of the unconditioned, and so forth (T il:
936 AthasalinT, p. 187; Vism., Warren, pp.314-15.
937 Kosa, II, p.210; VIII, p. 173; J. Rahder, Introduction to the Databhumikasutra, p.xxii.
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0158c-162a). In the pajhaparamitasuhas there are 108 samadhis (T08:0251a-253b). Among 
the lists of samadhis, the suramgamasamadhi, ekavyuhasamadhi, pratyutpannasamadhi, 
aranasamadhi and mayasamadhi are seen in many texts and have their practitioners even 
today.
Samadhis are important to the bodhisattvas because they can generate the things for the 
benefit of the bodhisattvas, for cultivating a compassionate mind, benefiting sentient beings, 
fulfilling the bodhicitta, and for developing skills and abilities. According to 
Pahca vimsatisdhasrikd, “The bodhisattva who wishes to fulfil the desires of all beings . . . 
says ‘I, should train myself’ in concentration of the prajnaparamita.” The 
Drumakmnararajapariprccha says that after gaining the ratnasthitasamadhj one can generate 
all types of treasures in the world (T15:0372c-373b). The text further says that “the prajha is 
the king of the sutras . . . the wisdom treasure is the body of ratnasthitasamadhi; when a 
bodhisattva gains the ratansthitasamadhi all the sentient beings come and assemble around 
him (T15:0373bc).” Clearly the achievement of samadhis enables the bodhisattvas to obtain 
treasures and to benefit others. It is a feature of the dhydnaparamita in Mahayana 
bodhisattva’s practices.
C. The developments in the theory of the prajnaparamita
In the previous sections, we have shown the early occurrences and various concepts of the 
perfection of wisdom in some early scriptures. In this section, the main puipose is to show 
that from the first to the fourth century CE, the prajhapdramitd was the most widespread 
teaching in Mahayana texts. Its concept was formulated and its content fully detailed, but its 
functions remain open.
The prajhdpdramitd in the system of six paramitas
Except for the Aksayamatipariprcchd9M 29 out of 48 texts in the Maharatnakuta refer to it.939 
Furthermore, in volumes 11, 14, 15, 16 17 of the Taisho ddition of the Chinese Buddhist 
Canon, there are more then eighty texts which treat it.940
938 fP k lll l lf i l lt lr llj  T 11:648al4, in which ten paramitas are discussed,
939 T1 l:0 0 0 6 b 2 4 ;M ilif  T1 l:0029a06; T11, 0085b27;
H ,T ll:0095b l6; T il:  0 1 1 0 a 0 3 , ; W M # ,  T ll:0 1 2 4 b l7 ;ttJ ® fc ^ # , T l l : 0 1 8 7 b l3 ; ^ W # ,
T ll:0294cl6  -0309c04; f f f l ^ i l - # , T l l : 0 4 7 2 a l 4 ; ^ J i 1^ # ,  T ll:0434al9; l i l t ,  Tll:0442b05- 
0453bl4; T11:0 4 7 2 a l2 ;= M fc^ t# , T11:0477al l-0479al2; 1:0489al2;
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The concept and content of the prajnaparamita
In the texts mentioned above, many factors show that there was a progressive development of 
the concept of prajnaparamita in Mahayana texts. This development may be divided into 
three stages. In the first stage, the traditional concept of prajnd was completely absorbed into
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the concept of the prajndpdramitd. In the second stage, the various views of the perfection of 
wisdom are seen in many texts and they represent the formulation and development of the 
Mahayana concept of wisdom. In the third stage, the perfection of wisdom was further 
developed in the later Mahayana texts, which contain various features of the pmjmparamita.
In the early translations of Mahayana scriptures, the perfection of wisdom refers to three 
kinds of wisdom (prajftd): (1) wisdom which depends on hearing the teaching from another 
person and on the study of scripture (srutamayi), (2) wisdom which arises from reflection 
(icmtdmayi), and (3) wisdom which is developed by cultivation and realisation 
(bhd vantimayj).941 These three types of wisdom actually refer to the methods for achieving 
wisdom. The early Mahayana exposition of these three types of wisdom are mainly 
encountered in the BodhisattvapJtaka942 and the Subdhupariprcchd 943 of the Mahdratnakiita,
"How can the bodhisattva achieve the perfection of wisdom? The bodhisattva, in order to learn 
and gain understanding (fMJ), in order to reflect (on these jfd, should draw near to people of 
intelligence and wisdom, people who can study and retain their learning, people who can hear 
and recite what they have heard, people who hear and reflect on the meaning of what they 
have heard. He should draw near to people like this. He should praise them, respect them and 
make offerings to them; and should not allow them to drive him away under any 
circumstances (through wounds or beatings) . . .  The bodhisattva should regard the Saddharma 
as a great treasure, should think of the Dharma teacher as a store o f treasure, and should regard 
those who hear the Dharma as people of great rarity. He should consider those who ask the 
meaning o f the Dharma as living a life of wisdom, and he should be inspired to wise thoughts 
by those great scholars who eradicate ignorance. He should think of the ability to distinguish 
the Dhannas as the eye of wisdom. The bodhisattva, having heard the dharmas, should 
remember and practise them (fl0). Having thoroughly distinguished them, he will know 
aggregates, elements (dhatu) and faculties, he will know the Four Noble Truths, the twelve 
links o f co-origination, the threefold time dimension and the three vehicles, and thus will 
achieve knowledge."944
It seems that in this text the purpose of the expositions of the aggregates,945 elements,946 
faculties,947 the four noble truths,948 the twelve links of dependent origination,949 the three
941 BodJiisattvabhilmi (Sanskrit Manuscript Add. 702, Cambridge University Library), 84b.7. Mahdyana- 
sutmlankdra, 6dit6 et traduit par S. Levi (Paris 1907, 1911), 82.2.
942 BP, T11, N o.310 (12), tr. by Xtian Zang in 645 CE
943 Subahu, T lln0310 (21), tr. by Kumarajlva in412 CE;T11:053la23,
T ll:0534a09-p0534al0 ,“B 8 E iS 5g .  M EJ&&.” T ll:0534al9,
944 Subahu, Til:0534a, “S f T M J W I I I  ° § ? # { ! » *  J ^ B U E .
mmm . ”
945 Subahu, T11:0534b22
946 Subahu, Tll:0534a21-0534b21.
947 Subahu, T11:0534b28-0534cl0.
948 Sbahu, T1 l:0S34c-0535al3.
949 Subahu, T11:0535al4-0535bl2
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time dimensions,950 and three vehicles,951 is to show two essential aspects of the concept of 
the prajndpdramitd. Firstly there is the knowledge a bodhisattva ought to have. Secondly there 
are truths that a bodhisattva ought to reflect upon and realise. These truths are the Buddhist 
philosophical teachings on the impennanency of things, the origination and the cessation of 
things, the non-origination and non-cessation of elements, the mind-only doctrine, non-self, 
suffering, the causes of suffering, the cessation of suffering, the paths leading the cessation of 
suffering, the karmic causes and effects of the three times, the twelve factors of co-origination, 
and the realities and attainments of the three vehicles. In short, the bodhisattva’s perfection of 
wisdom is when the bodhisattva realizes the insubstantial self by distinguishing and reflecting 
on the twelve factors of co-origination. One realizes that nirvana is not of the self, and one 
chooses not to have attachment to it. The bodhisattva sees that dharmas contain the truth of 
dependent origination. One masters the three portals of liberation, and contemplates the 
arising and cessation of the twelve factors of co-origination, but chooses not to achieve 
cessation {nirvana).
C .1. Views on the bodhisattva prajndpdramitd
Sutras No. 671 and No. 672 reveal three different levels of pdramitds, but only the 
bodhisattva level of pdramitd is briefly defined. For instance, these texts say that the 
bodhisattva’s prajndpdramitd is when a bodhisattva truly observes the distinguishing character 
of the mind, sees no distinctions, and does not fall into the ‘two extremes.’ The bodhisattva 
transcends the body by actual practice, sees that things neither arrive or perish, and then 
achieves the noble practices.953
Sutra No. 660 stresses the importance of the mind in the fulfilment of the six perfections. 
It says that while presenting services and offerings, the mind makes various distinctions and 
observations, and this is seen as the bodhisattva prajndpdramitd 954
SutrasNo. 658 and No. 659 show how a bodhisattva as a normal meditator fulfils the six 
perfections. For instance, it is said that when the bodhisattva meditates and thinks of the
950 Subahu, T11:0535bl3-0535c09
951 Subahu, T11:0535c 11- p0536a08
952 Lankavatara-mahayana-sutra, T16:0621c, No. 672, l!t$fJW H D F/fIHiffflff
f f  f f  0 ” No. 671 Lankavatarasutra, T16:0559c-p0560a
953 No. 672, T16:0621c-0622a; Laiikavatara-sutra, T16:0559c-0560a
954 Ratnamegha-sutra T16:0294b, No. 660
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fulfilment of various types of offerings, this is practice of the prajndpdramitd?55 6'w/raNo.489 
demonstrates how a bodhisattva can achieve the six pdramitds by reflection and 
contemplation on mentally presented offerings.956
Sutia No. 650 advises upon faith and grasping the one-character and non-obstacle of the 
dliannas. “Having faith in and grasping the one-character and non-obstacle of dharmas, one 
may obtain the knowledge of the non-production of the dharmas, and thus achieve the six
Qcn
pdramitds"
Sutra No. 642 explains that a bodhisattva dwelling in the suramgdmasamddhi performs 
all six perfections. “The bodhisattva contemplates the mind and understands the mind, fully
QCO
penetrates the characteristics of the mind, and this is the perfection of wisdom.”
Sutra No. 587 indicates that the fulfilment of the six perfections is the fulfillment of 
omniscience {sarvajhana)?59 It also defines the concept of sarvajhana as the sameness of all 
dharmas?69
According to Sutra No.486, a ritual performer achieves the six pdramitds by ritual 
arrangements and personal conduct.961 When the bodhisattva executes a ritual performance 
and correctly makes the boundary and circular platform, completes the performance without 
mistakes and in the correct time, this is seen as the prajhaparamita?62 At the time when ritual 
performances were dominant in religious life, the six pdramitds served to enhance the 
significances of rituals. This text also says that a bodhisattva requires three asamkheya kalpas 
to practise the six pdramitds and achieve buddhahood.
Sutra No. 485 specifies the dwelling of a bodhisattva, the identity of parents, travels and 
relatives.964 The knowledge of these and the ability to apply them are considered the 
perfection of wisdom.
955 Ratnamegha-siitra T16:0218a, No. 658; MRS, No. 659, T16:0251c
956 m  5), T14:0716a, No. 489
l),T15:0752b)No.650,‘‘f@ jW H ^ M M o ”
958 No. 642 m  l), T is: 0633c
959f $ « % ^ j T » ,  T15: 0078b; T15:0046b, M i g . ”
960 Ibid. T15: 0078a,
961 No. 486, fn lll, T14: 0698b,
962 Ibid., T14: 0698b.
953 T14: 0698a:
964 No. 485, T14: 0673c:
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Sutra No.475 reveals that doing things without any attachment is important for a 
bodhisattva to practise the six perfections.965 Sutra No. 468 explains the bodhisattva discipline 
( vinaya)9('(' Knowledge of this is part of the perfection of wisdom.
Sutras No. 467 and No.466 say that from conventional wisdom (samvrttisatya) there 
arise the six pdramitds. and from them the thought of enlightenment.967
Sutras No. 464 and No. 465 say that a bodhisattva’s observation of the Vinaya arises 
from right thought or mindfulness. They also mention four levels of producing the thought of 
enlightenment with analogies. Different stages are asserted in the production of the thought
965 VmalakirtinirdeSa, T14: 0545c,No.475,
966 No'. 468 »eW Jfn1g,T 14: 0496c-0497a, S * (f!7 5 $ ® i]i. 75$
® * .  7 5 $ ® * .  7 5 $ ® * . X gelg iiS ? lg« . 7 5 $ ® * . XiR
R a n # ® ® .  7 5 $ ® * . 75M ® a. 7 5 $ ® * .
7 5 $ ® * . TRS'f’& M BW *:*. 7 5 $ ® * . 7 5 $ « J tX
iMSl'XSIXfi;. ”
967 No. 466 W m gm iS & m , T14: 0487c; N o. 467 XSSMBlllIM®, T14; 0490b. “|H|. i f  {si'ttfETrfKE. '£
w . tt®a-D*B. x m . s t .  ffiTvisaafe. x ra .  ®
XlRttffi. XM. XffiSffiHiffiffl. ® H. f6cX »i»E...”
968 No. 464 3t*«fljra®*a T14: 0482a; No. 465 MPlilHli 1) T14;0484c: ”X X X M X M f 'J. It
-wjiXMas*. xxx^s?*i» j. B®!»tTOX)ttmTHS*. xawijim. xx. b®
xxxmsmwj. stuwrni'.
X X . XXXM33*W 1J. 33*65
fiJSW. X X . R W R W tSm iT O iafelH SfT ^ . XXXW S3*®fU. R W R W a S n g fr m ifS
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of enlightenment as the result of a bodhisattva practices. These stages of producing the 
thought of enlightenment were considered as part of a bodhisattva’s wisdom.
Sutra No.441 explains that the Buddha’s dharmakaya arises from immeasurable merits 
and wisdoms, and from the six pdramitds.969 From this we see that the Buddha’s dhaimakaya 
is identified with the six pdramitds. A particular vow of the bodhisattva in this text is “the 
wish that all women become reborn as men and energetically practise the six perfections.”970
C. 2. Developments in the Mahayana prajndpdramitd
The scripture that may represent the end of the first stage in the development of the Mahayana 
prajndpdramitd is the Bodhisattvapitaka. The text is occupied with explaining the three types 
of wisdom. Study (smtamayiprajnd) is identified with seventy-two forms of learning 
(sruta),911 reflection (cintdmayTprajhd) with forty-one methods of engagement (pratipatti) in 
learning, 972 and meditative realisation (bhdvandmayiprajhd) with correct cultivation as 
cause.973 Furthermore, the conceptual development of the perfection of wisdom in this text is 
apparent in the exposition of the ten types of skill and in the references to dharmanairatmaya 
and non-production of all the dharmas.
Non-production and sameness of all the dharmas - the correct view
The practice of reflection (cintdmayTprajhd) is explained as the cause of correct view. The text 
says that the emergence of correct view has two causes and two conditions, namely hearing 
other people’s statements and correct attention of the listener. In discussing the practice of 
reflection, the text stresses the importance of listening to the teachings of the Noble Ones. The 
bodhisattva should reflect and know that those who practise and abide in dhydnas do not hear 
the teachings of the Bodhisattvapitaka, the Noble Ones and the Vinaya. They are merely 
satisfied with their achievement of samadhi They eventually generate pride and fall under the 
power of pride. They are not liberated from birth, old age, suffering, grief and agitation. They
969 N o .4 4 lB ^ S I M 5T14,p0188c;T145p0248c:“^ f | ^ # o fi&K
m m m m . ”
970 T14: 0245b: ”
971 T11:0294cl7-0295a25; U. Pagel, pp.333-335.
972 T il:  0295a26-0296a20; Pagel, 335-338.
973 Tll:0296a21-p0296c06; Pagel, 338-340.
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will be not liberated from the mass of suffering. However, one who duly hears from others 
will be liberated from old-age-and-death.974
The reflection on the path of obtaining knowledge and realisation is also presented in 
ways of correct contemplation. The Bodhisattvapitaka says that when the bodhisattva 
contemplates all dharmas as being in a state of cessation by nature, at that time one reflects 
correctly. At the time when one contemplates all dharmas as being unattained by nature, at 
that time one reflects correctly. At the time when one contemplates all dharmas as non­
produced, noil-originated, non-becoming and in the state of nirvana, at that time one reflects 
correctly. One also reflects that there is neither contemplation nor object to be contemplated. 
In such a way one reflects correctly.
In addition, the Bodhisattvapitaka maintains that a bodhisattva who reflects correctly and 
skilfully has no doubt or confusion concerning any dharma. Correct and skillful reflection is 
free from obstruction concerning any dharmas. It leads to the door of liberation and it is free 
from inclinations towards abandonment and comprehension of any dharma.
The cultivation of meditative realisation (bhdvandmayiprajhd) is also explained. Correct 
meditative realisation of the bodhisattva is attained through samatha and vipasyand, by 
solitude and taming the mind, by non-cessation and impermanence, causes and conditions, 
dependent co-origination, immutability, and the imperishability of causes and effects.977 The 
text also indicates that correct options are regarded as a part of the bodhisattva’s wisdom. 
Thus although the bodhisattva has the correct meditative realisation by practising the doctrine 
of emptiness, signlessness and wishlessness, one chooses not to have attachments to the 
achievements of practicing these three portals of liberation. Although one has the correct 
meditative realisation by the practice of samatha and vipasyand, one does not aim toward the 
goal of achieving certain rebirths through the power of meditation. One also chooses to have 
correct meditative realisation by wisdom pertaining to omniscience, thus one does not engage 
with the achievement of the destruction of the impure influences. One also has the correct 
meditative realisation by examining non-origination, but chooses not to enter into the absolute
974 T il:  0297b01- p0297bl3:
975 T il:  0297cl9-0298a02
976 Tll:0298a04-0298a08
977 T11:0298bl0-17, " . .  . # l M ? M n « A ^ .  •. W I W S I I I T W i A  ”
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achievement of nirvana. Although one has the correct meditative realisation by contemplating 
the non-substantiality of all sentient beings, one does not abandon great compassion. 
Although one has the correct meditative realisation by contemplating the dismal nature of all 
origination, one chooses to have the achievements of the realms of existence. Although one 
has correct meditative realisation of nirvana, one chooses not to enter it. Although one has the 
correct meditative realisation of abandoning the pleasures of sense objects, one chooses not to 
have the achievement of abandoning the pleasures of sense objects. Although one has the 
correct meditative realisation by abandoning all sophistical discussions (prapanca) and
078reviewing knowledge, one does not abandon skilful means.
The Bodhisattvapitaka explains the skill in right speech as part of the bodhisattva’s 
wisdom. Right speech is collective and incontrovertible, consistent and without contradiction, 
well balanced, without clinging or rejecting, free of sophistic discussion, not slanderous and 
not scornful. It is speech of truth and true nature, and of unfailing truth and actuality. It is 
correct speech when speaking of sameness in the threefold times.979 Right speech is about the 
unreliability of consciousness and matter, including feeling, conception and notional 
constructions. It is the unreliability of the elements of the six sense organs and sense 
objects.980 Right speech is correspondence with and has recourse to meaning (arthaX the
OS 1nature of dhannas (dhannatd), wisdom (jncina), and definitive meaning (nlthdrtha). While
practicing, the bodhisattva sustains certain mental qualities toward the pertinent action, “the 
bodhisattva who engages oneself in contemplation, does not consider that there is a capable 
practitioner. This is correct contemplation. One neither contemplates things, or contemplates 
things not.”982 A bodhisattva who is correct and skilful in this never becomes confused by 
little things, and is free from obstructions by any thing. Correct contemplation is non-seeing, 
non-origination, non-becoming and imperceptibility.983 It is in this way that a bodhisattva 
cultivates the perfection of wisdom.
Dharmanainitmya and cognitive realisation (bhavanamayTprajna)
978 Tii:0298bi7-27, ° m ^ n r n m . . •
979 T11:0298b28-0298c08, ° H PM 'oJ 0
980 T1 l:0298c09-12, °
981 Tll:0298cl3-15: • HP% & % * }  ° H P 0 ”
982 T1 l:0298cl6-19
983 Tll:0298c20-27, • M ^ H P ^ M  •
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In order to cultivate the perfection of wisdom, a bodhisattva realises the non-substantiality of 
phenomena (dharmanairatmya). The Bodhisattvapitaka says that a bodhisattva must know 
correct contemplation, “when I am correct, my contemplation on things is totally correct. 
When I contemplate that just as I am non-substantial, so all things are non-substantial, just as 
sentient beings are non-substantial, so are all things non-substantial.”984 
Sameness of defilements and nirvana: Correct skill is part of wisdom that a bodhisattva is 
taught to cultivate. According to the Bodhisattvapitaka it is correct skill when a bodhisattva 
does not contemplate the nature of samsdra as pervaded with the nature of nirvana. But one 
should contemplate that the nature of defilements and the nature of nirvana are the same,
QQC
mutually indistinguishable and mutually concordant. A bodhisattva should know that all 
correct skills are based on and come from numberless sentient beings. Thus one does not 
abandon sentient beings nor destroy the dharmas 986
Qon
In brief, a bodhisattva should know the characteristics and forms of wisdom, ways of 
learning, correct meditative realisation, correct contemplations, correct views and so on. 
These are called the bodhisattva’s correct wisdom. By rightly practicing them, a bodhisattva is 
able to fully achieve the perfection of wisdom. 988 Furthermore, “the nature of the 
bodhisattva’s wisdom is pure and not linked to any conditioned factors of existence.”989 
Concerning the nature of the bodhisattva’s wisdom, and its difference and independence from 
certain dharmas,990 the text continues that wisdom is independent of ignorance. It is different 
from notional constructions, from old-age-and- death, from the sixty-two heterodox views that 
are based on the philosophical theory of substantiality (satkdyadrsti), from the eight worldly 
conditions including the skandhas, dhatu and ayatanas, different from the twenty secondary 
defilements including conceit, grave conceit and perverted conceit, and different from all 
defilements. It is different from the dark mist of delusion, all evil activities of defilements 
(klesamdra), the aggregates iskandhamdra), the lord of death (mrtyumdra) and the Evil One
984 T 11:0298c29-0299a03: « .. . 0 ° ”
985 Tll:0299a05-10
986 T11:0299a 11-13,
987 T1 l:0294c29-0295a, 0 J§1f M  - •. ”
988 T1 l:0299al3-17, “. .  . $ P « n 5 S l f  A  • - J M W « n 3 S lE l i .5:
989 T ll:0299a l8-20: - ”
990 T1 l:0299a20,
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(devaputramara).991 It is different from all theories concerning substantiality, including the
theories of self (atmadrsti), a sentient being (sattvdkhya) and life-force (j'Tvata),992 It is
different from defiling traces (vdsand), obstacles of karma, heterodox theories, retribution and
nescience.993 It is also different from all fetters (samyojana).994
Thus prajnd is also defined as different from non-virtue and virtue, merit and demerit,
guilt and non-guilt, sainsdra and nh-vdna. Furthermore, it is distinct from a variety of different
categories such as lands, Buddhas, sentient beings and dharmas,995 Thus, wisdom is different
from wrong knowledge, knowledge, consciousness, conventional truth and absolute truth,996
and quiescence of wisdom (na abhisamskaraprajhd).997 When a bodhisattva courses in the
prajndpdramitd all his wisdom is subtle and pure,998
The significance of prajnd in the Bodhisattvapitaka is not just the definition of wisdom. It
is rather, to show how a qualified bodhisattva is born and emancipated, and the difference of a
bodhisattva from an ordinary person spiritual practitioner,
"Thus prajnd is different from avarice (lobha) and generosity, morality and immorality, patient 
acceptance and malicious thought, energy and indolence, meditation and disquietude, ignorance 
and wisdom, including even all promotion and counteraction of the perfections.(Chinese 
version)."999
One (the bodhisattva) is emancipated from [the dichotomies of] avarice and liberality, morality and 
immorality, patient acceptance and malicious thought, energy and indolence, meditation and 
disquietude, discriminative understanding and mistaken understanding, promotion and 
counteraction of the perfection, knowledge and misknowledge.” (Tibetan version)1000 
Skill and wisdom: A further development in the concept of the prajndpdramitd is linked to the
expansion and exposition of skilful means. Early Buddhist texts regard the skilful means as
tools and manifestations of wisdom that can help a bodhisattva to obtain spiritual goals and
help others.1001 It is said that a bodhisattva is able to meditatively realize the nature of reality
by practising the skill in the reliance (pratisarana), analytical knowledge (pratisamvid),
bodhipdksika practices, concentrative calm {samatha), analytical insight (vipasyand), the
991 T1 l:0299b05-07
992 T1 l:0299b07-9
993 T11:0299b 12, £ » l k . . .  ”
994 T11:0299bl2-14, ^ » l k  . . . ± f N ±  ”
995 T1 l:0299bl9-22, ° ”
995 Tll:0299b22-24, 0 ”
997 Tll:0299b24-27,
998 T1 l:0299b27-29, ° ”
999 T il:0299b l4-16, N ik  - ”
1000 Pagel, pp.351-352.
1001 Text 38 of the Ratnakuta Collection, T11: 594.
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accumulation of merit (punya-sambhdra), and the accumulation of wisdom (jhdnasambhara). 
Some texts also indicate that a bodhisattva is able to destroy the view positing a substantial 
self (atmadrsti) by practicing the skilful means in the aggregates (skandha), elements (dhatu), 
sense-field (ayatana) and truth (satya). One is able to realise the non-substantiality of the 
factors of existence (dharmanaimtmya) by practicing the skill in analytical insight.
The earliest occurrence of the skilful means is seen in the Mahdniddesa, which refers to 
skill in aggregates (skandha), sense-bases (ayatana), elements (dhatu), dependent co­
origination (paticcasamuppdda), mindfulness (satipatthana), perfect efforts (sammappadhana), 
bases of success (iddhipada), faculties (indriya), powers (baia), factors of enlightenment 
(bojjhanga), path (magga), fruit (phala) and final cessation.1002 This text lists the totality of the 
Buddha’s teachings as forms of skill. They become the characteristics of purification from 
heterodox views and they explain the attributes and qualities of wisdom (dhTratva). The 
Visuddhimagga also indicates that skill is essential to the development of pannd.im
Later, in the Bodhisattvapitaka, ten kinds of skill are given to define wisdom (prajnd) } mA 
It seems that the authors of the Bodhisattvapitaka knew numerous types of skill,1005 but only 
briefly described the ten types of skilful means.1006 They are skill (1) in aggregates, (2) in 
elements, (3) in sense-fields, (4) in truth, (5) in non-obstacles of analytical knowledge, (6) in 
recourses, (7) in accumulation (sambhdra), (8) in the path (9) in dependent co-origination and 
(10) in all factors. Comparing this list with the list of skill in the Mahdniddesa, it is clear that 
the Bodhisattvapitaka adopted five types of skill from the early non-Mahayana texts. They are 
skill (1) in aggregates, (2) in sense-fields, (3) in elements, (4) in truth, and (5) in analytical 
knowledge. These skills deal with cognition and introduce a bodhisattva to the fruitlessness of 
the view positing a substantial self. In its exposition of prajnd, the Bodhisattvapitaka also 
includes the application of mindfulness, concentrative calm and analytical insight, four perfect 
efforts, five faculties, five powers, seven factors of enlightenment, and the noble eightfold
1002 Mahciniddesa, ed., Louis de La Vallee Poussin & E.J. Thomas, 1916-17, pp.69.1-6, 71.27-72.4; Cullaniddesa, 
ed., W. Stede, 1918, p.128.1-3,
1003 This refers to skilful means in aggregates, sense-fields, elements, faculties, truth and dependent co­
origination in Vism, p.375.1-3. There are ten kinds of skilful means in absorption in the Visudhimagga (iv.§42- 
65).
1004 T ll:0299cl 1-12: •
1005 Til;0299c06,
1006 T1 l:0299c06-12: . . . ”
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path. Skill in each of these practices contributes to the attainment of perfect wisdom. This text, 
like the Sutralamkdra, speaks of five different types of skill.1007
Through the practice of skills, a bodhisattva achieves an increasingly refined 
understanding of reality that culminates eventually in the acquisition of wisdom. The different 
kinds of skill reveal that skilful practices play an important role in this process.
Prajndpdramitd in the sense of sarvajnana: It is appropriate to note that the concept of prajnd 
is explained in three different ways by Buddhist authors. First prajnd is explained as ordinary 
knowledge and learning. The Bodhisattvabhumi and the Lalitavistara sometimes interpret 
prajnd as the knowledge of the aits and sciences.1008 But this simple sense of prajnd was not 
adopted in systematic Buddhist philosophy. Secondly prajnd is interpreted in a deeper and 
positive sense as “the knowledge of the supreme good or supreme truth” {paramdrtha-jhdna), 
or simply as “knowledge” (jndna).1009 It depends on right investigation and concentration, 
which lead to the knowledge of that which exists and as it exists.1010 It consists in an 
unobscured and lucid knowledge of all that is knowable (sarvajheydndvarana-jhana).m i It 
implies the knowledge of the Four Noble Truths, of what should be done or not done 
(karaniya, akaranTya), of the philosophical categories and arguments, and of moral corruption 
and purification (sanklesa, vyavaddna)m i. Thus prajnd is identified with perfect knowledge 
in all its aspects, and regarded as insight into reality (tathatd)}013 Thirdly, prajnd is interpreted 
in a negative sense as emptiness is extolled and glorified in the exordium of the 
Astasahasrikaprajhaparamitasutra as if it were a substitute for the Three Gems of the Buddha, 
the Dharma and the Samgha. The Astasahasrikaprajnaparamitasutra declares that the 
prajndpdramitd is the mother of all the Buddhas and bodhisattvas.1014 It is the good friend of 
the bodhisattvas. It is a pearl of great price. It is immeasurable, pure, lovely, profound,
1007 The five different kinds o f skilful means are 1) there is non-conceptualising wisdom (nirvikalpajndna) that 
occasions the acquisition o f the Buddha-qualities, 2) the means of conversion that assists sentient beings to 
spiritually mature, 3) the confession of faults, joy in the Buddha, invitation of the Buddhas and transformation of 
merit that speed up the attainment of enlightenment, 4) cultivation of concentrations and magic formulae that 
purify conduct, and 5) generation of unsupported nirvana that prevents the bodhisattva from interrupting his 
course in samsara.
1008 Bodhisattvabhumi\ 85a.6, 84b.7, Lalita-vistara, edited by S. Lefmann (Halle a. S. 1902-8), 179.1, 169.13.
1009 Mahdydna-sutmlankdra, editd et traduit par S. Levi (Paris 1907, 1911), p.301, verse 15; p,109, verse 41.
1010 Ibid., p. 106 verses 27, 28. Bodhisattvabhumi, 84a.7.2.
1011 Bodhisattvabhumi., fol.84b.6.
1012 ibid., 84b.7, 85a.3, 85b,2.
1013 Mahdyana-siitmJa/ikdra, dditd et traduit par S. Levi (Paris 1907, 191 l),p. 112
1014 Ast, pp. 1, 2, 405, 529, 396, 525, 344, 431,282,311. 398. Pr. Pd. $ata., 1642, 70.
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wonderful, infinite, indivisible, unshakable, and inconceivable. It is greater than all the other 
pdramitds, as the moon is greater than the stars. All the other pdramitds should be transmuted 
and sublimated into the prajndpdramitd, as without prajnd, they lead to the lower stage of the 
HTnayana, while this prajndpdramitd is the essence of the Mahayana and is even adequate by 
itself without the other perfections. It produces, maintains and promotes them all.1015
This prajndpdramitd is understood to mean emptiness (sunyatd). This elusive term may 
also be translated as “conditioned,” or as “non-existence”. It is explained in these two 
different ways by the followers of the prajiiaparamitatQXts. The Samcidhimja-sutra says: “ ‘Is’ 
and ‘Is not’ are both extreme opinions. Purity and impurity are also the same.” 1016 The 
Mulamadhyamaka-kdrikds declare that foolish people who believe in existence or non­
existence, do not understand the real nature of things.1017 The Lahkdvatdrasutra shows that 
absolute existence and non-existence are relative terms, as they depend on each other.1018 
Nagarjuna has expressed this view in his famous aphorism:
There is no destruction, no production, no discontinuity, no permanence, no unity, no diversity, no
appearance (coming), no disappearance (going).1019 
These eight negations encapsulate the early teaching on sunyatd, which in fact corresponds to
the basic exposition of the old Buddhist formula of the pratityasamutpdda or the twelve 
niddnas. It is firmly stated in the Mulamadhyamaka-kdrikds that sunyatd does not mean non­
existence (abhdva) and that it is identical with the principle of the pratityasamutpdda.1020 The 
root idea of the obscure formula of the twelve niddnas is found in the Pali canon: “This being 
that becomes, from the arising of this that arises; this not becoming that does not become; 
from the ceasing of this, that ceases.”1021 The term sunnatd also occurs in several passages of 
the Pali canon,1022 and the Andhakas had a definite theory of sunyatd {Kathd-vatthu).1023 The 
Mahayanists only reiterated the old doctrines and developed them to their logical conclusions.
1015 See the perfection of wisdom in the previous chapter for references.
1016 Sam.Rci., fol. 35a.3-4, “ asffti ndstTti ubhe’ p i  a m ”
1017 The Mula-madhyamaka-karikas (Madhyamika-sutras) de Nagarjuna, public par L. de la Valine Poussin 
(St.Petersburg 1903), p. 135.1.
1018 Lkt, p.54.
1019 The Mula-madhyamaka-kdrikds (Madhyamika-sutras) de Nagarjuna, publie par L. de la Valine Poussin 
(St.Petersburg 1903), 11.13, 592.7.
1020 ibid., p.503.10 ff.; p.491.15ff.
1021 Majjhima-Nikdya, edited by V. Trenckner and R. Chalmers (London 1888-99), 3 vols; see vol. 2, 32 ( Cula- 
sakuluddyi-sutta). liImasmnnsati, idam hoti; imass’ uppddd idain upapajjati,” so on.
1022 Ibid., vol.3, 104 ff; Dhammasangaiii, section 534.
1023 Kathdvatthu, edited by A.C. Taylor (London 1894); see xix, 2, p.578.
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The fundamental notion is thus explained in the Mulamadhyamaka-kdrikds: “There is 
nothing that arises without a determining cause, hence there is nothing that is not empty or 
void (sunya),”1024 “Things and phenomena do not arise by themselves.”1025 This doctrine of 
universal causation and inter-dependence is embodied and formulated in the numerical list of 
the twelve links of dependent origination, which has been devised to explain how the law of 
causality operates. These twelve niddnas are given as follows in the Sanskrit texts: “From 
ignorance (avidyd) as cause arises samskdra, from the sainskdra as cause arises consciousness 
(vijndna), from consciousness as cause arises name-and-form (ndma-iupa), from name-and- 
form as cause arises the sixfold sphere of the senses (saddyatana), from the sixfold sphere as 
cause arises contact (spais a), from contact as cause arises sensation (vedand), from sensation 
as cause arises craving (updddna), from grasping as cause arises becoming (bhava), from 
becoming as cause arises birth (Jdti), from birth as cause arises old age, death, grief, 
lamentation, pain, dejection and despair.”1026
The Sanskrit texts took up the ready-made formula with the twelve factors. In this form, 
the formula was perhaps originally intended as an expansion of the second and third of the 
four noble truths (the origin and the cessation of suffering, which is due to craving). The 
traditional explanation is that the first two terms refer to the past life, the next eight to the 
present life, and the last two to the future existence.
A bodhisattva understands the truth of pratTtya-samutpdda on the sixth bhumi, when one 
is freed from all delusion and error (moha). When sunyatd is understood to mean “conditioned 
existence”, it denotes the absence of an absolute self-existent substance or a substratum in all 
things and phenomena (dharma-naiidtmya) .1027 It also implies the non-existence of all 
uncaused or self-caused entities and phenomena. Some Buddhist philosophers go further and 
explain sunyatd as absolute non-existence (abhdva). The Satasahasrikaprajhaparamitasutra
1 AAO
seems to revel in negation and says,
"Ignorance is non-existent; the satnskdras are non-existent; consciousness, . . .  are all non­
existent . . .  A bodhisattva does not find or discern origination or cessation, corruption or
1024 The Mulamadhyamaka-kdrikds (Madhyamika-sutras) de Nagarjuna, publid par L. de la Vallee Poussin 
(St.Petersburg 1903), 505.2-3.
1025 Ibid., 7 6 ,1.
1026 Le Mahdvastu, texte Sanscrit pub lid par E. Senart (Paris 1882-97), 3 vols; see vol. 3, p.448; Lalita-vistara, 
edited by S. Lefinann (Halle a. S. 1902-8), see p.346, 419
1027 DB, 48.
1028 Pr Pd. Sata., 842, 1216, 1360, 136, 141, 1197, 1643, 1440.
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purification . . .  All dharmas exist in that they do not exist. They are not merely empty, they are 
identical with emptiness. They are transient, painful, non-substantial, quiescent, void, signless, 
aimless, un-produced and unrelated. There is no form, sensation, perception, volitions and 
consciousness, no eye, ear, nose, tongue, body and mind, no forms, sounds, odours, savours, 
tangible things and mental objects, no pain, or its origin or cessation, no eightfold path, no past, 
present and future, no un-compounded elements, no bodhisattva, no Buddha and no 
enlightenment . . .  A bodhisattva is like an illusory person (mdya-purusa)."
Thus does the Satasahasrikaprajnaparamitasutra expound its doctrine of negation, which
is surely carried to the utmost limit. The Vajracchedikaprajnaparamitasutra exhibits the same 
tendency. It declares that there are no individuals, no qualities, no ideas, no doctrine, no 
beings to be delivered, no production or destruction, no bodhisattva, no Buddha and no 
bodhi}029 They have also devised a set of stock analogies. All phenomena and beings are like 
a dream, an echo, a mirage, the stem of the plantain-tree, the image of the moon in water, and 
so forth.1030
Sunyatd has also been classified. There are eighteen or twenty kinds of sunyatd.1031 The 
Satasahasrikaprajnaparamitasutra applies the different aspects of sunyatd to all the concepts 
and categorises Buddhist ontology (ldpa, vedand, etc.), and the attributes of a Buddha. The 
Lankavatdrasutra mentions seven types of sunyatd.
Some Buddhist thinkers have also come to the conclusion that nothing can be predicated 
about reality. The nature of all things and phenomena is indefinable and indescribable,1033 
There is no transience or permanence, no emptiness or its opposite, 110 pain or pleasure. An 
advanced bodhisattva rises above all such dichotomies and says nothing. The bodhisattva is 
also above good and evil, which belong in reality to the phenomenal world.1034 The 
bodhisattva does not recognize the existence of either virtue or sin (puya, pci pa), and is 
beyond merit and demerit.
Emptiness, perfections and truths: The notion of emptiness is also applied to all the 
perfections. They are purified in emptiness and then exercised in their highest potency. Thus a 
bodhisattva should purify the pdramitd of giving by thinking that the donor, the recipient and
1029 Vajracchedikci Prajha-pdramitd, edited by F. Max Muller (Oxford 1881), 21,5, 41.11, 42.8, 43.16,23.7, 38.9, 
37.13.
1030 Asta, 513; Mdh., 215; Lka., 90; Sam. Rd., 202a.3; Pr. Pa. Sata., 906; M.S.A1., 62; DB, 55, etc.
1031 pr  p(j §ata., 77, 1417, 886. Dasabhumika, 55, etc. Mahdydna-sutralajikdra, edite et traduit par S. Ldvi (Paris 
1907, 1911), p.62
1032 Lkt, 74.5.
1033 Asta, 348. Mahdydnasutralankdra, p.58
1034 Mahdydnasutrala/ikdra,p,60. Pr, Pa. $ata., 93, 187, 335, 765. Mahd-vastu, vol.3, p.401.13.
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the gift do not really exist.1035 In the same way, all the persons and things that he meets while 
practicing the other perfections should be regarded as illusory and unreal. This is the best way 
of exhibiting the paramitas in all their glory.
The Buddhist philosophers, having so vociferously asserted the non-existence of all 
things, modify the sense by the subtle theory of the two kinds of truth.1036 Truth may be 
regarded under two aspects: sanivrti-satya (or vyavahdra-satya, relative, conventional truth”) 
and paramdrtha-satya (absolute truth). The Lankdvatdra-sutia says, “everything exists 
relatively and contingently, but nothing exists absolutely.” 1037 The Mahdydnasutmlamkdra 
declares that the relative world is like a magically constructed wooden elephant, which is
i m  r  rfundamentally unreal and illusory, but which may be said to exist. Santideva teaches that 
the phenomenal world, which can be grasped by the discursive intellect (buddhi), exists in a 
relative sense, as far as ordinary men and women are concerned. But the absolute truth of 
reality is beyond the sphere of intelligence.1039
The power of wisdom: Prajnd and sunyatd are the sources of a bodhisattva’s moral 
strength. One is not attached to anything, and one is free from all desires and fears.1040 Prajnd 
routs out the army of Mara, as water destroys a vessel of unbaked clay.1041 According to the 
Samtidhimjasu tra, a bodhisattva that has acquired prajnd gives away everything and is perfect 
and flawless in character.
Features of the prajnaparamita
The prajnaparamita in the Mahayana texts has been presented as the concept of non-grasping 
(anupalabdha). The realisation of non-grasping is taught through the samadhi of non-abiding 
{asthanayogena). The perfection of wisdom has become a guide of the bodhisattva practices, 
and because of it the generosity and other practices not only engender wisdom but also 
become perfections. By adding to wisdom the notion that nothing is acquired through non­
grasping, all the wholesome dharmas become the path to buddhahood. Wisdom denotes non­
grasping anything, but penetrating everything. It is defined as non-attachment (anabhivesa)
1035 Pr. Pa. Sata., 1454.
5036 Lkt, p. 131.
1037 Lkt, pp. 280, 294.
1038 Mahciydna-sutralankdra, ddite et traduit par S. Levi (Paris 1907, 1911), 54, 59.
1039 Bodhi-carydvatara, edited by I.P. Minayeff (Zapiski, vol. Iv, 1889, pp. 155-225), ix, 2.
1040 Pr. Pci. Sata, p471.
1041 Lalita-vistara, edited by S. Lefmann (Halle, a. S. 1902-8), p.314.16, 263.1.
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and as being unobstructed (anantarya and apratihata). Therefore, the worldly and transcendent 
dharmas can be penetrated by wisdom. On this account, numerous portals (mukha) and 
courses (paryaya) of practices are seen in the Medium Class.
Almost every teaching on morality and meditation in the Mahayana texts has been 
influenced by the teachings on wisdom (prajnaparyaya). Even the teachings on disclosing 
faults and the pure lands are associated with the wisdom of emptiness (sunyata). Wisdom 
(prajnd) thus became the very base of the Mahayana teachings. Prajna is the wisdom of non­
grasping anything, not mundane wisdom, but one engendered through mundane wisdom 
(lokajnana). The Satngrahamahayanasastra says that “non-mind (acitta) is mind (citta).”1042 
The perfect wisdom (prajna) has been linked with various types of mind in the mundane 
world, and its non-discrimination has been linked with worldly discriminations such as 
learning, reflection and meditative realisation. By discriminations one approaches non­
discrimination, by letters ( vyanjanas) one engenders the state of no-words (apada), by 
lokadharma (wordly things) one engenders the transcendent (lokottara). This pattern of acting 
became skill in the teachings on wisdom.
The explanation of the prajnaparamita is in the style of negation, which is discussed in 
previous chapters. The Agama instructions on approaching spiritual friends, learning (sruta) 
the Dharma, correct reflection (cinta), and practice according to the Dharma, become the 
conditions for a bodhisattva to obtain wisdom. The Mahaprajnaparamitasutra states that 
bodhisattvas who train in prajna have to train in learning (sruta), accepting, holding (dharana), 
approaching, reading, reciting, teaching (bhana), and they should have correct reflection 
(cinta).1043 The Minor Class often states that the bodhisattvas “accept, hold, read and recite the 
prajnaparamita and practise it according to the taught Dharma.’51044
Thus the above procedure of training is the method of obtaining wisdom. During the 
training course in the prajnaparamita, the bodhisattvas are asked to produce copies of the 
prajhaparamitasutias, to give, and expose them to others. “Exposing it to others” has been 
developed into a detailed teaching in the Medium Class, and similarly for “discussing the 
prajnaparamita, teaching it, encouraging others to follow it, explaining its meaning to others,
1042 1§t A  (Samgrahamahayanasastra) , T31:0147c,
1043 CMahaprajnaparamitasutra),T8: 0280c,
1044 T8: 0542a.
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discriminating, reciting it, explaining it, and simplifying it.”1045 In addition to the practices of 
learning, reflecting, and meditative realisation, there is introduced the practice of copying 
texts and presenting them to others as skill in training in the course of the prajnaparamita.
The bodhisattva practices such as the six paramitas have been presented in previous 
chapters. However, in some later texts the practices are more classified and synthesized for 
easy memory, which show a further development of the prajnaparamita. The 
Sagaranagarajapariprccha styles the accomplishment of the six perfections as abiding in 
wisdom. The bodhisattvas abiding in wisdom cultivate each of the perfections by mastering 
the ten dliaimas.1046 More perfections are founded in the Drumakhnnararajanirdesa, which 
teaches seven perfections, six perfections plus the perfection of skill, and each perfection is 
explained by thirty-two dharmas.1047 In the Buddhasaingitisutra translated by Dharmaraksa 
(225-305 CE), more concepts and practices are classified and used to explain wisdom. These 
include respecting the dharmas as the truth {satya), producing the bodhisattvacitta, practicing 
the six perfections, the ten bodhisattvabhumis, the portals {mukha) of the forty-two letters 
(vyanjanas), obtaining the non-production (anutpada), and realizing truth {satya).1048 The 
Buddhasaingitisutra is an important text because it seems to be an outline of the essentials of 
the prajhaparamitasutras belonging to the Medium Class. Later it became the criterion of the 
Mahayana teachings.
The Subahubodhisattvapariprccha translated by KumarajTva (350-409 CE) describes how 
the bodhisattvas fulfil the six perfections and give more items of practice in terms of 
knowledge and skill.1049
The Ratnacudapariprccha translated by another Dharmaraksa (385-433 CE), explains the 
wisdom in four kinds of pure practice, namely (1) the pure practice of the six perfections, (2) 
the pure supplementary practices of enlightenment such as the four kinds of mindfulness, the 
noble eightfold path and the thirty-seven factors of enlightenment, (3) the pure practice of the 
five supernatural powers (abhijna), and (4) the pure practice of training sentient beings, or
1045 J i § S § n J I F !  {Maliaprajnaparamitasutra), T8: 031 lc.
1046 (Sagaranagarajapariprccha), T15: 0135b-136b.
1047 (Drumakhnnararajanirdesa), T15: 0376a-378a.
1048 {Buddhasamgiti), T17: 0758c-762.
1049 Subahubodhisattvapariprccha), T11:0528
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skill in converting.1050 Those practices of the paramitas together with the practices of training 
sentient beings are similar to the seven paramitas of the Drumakhnnararajanirdesa.
The Vasitarajapariprccha translated by KumarajTva (344-413 CE), explains the perfect 
wisdom as possessing four kinds of mastery (vasita). These include (1) mastery in morality 
(silavasita), (2) mastery in supernatural powers (a bhijha vasita), (3) mastery in knowledge 
(jhanavasita) and (4) mastery in wisdom (prajnavasita). Mastery in knowledge is knowledge 
in the aggregates (skandha), elements (dhatu), sense-base (ayatana), dependent origination 
(pratityasamutpada) and in truth (satya). Mastery in wisdom (prajnavasita) denotes the four 
kinds of non-obstruction (pratisainvid), namely the dharmapratisain.vid, arthapratisatnvid, 
nimktipratisam vid and pratibhanapratisam vid. This text also says that these bodhisattvas 
protected by the prajnaparamita will gain the four kinds of fearlessness (vaisaradyant), ten 
powers (bala), and eighteen special dharmas of the bodhisattva.1051
The Aksayamatibodhisattvasutra 052 translated by Dharmaraksa (225- 305 CE), teaches 
one to perfect wisdom by practising that all dharmas are infinite (aksaya). Infinite dharmas 
here refer to bodhicitta, the six perfections, the four immeasurable minds (apramana), the five 
supernatural powers, the four means of conversion (saingrahavastu), the four kinds of 
dependence (pratisarana), the factors of the enlightenment, the dhyana and prajna, the dharanl 
and pratibhana, the one vehicle path (ekayanamarga), and skill in practices. Clearly this text 
provides many more detailed items of bodhisattva practices for the perfection of wisdom. 
Comparing these practices with those in the Subahubodhisattvapariprccha, the accumulation 
and classification of bodhisattva practices in the Aksayamatinirdesa are quite synthetic and 
rational, and they become the exposition of prajna'.
Knowledge and skill: The understanding of emptiness with wisdom the methods, and portals 
(mukhas) of training courses in realizing phenomena (dharmas) are the content of the 
prajnaparamita. These can be found in many texts. Firstly, the Subahubodhisattvapariprccha 
reveals seven types of knowledge (jnana) in (1) elements (dhatu), (2) aggregates (skandhas), 
(3) sense-bases (ayatana), (4) the four noble truths (aryasatya), (5) dependent origination
1050 ^M ^^^{R atiiacudapariprccha),T W  \ 0657; 0173.
1051 IeI Vasitaraj apariprccha), translated by KumarajTva, T13: 0924; T13; 00935,
1052 (Aksayamatibodhisattvasutra), T13: 0583; (Aksayamatiparivarta), T13:
00192.
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(pratityasamutpada), (6) the three times ( trayo-dhvana) and (7) the three vehicles {yana).1053 
Secondly, the Aksayamatiparivarta lists eight types of skill {kausalya} in skandhas, dhatus, 
ayatana, satyas, pratityasamutpada, trayo-dhvana, yanas, samskrta and asamskrta,1054 Thirdly, 
the Subhagunadevanirdesa translated by Bodhiruci (572-727 CE) also lists eight kinds of skill 
which constitute wisdom. These are skills in skandhas, dhatu, ayatanas, pratityasamutpada, 
satyas, trayo-dhvana, yanas, and all the teachings of the Buddha. 1055 Fourthly the 
Manus adharanirdesa and the Lokadharanirdesa list nine types of knowledge (jhana): 
knowledge in the five aggregates, the eighteen elements, the triple world, the realms of 
sentient beings, the atmadhatu and space (akasadhatu), the twelve bases, the twelve links of 
dependent origination, the four bases of mindfulness (smr/7), the five faculties (indriya), the 
eightfold noble path {aryamarga), the mundane and transcendent dharmas, and conditioned 
and unconditioned dhannas}050 Fifthly, the Mahjusribodhipariprccha also says that wisdom is 
pure knowledge {subhajhana) in the five aggregates, the twelve bases of sense, the eighteen 
elements, the twelve links of dependent origination, and the conditioned and unconditioned 
dharmas”1051 Sixthly, the Drumakhnnararajasutra teaches that bodhisattvas “are skilful in 
discriminating the aggregates, skilful in dhatus as they know the elements of the dhannas, 
skilful in the sense-bases as they know their differences, skilful in dependent origination as 
they know the abiding causes, and skilful in the truths {satyas) as they know and understand
1 rtc c>
cessation {nirvana}”
Exposition of the aggregates, elements, sense-bases, dependent origination, truths and the 
noble path constitute the basic structure of teachings in the SA. The knowledge in the bases of 
mindfulness, the five faculties, and the eightfold noble path are the main teachings in the 
Margaparivarta of the SA. 1059 We find some connections between the
' nd * • M A “*  “  ?
nothing is acquired (anupaiabdha), but through non-acquisition the bodhisattvas penetrate into
and master the portals of all the teachings {sarvadharmamukha). These in turn stem from
1053 ^^% '% ^^{Subahubodhisattvapariprccha), Ti l :  0534a-536a.
1054 Aksayamatiparivarta, T i l :  0196c-199b.
1055 (Subhagmadevanirdesa), tr. by Bodhiruci (572-727 CE), Ti l :  0569.
1056 {Manusadharanirdesa), translated by Dharmaraksa (225-305 C E ), T14: 0630bc;
{Lokadharanirdesa), translated by KumarajTva, T14: 0646,
1057 ( Mahjusribodhipariprccha), T14: 0483a.
1058 Drumakhnnararajasutra, T15: 0377b.
1059 SA, * 4 1 3 ^  ( #  23), T02: 0170c ff.
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earlier teachings. Evidently the knowledge and skills cultivated by the bodhisattvas in these 
cited texts suggest a close connection between the early teachings in the Agamas and the 
expositions of the prajnaparamita in Mahayana texts.
Knowledge: The Visesacintabrahmapariprccha translated by KumarajTva, explains five types 
of knowledge required in the teachings1060 which are styled as five kinds of skill in the 
Mahaprajnaparamita-sastra. 1061 According to the Vises acintabrahmapariprccha, the first 
knowledge is the skill in the Dharma taught by the Buddha with various ways, sayings (pada) 
and portals (mukha), and the skill in knowing that all the Buddha’s statements do not damage 
the true nature of the dharmas (dharmata). One should not “favour some sayings 
(idhaimapada)” and disregard others. The second knowledge is the skill in knowing the 
background and purpose of the taught Dharma. The third knowledge is the skill which helps 
sentient beings to gain the benefits of the Dharma, although in the absolute sense nothing is 
acquired. The fourth knowledge is the skill in the portals of the teachings (dhannamukha) 
which disclose reality, liberation, and the Dharma flavour. The Vises acintabrahmapariprccha 
teaches that the eye and other senses are the portals of liberation (vimuktimukha) because 
they are empty, without substantiality (atman), and because their objects are also without 
substantiality.1062 This is the knowledge of the portal of emptiness (sunyatamukha). This 
knowledge in the Vises acintabrahmapariprccha is the dhannamukha, which is linked with ten 
portals (mukha) such as the sunyatamukha, animittamukha, apranihitamukha, vyupasaina, 
anaya vyayam ukha, avivartyamukha, anutpadamukha, savbhavavisuddhamukha, and
nilisvabhavatamukha.1063 It also indicates that the knowledge of emptiness of the eye and 
other senses, the non-production and non-cessation of the senses and their objects, and the 
natural purity of every dharma constitute the portal for the realisation of the profound 
meaning of the Buddha’s teachings and for obtaining liberation. The fifth knowledge is the 
skill in knowing the Buddha’s great compassion and pity for sentient beings. Thirty-two types 
of pity are listed.
The four kinds of reliance: In addition to the above five knowledge, the four kinds of reliance 
(pratisarana), or the ways of understanding the Buddha’s teachings of the Agamas and
1060 (Vises acintabrahmapariprccha), tr. by KumarajTva, T15: 040c-041a.
1061 (Mahaprajnaparamita-sastra), T25: 0409b.
1062 SA, T02:056b; T15: 041b.
1063 T15: 041b.
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Nikayas, became included in the teachings on the prajnaparamita in many Mahayana texts.1064 
The four kinds of reliance are mentioned in the Bodhisattvapitaka, VimalakTrtinirdesa, 
Buddhasaingitisutra, and Vasitarajanirdesa,1065 They become the criterion and rule of learning, 
reflecting, and meditative realisation in cultivating wisdom. However, the exposition of the 
four kinds of reliance in the Mahayana texts contains a certain degree of change in their 
interpretation. For instance, aithapratisarana denotes the true meaning that cannot be 
expressed through words. Jnanapratisarana implies the wisdom of non-grasping signs and 
non-discrimination. Nitarthapratisarana implies the meaning of sameness, equality, 
purification, emptiness, non-production, non-sign and signlessness. Dhannapratisarana 
implies the equality and sameness of all the dharmas (dhaimadhatusamata). 1066 The 
Lokadharananirdesa states that “to have the knowledge in the uncertain meanings in the sutras, 
but to rely on the certain meaning in the sutras, one should not heed the words of the speaker. 
When one has the knowledge of the characteristics (laksana) and seals (mudra) of all dhannas, 
one is also skilfully abiding in the wisdom of signlessness of all dhannas”1067 
Sayings (pada): Some texts mainly present Mahayana wisdom as learning (sruta) and 
reflecting (cinta). For instances, the Manusadhannanirdesa and the Lokadharananirdesa ask 
how bodhisattvas have good knowledge of the true nature of things (dharmadharmata), and 
their characteristics (dharmalaksana), the skill in mindfulness (smrti), seals (mudi'a) and 
sayings (pada) of wisdom, and skill in taking rebirth without loosing mindfulness and 
(dharana) until obtaining the supreme and perfect enlightenment.1068 The question clearly 
refers to the Dharma and different skills to maintain knowledge in this life until obtaining 
buddhahood. The main points of the above question are about the sources of knowledge and 
wisdom, which are referred to by such terms as seals (mudra), sayings (pada) and learning 
(sruta). It is clear that learning and reflecting are as important as the source of wisdom in the
1054 For instance, the Aksayamatinirdesa states Arthapratisaranena bhavitavyam na vyahjanapratisaraiiena; 
jhanapratisaranena bhavitavyam na vijnanapratisaraiiena\ mtarthasutrapratisaranena bhavitavyam na 
pudgalapratisaranena. “The meaning of [the teaching] should be trusted, not the letters; the wisdom should be 
trusted, not the consciousness; the sutra containing certain meaning should be trusted, not the sutra with 
uncertain meaning; the Dharma should be depended on, not the individual person.”
(Aksayamatinirdesa), T13:0205.
1065 VimalakTrtinirdesa, T14: 0556c; the Buddhasamglti, T17: 0757; T15:495-496; the Vasitarajanirdesa ,T13: 
927abc.
1066 T13: 0205; T15: 495-6.
1067 The Lokadharananirdesa, T14: 0643b.
1058 Ibid., T14: 642a.
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Lokadharananirdesa, This text also speaks of the merits generated from the knowledge and 
skills in the dhannalaksana, smrti and dharana. In order to have the knowledge of ti*ue nature 
(dharmata) and obtain enlightenment, bodhisattvas enter the portals of dharmas to gain 
wisdom. The dharmamukha and the dharmaparyaya (courses) in this text correspond to the 
nine skills mentioned earlier, the skill in the aggregates and so forth.
While explaining the skill in elements (dhatu), the Lokadharananirdesa says that the 
Tathagatas, on account of absolute truth, do not grasp the dhatus (elements) and the 
characteristics (dhatuiaksana) because there are no elements in the absolute truth to grasp. If 
there are no elements, one should not speak of their characteristics. However, the Tathagatas 
do speak of the characteristics of the non-existence of the elements, although in reality the 
elements have no characteristics. Such is the skill in discriminating the elements.1069
The Kusalamulasamgrahanirdesa says that the bodhisattvas seek the Dharma and accept 
all the teachings of the Buddha, and that their methods of learning are skills in learning, 
reflecting, and mindfulness, meditative selection (nairvedhika), and also in seeking the 
profound teachings and imparting them to others.1070 The inexhaustible source of merit for the 
bodhisattva is said to be right view (samyak-drsti), the removal of ignorance (avidya), 
generating wisdom, and teaching the Dharma to bodhisattvas. The source of demerit and non­
virtue (apatti) is damage to the bodhisattvacitta. Contemplation on the mind and its emptiness 
is presented as the way of producing bodhicitta.I071 The acquisition of wisdom is secured by 
accepting the Dharma, learning the teachings and understanding their meanings* mastering 
morality, and constantly following the teachers.1072 Thus learning and teaching to others as the 
dhannamukha, constitutes wisdom.
The Pumapariprccha says that the cause of the cessation of the Saddharma lies in the 
non-transformation of sentient beings.1073 Therefore the bodhisattva wisdom must consist in 
producing bodhicitta, practicing the bodhisattva path, accumulating knowledge of the 
teachings, gaining non- regression from the supreme bodhi, and possessing all kinds of merit. 
The accumulation of learning (sruta) is to constantly learn from the store of the Dharma-
1069 Ibid., T14: 654a.
also named {Puspahatasutra), tr. by KumarajTva, T16:0167c, 168b-169b, 171b-172a.
1071 Ibid., T16: 0180c -0184c.
1072 Ibid., T16: 0198b-199a.
1073 (Pumapariprccha), T11:0450b -  455c.
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treasures, to gain the deflnite'meaning of the teachings, and to understand the seals {mudra) 
and sayings {dharmapadayy In order to reach the irreversible stage, the bodhisattva must 
learn the unlearned dharmas, reflect on their meanings, strive in learning the profound sufras, 
know the five aggregates and twelve links of dependent origination, and know all events 
(sarvadhanna) through the wisdom of non-discrimination {nirvikalpajhana).1015 
Vyanjanadharaiir. In the expositions of the prajnaparamita in Mahayana texts, forms of 
vyahjanadharanlare presented as the essential practice in cultivating wisdom through learning, 
reflecting, and meditative practice. It is closely linked with the meaning that is stored and held 
by letters or words (artha vyahjanadharanI), the realisation of the true reality (dharmata), and 
the skill in teaching the Dharma.
Its importance can be seen from the forty-two-syllable-portal {dvacatvarimsad- 
aksaramukha) which has been added to the prajnaparamita texts belonging to the Medium 
Class, and which deeply influenced Mahayana teachings and texts. The Dharmacarya- 
smrtinirdesa gives dharanTs in connection with sixteen letters (vyanjanas), namely a, pa, ca, na, 
da, sa, ka, sa, ga, tha, ja, ksa, cha, tsa, ta, and dha.1076 The Bhadrakalpikanirdesa presents a 
teaching based on sixteen letters (vyahjana), which are almost identical to these sixteen given 
above. It also says that,
"If the bodhisattvas can understand and practise the teaching of the sixteen letters {vyahjana), 
they can gain the stage that possesses countless portals o f dharanT, and understand 
(pratisatnvid) every dharma and obtain the state of mastery (vasita)".1011
The AnantamukhadharanTnirdesa extant in eight Chinese versions, and translated
between the middle of the third century and the fifth century CE, exhorts bodhisattvas to enter 
the meaning of the eight letters {vyanjana)lon pa, la, ba, ka, ja, dha, sa, ksa. Zhi Qian 
translated the meanings of these eight letters into Chinese1079 in the middle of third century 
CE, but other translators merely transliterated them in Chinese.
1074 Ibid., Ti l :  0436a-0437a.
1075 Ibid., Ti l :  0437a-440a.
1076 {Dharmacarya-smrtinirdesa), T15: 0731c -732b .
1077 {Bhadrakalpikanirdesa), translated by Dharamraksa, T14: 0004c -  5a.
1078 {AnantamukhadharanTnirdesa), translated by Zhi Qian in middle o f third centuiy.
,079 T19:681b.“j&, m ,  i .  2D & , ' m ,  ik,
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The Sarvagunasaingraha-samadhisutra gives the bTjamukhas (seed-portals) linked with 
eight letters as a, pa, na, da, va, ta, ka, ma. The text states that these enable bodhisattvas to 
master countless abilities of eloquence (anantapratibhana).mo
The Dharanlvasitarajaparivaiia teaches eight kinds of dharanT. The first dharanT is the 
suddhaprabhadharanT and is linked with the letter a, which enables bodhisattvas to teach 
every dharma with one letter. The text says, “the bodhisattvas explain countless meanings 
(anantartha) of dharmas in one letter, without making any error in speech, without damaging 
the dharmadhatu, and without missing the meaning of the letter {arthavyahjana).”im  The 
fourth dharanT, the mahasagaradharanT, is linked with twenty-six letters such as the a of 
abhavamukha. The Mahakanmanirdesa gives the mudras (seals) which are linked with thirty- 
eight letters, 1083 such as the a of a-bhavamudra (the seal of non-existence). The 
Sagaraprajhanirdesa explains the practices of mukhapada (portals of sayings), which are 
linked with twenty-nine letters (vyahjana) in cultivating the wisdom of the bodhisattva.1084
The fulfilment of the perfection of wisdom by learning, reflection and meditative 
realisation, was developed and linked with the practices of letters {vyahjana), portals {mukha) 
and the mastery of memory {dharanT). For instance, the Puspahatanirdesa says that if the 
bodhisattvas learn those padamukhas, they will gain wisdom, skill and non-obstructed vision 
of all dhannas (T16:013 Oa).
Pada: The Mahayana perfection of wisdom consists of padas (sayings), which are 
stressed in some Mahayana texts. For instances, in the Purnapariprccha, the bodhisattvas are 
repeatedly encouraged to master the margapada (sayings of paths), mukhapada (sayings of 
portals), mudrapada (sayings of seals), jatakapada (sayings of stories), vajrapada (sayings of 
diamonds), acalapada (unshakable sayings), anupalabdhapada (sayings of non-gain), to 
master four kinds of bahusrutamulapada (basic sayings of teachings), the seven kinds of seed- 
saying (bijapada), and the dharanlpada (sayings of dharanT).1085
i°8° m — (Sarvagmasaingralm-samadhisutra), translated by KumarajTva, T12: 0996b.
1081 CDharmlvasitarajaparivarta), T13: 023a.
1082 Ibid., T13: 023c-024a .
1083 CMahakarmanirdesa), translated by Dharmaraksa, T13: 0443abc.
1084 illt lln liln a  0Sagaraprajhaparlvarta), T13: 0065c.
1085 S'fllSltlr (-Pun 1 apariprccha), T i l  : 0438c, 0446c, 0447a.
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The bodhisattvas 111 the Sagaraprajhaparivai-ta are instructed to master the “mukhapada, 
dhannapada and vajrapada ”1086 The Sarvagunasamgrahasamadhi sutra teaches eight letters of 
bljapadamukha, eight dharmapadamukha (portals of sayings of dhannas), and eight portals of 
diamond like sayings ( vajrapadamukha).1087 Here, the eight letters of bljapadamukha are 
similar to the sayings of dharma (dhannapada) in the Sagaraprajnaparivarta.
Many of their names may differ, but their teachings and contents are the same, namely 
the dharmamuhka and vimuktimukha. Mukha is a tool for bodhisattvas to realize the truth and 
obtain liberation (vimukti). Thus the Vises acintabrahmapariprccha teaches, “all dharmas 
enter this mukha, namely, sunyatamukha (portal of emptiness), animittamukha (portal of 
signlessness), apranihitamukha (portal of wishlessness), anutpadanirodhamukha (portal of 
non-production and non-cessation), and the anaya-vyayamukha (portal of neither coming nor 
going), avinivartanlyamukha (portal of irreversibility) . . . The Tathagata points out this 
vimuktimukha with every letter ( vyahjana). With every letter the Tathagata teaches the noble 
truth (aryasatya), the portal of liberation (vimuktimukha). The teachings taught by the 
Tathagata is stainless (vimala), and every teaching leads to liberation, and enables one to 
attain n irva n a (T15:041 be) Thus, the dhaimamukha is the vimuktimukha.
In the Mahjusrinirdesa, Manjusrl teaches that the dharanlmukha is “the memory that 
everything is empty (sarvadharmasunyatadharan 1), the memory that everything is signless 
(saivadhrama-animittadharani), the memory of the reflection that everything abides in the 
truth (sarvadharmasatyasthitacintadharani), the memory that everything abides in the 
dhannadhatu (sarvadharmadhatusthitadharani), the memory of every thing abiding in the 
suchness (sarvadharmatathasthitadharanT) . . . Everything is like illusion (maya) . , . This way 
of discriminating the dharmas is called dharanL”im  When explaining the irreversible wheel 
(avinivartanlyacaki'a), Manjusrl further says that the irreversible wheel is “the diamond 
saying (vajrapada), that every dharma is cessation (vyupasama) and impermanence (anityata), 
that it is the saying of emptiness (sunyatapada), signlessness (animittapada), wishlessness, the 
dhannadhatu, suchness (tatha), dependent origination, and reflection on the unconditioned 
(asamskrtadhannasmrti). Thus the vajrapada is about seeing the dhannasvabhavai'1089
1086 T13: 065c.
1087 T12: 0996b.
1088 ( Manjusrinirdesa), T15: 0417a.
1089 ibid., T15: 0418c-419a.
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The Gunasamatasamgrahasamadhinirdesa mentions eight saddharmapadas concerning 
the equality and sameness of all dharmas (sarvadharmasamata): the sunyatamudrapada, 
animittamudrapada, apranihitamudrapada, satyamudrapada, dharmadhatumudrapada,
tathamudrapada, mayamudrapada, and vyupasamamudrapadaP1090 Mudrameans seal, symbol, 
mark, and denotes the true meanings of dharmas.
From the above discussion, we can see that vajrapada, mukhapada, dharmamukha and 
dharanf are almost the same in terms of their actual contents. They originated from the 
prajhaparamita texts. The Minor Version of Prajhaparamitasutra states that “the profound 
character [of the dharmas] is the meaning of emptiness (arthasunyata), signlessness (animitta), 
wishlessness, non-origination (asamutthana), non-production (anutpada), non-destruction 
{anatyata), non-existence {abhava), non-attachment (aklista and anabhinivesa), cessation 
(vyupasama), the unconditioned (asatnskrta), and nirvana."1091
In the early teachings of Buddhism, there are only three portals of liberation, but in the 
Mahayana there are eight. These include emptiness, signlessness, wishlessness, non­
production, non-destruction (anamityata), cessation (vyupasama), the non-defiled {aklista), 
and the unconditioned (asaniskrta), which are expressive of nirvana.1092 In the Minor Class, in 
addition to the eight portals, suchness and illusion {maya) are also referred to as portals of 
liberation. However, the exposition of prajha in the Medium Class and the Large Class entails 
fourteen, sixteen, eighteen and twenty kinds of emptiness {sunyata). Suchness, the 
dhannadhatu and truth (satya) were developed and give twelve different names. Illusion 
{maya) received ten additional analogies. In some texts, the profound character of dharmas, 
emptiness, signlessness and other characteristics are united with analogies to indicate that 
whatever is illusion {maya), that is empty, and whatever is empty, that is suchness. These 
became the bases to form the dhaimamukhapada, mudrapada and vajrapada. This is because 
mukha can be entered, mudra can indicate meaning, vajra is unbreakable and unchangeable, 
and pada is a combination of names {nama) originated from letters {vyahjana) which carries 
the meaning {artha).
In the Mahayana teachings on wisdom, each of the forty-two letters is a portal {mukha), 
as each letter has a meaning. Each is a pada and a mudra. The Varmavyuhanirdesa lists
1090 ( Gmasamatasatngrahasamadhinirdesa), T12: 0979a-0980a.
1091 {Minor Version o f Prajhaparamitasutra),T8:0566a.
1092 T15: 041bc.
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sixteen mudras, namely the akasamudras, santamudra\ prasrabdhimudra,\ a-mukhamudra, a- 
dhatumudra, sunyatamudra, animittamudra, apranihitamudra; viragamudra; anutpadamudra, 
vyupasmamudra, ksayalaksananiudra, dharmadhatumudra, a-smrtimudra, asamskrtamudra\ 
nirvanamudra, and sarvadharmapratisamvid-mudra (seals of space, peace, tranquility, non- 
portal, non-base, emptiness, non-sign, non-wish, non-craving, non-production, cessation, non­
characteristic, realms of existence and non-existence, non-reflection, unconditioned, nirvana 
and the non-obstacle to omniscience).1093
The Lokadharananirdesa gives five portals {mukha), namely space, non-destruction 
{ananityata), continuity (anantarya), the boundlessness (apramana).1094
The Puspahatanirdesa while speaking about the dharmamukha, vajrapada, and 
dhannamudia, says, “the Tathagata teaches the portal of the letter a and enters all the 
dharmas.”1095 The Ratnacudapariprccha asserts that the dharanTvajrapada is a saying {pada) 
which refers to each saying of dharma {saivadharmapada) and endless sayings of dharmas 
{anantadharmapada). The endless sayings of dharma refer to every letter {sarvavyanjana), and 
every letter includes every saying of dharmas. When one does not discriminate between 
vyahjanapada, dharmapada, and pranihitapada, it is named dharanTvajrapada.1096
As for the vajrapada, the Gunasamgrahasamadhinirdesa teaches eight diamond sayings, 
such as the sarvadharma-anasrava,1097 The Sagaraprajhanirdesa says, “sarvadharma-anutpada 
(non-production of every dharma) is a diamond saying {vajrapada), every dharma is Buddha's 
Dharma, and it is a vajrapada. Every language {sarvanirukti) is the Tathagata’s language, is a 
vajrapada.”109*
In brief, vajra, vyahjanapada, mudra, dharanT, mukha and blja became united in later 
times. However, vyahjanamukha and dharanT in the early Mahayana teachings refer to the 
mastery of memorizing the meaning of dharmas, and they have nothing to do with spells or 
incantations. In addition to knowledge (jhana) and skills {kausalya), the teachings on 
vyahjanapada, mudra, dharanT, mukha and pada in the Mahayana texts, are new formations
1093 ( Vannavyilhanirdesa), Ti l :  0 1 4 0 c- 141a.
1094 T14: 0646a
1095 (.Puspahatanirdesa), T16: 0203a.
i°96 {Ratnacudapariprccha), T11: 0672a.
1097 T12: 0996b.
1098 T13: 066abc; T13: 0507c -0507a;
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for the bodhisattvas to learn and cultivate, as they carry and contain the essential teachings of 
wisdom.
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Conclusion
Each of the texts we have analysed presents a particular view on the bodhisattva ideal. 
Irrespective of opinions within the Buddhist sectarian texts, there are similarities in the 
practices and the engagements of the bodhisattva.
In Chapter One, the Jataka stories of the bodhisattva in all sectarian texts link the 
former births and deeds of Sakyamuni Buddha and other Buddhas with various societies. All 
the early authors agree that the bodhisattva concept denotes someone who searches for 
enlightenment for the benefit of others. This has been particularly stressed in the Theravada 
canonical texts such as the Buddhavamsa and Cariyapitaka, in the Mahavastu of the 
Mahasamgikas, in the Sarvastivada texts such as the Mulasarvastivadavinaya-saingha-blieda- 
vastu, the Mulasarvastivadavinaya-bhaisajya-vastu, and the Abhidharmamaha-sastra. This 
concept of the bodhisattva is also present in the Satyasiddhi-sastra, and in early Mahayana 
texts such as the Satparamitasamgraha. Therefore, the essential criteria for being a bodhisattva 
are the resolution to attain buddhahood and to work for the benefit of others. The bodhisattva 
took the form of sentient beings such as deities, birds, mammals, human beings, religious 
teachers or kings in order to carry out bodhisattva-like deeds. Early texts do not indicate any 
aspect of the bodhisattva’s gender.
Qualities of the bodhisattva are in the foreground in numerous stories. In all former births, 
the bodhisattva was the excellent one among sentient beings in terms of great qualities and 
abilities. Whether rich 01* poor, the bodhisattva practised giving without reserve. Whether 
powerful or not, the bodhisattva practised patience and subdued anger. Having brought 
passion and desire under control, the bodhisattva’s conduct was perfectly moral. The 
bodhisattva seeks liberation for oneself and others. A careful examination of the Jataka stories 
leads to the conclusion that bodhi is the only quality needed for a sentient being (satta) to be 
deemed a bodhisatta. Furthermore, the jataka stories illustrated on the stupa of Bharhut 
indicate that they were widespread in the third century BCE.
The bodhisatta ideal in the context of the Jataka stories portrays the bodhisatta as 
enjoying helping others, and as one who is wise, generous, capable of solving worldly 
problems, able to assume any bodily form of sentient beings, able to communicate with 
supernatural realms, and able to educate others in any field of worldly knowledge. He is also
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skilled in all undertakings. He respects his elders, protects the weak, transforms the bad into 
the good, and rescues other sentient beings. At the same time, he is politically adept and 
diplomatic at the highest levels. Whatever he does is always for the good. He can discourse on 
law and knows the duties of an ascetic. He is prudent, balanced, moderate, and has measured 
speech and a sense of the right time to speak or act. He knows the right way to work and 
always makes the right decisions and correct choices. While the features of bodhi at this stage 
are many, complex, and varied, it can be stated with confidence that the concept of the 
bodhisatta at this stage consists of a male sentient being who cherishes bodhi.
More developed concepts and doctrines of the bodhisatta are found in later Pali literature, 
namely the Buddhavamsa and Cariyapitaka. An important factor is that along with the 
Cariyapitaka, the Buddhavamsa introduces for the first time in the Pali tradition the ten 
perfections {paramTs) that the bodhisatta is to fulfil for the attainment of buddhahood. The 
beginning of Gotama Bodhisatta’s career as the bodhisatta starts at the time of Dlpamkara 
Buddha, when he was known as the ascetic Sumedha. The Buddhavainsa states that Sumedha 
reflects on the attributes which constitute a Buddha (Buddhakara-dhamma), and realises that 
these are the ten perfections.
The reason for the compilation of the Buddhavamsa in the Theravada tradition would 
seem to lie in the fact that the history of the one bodhisatta who would become the Buddha 
Gotama, required an account of previous Buddhas to show that his enlightenment was 
obtained only after striving through many births in the ten perfections. There are twenty-five 
Buddhas referred to in this text.
It seems that the implied meaning of bodhi in the Buddhavamsa stands for the bodhisatta 
concept. Here however, it may be defined as a human being who is thoughtful about the 
problems of rebirth, sees the ten perfections (paraini) practised by the seers of old, and wishes 
to attain sambodhi. The path that leads the bodhisatta to sambodhi is given as the ten 
perfections (dasaparami).
The bodhisatta concept in the Buddhavainsa as shown by the ten perfections (parami), is 
a significantly more complex and systematised a concept than it is in the Jatakas. While in the 
Jatakas the bodhisatta is ascribed with certain kinds of behaviour, abilities and ways of being 
in the social context, the concept in the Buddhavamsa is far more confined to the mental and 
internal context. The perfections focus on the still mind of the bodhisatta, who is able to
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approach the outside world in each of the necessary categories with an attitude of equanimity 
and control. Added to this description of the bodhisatta as the earth and the rock, strong and 
immovable, is the perfection of perfect energy, in which this stillness is complemented by a 
correct approach to practice. Of particular interest in the Buddhavainsa is a shift to the inner 
nature of a bodhisatta rather than external behaviour. Here we find not just the way that the 
bodhisatta relates to the world, but also the correct nature that serves to motivate behaviour.
The Pali tradition maintains that the Cariyapitaka was composed after the Buddhavamsa. 
The text contains thirty-five jataka stories which teach the first seven perfections, but no 
stories are given to illustrate the remaining three perfections {panna, vlriya and khanti). Some 
scholars have offered various explanations for why these three perfections are not illustrated, 
but in my understanding, it is quite possible that individual compilers of the Cariyapitaka 
could not find any jataka story to illustrate the three perfections. For instance, none of the 
Jataka stories conveys the perfection of wisdom because none of the protagonists of the 
Jatakas exemplifies wisdom as it is found in the later concept of perfect wisdom.
The Cariyapitaka has made at least three fundamental contributions to the bodhisatta 
doctrine. (1) By this period sambodhi and sabbahhuta were seen as the final destination of the 
bodhisatta practices of the jatakas. (2) It confirms that only human beings can practise the 
perfection of renunciation, and indicates that the theory of the ten perfections is only applied 
to men. (3) It classifies the various practices into the categories of the paramTs. The paramTs 
are regarded as the means for attaining sambodhi ox sabbahhuta.
The Cariyapitaka asserts that Gotama Buddha attained full enlightenment by fulfilling the 
ten perfections. However, no specifications are given on how the bodhisatta fulfils the ten 
perfections, or on the stages of the path in which they ought to be practised. Similarly, the 
mental attitude with regard to the ten paramTs and the time required to achieve sambodhi 
remain unexplained
The Lokottaravada Mahavastu has some features common to the Pali texts of the 
Theravada, and also features common to Mahayana doctrine. We find in the first volume (I, 
63-193) a long section on the ten bhumis, and a description of the virtues which one must 
possess on each of those stages. Included in this section is a buddhcinusmrti (I, 163ff) which 
reflects the spirit of the Mahayana by asserting that (II, 362ff) the purity of the Buddha is so 
great that worship suffices one for the attainment of nirvana, and that one earns unlimited
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merit by circumambulating a stupa and venerating it with flowers and other offerings. This 
text also speaks of a large number of Buddhas, and claims that bodhisattvas are born not 
through parents but through spiritual capacity.
Chronologically, the concept of the four phases of the bodhisattva career is mentioned for 
the first time in the Mahavastu. These are (1) the natural phase (prakrti-caryd), (2) the 
aspiration phase {pranidhana-carya), (3) the conforming phase (anuloma-caryci), and (4) the 
non-regressing phase (anivartana-caryd). Each of these is illustrated in the former births of 
Gautama Buddha.
With regard to the bodhisattva’s progress towards buddhahood, the Mahasamghika 
school describes ten stages (bhuniis). The first eight stages are explained, but the two 
remaining stages are not elaborated upon.
Mahayana texts such as the Shi-di-jing (Dasabhumikasutra, T10:0535ff; No.287), which 
contain similar teachings to those of the ten stages, have often been cited as evidence that 
Mahayana Buddhism arose from the Mahasamghika School. However, the Mahavastu and 
similar literature concerning the Buddha’s life transcend sectarian lines. At the end of the Fo- 
ben-xhig-ji-jing Abhiniskramanasutra, T03: 0655ff; No. 190), it is noted that the
same biography of the Buddha was named differently by different schools, which indicates 
that these schools shared a common biography of the Buddha.
The bodhisattva concept in the Mahavastu contains for the first time clear elements of 
development such as the four phases of the bodhisattva career, and the strict guidelines about 
the lapses from each level. We also observe that in many stages these lapses consist of pride 
in progress, complacency at the stage achieved, or envy at the achievement of others.
The Mahavastu introduces a new aspect, a strong emphasis on the production of 
bodhicitta. It clearly delineates the first systematised exposition of the bodhisattva’s path. 
This path is presented as a series of progressively higher realisations that gradually release the 
bodhisattva from the bonds of samsara. The Mahavastu further develops the importance of 
mental qualities on the path that we first encountered in the Buddhavamsa. Internal mental 
development takes precedent over external actions. The power of will is also emphasised. 
There is little progress without it and if properly developed it enables control over future 
rebirths and is a powerful force for the production of good karma.
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The Mahavastu introduces an entirely new concept to the bodhisattva path, the 
bodhisattva’s relationship to the production (law) of karma on each bhumi is clearly stated. 
Although the emphasis is on the development of mental faculties, practical matters are still 
addressed and the bodhisattva is seen to be keen to develop practical skills to aid all sentient 
beings.
The six paramitas are mentioned but the Mahavastu neither presents them systematically 
nor comprehensively. Structurally, the focus is on the rules of conduct and discipline on each 
stage, rather than on the pdramiths. It is the dichotomy between the good characteristics on 
each stage and the prohibited characteristics that underpins the course of the bodhisattva path. 
Actually, the prohibitions of the Mahavastu form an elaboration of sTla, in terms of the rules 
of conduct on each stage.
The description of the bodhisattva on the second bhumi clearly indicates that 
bodhisattvas must be human beings. This is consistent with the Cariyapitaka and 
Buddhavanisa, in which renunciation is exemplified only in accounts of human beings. One 
new feature is that the bodhisattvas do not lapse between stages and are called avaivartikas, or 
irreversible bodhisattvas. At this level, bodhisattvas exist alongside many Buddhas, with 
whom they have a direct relationship as disciples. They also worship and follow many 
Buddhas. All the Buddhas in the Mahavastu praise the virtues of energy, renunciation, self- 
control, generosity, morality and wisdom.
Particularly important is the new emphasis on compassion as the most esteemed 
characteristic of bodhisattvas throughout the text. Compassion is described as the highest goal 
for progression to buddhahood, and the main motivation for developing it is compassion itself. 
Bodhisattvas must cultivate compassion and confer happiness on all creatures without any 
selfish motives. It would seem that by this stage, the bodhisattva path is taking on the form 
associated with Mahayanist texts.
In Chapter Two, we examine the bodhisattva concept in the numerous Chinese sources 
which contain the essential tenets of the Sarvastivada, Mahasamghika, Dhannaguptaka and 
other Buddhist schools.
Regarding the jatakas, the definition, career, stages, lifespan, perfections, rank, karma, 
and will of the bodhisattva, our investigation of Chinese texts reveals that there is no
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consensus among the Buddhist schools. Unlike the Theravada and the Mahasamghika schools, 
the Sarvastivadins do not place much trust in the jatakas.
The Sarvastivada, Vibhajyavada and Uttarapathaka emphasise the marks (laksana) of the 
bodhisattva. The thirty-two special characteristics indicate that these beings have significantly 
progressed on the path and have accumulated vast merit.
Sectarian teachings base the concept of bodhisattvahood on the idea of the past lives of 
Buddha Gautama. We see from the Sarvastivadins’ attitude to the jatakas, avadanas and 
nidanas, that the Buddha’s previous lives as a bodhisattva must be held in esteem. Sectarian 
schools indicate that the paramitas are to be practised through many lifetimes in order to 
perfect them. The length of time that a bodhisattva takes to become a Buddha remains a 
matter of controversy.
The Vibhajyavadin masters present the bodhisattvas as having knowledge of all dharmas 
(T28:585ab). In contrast to the presentation of the bodhisattva path in the Mahavastu, the 
teachings of the Theravada and Sarvastivada schools speak of the bodhisattva as an ordinary 
person (prthagjana).
Sectarian schools differ over the number of paramitas to be cultivated. Prajhd is always 
included, but is often poorly explained or even unexplained as we have seen in the 
Buddhavamsa, Cariyapitaka, and Mahavastu. Some of the Abhidharma masters do not 
include meditation among the pdramitds. The exclusion of meditation from the paramitas is 
consistent with the Pali sources.
The sectarian treatises devote much attention to the controversy surrounding the central 
issue of the bodhisattva* s free-will. The Mahavastu and the Sariputiubhidharma-sdstra assert 
that at an advanced level, bodhisattvas may control their rebirths. This teaching caused much 
concern among the Sthaviravadins, and is raised in the Kathd vatthu where it is asserted to 
undermine the law of karma. Unlike the Mahavastu with its complex stages, the 
Mahasamghika masters make the simple distinction between bodhisattvas who possess or do 
not possess free will.
In Chapter Three, we investigate the earlier Mahayana texts: the
Satparamitasamgrahasutra which attaches importance to compassion, the Dei o-zhl -dci -jing and 
Sarvakarajhana-carya-sutra which attaches importance to the early conception of prajha, and 
the Triskandhakasutra which attaches importance to faith. It is important to emphasise that
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each text has its own focus. In the first century BCE, new ideas were clearly emerging 
alongside those of more conservative currents of Buddhist thought, many of which proved to 
be foundational for the Mahayana.
These earliest Mahayana texts clearly demonstrate an acceptance of six paramitas as the 
training courses for the bodhisattva to achieve enlightenment. They emphasise compassion 
and giving. A particularly important feature is the inclusion of dhyana in the six paramitas. 
Prajna in important in the Satparamitasamgrahasutra, but unlike later Mahayana texts, the 
meaning of prajna here is the realisation of impermanence.
Faith in the Buddhas as an expedient to remove bad karma is in the foreground of the 
teachings contained in the Triskandhasutra. In terms of karmic law, instead of stressing one’s 
will as the tool to achieve freedom from karma, an emphasis is placed on requesting the 
Buddhas for help. Similarly, in this text we see that the practices of bodhisattvas are extended 
beyond the six paramitas and include new elements such as disclosing faults, rejoicing in the 
merits of others, and asking the Buddhas to teach.
In fact, we can say that these earliest Mahayana texts represent the process of re­
cataloguing bodhisattva practices in response to the issues surrounding what constitutes a 
Buddha, what the bodhisattva was taught by the former Buddhas, and the types of training 
needed for enlightenment. Particularly, the Buddhavadananidana ( ^  ), the
Abhiniskramanasutra (T03, No.190), and the Lalitavistarasutra (T03, No. 186) introduce new 
features associated with the bodhisattva path. The emphasis here is on non-grasping, which is 
shown to be a significant aspect of the path to enlightenment. Similarly, we find references to 
mastering spells (dharanis) and achieving the irreversible stage (avaivartakabhumi). In 
contrast to the fact that irreversibility in the bhumis meant safety from falling backwards, in 
this context it refers to safety from falling into non-Mahayana practices. The emphasis on the 
bodhisattvas being skilful in means and achieving the anupattikadharmaksanti is notable.
The Bodhisattvapitaka presents an attempt to re-compile bodhisattva practices. The term 
bodhisattvapitaka in the Mahayana understanding is a general name for Mahayana texts. Slla, 
dhutaguna (or dhutanga), ksanti, vlrya, prajna, the concept of sarvadharmasunyata, the 
importance of bahusrutya, and seeking the dharmas are emphasised in the Bodhisattvapitaka 
as important aspects of the bodhisattva practices.
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In Chapter Four, as we can establish the chronology of texts with relative certainty, we 
can trace the movement from the focus 011 the paramitas to the discussion of the 
prajnaparamita. We see an expansion of the idea of prajna until it comes to encompass the 
other paramitas, and even becomes a prerequisite for their fulfilment. This is part of a larger 
shift from the philosophical exploration of what prajna is, to a need for its practical 
application.
Among the various categories of prajnaparamita texts, the texts that reflect the earlier 
Mahayana teachings on the thought and activities of the bodhisattvas are the Minor Version 
( T  i’m ), Medium Version ( ^  pn ), Large Version ( _h tm ) and the 
Vajracchedikaprajhaparamitanirdesa Accordingly, our chronological survey of
the main doctrines and activities of the bodhisattva focuses on these texts.
We find that the original prajnaparamitaparyaya deals with how to understand the truth 
of non-origination. The truth of non-production (anutpada) and the realisation of that truth 
were confirmed as the prajnaparamita of the bodhisattva, the course on the irreversibility 
(avinivartanlya) of the bodhisattva. Imparting the course 011 the prajnaparamita is asserted to 
enable deep realisation of that truth. The sarvadharmaparigrhita and the 
sarvadharmanupadana are the two relevant samadhis. The feature of the first samadhi is not 
abiding in any dharma and the non-appropriation of all dharmas That of the
second is not clinging to or grasping at any sign (nimitta) of any dharmas. Concepts such as 
not abiding in the form or five skandhas, not coursing in it, not grasping at it, and not 
appropriating it, are inherited from earlier Buddhist teachings (T2:009a; 011a). However, the 
concentrated insight of the non-appropriation of all dharmas is regarded as the prajnaparamita 
unique to bodhisattvas. It is said that bodhisattvas who have attained it will never fall into the 
vehicles of the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas. The important points may be outlined as 
follows: the original prajnaparamita of the bodhisattvas consists in the non-appropriation of 
all dharmas. The concentrated insight of non-appropriation, the unique course of the 
bodhisattvas, cannot be shared with the Sravakas and the Pratyekabuddhas. It is very 
important for its proponent to realise the true nature (dharmata) of dharmas, for only after 
realising it is one able to teach the Dharma correctly, without bringing it into contradiction 
with the true nature of dharmas.
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The Buddha’s power (baJa) in the original prajnaparamita has an instrumental function. 
Subhuti, through the Buddha’s power was able to know the thought of Sariputra and to 
expound perfect wisdom. According to the Mahaprajhaparamita-sastra, the Buddha’s power is 
nothing compared to his wisdom, which is compared to an illuminating lamp.
In the archaic prajnaparamita teaching, 'bodhisattva1 and 'prajnaparamita are mere words, 
and names without own-being (asvabhava). It is in this sense that the person who receives 
instruction and the dharma which is taught, do not exist. When a bodhisattva is able to 
understand this, he should be instructed in the prajnaparamita.
The archaic prajhdpdramitd also teaches that the nature of all dharmas including the self 
(atma), is uncreated (anabhinirvrtta), and that non-creation is also uncreated. This shows that 
the non-creation and the non-cessation of all dharmas are non-dual (advaya), nor divided. In 
this case, the non-appropriation of all dharmas is elaborated upon and explained further. 
According to the text, non-creation and the non-duality {advaya} are absolute, and transcend 
any difference such as creation and destruction.
It is asserted that bodhisattvas should not form conceptions such as 'the difficult course of 
conduct1 (duskaracarika) and 'the easy course of conduct'. If they generate the notion of 
difficulty (dnskarsamjha), then they are not bodhisattvas, for they do not follow the 
prajnaparamita course by not grasping any dharma. The text indicates that bodhisattvas and 
all sentient beings (sarvasattvas) are equal in the sense of having no own-being {asvabhava}, 
vivikta and anupalabdhya. It is by such attention and understanding that the bodhisattva 
should follow the prajnaparamita.
The way to perceive the impermanence of all dharmas is to have insight into non­
changing, non-origination and non-cessation of form and other skandhas, “for just as the non­
changing of form is so, thus one perceives the impermanence of form ... If one does not 
course in such a perception, one courses in that which is similar to the prajnaparamita’ 
(T8:546c). This instruction must originate from earlier Buddhist teachings, for it is close to 
the premise of seeing truth in one instant (T32:378a; 379a). This, however, may be achieved 
only by a few of individuals, who can directly perceive the non-appropriation {anupalabdhya}, 
non-origination {anutpada) and non-extinction (anirodha) of all dharmas.
In the original prajnaparamitaparyaya, the true nature of dharmas, as the term 
dharmanaindharmata indicates, should be realised by the bodhisattvas and the bhanakas.
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Having realised the true nature of dharmas, whatever they teach does not contradict the actual 
nature of dharmas (T8:537bc). Furthermore, because the true nature of all dharmas is the non­
origination and the non-extinction of all dharmas, which are non-dual and not divided, this 
may be realised suddenly through the concentrated insight of non-grasping all dharmas 
(sarvadharmanupadana), non-appropriation of all dharmas, and non-abiding within any 
dharma (sarvadharmapratisthita). A bodhisattva may begin practise directly with seeing the 
nature of dhaimas. This insight may be regarded as the original prajnaparamita course that 
bodhisattvas must gain. It is not shared with the Sravakas and the Pratyekabuddhas, and it was 
gradually developed during the time when the bodhisattva doctrine became widespread.
In Chapter Five, the teachings in the texts belonging to the Minor Class and other classes 
are examined. The widespread dissemination of the prajnaparamita was helped by the 
assertion of safeguarding the welfare and interests of common people and religion, of 
preventing calamities, and of removing obstacles. The original prajnaparamitaparyaya was 
deliberately extracted from more traditional currents of Buddhist thought and developed into 
the Minor Class. The prajnaparamitaparyaya was particularly widespread in northern India. 
The Minor Class was also compiled in northern India.
The entire structure of the Minor Class is similar to that of the Khandhasainyutta of the 
Nikayas. Here, the Buddha’s disciples are instructed in the five skandhas. The 
prajnaparamitaparyaya does not discuss ontological matters in detail, but employs numerous 
analogies to illustrate both teaching and meaning. One of the prominent characteristics of the 
Minor Class is the use of analogy to clarify doctrinal points, and to disprove opponents who 
attach importance to the small vehicles.
The analogies of the Minor Class suggest that the masters of the prajnaparamita attached 
importance to the Buddha’s method of drstanta. Due to the use of a large number of anlogies, 
the original prajnaparamita was gradually developed into the form of the Minor Class. Based 
on this analysis, it is plausible that mastery of logic became another course for the 
bodhisattvas in later Mahayana thought.
The Astasahasrikaprajhaparamita teaches that the prajnaparamita is the mother of the 
Buddhas. However, it is recorded in the Minor Class that many conservative Buddhists 
rejected the prajnaparamita course. Some bodhisattvas did not even hear or see the
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prajnaparamita (T8: 573b). Some declared that the prajnaparamita was not the Buddha’s word. 
On account of these occurrences, there are four types of bodhisattvas in the Minor Class.
The Minor Class teaches that pride, arrogance, and conceit make the bodhisattva despise 
other bodhisattvas, keep one far away from all-knowledge, and far from the cognition of a 
Buddha (Asta, p.390). It also insists that quarrels and bad attitude towards others are the 
sources of birth-and-death, weaken and harm others, and lose followers. Therefore in practice, 
it encourages the bodhisattvas to reflect upon and disclose faults.
The original teaching of the prajnaparamita gives a different attitude toward the six 
perfections. It specifies only the sixth paramita\ the prajnaparamita\ without discussing the 
first five. The question was put by Ananda and Sakra as to why the Lord only praised the 
prajnaparamita {PSV, T8:545c) and whether a bodhisattva courses only in the prajnaparamita 
and not in the other paramitas (T8:545c). In the Minor Class, we find statements that among 
the six paramitas, the prajnaparamita is the controller, the guide and the leader, and that 
without the prajnaparamita, the other five cannot be called perfections. The prajnaparamita 
controls, guides, and leads the other five perfections ( T8:0579a).
In addition to advocating the traditional methods of dissemination of the prajnaparamita 
course, an emphasis is also placed on achieving the irreversible stage of a bodhisattva. The 
qualities of irreversible bodhisattvas are extensively explained. In the Minor Class, 
characteristics of irreversible bodhisattvas are illustrated with various analogies. It is said that 
as long as a bodhisattva is not taken hold of by the prajnaparamita and skill-in-means, that 
bodhisattva is bound to collapse midway and fall to the level of a Sravaka or Pratyekabuddha.
Doctrinally, the dhannata in the Minor Class has been repeatedly discussed. Suchness 
(tathata) indicates that the Tathagata himself realised dharmata. By nature, suchness is neither 
coming nor going, immutable, unchangeable, discriminated, or undifferentiated at any time. It 
is nowhere obstructed. Suchness of the Tathagata and all dharmas transcends time because it 
is neither past, future, or present (T8:0562bc).
In most prajnaparamita texts, the reality-limit (bhuta-koti) is used as a synonym for a 
non-Mahayana nirvana. In the course of training, bodhisattvas must refuse to realise the 
reality-limit and are exhorted to fear its realisation. The true identity of dharmas is the true 
nature (dhannata) of dharmas. Since suchness (tathata) and the reality-limit are immutable
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and unchangeable, this must be contemplated and meditated upon by bodhisattvas who course 
in and aspire to develop the prajnaparamita.
The doctrinal statements in the texts belonging to the Minor Class range from the very 
simple to the highly complex. The content and structure of the texts of the Minor Class 
suggest a plurality of hands in their compilation. An attempt to produce an encompassing 
presentation of the bodhisattva concept can be seen from various passages used to treat a 
single bodhisattva stage. We find that three bodhisattva stages are often referred to in the Asta, 
while four in the PSV.
Examining the texts belonging to the Minor Class, we find that the prajnaparamita course 
is expanded to comprise fundamental teachings of early currents of Buddhist thought such as 
the bodhipaksaya dharmas. In addition, the three portals of deliverance ( vimoksadvara) were 
employed to explain the profound prajnaparamita course. The emptiness of all dharmas is 
emphatically asserted. Furthermore, various prajnaparamita courses were made to suit 
different levels and faculties of bodhisattvas. Priority was placed to disseminating the 
prajnaparamita course for beginners, and to providing solutions to problematic and 
controversial matters that emerged within the varied practices of the bodhisattvas. The six 
perfections were treated as the important practices of the bodhisattva. The middle way of 
understanding dependent origination is presented as the special bodhisattva Dharma 
(T8:578c). Finally, it is said that the irreversible bodhisattva’s profound comprehension of 
non-production does not constitute abiding in nirvana, but recognising it from experience. The 
achievement of the Sravakas is connected with the anutpattikadharmaksanti of the 
bodhisattvas (T8:540c). The insight of the Tathagata, the wisdom of the Buddhas, the all­
knowledge (,sarvajnata), and super-knowledge (T8:572c) become the goals for the bodhisattva.
Examining the Medium Class of the prajnaparamita texts, we find that the six perfections 
are extensively discussed and asserted to engender and support one another. The irreversible 
bodhisattva householder in the Minor Class is an actual householder, and a human being who 
has coursed in the prajnaparamita and reached the stage of irreversibility from full 
enlightenment (T7: 902a). Furthermore, householders were guided to course in the 
prajnaparamita and to go forward to the stage of irreversibility. But in the Medium Class this 
changes dramatically, for the ideals of the dharmakaya and the mahasattva are regarded as 
irreversible. In the Medium Class, bodhisattvas are praised as being skilled in the means of
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maturing and enlightening sentient beings. This aspect of the Medium Class is expressed in 
the story of Sadaprarudita. The significance of the story of Sadaprarudita is that for the first 
time, an opportunity for both laywoman and layman to learn the Dharma from a lay teacher 
was introduced. This story is found in all the three classes of the prajnaparamita literature we 
have discussed.
In Chapters Six and Seven, our survey of the six perfections in the relevant texts shows 
that the slla, dana, ksanti, vTrya, dhyana and the prajna paramitas have been specified as the 
practices of the bodhisattvas in the early sectarian and Mahayana texts. The system of six 
perfections originated in the sectarian texts, but it was not greatly systematised. It was used to 
outline the way to become a Buddha, for obtaining sambodhi, and for obtaining sarvajhana. 
Later it was adopted in Mahayana texts and developed into a more complex system in terms 
of categories of practices, doctrines, methods, levels and degrees in the career of the 
bodhisattvas. At the end, the six perfections were expanded into the ten perfections to match 
the ten bodhisattva’s stages.
In the Agamas and Nikayas, the basic practice of the perfection of generosity involved 
giving internal and external possessions without attachment, and dedication of merit to others 
and for bodhi. The practice of generosity is not only for the benefit of others, but for the 
practitioner to eliminate greediness and craving, the sources of suffering. Conceptual 
development is found in the triple exposition of amisadana, dhannadana and abhyadana. The 
doctrinal development of generosity is seen in the application of the teachings of anatman and 
sunyata to the practice of generosity, so that no donor, no gift, or no beneficiary was 
postulated in the Mahayana concept of perfect generosity. To support and protect life, and to 
give freedom to sentient beings are also the features of the bodhisattva’s generosity. Stress is 
placed on the restraint from taking life and causing difficulties to others. The four countless 
states, the four conversions, and the wholesome dhannas are discussed in the exposition of 
perfect generosity. For spiritual progress, the perfection of generosity engenders the other five 
perfections, because it helps to remove defilements such as craving, hatred and delusion.
Morality is one of the three main teachings in Buddhism. It is one of the six perfections 
for realising the state of a Buddha. Furthermore, it is one of the important teachings in later 
Buddhist thought, which demarcates the differences between the Theravada and Mahayana 
teachings. Our examination of the selected texts reveals that the perfection of morality was
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substantially reformulated and developed in three stages. The initial stage is identified in the 
Agamas, Jatakas, Buddhavainsa, Mahavastu, and other early sectarian texts in which the 
perfection of morality is explained in terms of observing and protecting moral habits, and in 
terms of rules governing any circumstance. The early teachings of this perfection were 
entirely adopted by the Mahayanists and expanded upon in various ways. At this stage we 
notice that bodhisattvas practise this perfection, and that morality incorporates certain 
prohibitive rules which differ depending on the social and religious position of the subject. In 
addition, there are many rules which bodhisattvas should practise for the benefit of others. 
Evidently, the formation of the bodhisattva’s moral rules or regulations was based on both 
religious and social grounds. The ten types of holy thought have the capacity of assisting 
bodhisattvas to perfect their morality.
At this stage, conceptual development in the exposition of the sllaparamita is indicated by 
the appearance of the concept of trividhaslla, namely the moral restrictions (satnvaraslla), 
morality that accumulates wholesome dharmas (.kusaladharmasatngrahakasTla), and morality 
that benefits sentient beings (sattvarthakriyasTla). It is only found in several Mahayana texts. 
However, it is important today and in the development of Buddhist thought because many 
Mahayana followers still claim that their discipline consists of the threefold morality. The 
moral restrictions (satnvaraslla) refer to seven kinds of people and their corresponding moral 
rules. It is not innovatory, because by classifying the bodhisattvas into seven categories of 
people, sentient beings in other existences become excluded. Furthermore, the morality which 
accumulates wholesome things and morality which benefits sentient beings, are also shared by 
the seven kinds of people. Our examination of the threefold morality shows that the' morality 
which benefits sentient beings includes the four kinds of conversion. However, the teachings 
on morality do not include the concepts of emptiness and non-production.
The second stage in the evolution of the perfection of morality is marked by 
incorporating Mahayana doctrines into the practice of morality. This is achieved by teaching 
non-gain, non-evil, and non-production. The most remarkable feature at this stage is the 
emphasis on the differences between the bodhisattva’s perfection of morality and that of the 
Sravakas. This is indicated by claiming that bodhicitta is the bodhisattva’s perfection of 
morality. At this stage the conditions for committing offences are also specified. Overall, the
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theory of the perfection of morality is rather anti-Sravaka and Pratyekabuddha in terms of 
prohibiting the bodhisattvas to regress to the view of the Sravaka and Pratyekabuddha.
The third stage in the development of the sllaparamita is indicated by the continuous 
infusion of Mahayana ideas in the practice of this perfection. Disclosing faults and skilful 
means constitute the important factors to fulfil the perfection of morality. Disclosing faults 
implies that rules of morality may be breached, and the use of various skilful means indicates 
that the breaches of morality are permitted only under certain conditions. These two factors 
give increased freedom to Mahayana followers, and offer a practical solution to the need for 
bodhisattvas to fulfil the remaining paramitas. From these factors there emerges a new theory 
of the sllaparamita. The sllaparamita developed in response to the need to solve these sorts of 
contradictions, and it is a new theory in the sense that it differs from the teachings of the 
moral perfection in the early Buddhist texts. It includes the teachings on conviction, the grave 
breaches of discipline, regulations for disclosing faults, and the conditions of minor and 
serious offences. There are two principal rules to follow within such flexible and vital 
regulations. (1) Whatever deed a bodhisattva performs, a bodhisattva must still cherish 
sentient beings, and (2) one should not forsake sentient beings in any case. Bodhicitta, non­
gain and non-evil regarding prajna, and a compassionate mind are the central elements in the 
perfect morality of the bodhisattva. Thus one of the texts says, “morality is bodhicitta, 
emptiness, non-arrogance, producing great compassion, and being a rescuer of those who 
damage morality [T15: 378c].” Another text says, “never giving up bodhicitta is the morality 
of the bodhisattva [T22: 191c].” There cannot be perfect morality for the bodhisattva without 
producing bodhicitta.
Our survey of the perfection of patience (ksantiparamita) shows that early discussions 
mainly distinguish it with regard to suffering, hostility and the factors of existence. 
Overcoming anger and hatred is the perfection of patience. In addition, some Mahayana texts 
indicate that non-damage of anything (dharmas) is the perfection of patience. Some 
expositions of the ksantiparamita indicate that certain understandings are required for the 
bodhisattvas to fulfil the perfection of patience. These include knowing karmic law, cause and 
effect, the teachings on anatman and sunyata, knowing the sources of suffering, and those of 
happiness. When the bodhisattvas are equipped with such understanding, they can bear the 
unbearable at all times. Apart from these, loving-kindness, non-attachment, and indifference
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are the qualities required for mastering patience. The conceptual development of this 
perfection includes the expositions of dharmaksanti and anuttpattikadharmaksanti. It is 
indicated that bodhisattvas abiding in the ksantiparamita engender the other five perfections.
Definitions of the perfection of energy ( viryaparamita) differ among our texts. Some texts 
say that no physical or mental slackness in the practice of the six perfections is present in 
perfect energy. In other texts, the perfection of energy is linked with the rejection of karmic 
engagements, non-recollecting the characteristics of any dharmas, and non-grasping anything. 
Rather, it consists of making constant efforts towards buddhahood. Conceptually, three 
categories of energy in the Mahayana teachings are explained: armoured energy, energy 
towards the accumulation of virtue, and energy working for the benefit of sentient beings. 
However, energy is not perfect without wisdom and pure aspiration. Resolution for gaining 
sambodhi, having compassion towards sentient beings, and the wish to establish them in the 
three vehicles are said to be motivation for generating energy in the Mahayana teachings.
The exposition of the perfection of meditation in our texts is adopted from the four 
dhyanas, the four countless states, and the four samapattis taught in the Agamas. Evidence for 
this is found in the Satparamitasaingrahasutra [T3: 039ab]. In the Medium Class of the 
prajhaparamitasutias for instance, “the bodhisattva abiding in prajnaparamita, with exception 
to the Buddha’s samadhi, enters every samadhi... such as the sravakasamadhij 
pratyekabuddhasamadhij and bodhisattvasamadhi. One practises and enters all of them. The 
bodhisattvas are able to enter and emerge from the samadhis in forward and reverse sequence, 
to enter and emerge from the eight liberations in forward and reverse sequence, and to enter 
transcendental samadhis [T8:0386ab].”
In addition to bodhicitta, the compassionate mind, skills, wisdom and dedication to 
sarvajhana, the methods of meditation in this prajhaparamitasutra are also the same as those in 
the Agamas. These include the four dhyanas, the four countless states, the four samapattis, the 
eightfold liberation, and the nine successive abodes (anupiirvavihara). The Subahupariprccha, 
in addition to the above mentioned methods, mentions the ten totalities and teaches that 
bodhisattvas enter those concentrations without depending on anything [T11:0533c.]. The 
meditation of non-reliance is also found in the Mahayanadasadharmasutra (Til:0765c) and 
the Ratnacudabodhisattvapariprccha (Tll:0660ac; T13:0175c).
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Meditation on purity is found in various texts (T15:0357c; T15:0377a). Sutra No. 625 
states that “the purity of everything is the dhyanaparamita [T15:0357c; T15:0377a].” This 
method of meditation is a feature of the Mahayana perfection of meditation. According to the 
Sagarandgarajapariprccha (Sutra No.598), everything is pure by nature and non-dual. By 
realising the natural purity of everything, bodhisattvas obtain the realisation of sameness and 
achieve the meditations that bring them to the realisation of prajna.
The exposition of meditation in some texts is based on the concept of sameness. The 
Aksayamatinirdesa ( Wu-jin-yi-jing) states that “the meditation abiding in the sameness and 
equality of mind is the practice of the bodhisattva’s meditation. Abiding in the wisdom of the 
sameness of sentient beings is concentration {samadhi). The equality of mental acts is 
concentration...the equality of sentient beings is the sameness of everything. Entering those 
equalities is samadhi.[T15:0136].” Thus the exposition of meditation is based on the mind 
abiding in emptiness, sameness or equality, namely the equality of sentient beings and all 
dharmas, which is a feature of the bodhisattva’s perfection of meditation.
Dhyanas have an important place in the Agamas, and in the paramitas of the sectarian 
texts they are included in the perfection of meditation {dhyanaparamita). This perfection was 
inherited by the Mahayanists. However, in the Mahayana perfection of meditation, samadhi is 
also given an important place. This may be seen in the titles of many Mahayana texts such as 
Samadhirajasutra, Suramgamasamadhisutra and so forth. Most samadhis of the Agamas 
belong to the practice of insight (vipasyana). We find the sunyatasamadhi’ animittasamadhi, 
apranitasamadhi and so forth in the SA (T02: 0149c-150a). The basic teaching of the 
Mahayana at this stage is non-origination (anutpada) and non-extinction (anirodha) of all 
dharmas,; and it begins with countless samadhis as their means of realisation. Thus we find 28 
samadhis in the Samantamukhaparivarta, the samadhis of the five sense objects, of hatred, 
ignorance, passion, of wholesome dharmas, unwholesome dharmas, of the conditioned, the 
unconditioned, and so forth (T il: 0158c-162a). In this last prajhaparamitasutra, there are one 
hundred and eight samadhis (T08:0251a-253b). Among the numerous samadhis, the 
suramgamasamadhi, ekavyuhasamadhij pratyutpannasamadhj aranasamadhi and
mayasamadhi are taught in many texts and still practised today. The samadhis are important 
for cultivating a compassionate mind, benefiting sentient beings, fulfilling bodhicitta, and 
developing skills and capabilities. According to Pahcavhnsatisdhasrikd, the bodhisattva who
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wishes to fulfil the desires of all sentient beings with food, drink, clothing, and other useful 
things, should train in samadhis aimed at the prajnaparamita. The
Dmmakimnararajapariprccha says that the ratnasthitasamadhi reaps all kinds of treasure in the 
world (T15:0372c-373b). The attainment of samadhis serves bodhisattvas to obtain treasures 
and benefit others. This constitutes another development of the dhyanaparamita of the 
Mahayana bodhisattva practices.
The perfection of wisdom {prajnaparamita) in the system of six perfections originated 
from the jataka stories. In the Satparamitasamgrahasutra, unlike the first five perfections, it is 
not taught at the beginning of stories. In the Nikayas no stories are given to illustrate it.
The prajnaparamita in Mahayana texts developed from the concept of non-grasping 
{anupalabdha). The realisation of non-grasping is taught by the samadhi of non-abiding 
{asthanayogena). The perfection of wisdom has become a guide in the bodhisattva practices, 
for generosity and other practices not only engender wisdom but also become perfections 
(paramitas). By adding wisdom {prajna) to the notion that nothing is acquired, and the notion 
of non-grasping (anupalabdha), all wholesome dharmas become the path to buddhahood. 
Wisdom itself constitutes non-grasping. It is defined as being non-attachment {anabhivesa) 
and non-obstruction {anantaryaf apratihata). Thus the worldly and transcendent dharmas are 
penetrated by wisdom. On account of this, numerous portals {mukhas) and courses {paryaya) 
to these practices are taught in the Medium Class.
Almost every teaching on morality and meditation found in Mahayana texts has been 
influenced by the course on wisdom {prajhaparyaya). Even the teachings on disclosing faults 
and on the pure lands are associated with wisdom in the sense of emptiness {sunyata). 
Wisdom {prajna) became the very foundation of Mahayana teachings. Wisdom is non­
grasping anything, and whilst does not constitute mundane wisdom (.lokajhana) it is 
engendered by it. Perfect wisdom is linked with various types of mind in the mundane world, 
and its non-discrimination has been linked with worldly discrimination such as learning, 
reflection, and meditative realisation. Therefore, one is instructed to approach non­
discrimination by discrimination. By letters (vyahjanas), one gains the state of non-words {a- 
pada). By mundane things (.lokadharma), one reaches the transcendental {lokottara) state. It is 
asserted that prajna cannot be expressed clearly in common language or writing, and has 
merely been described to the world by those.
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The exposition of the prajnaparamita is primarily in the style of negation. In the Agamas, 
the teachings on approaching spiritual friends, learning the Dharma, correct reflection, and 
acting according to the Dharma, become the conditions for a bodhisattva to obtain wisdom. 
The Mahaprajnaparamitasutia states that bodhisattvas who train in prajna have to learn, accept, 
hold, approach, read, recite, teach, and have correct thought (cinta) (T8: 0280c).
The practices in some texts are classified and synthesized for easy memorisation, and 
represent a further development of the prajnaparamita. The Aksayamatibodhisattvasutra says 
that all dharmas are infinite (aksaya). Among the infinite dharmas are bodhicitta, the six 
perfections, the four immeasurables, the five supernatural powers, the four means of 
conversion, the four kinds of reliance, equipment assisting one on the spiritual path, the 
factors of enlightenment, dhyana and prajna, dharanT and pratibhana, the one vehicle path, and 
skill in practices (T13: 0583). This text provides many more items of bodhisattva practice 
aimed at fulfilling the perfection of wisdom. Comparing these practices with those in the 
Subahubodhisattvapariprccha, the accumulation and classification of Mahayana practices in 
the Aksayamatinirdesa are distinctly synthetic and rational, forming a comprehensive 
exposition of prajna.
The conceptual development of wisdom is also found in the discussions on the 
selflessness of dharmas, the emptiness of persons, the sameness in nature of both defilements 
and nii'vana, sarvaprajhana, and in the discussions on the interaction between the six 
perfections. These show that there would be no other perfections without that of wisdom. In 
addition, the conceptual development of the prajnaparamita in Mahayana texts includes the 
vyahjanadharani as the essential practice in cultivating wisdom through learning, reflecting 
and meditative practice. Wisdom is closely linked with the meaning that is stored and held in 
letters or words (arthavyanjanadharani), with the realisation of the true reality (dharmata), and 
with skill in expounding the Dharma. Its importance is shown by the dvacatvarhnsad- 
aksaramukha, which has been added to the Medium Class of the prajnaparamita texts and 
incorporated into the Mahayana teachings.
The fulfilment of the perfection of wisdom through cultivating learning, reflection and 
meditative realisation was thus linked with the practices of letters {vyanjana), portals {mukha), 
and the mastery of memory {dharanT). For instance, the Puspahatanirdesa says that if 
bodhisattvas learn the padamukhas, they will gain wisdom, skill, and the non-obstructed eye
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{apratihatacaksii) with regard to all dhaimas(T\6:0130a). In brief, vajra, vyahjanapada, 
mudra, dharanT, mukha and bTja are united in later Buddhist thought. However, the 
vyahjanamukha and dharanT in the early currents of Mahayana thought refer to the mastery of 
memorising the meanings of dharmas learned. At this point they have nothing to do with 
spells or incantations.
Each of our selected texts represents an independent view regarding the perfections. 
Neither does any represent an ultimate authority in the view of the perfections. Therefore, the 
development of the system of perfections continued, as is reflected in the Buddhist treatises 
such as the Mahaprajnaparamita-sastra. The most notable development among the texts is 
exemplified by those belonging to the prajnaparamita literature. The archaic 
prajnaparamitaparyaya has been discussed in many texts, and its doctrines have influenced 
many later currents of Buddhist thought.
In concluding our investigation on the progressive development of the bodhisattva ideal, 
we must recognise the individual aims of each textual source that has been consulted. The 
canonisation of texts usually appeal's to suggest a rather clear and linear progression. But the 
basis of these developments remains the individual followers, schools, and texts that make up 
currents of Buddhist thought such as the bodhisattva ideal and its gradual development. It is 
because of these figures that development ensued. Historical and societal context partially 
explain why the bodhisattva ideal developed. But the concept of the bodhisattva developed in 
response to the religious needs of followers and schools of various currents of Buddhist 
thought to a greater extent than the historical and societal contexts to which these belonged.
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